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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

This book has been out of print for more

than forty years. Some years ago theGovermenr

of India selected it for translation in Hindi and

I took this oportunity of revising it by incorpo-

rating new epigraphic data published during

this long period. At the suggestion of some

friends who thought that the book had not yet

outlived its utility—a fact demonstrated by re-

peated inquiries about the book from many qu-

arters— I have brought out this new edition,

thoroughly revised and considerably enlarged in

the light of the new documents published since

1920. It has been no easy task at the fag end
of my life, but I shall consider my labour

amply rewarded if this book serves any useful

purpose to the present generation of readers.

The Index hasbeen prepared by my daugh-
ter Sumitra Chaudhuri, B.A.

At the end of the second edition of the book
were printed some extracts of letters received by
the author from distinguished scholars and some
reviews published in well-known Journals, shor-
tly after the first edition was publshed in 1918.
I have retained only a few of them in the
present edition,as a memento of the eminent
Indologists who died long long ago
4 Bipin Pal Road,
Calcutta—26,
February,1969.

R.C.Majumdar



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

At the beginning of the year 1919 I sub-

mitted a printed thesis entitled “Corporate Life

in Ancient India” for the Degree of Doctor of

Philosophy of the Calcutta University. When

the thesis was approved, about three hundred

copies which still remained with me were

ofTered for sale. This is the short history of

the first edition of this work.

The favourable reception by the public and

the encouraging reviews and letters of lea rn

scholars have induced me to bring out a revised

edition of the book. In doing so, I had nece-

ssarily to make some additions and alterations,

but these have not modified the general scope

and plan of the work. I need only specifically

mention the additional data from South Indian

inscriptions which have been utilised in Chapters

1 and II, and the re-arrangement of the last

part of the Second Chapter dealing with village

institutions of Southern India. I have, besides,

added English translation of the more

important German and Sanskrit passages in

the text.

I shall fail in my duty if I omit to express

my obligations to the late lamented scholar

Dr. V. A. Smith, Mr. F. E. Pargiter, Dr. A. B.

Keith, Dr. E.W. Hopkins and Dr. L.D.BarneUv



for their favourable views about the book and
suggestions for its improvement, expressed in

private communications as well as through the

medium of public press.

Above all, I wish to record my deep obliga-
tions to -Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, the Guardian
Angel of the Calcutta University. To him
I owe the leisure and opportunity that enabled
me to carry on researches in the field of ancient
Indian History, and I am fortunate in securing
his permission to associate the first product of
my labour with his hallowed name.

In conclusion I take this opportunity of
thanking Professors D. R. Bhandarkar, M A
Radhagovinda Basak, M. A., Ramaprasad
Chanda, B. A., and Dr. I. J. S. Taraporewalla,
B.A., Ph.D., for the occasional help they have
rendered me as noted in the text, and also Mr.
Surendranath Kumar, Superintendent, Reading
Room of the Imperial Library, for his kind
help m supplying me with books and maga-
zines which I required for this work.

Calcutta,

The 28th August, 1920
R. C. MAJUMDAR.
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INTRODUCTION

The spirit of co-operation has contributed more
than anything else to the present highly developed
stage of civilisation. The gigantic experiments in popular
government and the huge economic organisations
spreading over the whole world, such as we see to-day
all around us, have made the modem age what it is.

The corporate activity to which they owe their origin
and the present high level of success, may therefore
be justly looked upon as the distinctive element in
the culture of the day. It is rightly believed that no
nation that lacks in this essential element of culture
can hope to keep pace with the progress of the
world.

In consideration of this high importance of cor-
porate life to a nation, I need scarcely offer any
apology for the subject matter I have chosen. India
at present is very backward in this particular aspect

sh
following pages are intended toshow that things were quite different in the pasthe spirit of co-operation was a marked feature ina most all fields of activity in ancient India and wasmanifest m social and religious as well as in politicaland economic life. The well-known jati' (cas^el 1

t e Samgha (the community of the Buddhistare the most notable products of J
' ^ h Tth

an equally imTortamn Timportant part in the remaining ones, and its
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effect may be seen typified in Gana (political corpo-
ration) and S'reni (guild).

Besides throwing fight upon the corporate activities

in public life in ancient India, the following study is

also calculated to broaden our views in another respect.

The account of the remarkable achievements in various

spheres of life will enable us to take a true perspec-

tive view of the activities of the people in ancient

India. It will establish beyond doubt that religion

did not engross the whole or even an undue propor-

tion of the public attention and that the corporate

activity manifested in this connection was by no means
an isolated factor, but merely one aspect of that

spirit which pervaded all other spheres of action.

So far as I am aware, the subject as a whole
has not been hitherto treated by any writer. Separate

topics like Safhgha and Gana have no doubt been
dealt with by scholars, but their mutual relation,

from the point of view I have indicated above, has

wholly escaped them. Very little has, however, been
done even with respect to these isolated subjects. A
brief, though valuable, account of the ancient Scents

has been given by Hopkins in his latest book, /ndia,

Old and Neio, but a detailed historical account of the

institution has been attempted, probably for the first

time, in the following pages. So far as I know, the

other forms of corporate activity in economic life

described in Chapter I have not been dealt with by
any scholar. In regard to Chapter II, I have availed

myself of incidental notices of different items of in-

formation to which full reference has been given in

the footnotes. The systematic treatment of the subject,
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and specially the study of the village institutions in

Southern India, is, however, entirely new and original.^

A general view of the non-monarchical States, which

forms the subject matter of the third chapter, was

furnished by Mr. Rhys Davids and Mr. K. P. Jay-

aswal and I have freely acknowledged my indebtedness

to them in the footnotes. But I have attempted to

furnish a historical account of the rise and develop-

ment of these institutions from the earliest to the

latest period.

The characteristics of the Buddhist church organ-
isation have been noticed by several scholars, specially

Oldenberg. But a detailed account of this institution

with special reference to its corporate character, and
a general view of the religious corporations of ancient
India such as has been attempted in Chapter IV, are
not to be found in any other work. Much has been
written about the origin of caste system, and various
theories, too numerous to mention, have been propound-
ed on the subject

; but the study of the ‘caste’ as
a social corporation, and a historical account of the
rise, growth and development of the institution, from
this point of view, is attempted for the first timem Chapter V of this work. I have derived consider-
able help from the collections of original texts on
the subject contained in Vol. X of Weber’s Indische
^tudten

( Collectanea uher die Kastenverhdltnisse in den
^rahmana und Sutra ), Senart's illuminating article
Les Castes Dans Vinde, and the two German reviews

1. This was true when this book was first published in 1919.
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oil the latter work by Jolly and Oldenberg in Z. D.

Af. G., Vols. 50 and 51. My indebtedness is, however,'

confined merely to the data they supplied on the

subject, for my conclusions are different, and the treat-

ment of the subject, as already indicated above, is

entirely new. I have similarly used Fick's work. Die

Sociale Gliederung Im Nordostlichen Indien Zu Buddha ^

Zeit, as a source of information for the Buddhist

period, but I have also gathered fresh data, and the

collection of Buddhist texts on the subject of ‘caste,’

included in the last chapter, may claim to be the

most comprehensive of its kind. My theory of the

origin of Brahmana caste may appear to be singular

in some respects, and although I do not claim that

it can be said to be a conclusive one, it appears to

me to be the best, with regard to the evidence at

present at our disposal. The acceptance or rejection

of the theory does not, however, affect the general

development of the subject, which is the more im-

portant point at issue. I have ref:^ained from all

discussions on the merits or defects of the caste

system, as that would have involved me in one of

the most controversial questions of the day which I

have, as a rule, tried to avoid as far as possible.

There can be hardly any doubt that the caste organisa-

tion assured the advantages of corporate life to its

members, although it may be difficult to support the

system as it exists at present. I have not offered

any suggestions for its modification as I have avoided,

on principle, all philosophical disquisitions throughout

tills work. It has been my aim rather to simply

piesent the facts in a connected manner, with a view
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to illustrate, as far as possible, the i:;radual develop-
ment of the various institutions from the earliest

to the latest period. In doing so, I have always
indicated the sources of my information in order
that my conclusions may be tested with reference
to the original authorities on which they arc based.

A few words must be said regarding the dat^s
of the various literary authorities which have supplied
the materials for this work. I have avoided all dis-
cussions about It in the body of the book, as that
would have disturbed the harmony of the subject
matter dealt therein. As will be noticed, I have prin-
cipally relied upon two classes of works, Brahmanical
and Buddhist. The principal Brahmanical texts, besides
the Samhitas and the Brahmanas, are the Dharma-
sutras and the Dharma-^astras. No specific dates can
be proposed for the first two which command general
acceptance, but they may be roughly placed m the
second millennium before the Christian era. As regards
the relative chronology of the last two I have been

e by the latest pronouncements of P. V. Kane.l
IS ideas on the subject may be summed up in the

tollowmg tabular form

Texts arranged
in order of antiquity

Oharmasutras
1 • Gautama
2. Baudhayana
3. Apastamba
4. Vasishtha

Dharmasastras
5- Manu-Smriti

Probable date

SCO B. C.
to

300 B. C.

200 B. C.—100 A. D

I- History of Dharmaiastra. Vol. V, Part II pp. xii-xiii.
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6.

7.

Vishnu-Smriti i

Yajnavalkya 1
100 A. D.—300 A. D.

8. Narada 100 A. D.—400 A. D.

9. Brihaspati 300 A. D —500 A. D.

10. Katyayana 400 A. D.—600 A. D.

Of the other Brahmanical texts, the Bfihad^

Aranyak-opanishad has been placed before 600 B. C.*

Although opinions widely differ on the date of Kautilya's

Arthasastra, it has been referred by competent critics

to the time of Chandragupta Maurya^ ( c 320 B.O.).

The kernel of the Rdmdyana was composed before

500 B. C., although the more recent portions were

not probably added till the second century B. C, and

later, 3 while the Mahdbhdrata, very much in its present

form, existed at about 350 A. D. As regards the

date of Panini Dr. Bhandarkar places him in the 7th

century B. C. but Kane refers him to 500 B. C.-

300 B. Of the Buddhist texts, the Jdtaka

stories have been laid most under contribution. The

allusions which they contain to political and social

conditions have been referred by Pick to the time

of Buddha and by Rhys Davids, even to an ante-

rior period. 5 On the authority of these two scho-

lars, I have assumed 7th and 6th century B. C. to

1. Macdonell, History of Sanskrit Literature, P. 226,

2. See Jolly’s article in Z. D. M. G., Vol. 67, pp. 49-96; spec-

ially cf pp. 95-96. Kane places it between 300 B. C.-

100 A. D.

il. Macdonell, op. cit., p. 309.

4. Bombay Gazetteer ( 1896 ), Vol. 1, Part II, p. 141 ; Kane. op.

cit.

5. Pick pp. vi-vii ; Buddhist India, p. 207.
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be the period represented by the Jatakas, The canoni-
cal Buddhist Texts, like the Vinaya and the Sutta
Pitakas. have been referred by Oldenberg and Rhys
Davids to about 4th century B. C.l I have not
thought it necessary to reproduce the arguments by
.which these different opinions are sustained but have
merely adopted the conclusions, which. I believe,
command general acceptance.^

I beg to remind my readers that the various
topics in this book have been treated from a single
point of view alone, viz., the light which they throw
on corporate life in ancient India. Institutions like
]ati and Samgha, for example, have many important

S. B. f,, Vol., XlII, p. xxiii ; ibid, Vol. XI. p, x.
Dr. A. B. Keith kindly communicated to me that he found
no reason for accepting the dates of Artha'sastra and the
Jatakas as proposed by me. Dr. Hopkins also wrote to the
sarne effect with regard to the Jatakas, but he seems to have
had an open mind as to the date of Artha's^tra,

I have reconsidered the whole question very carefully and
have come to the conclusion that there is room for honest
difference of opinion in this matter. One might legitimately
refuse to accept the view that either the /a/ofroy or the
s^tra were actually composed in the periods named, butmay, I think, be conceded that the general picture ofsociety and administration which we meet with in them istnie of periods not far distant from the proposed dates.The arguments of BUhler. Phys Davids and Pick about theJatakas, and the discussions of the German scholars withrd to the Arth asastra, from the point of view I have justmdicated. cannot be lightly set aside. It is probably tooearly yet to pronounce the final judgment on the wholequestion and I would have gladly avoided it altogether ifat were not incompatible with the plan of the work.
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characteristics besides those referred to in the text,

but these have been entirely omitted as they do not

throw any light on the point at issue. Many other

apparent omissions in other instances will, I hope,

be found, on closer examination, to be due to similar

causes.

In conclusion, I beg to point out that i have indi-

cated in footnotes my indebtedness to all previous writers,

and if there is any omission in this respect, it is due
to oversight. As a general rule, I have not referred

to the standard translations of the following works;
although I have reproduced verbatim or nearly verbatim

quotations from them. I wish it to be distinctly

understood that English renderings of passages from
these works, unless otherwise stated, are to be attri-

buted to their learned translators. Xhese works are :

1. The Translation of the JStakas by various

scholars published by the Cambridge University Press.

2. The Translations of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasis/i-

Hia, Baudhayana, Manu, Narada and Brihaspati

Samhitds in S. B. E„ Vols. II, XIV, XXV. and XICCIII.

3. The Translations of the Vinaya Texts and the

Buddhist Suttas in S. B. £., Vols. XIII, XVII, XX,
and XI.

4. The Translation of Kautilya's Artkasdstra by R.

Shamasastry, B. A.

The method of transliteration followed in the Epigra-

phia Indica has been adopted in this work.



CHAPTER I

CORPORATE ACTIVITIES IN ECONOMIC LIFE

Corporate spirit, a human instinct.

The spirit of co-operation is a social instinct
in man. From the most primitive period of which
we possess any record, it has been manifest in human
society in some form or other. Nevertheless, it is
brought into prominent activity, and lends itself to
some conscious organisation, according to the temper
of man and the circumstances in which he finds
Nmself. The nature of these circumstances dictates
the form of such organisation, but the character of
Its development depends to a great degree upon the
peculiar genius of the society in which it is fostered,
hus It IS that we find in almsot all ages and coun-

ries co-operative organisation, howsoever rudimentary,m different fields of human activity.-social, politick
ehgious and economic. The development of this’or„on has. however, varied in different parts of

Its early manifestation in India.

been
corporate activity seems to haveeen manifest, in a marked degree, first in the econo-
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mic field. This appears from a passage in the Brihad’

Aranyak-opanishad,^ when read along with Sankara-

charya's comments thereon. We are told that on the

analogy of the Brdhmanas, Kshatriyas, Vaiiyas and

S udras in human society, BrahmS created similar

classes among the gods. But he was not content by

bringing into existence the first two classes alone,

because they could not acquire wealth. Hence were

created the Vaisyas who were called ganasah owing

to the circumstance that it was by co-operation and

not by individual effort that they could acquire

wealth.

The passage thus clearly refers to a fairly deve-

loped form of corporate activity in economic life as

early as the later Vedic period. It is to be observed

further that the author speaks of the gana or cor-

porate organisation only in the case of the Vaisyas,

and in a manner which distinctly denies it to the

upper two classes. It is not unreasonable to infer

from this circumstance that the corporate organisation

among the Brahmanas and Kshatriyas, i.e., of religious

and political character, had not yet assumed as great

an importance as that in economic life.

1. Sa naiva vyabhavat, sa visamasrijat, yanyetani devajatani gariasa

akhyayante.

The comment of Sahkaracharya elucidates the meaning of

this passage :

Kshatra srishtopi sa naiva vyabhavat karmmane Brahma tathd

na vyabhavat vittoparjjayiturabhavat. Sa visamasrijat karmma-
sadhanavittoparjjanaya. Kah punarasau vit ? Yanyetani devaja-

tani, svarthe nishtha ya etc devajatibheda ityarthah ganasah

ganam ganam akhyayante kathyante ganapraya hi visah-

Prayena samhata hi viltoparjjanasamarthali naikaikasah.
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Corporate organisation of traders.

It is easy to understand how in ancient India

co-operation of a certain kind among traders was a

necessity forced upon them by the insecurity of the

times. Often having long distances and insecure roads

to traverse, they could individually be no match for

robbers or hostile tribes, but they could, when united

in a body, oppose a successful resistance to the latter.

The existence of such dangers is specifically referred

to in later literature. Thus a Jdtaka story refers to

a village of 500 robbers with an elder at their head.'

Such organisation of robbers was met by the counter-
organisation of traders to which, again, reference is

made in a number of Jdtaka stories.2 It is quite in
the nature of things that organisation of mercantile
classes was brought into existence by a similar pro-
cess even in earlier periods of Indian history, and
evidences are not altogether wanting in support of this.

The term pani which occurs several times in
the Rigveda has been differently interpreted by diffe-
rent scholars.3 The St, Petershurgh Dictionary derives
It from the root pan. “to barter", and explains it as
merchant trader. Zimmer4 and Ludwig5 also take
the word in the sense of merchant.

1. Sattigumba Jataka; Jat. Vol.
2. Jarudapana Jau'<a; Jat. Vo!.
3. See V. I., p. 471 .

4. "Schon Von Yaaka Nir, 2,
Pani, das ebenfails Handler
achf' A. L. p. 257.

5. Der Rigveda. 3, 213. 215.

'V, p. 4t0.

II, p. 294.

16 wird das Wort (Vanij) mit
bezeichnet, in verbindung gebr-
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Now. in a certain hymn, the gods are asked
to attack the panis who are referred to as being
defeated with slaughter.! Ludwig thinks that these
references to fights with panis are to be explained

by their having been aboriginal traders who went in
caravans—as in Arabia and Northern Africa—prepared
to fight, if need be, to protect their goods against
attacks which the Aryans would naturally deem quite
justified. If we accept this meaning, we shall have
necessarily to presume a corporation of merchants,
strong enough to defy their opponents, and carry on
fight against them. Thus the institution referred to
in the Jatakas may be traced back to the period
represented by the hymns of the Rigveda.^

«

Corporate organisation of artisans.

To the same class belongs the corporate orga-
nisation of artisans, although probably somewhat
different in nature and origin. It is difficult to
determine, with any amount of definiteness, whether
these institutions, corresponding to guilds of Medieval
Europe, had developed in the early Vedic period.
At present the sole evidence on this point consists of
the use of the words heshthi^ and gana^ in Vedic
literature.

1. V. I
, p. 471.

2. But, as already noticed, the meaning of the term which is

here given is not unanimously accepted.

3. Aiiareya Br., Ill, 30. 3. Kaushlfaki, XXVIII, 6, Taittinya Br^t

III. I. 4, 10. See. V. I., p. 403.

4. Panchavimsa Brahmana, VI, 9. 25; XVII, I, 5. 12; Vs. XVI
25 ; T. S. 1. 8. 10. 2.
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It IS well known that the word heshihin in later

literature denoted the ‘headman of a guild.’ Dr.
MacdonelU remarks that the word may already have
that sense in the Vedic literature,

2

Again, the word gana means any corporate organi-
sation, although in later literature it is almost exclusively
used with reference to political and religious bodies.
Roth, however, points out that it is used in the sense
of a ‘guild’ in Vedic literature.

^

In view of the passage from the Brihad-Aranyak-
opanishad quoted above, the views of Roth and Mac-
donel! seem very probable, if not altogether certain.
It may thus be laid down, with some amount of con-
fidence, that corporate activity in economic life was
a factor in Indian society, probably from the early
Vedic, and m any case certainly from the later Vedic
period. We shall not probably be far wrong if we
refer the first stages of its development before 800 B. C.

1 .

2 .

The nature, organisation and importance of guilds.

This corporate activity seems to be quite a common
teature m the economic system of post-Vedic India.

V. I., p. 403.

Dr. R K. Mookerjee {Local Govenwienl in Anchn, Imiia. pp.41 IT ) seems to contend that the word 5raW,(/,;.a in the Vedic^mture always refers to the posit.on of the head of a

na f r u" point ottt
part.cvilar that the word could scarcely have been used

and To, '“r Quoted from All,arm-^Ve<laand Satapailia-Brahmaiia on p. 42 .

Si. Pclersbncgl, Didionary. s. v. gana. . ,
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A close study of the literature of this period clearly

indicates that men following similar means of livelihood
usually formed themselves into a corporation with defi-

nite rules to guide themselves. Thus we find it stated
in the Dharma-sutra of Gautamal that the additional
(occupations) of a Vaiiya are, agriculture, trade,
tending cattle and lending money at interest.

This list must be taken to include at least all the

important occupations of the people at large, that were
within the purview of the writer, and so it becomes
significant when he says in the very next chapter^^ that

cultivators, traders, herdsmen, money-lenders .and

artisans (have authority to lay down rules) for their

respective classes. Having learned the (state of) affairs

from those who in each case have authority (to speak,

he shall give) the legal decision.”^ This means that

practically all the different branches of occupation men-
tioned above had some sort of definite organisation.

This organisation must be looked upon as an important
one, inasmuch as its rules were recognised as valid in

the eye of the law and its representatives had a right to be
consulted by the king in any affair that concerned it.

The particular term used to denote the corporation

of tradesmen or mechanics is S'^reni. This is defined as

a corporation of people, belonging to the same or different

caste, but following the same trade and industry.

1. X. 49; S. li. E., II, p. 232.

2. XI. 21

5. XI, 20. 21; S. B. E. 11. p. 237.
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This organisation corresponds to that of the guilds

in Medieval Europe, and may be freely rendered by
that term. Ancient literature, both Buddhist and
Brahmanical, as well as ancient inscriptions, contains
frequent references to guilds, and this corroborates the
inference we have deduced from the Gautama Dharma-
sutra that nearly all the important branches of industry
formed themselves into guilds. The number of these
guilds must have differed considerably, not only in

different periods but also in different localities. In the
Muga-pakkha J5taka,* the king, while going out in full

splendour of State, is said to have assembled the four
castes, the eighteen guilds, and his whole army. This
indicates that the conventional number of different
kinds of guilds in a State was set down as eighteen.^
It IS not possible to determine what these conventional
18 guilds were, but we get a considerably larger number
by collecting together all scattered references in litera-
ture and inscriptions. The following list compiled in
this way shows at once the wide-spread nature of the
organisation.

1. Workers in wood (carpenters, including cabinet-

ships and builders of vehicles of all sorts).3
2. Workers in metel, including gold and silver.4
•5. Leather workers.5

1- Jat. VI, p. 1.

2. Cf. also Jat. VI, p
3- Jat. VI, p. 427.
4. Ibid.

5* Ibid.

427. cf. p. 17.

r .

y

'
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4. Workers in stone.

5. Ivory workers.

6. Workers fabricating hydraulic engines {Odaya~
mtrika).^

7. Bamboo workers [Vasakard).^

8. Braziers (Kasakara).^

9. Jewellers.

10. Weavers.

4

11. Potters.

5

12. Oilmillers {Tilapishaka).^

13. Rush workers and basket makers.

14. Dyers.

15. Painters.

7

16. Corn-dealers {Dhamnika).^

17. Cultivators.9

18. Fisher folk.

19. Butchers.

20. Barbers and shampooers.

21. Garland makers and flower sellers. 10

22. Mariners.il

1. Nasik Ins., Lud. 1137.

2. Junnar Ins., Lud. 1165.

3. /hid.

4. Nasik Ins,, Lud. 1133.

5. Nasik lus., Lud. 1137.

G. Jbui.

7. Jat. VI, p. 427.

8. Junnar Ins., Lud. 1180.

9. Gaut- XI. 21.

10. Jat. HI, p. 405.

11. Jat. IV, p. 137.
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23. Herdsmen. 1

24. Traders, including caravan traders.

2

25. Robbers and freebooters.

3

26. Forest police who guarded the caravans.-^
27. Money-Ienders5

28. Rope and mat-makers.

^

29. Toddy-drawers.

7

30. Tailors.

8

^1* Flour-makers.

9

Although the actual number of guilds must have
always far exceeded even this number, it is interestin<T
o note that the idea of the conventional 18 guilds

persisted down to modern times in India. Eighteen
panes are actually mentioned in an inscription of the

(five TT'"; (traders), panchalas

^i^‘^-Shatakas (oil-millers)

tzr; (

t" pack-bullocks n. g;-:ir/iu-
erds), hratas (hunters), rajakas (washermen), and

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8.

9.

2

Ga* XI. 21.

/Wrf: aUo Jat. 1, p. 368; Jat. II, p. 295.
Ja‘- ni, p. 383; Jat. IV, p. 430.
Ja‘- n, p. 335.

?he u"
na

authority of R
Buddhist India, pp. 90 ff.

a 7 ^' w ^73.
£p. /«</., V. 23.

Bp. Corn., V. Belur, 236.
Bp. Ind., XXI. 60.

is given

Davids'
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kshaurakas (barbers). The compound gana-pana is used

in the sense of communal and professional guilds, and

these formed parts of the local assemblies.!

The paucity of materials makes it impossible to

trace the history of the above guilds in detail. We
can only hope to describe the general course of their

development during the successive periods of Indian

history.

3. Guilds in the Jataka period.

Regarding the earliest period represented by the

Jataka stories ( 7th and 6th century B.C. ), the subject

has already been dealt with by Dr. Richard Fick.^

He observes that there was a clear difference, so far as

organisation was concerned, between the traders and

the merchants on one side, and the artisans on the

other. As regards the former, the hereditary families

pursuing certain branches of trade, no doubt formed

themselves into a corporation with a Jetfhaka (Alderman)

at its head, but there is nothing in the Jatakas to show

that there was a highly developed organisation among

them. Far different was, however, the case with the

artisans. Here the heredity of the profession was a

more marked feature than in the case of the traders and

merchants
; the son was apprenticed to the craft of

1. Ep. Ind., XX, p. 90, f.n. 2.

2. Sociale GHederung im NorJostUchen Irtdien zu Buddha's zeit.

(pp. 177, 183).
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his father from his early youth, and the manual skill

and talent for a particular industry' was thus an inheri-

tance of the family from generation to generation.

The adoption by an artisan of any occupation other

than his hereditary’ one has never been mentioned
in the Jdtakas, while they contain frequent reference

to the son of an artisan following the occupation of
his father. The localisation of industry was another
important factor in this respect. Streets and particular

quarters in a town and even whole villages were
inhabited by one and the same class of artisans. 1

These villages were sometimes quite large
; the Maha-

vaddhakigamo. for instance, consisted of 1000 families
of dealers in wood, and the Kammaragamo, the same
number of smiths huts. Lastly there was the institution
of ‘JeUhaka*

( Alderman
) also among the artisans.-

These three circumstances, viz., the heredity of profes-
sion, the localisation of the different branches of
industry, and the institution of Jelthaka ( Alderman )

appear to Dr. Richard Pick to be conclusive evidence
or e existence of an organisation that may be fairly
compared with the guilds of the Middle Age in

CA in Jat I, p. 320, n, p. ,97; ra-aka-ymi

Hf i-
’ am in Jat. Ill p. 43 .

Moha.Va44hakiramo in Jat. II, p. ig. jy.
Kammara-gamo in Jat. Ill, p 281

’ ’

Cr ^nmak-ar^.Je,,Haka in Jat.' In. p. 281 V p 2S-
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Some of the f^taka stories throw further inter-

esting sidelight upon the organisation of guilds. We
learn from Samudda-Vanija Jataka^ that there stood

near Varanasi a great town of carpenters, containing
a thousand families. But among these thousand families

there were two master workmen, each at the head of
live hundred of them. On one occasion they left

the town and settled with their families in an island.

The story shows the mobility of the guilds which
is testified to by inscriptions of a later period. It

also proves that there was sometimes more than one
organisation of the same class of craftsmen in the

same locality. One might think that the double org-

anisation was due merely to the large number of

craftsmen, but the Jdtaka stories preserve instances of

a thousand men living under a single organisation.

^

It appears that sometimes the office of the

Alderman was hereditary, for we are told that when
a master mariner died, his son became the head of
the mariners. 3 The importance of these guild-org-

anisations is conspicuously proved by the fact that

the heads of guilds sometimes held high posts in the

State and were favourites of the king, rich, and of
gieat substance. 4 Reference is also made to the

quarrel and rivalry between these Aldermen, and the

introductory episodes of two Jdtakas^ contain interesting

I. Jat. IV, P* 158.

2. Jat. III, P- 281.

3. Jat. IV. P- 136.

4. Jat. 11, P- 12; Jat, III, p. 281 .

5. Jat. 11. pp. 12, 52.
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stories about the way in which the great Buddlui

sometimes reconciled them. Possibly such quarrels

were not infrequent, and necessity was lelt of appoint-
mg a special tribunal to dispose of them. One
of the Jataka stories refers to a State officer, tlie

Bhandagarika (Treasurer or Superintendent of Stores)

whose office carried with it the judgeship of all the

merchant guilds. 2 We are expressly told that no such
office had existed before, but that there was this oftice

ever after.

As already observed, two of the Jatahas refer
to eighteen guilds,^ and though the number must
be taken as a purely conventional one, it clearly
demonstrates the wide-spread organisation of these
institutions at this period. In both these Jataka stories
the royal procession, on two important occasions, is
said to have included the eighteen guilds, and this
again testifies to the important place they occupied
in the polity of ancient India.

4. Development of the Guild Organisation in the
Early Dharmasutra period.

We next come to the period represented by the
early Dharma-su tras (5th century B. C, to 3rd century

Mrs. Rhys Davids remarks :-“Thc first appointment to sup-
reme headship over all the guilds doubled with the office of
^easurer is narrated in connection with the kingdom of
Kasi at the court of Benares. Possibly the quarrels twice
^ between presidents (painiik/ia) of
guilds at Savatthi in Kosala may have also broken out at Benares
and have led to this appointment" (J.R.A.S., 1901. p. S65.).
Sabba seninom vicharanaraham bhandagankalthauam (Jat.

p. 37)*

Jat. VI, pp. 1, 427 .
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B. C.). Verse 21 of the 11th Chapter of the Gau-

tama Dharma-sutra, quoted above, authorises the

“cultivators, traders, herdsmen, money-lenders and

artisans” to lay down rules for their respective classes,

and we are further told that the king shall give the

legal decision after “having learned the (state of)

affairs from those who ( in each class ) have authority

( to speak ).”1

This presents a further stage in the develop-

ment of the guild-organisations. The corporations of

traders and artisans are now recognised by the con-

stitution as an important factor in the State, and

invested with the highly important power of making

laws for themselves. Their spokesman, correspon-

ding probably to the Jetlhaka of the Jdtakas, is an

important personage, having the right to represent his

class in the royal court.

The extent of the influence which the guild

exercised over its members at this period is best

illustrated by two disciplinary rules laid down in

Vinaya-pitaka. According to one of them^ the guild

was entitled to arbitrate on certain occasions between

its members and their wives, while according to the

other^ its sanction was necessary for the ordination

of the wife of any of its members.

A passage in the same canonical text leads us

to infer that the guilds already possessed at this

1 S.B.E. Vol. n. p. 234

2. Vifiaya Texts. IV. 226. Cf. JE /i S., 1901, p. S65.

3. Siittavibhahga, quoted in the Economic Journal, 1901, p. 313.
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time some executive authority. Thus it is enjoined

that a woman thief (chori) should not be ordained

as a nun without the sanction of the authorities

concerned

—

“rdjdndffi va sd^ghaJ'fi vd gdJidm vd puga^i

vd senim vd dnapaloketvd.” The old commentator
remarks upon this passage :—raja ndma, yatthd rdjd

dnusdsati rdjd dpdloketdbbo, seni riama, ydttha seni

dnusdsdti seni dpdloketdbbo.^ This certainly refers to the

executive and judicial authority of the guild and places

it on the same footing with that of the king and
other political corporations.

5. Position of Guild at the time of Kdutilyd,

Kautilya s Arthdsdstrd,^ which is now acknowledgd
by the generality of scholars to have belonged to the
period under review, throws much interesting light upon
the guild organisations of this time. Thus we are told
that the "Superintendent of Accounts" had to regu-
larly enter, in prescribed registers, the history of cus-
toms, professions and transactions of the corporations,

^

and three Commissioners, or three ministers enjoying
the confidence of the guilds, were appointed to receive
their deposits which could be taken back in times
of distress.4 Special concessions were made regarding
the lawsuits between trade guilds,^ and special privi-
leges were accorded to a merchant belonging to a

b Where the King rules, his consent will have to be obtained;
where the guild rules its consent will have to be obtained.
Kautilya’s Arthasaslra. Edited by R. Shamasastry.

3. Arthaidstra, transUted into English by R. Shamasastry. p. 69.
4. Ibid, p. 253.

5. Ibid. p. 190
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trade-guild. 1 The importance of the guilds in those
days is further indicated by the fact, that, in an
ideal scheme of a city places are reserved for the
residence of the guilds and corporations of workmen,

2

and that the taxes paid by them are included among
the most important sources of revenue.^ The village

guilds were protected by the regulation that no guilds

of any kind other than local “Co-operative guilds”^

shall find entrance into the village. The reputed

wealth of the guilds and the way in which they were

sometimes exploited by unscrupulous kings may be

gathered from the Machiavellian policy unfolded in

Bk. V. Ch. IL We are told that in case a king

'finds himself in great financial trouble and needs

money,’ he may employ a spy who would borrow

from corporations bar gold or coined gold and then

allow himself to be robbed of it the same night.^

Kautilya also lays down certain specific rules®

regarding the guilds of labourers or day-workers. They
are to be granted certain special privileges ; for exam-
ple, a grace of seven nights over and above the

period agreed upon for fulfilling their engagement.

The total earnings are to be equally divided among
all the members of the guild unless its usage dictated

otherwise. A person leaving the guild after the work

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

Ibid, p. 228.

Ibid, p. Cl.

Ibid, p. 66.

Samutthayikad=anyas=samay-anubandhah (Ibid. p. 54).

Ibid, p. 305.

Ibid, P. 234 ff
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has commenced, is to be punished with fines. Any
person neglecting his proper share of work is to be
excused for the first time, but if he persists in his

bad conduct he is to be thrown out of the guild.

Again, if any member is guilty of a glaring offence

he is to be treated as a condemned criminal. It

may not be unreasonably held that similar rules held
good among guilds in general.

The power and influence of guilds at this time
may be readily inferred from a passage where the
pomt is seriously discussed whether the troubles caused
by a guild or its leaders are more serious. Kautilya,
in opposition to his predecessors, declares in favour
of the latter, because a leader, backed up by support.
causes oppression by injuring the life and property
of others. 1 Again, the question is discussed whether
a waste land is to be colonised by a population
consisting of organised bodies like guilds, or one
without any such organised bodies at all. The latter
IS preferred on the ground that the guilds and other
organised bodies are intolerant of calamities and susceptible
of anger and other passions.2 These and similar passages^
m Arthasdstra hardly leave any doubt that the guilds
were already an important factor in the State fabric in
the fourth century B. C.

It appears clearly from scattered references in
Kautilya’s Arthasdstra, that the guilds in those days

1- Ibid, p. 403.

2. Ibid, p. 363.

3. C/., eg.^ 3gQ
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were also great military powers.! Thus in Book

IX, Chapter II, Kautilya includes **henivala' among

the various classes of troops which the king might

possess.^ It was sometimes quite sufficient both

for defensive as well as for offensive purposes, and

when the enemy’s army consisted mostly of this

class of soldiers, the king had also to enlist them in

his service.^ Again in Book V, Chapter III, dealing

with "Subsistence to Govermnent Servants”, the pay

of "Srenimufehydi’' (
chiefs of guilds ) is set down

as equal to that of the chiefs of elephants, horses

and chariots, and then follows the remark : "The

amount would suffice for having a good following

in their own communities.’ 'I Further, in Book. VIL

Chapter XVI, Kautilya mentions, among the nefarious

ways by which hostile party is to be kept down, that

a *irenivala is to be furnished with a piece of land

that is constantly under troubles from an enemy,

evidently for keeping them too busy to interfere in

the affairs of State. In Book VII, Chapter 1, ‘the

Stem is classed along with soldiers as means to repel

the invasion of enemy.

Kautilya also refers to a class of Kshatriya guilds

which lived upon both trade and war. "Kambojfl-

Surashira-Kshatriya-srenyadayo Vartta-S'astropajtvinab.*'^

1. The idea was first suggested to me by Prof. D.R. Bhandarkar

in course of conversation. He, however, takes *srenivala' to mean

•soldiers maintained by the guilds.’

2. Arthas^tra, p. 340.

3. Ibid, p. 341-

4. Ibid, p. 245.

5. Ibid, p. 376.
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Evidently these were special kinds of guilds and were
mostly to be found in K5mboja and SurSshtra countries.

That the guilds adopted military profession might

at first sight appear very strange, but the following

considerations not only support the view but prove
the continuance of this state of things in later periods.

Some verses in the Mahdbharata^ enjoin upon a

king to avail himself of ‘irenivala’ which is said to be
equal in importance to hired soldiers ( Bhfitam ).

The Rdmdyana^ also refers to *sayodhaheni\ while

the military aspect of the guilds is clearly evident
from the Mandasor Inscription.^ In Narada^ Smriti
( X, V. ) we are told, with reference to guilds and
other associations, that confederacy in secret, 5 resort
to arms without due causes, and mutual attacks,^ will

not be tolerated by the king.

There can be no question that henivala refers
to a class of fighting forces, for, as already observed,
Kautilya tells us that they were sometimes quite
sufficient both for defensive as well as for offensive
purposes. But even conceding this, there is room
for differences of opinion. R. Shamasastry has
translated the term as "corporation of soldiers," thereby

1. Quoted below.
2. Ramayana (Ed. by Gorrcsio), II. 123, 5.
3* For full discussion see below.
4. Quoted below.

5. The onginal words are "miVAaft samgliatakaranant.*‘ Jolly tr^n-
slates it as “mixed assemblages.” S. B. E. XXXIII, p. 154.
Jolly translates ; “mutual attacks between those persons.** The
context, however, clearly shows that the reference is to associ-
ations and not persons.
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ignoring the idea of guild. Professor D. R. Bhan-

derkar takes it to mean “soldiers maintained by the

guild." I am disposed however to look for the true

explanation of the term in the Kshatriyasreni of

Kautilya referred to above. This seems to me to

refer to a class of guilds which followed some

industrial arts, and carried on military profession at

one and the same time. That this is quite probable

is proved beyond all doubt by the Mandasor Inscription,

to which detailed reference will be made later. We
learn from this interesting record that some members

of the silk-weavers’ guild took to arms, and these

martial spirits, valorous in battle, “even to-day... effect

by force the destruction of their enemies.“ It is not

a little curious that this silk-weavers’ guild originally

belonged to the Lata province, just on the border of

the SurSshtra country, which, according to Kautilya

abounded in these Kshatriya guilds. But whatever

view may be correct, the interesting fact remains that

in addition to their proper activities, some of the ancient

guilds also possessed military resources of no mean

worth, and that they played no insignificant part in

the internal polity of ancient India. This naturally

reminds one of the Italian guilds of the Middle Ages.

The Kshatriyahenis mentioned by Kautilya appar-

ently subsisted for a long time, at least in Southern

India, and a good example is furnished by the Velaikk-

aras of the tenth and eleventh centuries A. D. This

community consisted of various working classes such

as the Valahgai, Jdangai, etc., and is fre quently referred

to in the Tanjore inscriptions of the Chola kings,

Rajaraja I and Rajendra Chola I, as a part of the ncime
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of the different regiments composing the Chola army.

They also migrated to Ceylon and were employed

as mercenaries by Sinhalese kings at this period.

We learn from an inscription at Polannaruwa that a

chief named Devasena had constructed a relic temple

for the sacred tooth of Jina at the command of King

Vijayabahu and invoked the members of the Velailtkara

army to protect it. These assembled together, bringing

with them their leaders, and took upon themselves

the responsibility of maintaining the temple and

protecting its property. By way of remuneration one
veil of land was assigned to each individual member
(of the Velaikkdras) and they agreed thus : “We protect

the villages belonging to the temple, its servant.
s'

property and devotees* even though, in doing this,

we lose ourselves or otherwise suffer. We provide for
all the requirements of the temple so long as our
community continues to exist, repairing such parts of
the temple as get dilapidated in course of time and
we get this, our contract, which is attested by us,
engraved on stone and copper so that it may last
as long as the Moon and the Sun endure.''*

6. Early Dharmaidstra Period.

A further stage of development in the organisation
ot guilds IS observable in the period represented by the
early Dha^a-^Sstras (2nd century B. C. to 3rd century

• •). Thus the Manu-samhita not only reiterates

1- a. Ep. R. 1913, p. 101.
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the statement of Oautama Quoted above, but expressly

refers to SrenJ-dharma or ‘usages of the guilds’ as

having the force of law.* It further lays down that

If a man belonging to a corporation inhabiting

a village or a district {grdma-desa~samgha), after swear-

ing to an agreement, breaks it through avarice, {the king)

shall banish him from his realm.

The Ydjflavalkya-samhita also prescribes that

if a man steals the property of a guild or any other

corporation, or breaks any agreement with it, he shall be

banished from the realm and all his property, confiscated.

^

Similar injunction also occurs in the Vishnu-smritiA

These injunctions in the successive Smritis hardly

leave any doubt, that shortly after the Christian Era

the guild organisation had developed into a highly

important factor in State politics. Not only was it

recognised as a definite part of the State fabric, but

its authority was upheld by that of the State, and

its prestige and status considerably enhanced by the

definite proclamation of the State policy to guarantee

1. Jatijanapadun dharniman SrcmdharnmiLmscha d/iarnimavit \

Saimkshya Kuladliarmmamscha svadharmmarh pratipadayet ||
VIII. 41.

2. VIII. 219. The next verse (VIII. 220j further lays down that

such an offender should be fined and imprisoned, apparently,

if the two verses are to be held as consistent, before his

banishment from the realm (or should the latter be looked

upon as an alternative punishment ? ). Both Medhatithi and

Kullukabhatta include Trade-guilds under 'Desa-samgha
'

3. n. 187-192.

4. Canadravyapahaitta vivasyah.
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its successful existence by affording it all timely need

and assistance.

The result of this happy state of things was a

further development of these organisations on the one
hand, and an increased confidence of the public in

their utility, on the other. This is fully evidenced
by a number of inscriptions to which reference may
be made in somewhat greater detail.

There are no less than seven inscriptions
belonging to this period which distinctly refer to
guilds and their activities. It will be well to begin
with a short summary of each of them.
1. Perhaps the oldest epigraphic reference to guild

IS furnished by an inscription of Huvishka at Mathura.
dated in the year 28 (c. 106 A. D.). It refers to
an akshaya-nivi (perpetual endowment) of 550 purdnas
each to two guilds, one of which was that of flour-
makers, t

2. An inscription in a cave at Nasik, dated in
t e year 42 (=120 A.D.), records the donation of
3000 Karshapanas by Ushavadata, son-in-law of the
S aka Chief Nahapsna. The gift was intended for
the benefit of the Buddhist monks dwelling in the
«ve and the entire sum was invested in the guilds
welling at Govardhana in the following manner :

‘2000 in a weavers’ guild, the rate of interest
being one per cent, per month

;

> Ep- Ind
, Vol. XXI, p. 60.
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“1000 in another weavers’ guild at the rate of

*75 per cent, per month.” It is clearly stated that these

KdhapaV-as are not to be repaid, their interest only

to be enjoyed. The object of the gift is also laid

down as follows :

‘The 2000 Kahdpanas at 1 per cent, per month

are the cloth money ; out of them is to be supplied,

to every one of the twenty monks who keep the

Vassa or retreat in the cave, a cloth money of 12

Kdhdpanas ; out of the other thousand is to be

supplied the money for Kuiana, a term the precise

significance of which is uncertion.’

In conclusion we are told that all this has been

“proclaimed (and) registered at the town’s hall, at the

record office, according to custom.

3. Another Inscription at Nasik^ dated in the

9th year King Isvarasena, who ruled in the 3rd

century A.D.,3 records the investment of a similar

perpetual endowment with the guilds dwelling at

Govardhana, as follows :

“In the hands of the guild of Kularikas (pro-

bably potters) one thousand Kdrshapanas, of the guild

of Odayantrikas (probably workers fabricating hydraulic

engines, water clocks or others) two thousand.” The

last portion of the inscription is mutilated, but enough

remains to show that an amount was also invested

with the guild of oil-millers, and the sum of 500

Kdhdpanas with another guild. The object of this

endowment was to provide medicines for the sick of

1. Ep. Ind.t Vol. Vin, pp. 82-83.

2. Ibid, pp. 88-9.

3. Rapson—Andhra Coins, p. cxxxiv.
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the Sanigha of monks dwelling in the monastery on
mount Trirasmi.

4. An inscription at Junnar records the investment
of the income of two fields with the g-iild at

Konachika for planting Karanja trees and banyan
treesd

5. Another inscription at Junnar^- records in-

vestment of money with the gu'ld of bamboo-workers
and the guild of braziers.

6. A third inscription at Tunnar^ records the
gift of a cave and a cistern bv th? guild of corn-
dealers.

7. An inscription at Nagarjunikonda. dated
333 A D., refers to a permanent 'endowment' created
by a person for the maintenance of the religious
establishments made by him. The endowment consisted

b The inscription runs as follows:

Kortac/tike seniya uvasako artiitliuma sako
vadalikayam karajamuJa

nivatanani visa kataputake vadanvtle
ffivatanani{na)va/

BUhler-Bujgess translated it as follows in Arch. Surv. fV. India.
^:“By Aduthuma. the Saka, an Upasaka of the guild of the
Konachikas (a gift of) 20 nivartanas in Vadalika, near the
arania tree, and in KaUputaka, 9 nivartanas near the banyan

tree.’ Pischel has shown that ‘vadamula' and ‘karajamula'
rea y mean “cost of planting these trees*' {Nachr. Gott. Ges.
Wiss. Phil. Hist. K!., 1895, p, 216). LUders thinks that the
investment was made with the guild and not by a member
of the guild {Ep. Ind., X, App.. No. 1162, p. 132).

2- Lud. No. 1165.

3. Ibid No. 1180.
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of a deposit of 70 dindras in one guild and 10 each
in three other guilds, out of the interest of which
specific acts had to be done. Only names of two
guilds are legible, namely those of Panika. (probably
sellers or growers of betel leaves) and Puvaka
(confectioners). ^

Guilds serving as Local Banks.

There are, besides, a number of fragmentary
inscriptions^ which seem to record similar investments

with various guilds, but as their purport has not

been made out with certainty, no reference is made
to them. The seven inscriptions, quoted above, are,

however, calculated to throw a flood of light on the

function and organisation of the ancient guilds. Thus
Nos. 1-5 and 7 conclusively prove that guilds in

ancient days received dep>osits of public money and
paid regular interest on them. The Machiavellian policy

of exploiting these guilds, as laid down by Kautilya,

and quoted above on p. 24, bears testimony to the

fact that they also lent out money. Roughly speaking,

therefore, they must be said to have served the func-

1. Ep. Ind., XXXV, p. 5

2. Five inscriptions of this period refer to the gift of Avesani,

a term which has not been met with anywhere else. Cunni-

ngham translated it as “gateway-architrave" (B/ulsa Topes, p,

264), while in Maisey’s Sanc/ii it is translated as "neophyte"

(p. 95). Biihler suggested the meaning, ‘the foreman of the

artisans* (Ep. Ind., Vol. II, p. 88). LUders has accepted it

in the case of the Sanchi inscription, but in other places

rendered the term simply by ‘artisan* The conclusion abou ^

the existence of a ‘guild’ from the use of this term is there-

fore somewhat problematic.
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tions of modern banks. The Inscription No. 2 show.s

that the rate of interest which they paid varied be-
tween 12 and 9 p.c. The guilds, which thus operated
as a network of banks throughout the length and breadtli

of the country, must have possessed a coherent orga-
nisation, sufficient to induce the public to trust large
sums of money with them. They must have been of
long standing, and their operations, characterised by
honesty and fair dealing

; for, otherwise, men would
scarcely have made perpetual endowments with them.
The concluding portions of No. 2 seem to prove also
that they were recognised as an important factor in
the municipal government of ancient cities, and were
responsible to the corporation of the town for the
due discharge of their duties as trustees of public
money. They received not merely deposits in cash,
but also endowment of property, as is proved by the
Inscription No. 4 .

The objects with which these endowments werema e are manifpld, and due performance of them
have required extra-professional skill. Thus

one guild IS required to plant particular trees, while
several others, none of which had anything to do

o

* medicine, were to provide it for the sick monks

were
ascriptions further prove that there

era craft-guilds at one place, and sometimes

r ,™r' «
cy. iNo. 1 ). In general, the auilds an-

bTin 117 belong.

"guild at Kon“c\ika^-
^^P'y to th*

•^onachika. It might mean that there was
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only one guild at the v'illage, so that no special

designation was necessary to denote it, or that the

whole village formed ifself into a guild, being in-

habited by one class of artisans alone ; for, as we
have seen above, the Pali literature contains reference

to such villages. The Inscription, No. 6 is interesting,

as it shows that the guilds were not merely the

receivers of other’s gifts, but made gifts themselves

in the name of the corporation.

Functions of Guilds according to Yd'jnay^ilkya-samhitd.

Some injunctions laid down in the early Dharma-
sdstras give us an interesting glimpse into the

working of these guikts. Thus the Yaftavalkya-^

(Chap. II) contains the following :

—

^'tfq VjTjff jj; U^e;^

q: i

fqqOfi: 3q?T \\\^^

STTqiqpf
I

1. Cliaukhaniba Edition.
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^qt IIU ?

-TTOiTJnqT^zf fqfvj: t

^ IIu ^

It follows from the above that guilds could possess
corporate property, and lay down rules and regulations
corresponding to the ‘Articles of Association’ of the present
day, which it was a penal crime to violate. Their represen-
tatives often transacted business with the court in their
name and were held in high respect there. Some pure
and virtuous men were appointed as their Executive
officers

( ka7ya‘Chintakah ). Their relation to the
Assembly is unfortunately not quite clear. Though
it is not clearly laid down whether they were
appointed by the king or elected by the members
themselves, the latter seems to be very probable
from the tenor of the whole passage. Then, again, it

appears from the line ‘"Karttavyam vdchcnam teshem
soiniiha- hitaiadir, am, th.st these officers possc.ssed execu-
tive authority over the members of the corporation, and
could visit with punishment anyone who disobeyed
their decision. They were bound, however, by
the laws and usages of the corpoiation, and if they
violated them in the exercise of their authority, and
there was dissension between them and the general
members, the king had to step in and make" both
parties conform to the established usage. Th^

1 . Perhaps Pashandi in the Trivandrum Edition is a better reading.
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executive officers, though vested with considerable

authority, could not thus be autocrats by any means,
and their ultimate responsibility to the law and custom
was assured by the instrumentality of the Assembly^

Altnough no mention is made here of the

President of the guild, the frequent reference to

Sfeshthin in contemporary inscriptions shows that

theie was one
; but the real power seems now to have

devolved upon the Executive officers. Thus the

z 1 during this period presented

a very modern appearance, with a Chief and a few

Executive officers responsible to the Assembly. The
corporate spirit of a guild is most strikingly mani-

fested in verso 190, which lays down that everything

acquired by a min while engaged in the business

of the guild ( apparently including even gifts from

king or other persons I, must be paid to the guild

itself, and anyone failing to do this of his own
accord, will have to pay a fine amounting to eleven

times its value.

The importance attached to guilds and other

corporations at this period is best illustrated by the

two following facts :

1. The violation of agreements entered into

with the corporations ( Samvid-vyatikrama ) is already

recorded in Ydj^avalkya and Manu as one of the

recognised titles of law ( M. 5 ; Y. II, 15 ).

1. This point is made quite clear by the commentators. Mitramisra,

for example, quotes Y. II, 187, in support of the fact that

the Assembly could punish the Executive Officers. ( Viram,

p. 488. ) This point has been treated in detail later on.
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2. Y'ljnavalkya lays down the general maxim
( see verse 186 ) that the duties arising from the
Rules and Regulations of the corporation ( Samayifeal ),

not inconsistent with the injunctions of the sacred
texts, ar. well as the regulations laid down by the
king, must be observed with care, thus placing the
duty towards the guild almost on an equal footing with
that towards the State.

It appears from the lost line quoted above that
dissensions, and perhaps also quarrels. among
members of the same guild and between different guilds
were not unknown. In such cases the king had to
step m and make each party conform to the existing
rules and usages.

Re/erence to Guilds in the Mahabha) ato.

A few passages occurring in th,' MahdbharaUi-
indicate the high importance that the guilds
enjoyed in general estimation. Thus guilds" are
desenbed as one of the princip.,1 supports of the
ro>al powera and sowing dissensions among the heads
ol guilds, or inciting them to treason, is locked
upon as a recognised means of injuring the enemy's
^ngdom.4 Duryodhana, after his defeat by the
k^andharvas, refuses to go back to his capital, for.

'
"-'"r-u- as the aggregate of

the moa • / corporations. Narada. X. 1. Hence

2- References"^
° Samayika 1 have assigned above.

^
«««nce_s are to the Critical Edition.

• ^sramavasika-parva, ch. 7, VV, 7-9
SanUparva, ch. 59. V. 49 ; ch. 138. V. 63
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luma.ated as he was, he dared not face the heads
of the guilds. -What will the heads of guilds (and
others , say to me and what shall I tell them in
ep y . Last, but not of the least importance, is
the verse m Santi-parva which lays down that no
amount of expiation can remove the sins of those who
orsake their duties to the guild to which they belong.3

An interesting reference to guilds is also “con-
tained in a passage In the Harivamhi which describes
the fatal wrestling match between Krishna and the
followers of Kamsa. T e arena which was built for

contained pavilions for the
1 ’rent guilds, and we ar? told that these pavilions,

vast as mountains, were decorated with banners
bearing upon them the implements and the emblems
of the several crafts.^

The clay seals discovered at Basarh, the site
of ancient Vaisali, throw further interesting sidelight
upon the guild-organisations of this period. The
o lowing legends, among others, occur on a number
of them.

4

2 . ^T'^shfhi-kulUa-riigam'i,

3 . Sres hih i -n igam a .

4 . KuUha^nigama,

1. Vanapirva. ch. 238. V. 15 .

2. Santiparva. ch. 37. V. 14 .

3. Svd-';aj-mma-dravva-^yulanbhih patakabhJr-nirantaram
I

brcrunan-cha gananan-cha maffeha bhanty-ichalopamah
II

^arivamsa Ch. 86, v. 5.
’ of the Archteolosica! Survey of India, 1903-4,

p. 107 ff ; 1911-1?, p. 56 ; 1913-14, p. 133 ff.
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The crucial word in the abo\e legends, viz.,

nigamj, has been usually rendered by the scholars,

as 'guilds' or ‘corporations.* Professor D. R. Bhan-

darker, however, contends^ that there is no authority

for this meaning and suggests that the word should

be taken in its ordinary sense, viz., ‘a city.' Pro-

leSsor Bhandarkar is undoubtedly right in his con-

tention, and until some chance discoveries definitely

eslabish the meaning of the term, it is, I believe,

sate to accei nis suggestion.

The legends quoted above woutd thus refer to

cities administered by 6'jesh/iiis, Kulikas and Sdrtha-
vdiias, jointly or seveiaiiy. Such a state of things,

though unusual, cannot be regarded, however, as

absolutely unique m view oi the great mercantile
organisations oi Southern India to which a detailed
reteience will be made in a later section of this

chapter, in Northern India, too. an inscription at
uwahori refers to a Board of iS'ieshihis and Sartha-
vdhas administering tne city in the year 61] A.D.

Now the words S'les/i/hi, Sdnhava/ta and Kulikc
are ordinarily used in Sanskrit literature to denot
the chiet of a guild oi caravan. U is clear there
‘ore, that the clay-seais referred to above belongec
to guilds which were powerful enough to be recog
nised as the ruling authority in a city. As we haw
seen above, there aie references in the Jataka stork
to villages of artisans and traders, and possibly simi

1 .

2 .

Carmichael Udures, ISIS, p. ,70 ff.
huL. VoL I, p. 159 ff

1 take ihe word to be the same as kutaka
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lar state of things prevailed in the 4th and 5th
centuries A.D. In any case, in the present state of
our knowledge, the only legitimate conclusion from
the Basarh seals seems to be, that there were power-
ful guild-organisations, with ruling authority, in various
cities of India during the Gupta period.*

7. Later Dkarma-sdstra Period

^Ve now come to the period represented by the
later Dharma-sastras like those of Marada and Brihas-
pati ( ‘^th and 5th century A.D. ). The progressive

advancement of the guild-organisations is continued

1 . It may be mentioned here that the scholars who have taken the
word ni^a.na in the sense of a ^uild deduce quite different, thouerh
mterestinii. conclusions from the inscriptions of the Basarh seals:
The following remarks of Dr. Bloch may be quoted as a specimen.
"The mjst numerous am-)nj t'lc .;eil inscriDlions is that refer-

ring to th; corporation or c lild f/.u-nma) of bankers (ireshthhi).
traders (sarrhai-aha), and n.erchants (kn/i/^a). It is invariably
combined wi-h Ollier seals giving the namc.s of private individuals,
only in one instance it is found together with the seal of the
Chief of Prince s Ministers- The list of private names is

fairly conspicuous. A great many of them are distinguished
as merchants fkulika). One person, Hari by name, styles
himself both kuHka and pratbama kulikn. Two persons are
called bankers (s-eshthUi), and one Doddi by name, was a
sarthavaha or trader. Generally two or even more of the
seals of private individuals are found in combination with
each other or with the seal of the guild of bankers, etc.,

of which evidently most of them were mcmbeis. It looks
as if during those days, something like a modern chamber
of commerce existed in upper India at some big trading
centre, perhaps at Pataliputra." {Annual Report of the
Archaeological Survey, 1903-4, p. 104 )
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during this period. In Narada. as well as in Brihaspati

separate chapters are devoted to the title of law-

arising out of the transgression of compact (

vydtikrama ). Narada explicitly states that ‘*the king

must maintain the usages of the guilds and other

corporations. Whatever be their laws, their (religious)

duties, ( the rules regarding ) their attendance, and the

(particular mode of) livelihood prescribed for them,
that the king shall approve of.”* We are further

told that ‘‘those who cause dissension among the mem-
bers of an association shall undergo punishment of
a specially severe kind; because they w'ould prove

extremely dangerous, like an 'epidemic) disease, if they

were allowed to go free.’'- These injunctio’is of the

Dliarnia-iosfr IS shov in a general \viv the high ima-)'.-

tance attached to the guild-organisations as an imnor-
tant factor in society.

I he literature of this period throws interesting

side-light on the nature and origin of the guild-orga-
nisation. Thus, regarding its raisvi d'etre we find
the following in Brihospati^ '

cTSfrcRTtH
II

h X. 2. 3.

X, 6.

3. XVII. 5-6.
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Jolly translates this passage as follows :

—

“A compact formed among villagers, companies

<ofartizans) and associations is (called) an agreement;

such (an agreement) must be obser\'ed both in times

of distress and for acts of piety.

“When a danger is apprehended from robbers or

thieves, it is (considered as) a distress common to all ;

in such a case, (the danger) must be repelled by all,

not by one man alone whoever he may be.”l

This translation does not commend itself to me,

for the rendering of Jolly, “such (an agreement)

must be obser\'ed both in times of distress and for

acts of piety,” hardly gives any satisfactory meaning.

The real significance of the passage seems to be that

such convention is to be executed (baryah) to provide

against dangers and for the durpose of discharging

their duties.

2

In the next passage Jolly renders 'chata chaura' by

robbers and thieves. The sense of robbers and thieves

is covered bv the Sanskrit term ^chnura but

remains untranslated.

The word occurs in '‘a-chdfa-hhdfa^prdvefya’* and

other analogous technical expressions that occur fre-

quently in the land grants of this period, and both

Dr. Buhler and Dr. Fleet have taken it in the sense

1. S. n. E., Vol. 33, p. 3 47.

2. The Saplarm in ' Bit Ihakdlc' and ' Dharmakarye' ts to be

explained by the rule *'yhmllat karmnia Samaveye" cf. the

explanation of

Dhidyante hr'idaya-granlhii—chhidyante scrvvasamsaydh 1

Ksluyante ch= asya karfvnoni tasmin dr'nhte pardvare II

by Vachaspati Mi.?ra in hhamati.
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of "irregular troops."* Then, Jolly’s translation ot

the last portion is also not satisfactory. It would

strictly mean an injunclion upon a particular individual

not to repel the common danger. The real meaning,

however, seems to be : "it is the united body, not a

single individual, whoever (i. e., however great) he
niay be, that is able to repel the danger.”

We are now in a position to understand the general
purport of the whole passage. In the first two lines
the author lays down the reasons why a compact
should be entered into by the members of a guild
and other corporations. These are said to be (1)
prevention of danger and (2 1 proper discharge of
their duties (religious and secular).

The last two lines mention specifically the dangers
referred to above, vU.. those from thieves, robbers
en irregular troops (who probably infested the country
ter they were disbanded at the conclusion of a war),

en justify the recommendation for a compact bv
s a mg that such d.nagers can be repelled only by the

-operation of all, and not by a single individual.

lav inTh
‘hat the value of co-operation

a de
common good. It must have been

in the'^nl'i
“-operation

of theL g

‘

"m
‘ and development

these
guild-organisations.

‘he

guild.
accompanied the formation of a new

Vol. V, p 115 ; Gupta Inscriptions, p, 98, fn. (2)
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Thus Brihaspati says :

—

I

Hqrf qil^qfoqqTclKJi 11
'

It thus appears that the first step towards the

organisation of a guild was to inspire mutual confidence

among the intending members. This was done by

one of the following means:

1. Kosha .—This no doubt refers to the ordeal

described in detail in Narada I. 329-331 and Ydj^a-

valkya II. 114-115. The person to be tested was

“to drink three mouthfuls of water in which ( an

image of ) the deity whom he holds sacred has been

bathed and worshipped. If he should meet himself

with any calamity within a week or a fortnight (after

having undergone this ordeal), it shall be regarded as

proof of his guilt,”2 otherwise he would be considered

pure, and, of course, a worthy member of the guild.

2. Lekha-kriya.—This probably refers to a con-

vention or agreement, laying down the rules and

regulations of the guild, to which all must subscribe.

3. Madhyastha.—It is difficult to understand what

this really means. It may refer to the practice of a

1. “Mutual confidence having first been established by means

of (the ordeal by) sacred libation, by a stipulation in writing,

or by umpires, they shall then set about their work.** (XVII,

7; S. B. £., Vol. XXXIII. p 347.)

2. S. B. E., Vol. XXXIII, p. 116. In the case under consider-

ation we have, of course, to substitute for 'guilt,' ‘unfitness

for membership.’
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well-known man standing guarantee for the faithful

conduct of another.

After having inspired mutual confidence by one
or other of these means the intending members set

themselves to work. The list of items of business
included various things besides the strictly professional
business, 1 and these were probably inserted in a
document which each of the intending members had
to subscribe. BW/jaspdfi preserves a specimen of such
items in the following lines :

^ ||2

Thus the activity of the guilds was extended
to a variety of objects of public utility such as the
construction of a house of assembly, of a shed for
(accommodating travellers with) water, a temple, a
pool, and a garden. They also helped the poor peo-

This of course would differ with different guilds and is reterred to in general terms, as follows, by Katyayana.

S^wha/iain tu yo dharmmas=tena dharmmena te sada Ira uryuh sarvv2-kar\yani svadhaymeshu vyavasthitoh W
(quoted in Vivadaratfiakara, p. 180.)

Yvv!?;
translation of the passage, c/. S. B. E ,voi. XXXIII, pp. 347-8.
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pie to perform the Sjms*!:i)'ds- or ^-acrificial acts en-

joined by the sacred texts.

2

All these were written in a formal document

which was a valid agreement in ihe eye of the law.

This aspect of the activity of guilds is borne witness

to by the inscriptions. Thus the Junnar inscription,

already referred to above, ^ mentions the excavation

of a cave and the construction of a cistern by the

guild of corn -dealers. The Mandasor inscription'^

describes Iiow a guild of silk-weavers built a mag-

nificent temple of the Sun. in th' year 437 A.D.,

and repaired it again in 473"4 A.D.

1. Jolly translates the passage as “relief to helpless or poor

people.” But as ‘Samskaras' is placed along with ''yajana-

kriva^ it must refer to the 12 or 16 Sariiskaras mentioned

in the Smritis.
9

2. The duty specified by the expression "kulayanath nirodhascha

is difficult to understand. Jolly translates it as ‘a common

path or defence.” This is not. however, in keeping with the

view of any of the commentators like Chandesvara or Mitra-

misra. The former explains the passage as *'kulavanom

kuCinasya ayanam (anayanam), nirodho durjjana-pravesa-vara-

nam.” i.e., importation of good men and the prohibition

of bad ones. (Vivaclarotnakara, p. 182)

Mitramisra explains it as *^diirbhikshady-apagamapa'yyantasya

dharanam*’ which probably means the maintenance of people

till the famine, etc., is over. Mitramisra also noves a variant

reading "kulyayananirodhah'* and explains it as ‘ kidyayak

jravartana-pralibandhair I'e . the excavation of tanks, wells

etc, and the damming of water-courses (Viram., p. 425.)

3. See p. 33, above.

4. Fleet—Gupta Inscriptions, No. 18.
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8. The constitution of guilds.

The executive machinery which enabled the

guilds to perform these multifarious works is also

described in some detail in Brihaspnti. There was a

chief or president, assisted by two, three or five

executive officers (XVII. 9, I Ok* Brihaspati says

that only persons who are honest, acciuainted with

the Vedas and their duty, able, self-controlled, sprung
from noble families, and skilled in every business,

shall be appointed as executive officers.2

These officers, seem to have exercised consi lerable

authority over individual members in their official

capacity. Thus, according to Brihaspati. if an indivi-

dual failed to perform his share of the agreement,
though able to do the same, he was punished by
confiscation of his entire property and by banishment
from the town. For the man who falls out with
his associates or neglects his work, a fine is ordained,

amounting to six nishkas of four sunarnus each.

Banishment from the town is also the punishment of

1. XVIl. 10. The inscriptions of the VaillabhatU Svamin
emple at Gwalior ( Ep. Ind., I, p. 154 ff.) refer to the executive

o cers of several guilds. Thus, for example, while referring to the
ot millers guilds, it at first mentions the names of the Chiefs of each
guild ( Tailikamahaltaka

) and then adds "and the other members of
t e whole guild of oilmillers/' The number of chiefs of the three
guilds of oilmillers, is respectively 4, 2, and 5.

2. XVII. 9. Persons not deserving of these posts are also men-
tioned in deUil. ( Brih., XVII. 8, )

4
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one who injures the joint stock, or breaks the mutual
agreement.

The executive officers could deal with the wrong-
doers in whatever way they liked, beginning from
mild censure and rebuke and culminating in any punish-
ment up to expulsion. I In administering these their

hands were unfettered, for Brihaspati states explicitly

that whatever is done by those (heads of an associ-

ation), whether harsh or kind, towards other people
in accordance with prescribed regulations, 2 must be

approved of by the king as well : for they are decl-

ared to be the appointed managers (of affairs).''^

The king, however, could interfere in specified cases.

Thus the next verse tells us, "should they (heads of
an association) agree, actuated by hatred, on injuring

a single member of the fellowship, the king must
restrain them; and they shall be punished, if they

persist in their conduct."*^ It seems that any person

punished by the president could appeal to the king,

and if it would appear that the conduct of the president,

was not in accordance with prescribed regulations but

simply actuated by personal feelings, the king could

rescind his resolutions. These two passages seem to

1. XVII. 17.

2. This phiase is to be addtd to Jolly's translation of the

passage in S B.E., XXXIII, p. 349. For the original runs as follows:

Taih kritam yat svadha/mcna nigrahanugraham nrinam 1 Tada-

jnamanumantavyarh nisrishlar^ha hi te smritah II Nisrishtart/iah

is explained by MitiamiJra as '‘ani/Jna(a-karyah*‘ ^Viram., p. 430)

3. XVII. 18 ; £. Vol. XXXIII.
4. Vol, XXXIII, p. 349.
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indicate that while the independence of the association
was respected by the king, the security of a person
from the occasional fury of a democratic assembly
was duly safeguarded. It was probably by such means
that a reconciliation was sought to be made between
the contending claims of individual and corporate
rights.

The democratic element.

In spite of this exercise of high authority by the
executive officers the democratic element was quite a
distinguishing feature of the guild organisations of this
period. There was a house of assemblyl where the
members of the guild assembled to transact public
business from time to time. According to Niirada,
regular rules were laid down for the attendance of
members, and the king had to approve of them,
whatever they might be. 2 It appears from Mitra-
mija's comment on the passage, that the sound of
3 rum or other instruments was a signal for the
attendance of members in the guild hall for the
transaction of the affairs of the community.3 Regular
speeches seem to have been made in the assembly
and the idea of ‘liberty of speech’ was probably not
un nown. Thus Ghandesvara quotes the following
passage from Katyayana in his Vivadnratnakara.

3nd adds the comnmt rft ^T^r=^%5.4

Brih.. XVII. n. 2. Nar,.X.3.
Bib. Ind., p. 179.

3. Viram
. p. 430.
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This seems to imply that the executive officer

who injures another for having said reasonable things,

interru['>ts a speaker <Iit. gives no opportunity to the

speaker to continue', or speaks something improper,

is to be punished with ‘purvasahasadanda.’

Several minor regulations also clearly bring out

the democratic feeling that pervaded these institutions.

Thus it is ordained by Brihaspati with regard to the

executive officers or other persons deputed to manage
some affairs on behalf of the guild, that whatever is

acquired (such as a field or a garden acquired in

course of a boundary dispute in a law court), or

preserved (from a thief) by them, and whatever debt

is incurred by them (for the purpose of the guildi, or

whatever is bestowed upon the community as a mark of

royal favour, all this is to be divided equally among all

the members. 1 If however the money borrowed by the

executive officers was spent by them for their own indi-

vidual ends and not for the interest of the guild, they

were liable to make good the amount.

It appears from some comments^ of Mitramisra that

the inclusion of new members in a guild and the ex-

clusion of old members from its fold depended upon
the general assembly of the guild. He also quotes a

1 Yattai’i nraptarii rakshitam va gaijartharh va rinarh kritam I

Rajapravadalabdhancha sarveshamcva tatsamamiti || Viram.,!p, 432.

The brackctied portion in the above translation is taken from

the commentary.

2 Y» tu samudayanugrahattadantarbhavam praptah ye cha

saniuJayi kshobhadina tato bahirbhCitastan pratyaha sa [Katyayanahl

eva.
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passage from Katyayana to show that the new member
would at once share, equally with others, the existirg

assets and liabilities of the guild and enjoy the fruits

of its charitable and religious deeds, whereas the man
who was excluded from the guild would at once cease

to have any interest in any of them. Chandesvara,

author of the Vivadaratnakara, also quotes the same
passage^ and informs us that it required the consent of

all to become the member of a guild, but one might
give up the membership of his own accord.

The passages quoted above also indirectly bear
testimony to the fact that the guilds possessed some of
the powers and functions of a democratic assembly. Thus
it is clear that

(1) The guild was recognised as a corporation in a

law court where it was represented by selected members
to contest the possession of a field, garden, etc.

(2) The guild possessed corporate immovable
property like field, garden, etc.

(3) The executive officer could contract loan on
behalf of the gulid.

I- Gananam srenivarganaifi gatah syuryyopi madhyatam
[

Prakritasya dhanarnasya samarhsah sarva cveti II

Tathaiva bhojyavaibhavyadanadharmakriyasu cha
\

Samnhasyomsabhagi syat praggatastvamsabhanna tviti l|

( Viram. p. 432 )

vmhk^'
Pi-Sklanasya for prakritasya in line 2, vaibhajya for^PMavya m hne 3. pragata lor praggata in line 4 ( p. 187 )

dhanac^
s^^vvasammatya ganadimadhyapravishtastepi sarvve purvva-

bha
bhaginoh bhavantityarthah. Pragatastvamsa-

ganadibhyo vahirbhutah
nam§abhagityarthah.

( V. Rtn. p. 188. )
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(4< Charitable and religious deeds were performed

on behalf of the corporation, each individual member of

which was supposed to have enjoyed the benefits

thereof.

(5) 0.13 could cease to be a member of the guild

of his own accord.

A later inscription found at Kaman in the old

Bharatpur State and belonging to about the eighth cen-

tury A.D. furnishes many interesting details about

the guilds. It appears that while carrying out the

objects for which they received any endowment, they

did not pay out of their common funds but levied a

small cess on members. Further, the inscription states

that a particular guild included every member who

followed the same profession and each member was

to contribute a fixed amount.^

But the most characteristic democratic element

in the whole system was the ultimate responsibility

of the executive officers to the assembly. This point

is fully treated by Mitramisra.2 He takes verse 187

of the second chapter of Yajnavalkya to refer to the

Mukhyas, and recites the following text from KStyaya-

na as an illustration of the doctrine (the right of the

assembly to punish its chiefs).

Thus any of the executive officers who was guilty

1. £p. /W. XXIV. p. 333

.

2. Viram., p. 428.
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of any heinous criminal act. who created dissensions,
or who destroyed .he property of the association, could
be removed, and the removal was only to be notified
to, but not necessarily sanctioned by. the king. As the
executive officers possessed great powers it might not
alvays have proved an easy affair to remove them if

they assumed a defiant attiiude.l In such cases the
matter was to be brought to the notice of the king as
appears fron the following verse in Brihaspati-SarhhitS :

The king would hear both sides and, of course,
<ieciJe m su:h cases according to the special rule of
the guilds, as already noticed above (p. 22i." He would
then give his decision and enforce his decree.

Mitramisra is quite explicit on this point. He
says that the removal of the executive officers was
t e proper luncLion of the assembly (sumuha), and that
the kmg would step in to punish these men only when

2

passages in Arthasastra quoted above on pp. 24-25.

societies m ’ V'
® dispute arises between the chiefs and the

duty." ; c t^ring them back to their

ebieranh' j
’ °

' P- ) This is corroborated byepigraphic records (Ep. Jnd, XXIV. p. 34).

Nar.,p^ie4

***^ X. 3 and Jagannatha’s comment upon it.
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the assembly found itself unable to do so

Km
The above circumstance furnishes a most striking

illustration of the royal interference in the affair of

guilds. That tiie king could uphold the cause of an

individual if he thought that he was a victim to

jealousy or haired, has already been noticed before.

Some other cases of royal interference may be gleaned

from the following verses ot Narada

fn«T:
|

Nt ^ ll'A

5l^*?rq II\s2

1. As an illustration of this, he quotes M. VIH, 219-221, refer-

red to above on p.30 where it is enjoined-upon the king to banish the

person who violates his agreement with a corporation. Mitramisra

here takes the whole passage as referring to ‘mnkhyas' or executive

officers alone. He also similarly explains the following passage of

Brihaypati with reference to ‘mukhyas' alone.

“.•\n acrimonious or malicious man, and one who causes dissen-

sion or does violent acts, or who is inimically disF>oscd towards the

guild, association or the king, shall be instantly expelled from the

town or the assembly ( of the corporation ).”

He then adds the following comment :

“ to be expelled from the place of the assembly, i.e.

,

by the

assembly itself”. It cannot be argued that this interpretation is wrong

inasmuch as the assembly has no right to award punishment. F or

the passage quoted above from Katyayana conclusively proves that it

is the assembly which has the right to punish the executive officers *.

Viram. p.429.

2. X.4.5.7. Translated in S. B. £ , Vol. XXXIII, pp. 154-.‘5.
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Thus the king could forbid a combination of

different associations (possibly of a hostile nature),

arming of those bodies without due causes, and the

conflict between them. He could also prevent them

from undertaking such acts as were either opposed

to his wish or interests, or of contemptible and im-

moral nature.

The extant commentary! on these passages of

the N5rada Smriti, which, though of late date, may
be assumed to have been handed down from moie

ancient times, throws new light upon the relation of

the king and the corporations like guilds. It runs as

follows:

5frl ?ffT

f^affT^T rrfvUl^lK ^=^sTf5T^f*TrfT II

What the commentator means to say is this, In

the previous sulras (X. 2-3—see above) it has been
laid down that the king must maintain the rules and
usages, settled by the guilds and other corporations,

whatever thiy might be. Now they might form
such regulations as “we shall ask the subjects not to

pay taxes to the king", “we shall always go naked,

1. War., p. 164, f.n.
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we shall gamble,’^ ‘*we shall visit prostitutes,'* *‘we

shall drive at excessive speed along the public road,"

we shall worship at those places where Sakhotaka
grows, etc. In that case it might be urged to be
the duty of the king to maintain even these regulations.

In ordir to safeguard against such contingencies, the

above exceptions have been laid down. This proves, as

nottiing else could have done, the supreme importances

attached to these corporations. A king could interfere

with them only in some specific cases, but otherwise
they were free to act in whatever way they liked, and
the king was bound to accept their decision.

9. Guilds us ordinary Courts of law.

We have already seen that the guild as a whole

possessed considerable executive and judicial authority

over its members. The passages quoted above to illus-

trate this must however be taken to signify that the

authority extended over, and covered, only those relations

in which they stood to the guild. In other words, the

guild could only interfere in cases which affected, or

had a tendency to affect the transaction of business.

The following passages in Brihaspati seem to show,

however, that the guild also formed part of the ordinary

tribunals of the country.

“Relatives, guilds, assemblies (of co-habitants), and

other persons duly authorised by the king, should decide

lawsuits among men, excepting causes concerning violent

crimes isahasa).

“When a cause has not been (duly) investigated by

(meetings of) kindred, it should be decided after due

deliberation by guilds ; when it has not been (duly)
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examined by guilds, it should be decided by assemblies

(of co-habitants) ; and when it has not been isufficientKO

made out by such assemblies, fit should be tried) by

appointed (judges).

It would certainly follow from the above, that

the guild formed the second of the four ordiniry

courts of justice, from each of which an appeal lay

successively to the next higher ones. The chapter in

which these passages occur deals generally with the

constitution of the court of justice anJ there is nothing

to show that the judicial functions of t' e guild

noticed here related to its members alone or simply

with reference to its own oroper business. The very fact

that Brihaspati has noticed these latter functions

separately in a later chapter, seems to prove that in the

passages, quoted above, reference is made to the guilds

as ordinary courts of law. The exception noticed in verse

28, viz., causes concerning violent crimes, also proves

that the writer had in view only the ordinary courts of
justice.

The chiefs of guilds also played an important role

in local administration. This is proved by the Damodarpur
Copper plates. Two of them, dated in the years 433
and 438 A. D,, in the reign of the Gupta emperor
KumSragupta I, contain the following passage^ :

1. I 28, 30 ; S, B. E., Vol. XXXIII. p- 281.
The word Sreni has been rendered by Companies (of artizans) in the
onginal passage but I have substituted the word ‘guild' for it. Cf.
also Narada 107. p. 6.

2 Ep. Ind, Vol. XV, p. 130
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- 5l«iqffeq; - ^fcTf^^T - Hsqq-^q^-?TTT^qi55-gfpt

“While Kumdr-amdtya Vetravarmma was adminis-

tering the government of the locality in the company
of nagara-sreshfhi Dhritipala, sdrthavdha Bandhumitra,

prathama-kulika, Dhritimitra, pralhama-^dyastha Sam-

vap5la.'’

10. Epigraphic Evidence

Some interesting side-light on the organisation of

guilds is furnished by inscriptions of this period. Thus

the Indore Copper-plate Inscription of Skanda Gupta^

dated in the year 146, i.e. 465 A. D., records the gift of

an endowment, the interest of which is to be applied to

the maintenance of a lamp which has been established in

a temple for the service of the Sun-god. We are further

told that “this gift of a Brahmana's endowment of (the

temple of) the Sun (is) the perpetual property of the guild

of oilmen, of which Jivanta is the head, residing at the

town of Indrapura, as long as it continues in complete

unity, (even) in moving away from this settlement.
“2

Several interesting points are to be noted in this short

reference to a guild. Besides the custom of designating a

guild by the name of its headmen, it distinctly points to

the mobility of the body, and more importance is

evidently attached to the unity of the guild, than the

place where it settles. This is an evidence of the high

1. Fleet—Gupta inscriptions. No. 16.

2. Ibid, p. 71.
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state of gaild-orsjanisation, for none but a fully organised

body could thus shift from place to place and yet retain

its unity and public confidence.

By far the most interesting account of a guild is

that furnished by the Mandasor stone inscription of

KumSragupta and Bandhuvarman.* It relates how a

guild of silk-weavers, originally settled at Lata, immi-

grated into the city of Dasapur, attracted by the virtues

of the king of that place. Here many of them took to

different pursuits. Some learnt archery and became
good fighters, others adopted the religious life and

discoursed on religious topics. The prudent among
them learnt astrology and astronomy, while a few gave
up all worldly concerns and took to an ascetic life.

Various other professions were also followed, while a

number of them adhered to the hereditary profession of
silk-weaving. Thus the guild^ flourished at Dasapura,
and built in the year 436 A D. a magnificent temple
of the Sun out of its accumulated riche.«. In course of

1 Ibiii, No. 18.

<(T

^ introduction to the inscription Fleet remarks as follows

;

t (the Inscription) narrates, in the first place, how a number of
SI , weavers immigrated from the Lata Vishaya, or central and sou-
ern jujarat, into the city of Dasapura. and how some of the band
ook up other occupations while those who adhered to their original
pursuit constituted themselves into a separate and flourishing guild”

•

' ^ verse 19 however makes it quite clear, that
e guild included all the members described in verses 16-19. For,

a ter referring to them in detail in the above verses, the author con-
cu es . adhikam=abhivibhati irenir-evani prakaraih" ( V.19 ) which

^'n y signifies that the guild flourished through all these men.
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time the temple fell into disrepair, and was repaired

by the same guild in the year 472 A. D.

This highly interesting inscription, couched in

verses that recall the best days of Sanskrit K3vya Liter-

ature, has preserved for us a vivid account of one of

the best specimens of the ancient guilds that constituted

such a remarkable feature of ancient Indian society.

It invalidates the notion, too generally entertained,

that guilds were stereotyped close corporations of

craftsmen, busy alone with their own profession and

little susceptible to culture or progress. It portrays

before us the picture of a guild of silk-weavers, proud

of their own profession and true lo their own organ-

isation,! but displaying within these limits an activity

and keenness for all-round progress thit is really sur-

prising. There were among them martial spirits, valor-

Fleet also translates the passages to the same effect : “(And so) the

guild shines gloriously all arcund, through those who are cf this

sort and through others who, etc including thereby, within the

guild, men following different pursuits as described above. Now

they were all silk-weavers when they were in Lata, and took to

different pursuits while at Mandasor. If then this motley body is

still called the guild of silk-weavers, it must follow that they

constituted a guild while at LaU and that the organisation con-

tinued although some of the members gave up the hereditary

pursuits in their new abode. That the whole body of a guild could

ihus remove lo another place has been proved by the Indore copper-

plate mentioned above.

1. Thus when the temple of the Sun is built, or is again repaired

it is said to be done by the orders of the guild and NatsaLhatli

composes the in.scription at the command of the guild ;
cf. the

h;st verse.
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oas m battle, who ‘even to-day effect by force the
destruction of their enemies; while there were others,
unassuming in their modesty and devoted to discourses
of religion, men who overcame the attachment forworld-
ly objects and were characterised by piety and good-
ness.—very gods in an earthly habitation.* The science
of astrology was cultivated by them while the finer arts
hke poetry were not neglected, as is abundantly evi-
denced by the brilliant poem before us; for it is only
among men who have the sense of appreciation for
poetry, that such literature can flourish. The guild in
ancient India was thus not merely the means for the
development of arts and crafts, but through the
autonomy and freedom accorded to it by the law of
the land, it became a centre of strength, and an abode
0 iberal culture and progress, which truly made it a
power and ornament of the society.
10. Guild organisation in later periods.

The existence of guild organisations during the
er period u attested by a number of inscriptions,
t these an inscription at the Vaillabhatta-svamin
emple at Gwaliorl is the most important. A?
s a ready been mentioned, it refers to the organis-
lon of fresht/iis and sdrthavahas, etc,, ruling the city

th

the year 877 A.D., indicating thereby
^t t _ political importance of these old instituMons
mained undiminished. The inscription, besides,

^ecor 5 endowments mrde with the guilds of oil-
ers and gardeners, and the way in which these

Ep.ind.^ Vol, I, p. i59ff
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are described throw some light on their constitution.

Mention is made, by name, of four chiefs of the oil-

millers of Sri-sarvesvarapura, two chiefs of the oil-

m Hers of Srivatsa-svamipura, and four chiefs of the oil-

millers of two other places, and we are told that these

together with the other (members) of the whole guild

of oil-millers should give one palxfca of oil per oil-

mill every month. Similarly, the other endowment

was to the effect that the seven chiefs, mentioned by

name, and the other (members) of the whole guild of

gardeners should give fifty garlands every day.

It appears from the above that the guild organi-

sation was still in full vigour and endowments were

made with them as of old. They also illustrate the

constitution of the guilds laid down in Brihaspati-

smriti,^ viz., that there should be two. three, or five

executive officers in each guild. For we have just seen

that the oil-millers’ guilds had two or four, and the

gardeners’ guild, seven such members. The very fact

that they are individually mentioned by name shows the

importance of these officers, and this is quite in keeping

with what we have learnt from the Brihaspati-smTht.

Another inscription,2 about the same period, refers

to an important guild of horse -dealerrs who imposed

a tithe upon all purchasers—including king and his

provincial officers—of horses, mares and other animals.

The members of the guild came from various countries

and the proceeds of the tithe were naturally distributed

1 , Sec above, p. 49.

2. t^ehoa inscription, Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 184.
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among various temples situated in localities so far apart
as Pehoaand Kanauj. fn , his case. a,ain, rot only are
the chiefs of the guild and their headman mentioned
y name, but the native places of each indiviJual are

also given in detail. A guild of hotse-dealets is also

Harsha Slone inscription dated

r
j" 7

inscripiions of .truth
n la. The Siyadoni inscriotrons^ of the latter

half of the tenth centun- A.D., also record the gift of
a guilds of betel-sellers, oil-make- s, and stone-cutters

and refer to an investment of 1,350 dmmmos with the’
slillets of spirituous liquor. The guild of vS^Mka

o

Unters^is mentioned in the KaritaUi stone inscription^
Chedi Lakshmanaraja who flourished about the

^
e of the tenth century A.D., while the Deop5r34

cription of Vij4yasena refers to Silpi goshthi. appare-

Zrzz' <'

‘Communal and Professional Guilds’ are re-

am DiJ^r r South Kan-«a Distnrt, datrf A.D. 1556.a There were also guilds

gu Id or"
‘hatguild organisation continued down to the modern period

1. Ep. Ind.y Vol. II, p. 116 ff. Sir. IV
1953-4. p. 74

2. Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 167 fF.

^•Ep.lnd., Vol. II. pp. I 74 ff.

4. Ep. Ind. ,yo\. I, pp. 311 ff

• Ep. W., Vol. XX. p. 96.

5

No. 514. A. R. I. E.,

«
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11

The permanent organisation of guilds represents
the corporate activity in the ancient economic life at
Its best. There were also other forms in which co-
operative spirit was displayed, and these require to
be noticed in some detail, in order to gain a com-
prehensive idea of the whole subject. Trade, carried
on on joint stock principles, may be mentioned first

under this head. This form of corporate activity
seems to have been very ancient, and definite examples
of It are furnished by the Jdtaka stories. Thus we read
in Ghullakasestthi /dtafea* how a young man purchased
the contents of a ship, which had just touched at
the port, by the deposit of his ring. Shortly after-

wards 100 merchants irom Benares came for the
same purpose, but having been told of the previous
transaction they paid him a thousand coins each, and
obtained a share of the merchandise along with him.
Later, they paid him another thousand each, and got
the whole merchandise for themselves, the young man
having made altogether 200,000 over the transaction.

Again in Kuta-VSnija-JStaka^ we read of two
merchants who entered into partnership and took five

hundred wagons of merchandise from Varanasi to the

country districts. The Suhanu-Jataka^ refers to 'the

horse-dealers of the north* who apparently carried on
their business jointly. In the Introduction to 'Kuta-

1. Jat., VoL I. p. 1 14

2. Jat., Vol. I, p. 404,

8. Jat., Vol. n. p. 30.
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Vanija-Jataka, No. 2,i we read of two traders ot

SrSvasti who joined in partnership and loaded five

hundred wagons full of wares, journeying from east

to west for trade. The Baveru-Jataka^ refers to mer-

chants who jointly carried on their trade, and sold

strange Indian birds, at fabulous price, in the kingdom
of Baveru. The Maha-Vanija-Jataka^ relates the story

of a number of merchants who entered into a temporary

partnership. Thus we read :

"Merchants from many a kingdom came,

and all together met
Chose them a chief, and straight set out

a treasure for to get."*l

These incidental references in the Jatokas un-
mistakably point towards the system of joint transac-
tion of business and shed a new light on the corporate
activities of the traders and merchants in ancient
India.

Kautilya has referred to this system in his Artha-
«stra. The ancient Dharmakstras 6 have also laid
own regular rules fo which is the Sanskrit

tec meal term for it. Narada expounds the fundamental
principles of this system in the following verses :

1- Ibid, p. 181.

2. Jat.. Vol. Ill, p. 126.

3. Jat.. Vol. IV, p. 360.
4. Eng&h Translation of the Jatakas. Vol IV, p. 222.

®- Nar. HI. 1. 9; Brih. XIV, 1.32. Y. 11-262 ff.
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3n>^K^^fT: a^a^^^rpTlg^^^JTcT: 1' ^

^*frsrfTfi[=^'t ^T ^5iT5fr 3rT?q: i

^«n rT^q fT^Tf^'^T-- II ^

sqi^grqu^ifr^K^T^^TRT^^^qil^ I

^^Ssqfq^qr^ ^rq^ ^ ^q^nE^rfi: ^ U v

The essence of the system thus consisted in the

transaction of business, for the purpose of gain, joint-

ly by a number of persons each of whom contri-

buted towards the common fund that served as the

capital of the Company. As the individual contri-

bution formed the real basis of the whole system,

N5raia declares that the loss, expenses, and profit

of each partner are proportioned to the amount con-

1. Nar., p. 133, The verses are translated as follows in S. B, E..

Vol. XXXIII. p. 124,

(1) “Where traders or others carry on business jointly, it is

cilled partnership, which is a title of law.

(2) “Where several partners are jointly carrying on business for

the purpose of gain, the contribution of funds towards the common

stock of the association forms the basis (of their undertakings).

Therefore let each contribute his proper share.

(3) “The loss, expenses, and profit of each partner are

cipher equal to those of the other partners or exceed them or remain

below them, according as his share is equal to theirs, or greater or

less,

(4) “The stores, the food, the charges (for tolls and the

hke), the loss, the freight and the expense of keeping valuables

must be duly paid for by each of the several partners, in accordance

v/ith the terms of their agreements."
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tributcd by him towards the Joint Stock Comi'any.’
Br ihaspati also endorses this view but Kau' ilya and
Yajnavalkya lay down that the profit, etc., may be
either in proportion to the amount contributed by
each or as originally agreed upon among the partners.

It thus appears that an agreement v as drawn up
among the partners, intending to carrv on business tege-

ther, in which the general principles upon which the

business would be managed were clearly laid down.
By virtue of this agreement some of the paitners,

probably on account of their greater skill and special

knowledge, might enjoy a greater share of the profit.

than was warranted by the amount of money contri-
buted by them.

It is interesting to note that these essential
principles of partnership wcie also fully tmderstood in
the period represented by the Jataka stories. Thus it

•s relatedm the Kuta-Venija-Jataka that two merchants,
called respectively ‘Wise* and 'Vhsest'. entered into
partnership and took five bundled wagons of me^chan-
|se ftom Varanasi to the country distiicts. Tfcie they
isposed of their wares, and lelurred with li e prccccds

to the city. When the lime for dividing came. Wisest
» I must have a double share." "Uhy so ?". . sked

ise “Because while you are only Wise, Jam Wisest.
ise ought to have only one share to Wisest*s two."

ut we both had an equal interest in the stock-in-trade

shlrZ
wagons. Why should you have two

on h 1 el. T'" ^ talked

show. K
to quarrelling. The rest of the story

Tutlti 77 upon the other
e

» and at last the two merchants made an equal
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division of the profit.^ The story thus clearly shows

that while it was recognised as a general principle, that

profits should be proportionate to the share one con-

tributes to the stock-in-trade, the idea of awarding

special share for greater skill in business was not altoge-

ther unknown.

As the success of the Joint-stock business depended

upon the individuals that formed the Company, the

Smritis have laid down clear injunctions for the selection

of partners. Thus Brihaspati lays down^ :

“Trade or other occupations seould not be carried

on by prudent men jointly with such as are afflicted by

an illness, ill-fated, or destitute.

“A man should carry on business jointly with

persons of noble parentage, clever, active, intelligent,

familiar with coins, skilled in revenue and expenditure,

honest, and enterprising.

An idea of the corporate spirit with which the

business was carried on may be formed from the

following :

—

“Whatever property one partner may give (or

lend) authorised by many, or whatever contract he may

cause to be executed, all that is (considered as having

been) done by all.”4

The relation of the individual to the corporate body

was also clearly laid down ;

1.

JatjVol. I, p. 404-

2. Ch. XIV.

3. 5-. B. E., Vol. XXXIII, p. 336.

4 Ibid, p. 337.
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"When (a single partner acting) without the assent

{of the other partners) or against their express instruc-
tions injures (their joint property) through his negligence.
he must by himself give a compensation to all his

partners."!

"When any one among them is found out to
have practised deceit in a purchase or sale, he must be
cleared by oath (or ordeal t.

"They are them selves pronounced to be arbitrators
and witnesses for one another in doubtful cases, and
when a fraudulent act has been discovered, unless a
(previous) feud should exist between them."-

Thus the individual was responsible to the cor-
porate body for his negligent acts and his other partners
sat in judgment over him or gave evidence in the case. If
a charge of fraud was brought against any person, his
reputation had to be cleared by an ordeal or other tests^
and if his guilt was established he should be paid hiscapi-
tal and expelled from the Company—his profits being
for e.ted to it.4 On the whole the matter was decided

andtheguiity individual

for h ?
^ J^nsdiction of any outside authority

for hrs mrsdeeds. On the other hand, his virtue was

^« hy the same corporate Body, for sa^

own r '^ho by hii
e or s preserves (the common stock) from •

^nger apprehended through fate or the king shalbe allowed a tenth part of it (as a rewardl.S

1. Iba pp. 337-8 i cf. Nar. III. 5 ; Y. 11, 263.
2. Ibtei. p. 337. , ^
4.UY. II 2fiR IS VT^r

XIV. 7
'

' also cf- Nar. III. 6; Y. II 263
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The corporate body also looked after the interests
of the individual even after his death. According to
the same authority.

Should any such pattner in trade happen to die
through wane of proper care, his goods must be shown
(and delivered ) to officers appointed by the king.''l

It also appears trona the comments of Chandesvara
• •

on the fourth verse of NSrada quoted above, that a part-

ner, if necessary, could draw from the common fund an
amount regulated by the share he paid.

2

Tillage of the soil and yaripu^^ arts and crafts, such
as the manufacture of articles made of gold, silver,

thread, wood, stone or leather, were also carried on by

the vvorkcra on the same principle ol partnership. Unlike

trade, however, the basis of partnership in these cases

consisted, not of the capital money contributed by each

but of the skill and technical knowledge which each

brought to the v^ork. As this naturally varied in different

persons, the share of profit which each enjoyed was also

different. Thus Brihaspati says ;

“When goldsmiths or ofher (artists) [t.e., workers

in silver, threid, wood, stone or leather) practise their art

jointly, they shall share the profits in due proportion,

corresponding to the nature of their work."^ On the

same principle, “the headman among a number o^^ work-

men jointly building a house or ^^mpl^, or digging a pool

or making articles of leather, is entitled to a double share

1. S. B. E. Vol. XXXIII, 338 ; alsocf. Nar. Ill, 7 ; Y. II. 207

2. Uddhar<istasmat deyadnvyat pr^yojanavileahadakarshanam

(V. Rtn.. p 112)'.

3. Chapter 3fIV. vv. 28 ^ ; S. B. E , Vol. XXXIII, p. 340.
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(of the remuneration),”^ and among the musicians “he

who knows how to beat the time shall take a share and

a half, but the singers shall take equal shares.”- The same

principles were also applied even among thieves and free-

booters when they came to divide their spoil. “Four

shares shall be awarded to their chief; he who is (specially)

valiant shall receive three shares; one (particularly) able

shall take two; and the remaining associates shall share

alike.”3 On the other hand, if any of them is arrested,

the money spent for his release is to be shared by all

alike.

4

It is also worthy of note that priests carried on

sacrificial act and ceremonies on the same principle of

partnership. 5 Thus it is ordained that of the sixteen

priests at a sacrifice, the first group of four who were
the chief officiator s would receive <bcut the half, and
the second, third and fourth groups, respectively half,

one-third and one-fcurth of that. The commentator
explains that if, for example, the sacrificial fee consists
of 100 cows, each of the first group would receive 12
and each of the succeeding groups, respectively 6, 4,
and 3.0

There was another kind? of corporate activity in

the economic life in ancient India which can be best
rendered by the term “Traders’ League.'’ As already

1. Ihid, p. 341, 2. Ibid.

3. Ibid. 4. Katyayana, quoted in V. Rtn., p. 126.
5. Y. ^I. 208 ; also Nar. III. 8. 9; Brih. XI V, 15.

6. yir^ p 587
7.1 h^ye alre^y ippluded ‘Traders' in the list of guilds (p. 17 ).A sep^r^^ treatment necessary not only because the guild of traders

u m many respects different from ordinary craft-guild but specially
AS lU existence is denied by Mrs. Rhys Davids.
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noticed above, there was. no doubt, some sort of
corporate organisation among the traders, during the
eariy perio i, but both Mrs, Khys Davids' and Richard
Fick- who have studied the economic conditionm ancient India deny the ex-istence of any such de-
hmte and close organisation which could make the
word ‘League’ applicable to it. These scholars, how-
ever, confiae their attention e^clu lively to the [S^aka
stories, or at best only to the Bu^Jhist Literature, but
the data furnishel by these sources, interpreted in
the light of other evidences, leave no doubt on the
point.

Several lataka stories refer to the organisation of-
sea-going merchants. Thus the Valahassa lataka^ rel-
ates the story of five hundred merchants, with a chief
at th^r head, who chartered a vessel for trading in Gey-
Ion. The Pandara-Jatakad also refers to the chartering of
a vessel by ‘five hundred trading folk.’ We also read in
the SuppSraka Jataka? how 7006 merchants got ready
a skipper, and the treasure that was gained in course of
the voyage was divided amongst them.

Other Jstaka stories refer to the concerted commer-
cial action of traders on land. The Jarudapana Jstaka?
(both the story itself as well as the Intro luctory episole
pachchuppannavatthu) refers to a large caravan

1- J. R. A. S. 1901. p. 869.

2. Pick, p. 178. 3. jat. II, p 127.
4- Jat. Vol. V, p. 75. 5. Jat., Vol. IV. p. 136.
6. The number is not definitely stated but we are told that there

were 700 souls on board the ship, evidently including the sailors,

7. Jat. Vol. II, p. 294.
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consisting of a number of traders of S^-avasti (and

Benares) who set off together under a chief (jetthaka'.

with cart-loads of wares. The trader-;, referred to in the

Introductory episode, came back together w:ih thoir

treasure trove, and went in a body to pay respects

to the Buddha, as th^y had done on the eve of their

journey. The Guttila Jataka^ refers to certain traders

of Benares who made a journey to Ujjeni for trade. That

this was a concerted action on their part, appears quite

clearly from the fact, that they lodged in the same place

and enjoyed themselves together.

The above instances clearly prove that the traders

undertook commercial activities in an orginised body.

There are other considerations which seem to show that

the organisation was sometimes a permanent one.

The term seffhi which occurs frequently in the

Buddhist Literature should be taken to mean the

representative of the communities of traders. Thus in

Chullavagga VI. 4. l.weare told that ‘ \ al^ hi-Pin lika

was the husband of the sister of the R5jagaha setfhi ^

Evidently here the term Rajagaha Setthi was intended to

convey the sense of a distinguished particular individual
;

it could not mean a merchant in ganeral. Again in
Mdhavagga VIII. l-16ff.^ reference is made to the
illness of the ‘seffhi at Rajagaha.' Wh>n the physicians
declared that he would die in course of a week, one of
the merchants thought of the good services done by him
both to the king and to the merchants/'‘^

1. p. 248.

2. S. B. E..XX, p. 179. 3, S. B. E., XVII, p. 181 ff.

. Vmaya Pitoka Vol, I. p. 273. In S. B. E., Vol. XVII. p 181,
nigama has been translated by ‘merchants* guild, but see above, p. 41

.
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and approached King Bimbisara for asking
his physician to cure the seithi. The prayer was granted
and the sefthi was cured by the royal physician. The
latter asked for, and obtained, as his fee, two hundred
thousand Kahapanas, to be divided equally between
himself and his royal master. This incident illustrates
the wealth and status of the ^seffhi/ and seems to show
that he was the representative of the merchant class in
the royal court. This view is supported by the fact, that
Sreshlhtn, the Sanskrit equivalent for setthu is always
used, in later literature, to denote the headman of a guild.
Fick takes the teim as denoting a royal officer, though
he does not deny the fact that he represented the
mercantile community in the royal court. The translators

of the Jiitakas also have taken the same view and have
rendered it by ‘treasurer,’ The main ground for this

view seems to be that the jataka stories frequently refer

to the setlhis as waiting upon the king.* This is however
readily explained, and the real nature of the seifhis clearly

demonstrated, by the passage in Gautama, quoted above,

viz.'.

Cultivators, tr(iders.. (have authority to lay down
rules) for their respective classes. Having learned the

(state of) affairs from those who { in each class ) have
authority ( to speak he ihall give ) the legal decision. ”2

(Ga, XL 21-22.)

We have already referred to the iqs^nces of orga-

nised activities of the traders, and the above injunctions

of Gautama clearly demonstrate that the organisation of

1- Jat. I. 259, 349 ;IU. 119, 299,475; IV. 63.

2 Qa. XI. Zl-ZZ ; S. B. Vol. II,p. 237.
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the traders was recognised bv the law of the land.

They had their own representatives whom the king was

bound to coniult before giving decision. This readily

explains why the setthis, whom we look upon as these

representatives, had to frequently wait upon the king.

Apart from the question of the real nature of the

setthis, the instances quoted above from the Jataka stories,

read in the light of the injunctions of Gautama, hardly
leave any doubt about the permanent organisation of the
traders.

Referring to the trade of the trader, dealer, or
niiddlem.n,” Mrs. Rhys Davids remarks : “There is no
instance as yet forthcoming pointing to any corporate
organisation of the nature of a guild or Hansa league.’’^
She no doubt cites some instances from the Jstakas, but
apparent ly regard them as mere temporary union and
remarks, in one instance, as follows : "Nor is there any
int of Syndicate or federation or other agreement exis-

ting Utween the 500 dealers."2 She does not, however,
attach due importance to the fact, that in a legal code
o ancient India, belonging almost to the same period as
hat represented by the JStakas, the organisation of

traders is distinctly referred to as having the authority
to lay down rules for themselves, and occupying, as
sue

.
a efinite place in the constitution of the State. Inmy opinion, it is impossible, in view of the proximity of

anH r "r ,

by the Gautama Dharmasutra
and the Jataka stories, not to look upon the instances

h J. R. A. S., 1901, pp. 868-869
2. Ibid
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quoted from the latter as illustrations of the corporate

activities of that permanent organisation of traders which

is contemplated in the former.

The corporate organisations of traders had a rapid

growth and in course of two centuries they displayed

activities which have a surprisingly modern appearance.

Thus Kautilya, in his Arthasastra, refers “to traders who

unite in causing rise and fall in the value of articles and

live by making profits cent per cent.’l This activity

seems to be very much ake the “co ner" or “trust"

system which is only too well known at the present day.

12 Guilds in South Ind. i and the Deccan.

A large number of inscriptions refers to corporate

activities among traders and artisans down to a very late

period. The Lakshmeshwar inscription2 of prince

Vikramaditya, dated about 725 A. D., refers to the guild

of braziers, and in the constitution drawn up therein for

the town of Porigere it is distinctly laid down that the

taxes of all classes of people ‘shall be paid into the guild

there in the month of Karttika.' It is clear that the guild

served here as the local bank and treasury. Another

inscription at the same place, ^ dated about 793 A.D.,

refers to a guild of weavers and its head. The Mulgund

inscription'^ of Krishna II, dated 902-3 A.O., refers to a

grant made by four headmen of guilds of three hundred

1 Arthasastra, p.

2. Ep. Ind., Vol, XIV. p, 188 If.

ol. VI, p. 166. 4. Ep. Ind., Vol. XIII. p. 103.
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and sixty cities. This is an interesting and important
testimony of the highly developed character of the

organisation and the wide area over which it was exten-
ded. We learn from a Tamil inscription of Tribhuvan.i-
Chakravartin Rajadhirajadeva^ that the oil-mongers of
Kanchi and its suburbs and those of the 24 nagaras met
in a temple at Kanchi and decided that the oil-mongers
at Tirukkachchur should make provision for offerings and
lamps in a temple at that village. This decision they
agreed to observe as a jati-dharma. An inscription of the
time of Vikramaditya VI.2 dated 1110 A.D., refers to the
joint gifts of a number of guilds. We are told that “the
120 ( members of the

) guilds, being ( convened ), made
gifts to the god Kammatesvara of Ehur : the stone-cutters'
guild assigned one quarter of a gold piece; the braziers’
guild, as much lime for drawing sacred figures ( as was
necessary

); the carpenters, blacksmiths, the goldsmiths,
the

( ? ), and others, an ada for each residen-
ce. There are, besides, frequent references to the guilds
o oilmen, weavers, artisans and potters, etc., in inscrip-
lonsofthe 12th and 13th century A. D.3 An inscription
a Nagardhan in the Nagpur District, belonging to the
seventh century A, D., refers to a corporation

( gana ) of
elephant-nders

( MahSmStras
) and gives the name of its

President ( stlmwa
) and the 12 members of its Execu-

tive Committee. The Assembly
( samuha ) of the corpora-

I-G. Ep. R.. 1910. p. 94. par. 28.
i Ep- Ind.. Vol. XU, p. 333.
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tion rnade a request to the ruler to make a grant of land

on their behalf, but the copperplate recording the grant

bears the seal of the gana —a goad—showing its status and

importance.*

A number of inscriptions of the Yadava Dynasty^

belonging to the 13rh century A. D., refer to the dona-

tions made by a guild called Chitrameli or Chitramedi

which appears to have been a guild of agriculturists.

‘Significantly enough, the slabs on which these records

are engraved bear the sketches of a plough ( Tamil meli,

Telugu meS ) together with other figures such as the

bull, serpent, drum, purna-kumbha, etc. The name of

the village, Medikurti, where several inscriptions ot this

guild have been found suggests its origin from medi, i. e.

the plough. The records of this guild from the Tamil

area are generally characterised by a praiasti in verse

which runs as follows :

"S'rimatarh Bhumi-putr^nam srimad-go-kshira-jivinam l]

Sarvaloka-hitan^nyayyarh chitramelasya sasanam
||

Jiyatarii jagatam«etat paUnarh rashtra-poshanam l

S'ksanam Bhumi-putranam chaturvarna-kul-

odbhavam^ ii

13. Mercantile Corporations.

The merchants, specially of South India, were also

distinguished for their corporate organisations. An ins-

cription. dated 592 A. D., belonging to the Gujarat-

Kathiiwar region records that a community of merchants

approached the king with the request of being favoured

1. Ep. Ind., XXVIII, p. 10.

2 A. R. I. E., 1953-4. P 6* Fo' exhaustive account of this and

the othCr-merchahl gililds with wh'ich it associated itself.

Cf. Journal of the Mythical Society, Vol XLV, pp 29 ff.
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with his achar a-sthiti'patra which they might utilise in

protecting and favouring their own people. I'he king

granted such a document containing a long list of regula-

tions, adding at the end that he also approved of other

acharas that were handed down from ancient times. This

is in full agreement with the injunctions of the iastras that

the king should recognize the customary laws of guilds,

corporations, etc. I

A stone inscription at Ahar, about 21 miles from

Bulandshahr, probably of the 9th century A.D, refers to

a community of SuvarnnjJca traders. 2 The Belgaum
inscription of 1204 A.D.^ refers to a number of mercan-
tile corporations and guilds, and the Nidagundi inscrip-

tion^ of Vikramaditya VI and Tailapa 11, to an organi-
sation of 505 merchants making various grants, in kind,

for religious purposes. An inscription of the tenth year
of Jat5varman Vira Pandya-’ refers to an assembly of
merchants from 18 sub-divisions of 79 districts meeting
together in a conference in which they decide to set apart
the income derived from merchandise for repairs to a
temple, e. g. t panam on each bundle of female cloths,
each podt of pepper, arecar.uts, and on each gold piece
and the like. Again, an inscription from Yewur,6 dated
1077 A. D., records that a sum of money was deposited
with the collective body of merchants of Slvapura, at the

!• !bid, XXX, p. 169. See above, p.
2. Ibid, XIX, p. 55.

3- Ep.rnd.,Vo\.Klll,p. 18 . 4 .

5. G. Ep. R., 1915, p, 104.

Ind., Vol. xn. p. 273.

6

24.

Ibid, p. 12.
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interest of 25 p.c., out of which they were to maintain a

fire offering. Another inscription ^ makes similar provision

for feeding a BrShmana out of the interest of money depo-

sited with merchants.

A union of traders is specifically referred to in an

inscription in a temple at Tirumuruganpundi, of the

time of Vikrama Chola The organisation extended almost

throughout Southern India and consisted of five nun drcd

members. According to an inscription^ of the time

of the W. Chalukya king Jagadekamalla II, dated

1178 A.D., southern Ayyavole or modern Aihole

f Bijapur District )
was the residence of five hundred

merchants. A Pandya inscription of the 1 0th century

A.D.. found in a village in the Tinnevelly District,

refers to the AyyapoIil-5C0 guild. Ayyapolil is the

Tamil form of Ayyavole. Several trading centres

were called Ayyavoles of the south, probably

indicating branches of the main guild.4 This corpo-

rate mercantile body is frequently referred to in

South Indian epigraphs. Thus we learn from a

Kanarese inscriptions that the five hundred svdmis

of Ayyavole, the ndnadeHs, the seffhis, etc., having

assembled, granted a tax for the worship of the

god Ahava-mallesvara. Again, the Managoli inscrip-

tion6 of A. I). 1161 refers to the five hundred

svamis of the famous (town of)^ Ayyavole ^^“who

were preservers of the strict Bananja religion.

1 .
a. Ep. R . 1913, p 21. No. 141.

3 , G. Ep. R; 1915, p. 48, No. 478.

5. (?, E/> i?., 1919, p. 18» No. 216.

2. G Ep. R., 1916. p 121.

4- Ep. Ind.t XXllI, p. 285.

6. Ep. Jnd , Vol, V, p. 9.
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The BanaTija Community

This phrase which has been met with in

several other inscriptions points out to an widespread

organisation of merchants, variously termed as Vnlanjiyam
.

Vahnjiyar, Balanji. Ban.inji, etc. This corporation

consistino; of va'^ious classes of merchants apparently
had their organisation from very early limes and
spread their influence over allied communities in dis-

tant parts of India. An inscription,! which by its

palaeography has to be referred to the time of Rajen-
dra Chola I, gives a short eulogy of this guild of
merchants and states “that these were praised by 5C0
I'iraidsflnfls

( i. e.. edicts ?
) glorifying their deeds,

were virtuous protectors of the Vira-Valanjika ( or
Valanjiya

) religion, that they were born of Vasudeva,
apdali and Virabhadra, were the devotees of BhattS-

•aki I t.e„ the goddess Durga ?) and consisted of
various subdivisions coming from the 1 ,000 ( districts )

of the four quarters, the 18 towns, the 32 velarpuram
and the 64 gboHkaslhana. viz., seNis, seUiputros
sottipp.lla, ? ), kavares, kandulh. hhadrakas. gavunda-

St,
,
gam. sirup,di. valattukai

( i.e., valangai I

Ma l.pur Ue.. My.apore
, and decided to convert

//in"

" originally Ayyapulal into a Virapa-

Ll co", -K

' inhabitants of all commu-
nal contributions entitling them to receive twice what

l^nr'd
(in the matter of honora-

the t

' ‘hat henceforward
town was not to be inhabited by such members

I Ep- M.. Vol. IV. p. 296 f. n. 2
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of the mercantile classes ( 1 ) as demanded taxes or
tolls by threatening people with drawn swords or by
capturing them ( ?) and

( 2 ) as wantonly deprived
people of their food or otherwise afflicted them. They
also declared ihat those who offended against this

decision were placed outside the Valanjiya-co.mmunity

( i.e., were excommunicated ). The general name nSnd~
deU applied to merchants in these records, by itself

indicates that they had dealings with various countries.

A record from Baligami in the Mysore State also

supplies a very long eulogy of these merchants, and
states, in addition to what has been already supplied

by the K5ttur epigraph, that they were brave men
( viras i born to wander over many countries ever since

the beginning of the ^rita age, penetrating regions of

the six continents by land and water routes and dea-

ling in various articles such as horses, elephants, pre-

cious stones, perfumes and drugs, either wholesale or

in retail. 1 This boast of the mercantile community

is justified by the existence of stone records even

in Ceylon and Burma which refer to their commu-
nal gifts in those countries. The Vaishnava temple at

Pagan in Upper Burma was built by the merchants

( n^nddesi ) of that town. 2 The Basinikonda record

states that the community consisted of nddu, nagara

and no-nadeH and that the special congreea'ion, which

had met at Siravalli, consisted of 1,500 representatives

of all samaya$ f religious denominations ) coming from

the four and eight quarters and also of their followers

1 E/J. Car//.. Vol., VII, S. 118.

2 Ep. hid, Vol. Vir, p. 197
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who comprised Eri-vlras. Munai-vhas, Ih^jingavhas,
Kongavalas and a host of other sects of various tenets,
the valangai weavers, etc. The object of the conference
was to declare Siravalli a Nand-deHya-Dasamadi-Erivi-
rapatfana and to confer some privileges on the resi-
dents of that town, perhaps similar to those that were
registered in the Kattur inscription.!

A record from Tittagudi in the South Arcot
District, dated in the 4th year of the reign of Rajadhi-
r3ja II, registers^ the benefactions to the temple made
jointly by the S ittirameli-Periyanadu of the 79 nddus
and the disai disai vUafigu disai-dyirattu ainTturTuvar.
Probably the two bodies S^ittirameli-Periyanattavar and
the Disai-ayirattu ainnurruvar were two branches of the
same parental organisation of the Nanade4is.2

An inscription found at MamdSpur in Gokak taluk- of
Belgaum District and dated 1150 A.D. also highly eulo-
gises the same corporation. It refers to the city of Ahich-
chhatra. describes the organisation as extending over
e even regions and four oceans, and mentions Kalideva-
^etti as the emperor of the community.^ The Kolhapur
nscnption of 1130 A.D. repeats the eulogy and then

a s, they who are the supreme lords of the Ayya-
vole city, whicli is known as Ahichchhatra; to wit. the
ive-hundred Svamis. the gavayes, the gstriyas. the
e IS, the selh-guttas. the gamundas. the chief-gamimdas,

the men of valour, and the merchants of valour ('then
Ilow about twenty names with their home towns

f:^fll_fl^descriptions as ‘royal merchant’, ’she-

sentenct is talcM from
®

‘'j®, exception of the first
slight additions and alterafions

’ PP- ® P”^’ "‘‘h

2 hid., XXXI. p, 274.
3 Ibid, XIX pp. 29»30.
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riff', ‘lion of the Five hundred of Ayyavole/ etc ).I

An earlier reference to this trading corporation occurs

in an inscription dated A.D. 966. An inscription in

Tamil, dated A.D. 1088, at Lobu Tuwa ( Baros,

Sumatra ) also mentions this body. In an inscription

in N. Arcot District members of this body are

mentioned as “merchants of the 18 countries trading

in the four directions’*.

2

Two inscriptions throw interesting sidelight on

the communal spirit of the above merchants. By one

of them^ the merchants of the eighteen samayas of

all countries ( residing ) in Nandyala sthala grant the

privilege to trade in certain articles, without paying

duty, to a certain Puliyama Setti for having killed

Karap5kala Kfiti Nayaka who had become a traitor to

the samayas. The other* records a grant similar to

the above by the same body of merchants to a certain

Attena for having killed two toll-accountants.

The Valahgai and the Idahgai communities

Of one of the components of this merchant

corporation, viz., the Valahgai, we possess somewhat

detailed information from contemporary records. An

inscription from Trichinopoly^ district refeis to

an agreement, among themselves, by the Valahgai

98 classes, apparently to make a united stand against

the oppression they were suffering at the hands of

the Vanniya lerants, the BiShmanas, and the

Vellala landlords who were backed up by Government

officials.

1

2
3
4
5

Ibid. 34-5.

Ibid, XXVIII, p. 270.

G. Ep. R. 1919, p 5, No. I0.

G. Ep. R., 1913. p. 73. No. 34 ; also cf. p. 109
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The phrase ‘Valahgai 98 classes and Idahgai 98

classes’ shows that each of these communities was a

corporation of minor sects. This is corroborated, and

the formation of larger corporate group clearly

explained, by an earlier record from Uttattur which

gives the following interesting account.

1

“We, the members of the 98 sub-sects enter into

a compact, in the 40th year of the king, that we

shall hereafter behave like the sons of the same

parents, and what good or evil may befall any one

of us, will be shared by all. If anything derogatory

happens to the Idahgai class, we will jointly assert

our rights till we establish them. It is also under-

stood that only those who, during their congregational

meetings to settle communal disputes, display the birudas

of horn, bugle and parasol shall belong to our class

Those who have to recognise us now and hereafter

in public, must do so from our distinguishing sym-
bols—the feather of the crane and the loose-hanging

hair ( ? ). The horn and the conchshell shall also be

sounded in front of us and the bugle blown according

to the fashion obtaining among the Idahgai people.

Those who act in contravention to these rules shall

be treated as the enemies of our class. Those who
behave differently from the rules ( thus ) prescribed
for the conduct of Idahgai classes shall be excommu-
nicated and shall not be recognised as S'rutimdns.
They will be considered slaves of the classes who
are opposed to us.’*

^

It may be held that the corporation called the
Valahgai 98 classes also originated in a similar way.

1 Ifjfd, p. 109,
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Several records^ refer to the activity of the united
corporation of Valahgai 98 classes and the Idahgai 98
classes, but the one from Vriddhachalam in the South
Arcot district, although of a late date ( 1429 A.D. ),

is the most important. It “is not in a good state of
preservation, but from what remains of it, it is

ascertained that the members of the Valahsai and
Idahgai sects met together in the courtyard of the

local temple and came to the decision ‘that since

the officers of the king and the owners of jivitas

oppressed and the kaniy^lan and the Brahma-
nas took the raja~karam ( i.e., taxes ), none of the

Valdngai and Idartgai people should give them shel-

ter and that ( none of the people of the two sects )

born in the country should write accounts for

them or agree to their proposals. If any one proved
traitor to the country ( by acting against this Settle-

ment ), he should be stabbed. Though the inscrip-

tion is imperfect it is clear that there was oppression
on the part of the officers levying and realizing tax

and that the two sects of ^/dlangdi and Idangait on
whom it weighed heavily, formed themselves into

a constitutional body to resist the exactions, vowing

even to the extent of putting to death those who
became renegades. Another record, dated in the same

year, but found in a different phee, i.e., Korukkai

in the Tanjore district, confirms the statements already

made. It says that the ninety-eight sub-sects of the

Valangai and the ninety-eight sub-sects of the

Idangai joined together and “because they did

1 C. R., Nos. 59, 301, 3C2, of 1914.

C. Ep. R. 1918 p. 103.O
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not tax us according to the yield of the crop but

levied the taxes unjustly we were about to run

away. Then we realized that because we of the

whole country were not united in a body, we were

unjustly ( dealt with ) Hereafter we shall but pay

what is just and in accordance with the yield of the crops

and we shall not pay anything levied unlawfully.”!

The account given above of the Valahgai corpora-

tion, itself a component part of a larger mercantile guild,

is specially interesting, inasmuch as it clearly emphasises
the corporate spirit by which these institutions were
inspired, and vividly illustrates the process by which large

mercantile corporations were formed by the conglomera-
tion of very minor groups.

A^juvannam and Manigrdmam, two semi-independent
trading corporations.

Three copper plate grants found at Kottayam
and Cochin, and the old Malayalam work Payyanur
Pathla, which Dr. Gundert considered ‘ the oldest
specimem of Malayalam composition.* refer to Anju-
vannam and Manigrdmam. The context in which the two
names occur in the Malayalam work implies that they
were trading institutions. In the Kottayam plates of
Sthdnu Ravi they are frequently mentioned and appoin-
ted. along with the Six-Hundred, to be “the protectors”
of the grant. They were "to preserve the proceeds of
the customs duty as they were collected day by day*’ and
to receive the landlord's portion of the rent on land.”
If any injustice be done to them, they may withhold

1 Ibid.
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the customs and the tax on balances, and remedy them-

selves the injury done to them. Should they themselves

commit a crime, they are themselves to have the investi-

gation of it.” To Anjuvannam and Manigramam was

granted the freehold of the lands of the town. From

these extracts and from the reference in the Payyanur

Pattola it appears that Anjuvannam and Manigr5mam

were semi-independent trading corporations like the

Valanjiyar. noticed above. The epithet ietti ( merchant )

given to Ravikkorran, the trade rights granted to him,

and the sources of revenue thrown open to him as head

of Manigramam, such as we find in the Kottayam plate

of Vira-Raghava, confirm the view that the latter was a

trading corporation.*

The dates of these copper-plates have not been

finally determined. Some scholars place them in the

eighth century A.D., while others bring them down to

so late a period as the fourteenth century A.D.2 But as

Mr. Venkayya justly points out, it is a mistake to

suppose that these plates created the institutions. There

. can be scarcely any doubt that Anjuvannam and Mani-

’gramam must have existed as institutions even before the

earliest of the three copperplates was issued.

It is thus obvious that down to the latest days of

^the Hindu period, trading corporations with a highly

developed organisation were distinctive features of South

i-Jndiai

1 The above account of the Anjuvannam and Manigramam is

taken from Mr. Venkayya's article “KotUyam Plate of Vira

^Raghava” in Ep. Ind., Vol. IV, p, 290.

2 C/. E/J. [nd., Vol. IV, p. 293 : Ep. Ind., Vol. VI, p. 83.

The later date seems to be more likely than the former.
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We learn from South Indian inscriptions that the

kings sometimes conferred special honours and privileges

on the guilds. The kanmdlars of a few places mentioned

in an inscription were authorised ‘*to blow double conch,

beat drums on good and bad occasions, wear sandals

while going oat, and plaster their houses with chunam."

The guilds sometimes stood as guarantees for its mem-
bers. “For instance, when a shepherd undertook to

supply ghee to a temple after having received a specified

number of ewes, all the shepherds of the village under-

took to see that he was regular in its supply and promised

that “if he dies, absconds, or gets into prison, fetters (or)

chains, we ( all those aforesaid pe’sons ), are bound to

supply ghee for burning the holy lamp as long as the sun

and moon endure.

Severe punishments were inflicted on the members

of a guild for not observing its rules and regulations.

Not only did he lose his membership but was also depri-

ved of other privileges, such as membership of the local

assemblies, and was sometimes even socially ostracised.

It is interesting to note thet severe punishments, including

loss of caste, were inflicted upon such guilty members
of the guild even in the seventeenth and eighteenth

century in Ahmadabad.2

1. Mahalingam, 385.

2 . lbid,ZSA-6.



CHAPTER II

CORPORATE ACTIVITIES IN POLITICAL LIFE

1

1 . Election of king.

The corporate activities of people in political life

vary according to the form of government under which

they live. In a kingdom they would be directed towards

controlling and assisting the king in the discharge of his

duties, while in a non-monarchical State, they would be

called forth for performing all those tasks that are neces*

sary for the administration of a State. Accordingly the

subject may be divided into two parts, dealing respect-

ively with the kingdoms and the non-roonarchical States.

The form of activity which requires to be men-

tioned first and was undoubtedly the most interesting to

the people themselves, is the election of the king. Almost

all scholars agree that the system of electing the king was

not unknown to the people of the Vedic period. Thus

Zimmer says that there is definite evidence that in some

States kings wera elected by the people. 1 This view is

1. “Wir haben sichere Zcugnissc, dass auch Wahlmonarchien

bestanden, in denen die Konigc von den Gauen gcwahlt wurden”

( A. L.» p. 162 ).
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supported by Weber* and Bloomfield^ but opposed by

Geldner^ who argues that kings were accepted by sub-

jects, not chosen by them. MacdonelH thinks that the

view of Geldner is more probable, but he admits that the

latter's argument does not exclude the hypothesis that

“monarchy was sometimes elective."

The passages in support of the view that kings

were elected, may be cited not only to demonstrate the

force of argument employed by Zimmer and others, but
also to give some idea of the keen ccmpetitinn which
sometimes characterised this election campaign,

Reference in VeHc texts.

I. ' Like subjects choosing a king, they, smitten
with fear, fled from Vritra."5

The two following passages from Atharva Veda^
used in Kausitaki^ in a ceremony for the restoration of

1. Thus Weber comments on A. V. Itl. 3-4 ( quoted below )

Es handelt sich hier um einen Wahlfursten der durch bestimmte
hochgestellte Personlichkeiten gewahlt wurde. Ein Solcher Jag dann
Hfiit $6in6n Wahlcrn* fcsp. mit d^n ihm durch diese ubcrwicscncn
Unterthanen oft genug in Zwist." ^Incl. Stud., Vol. XVII. p. 189.)

2. Hymns of Atharva Veda, p. 330.

3. Commenting upoQ Rigveda X. 124, Geldner remarks : 'Viso
na rajanam vn'nanah’ ist kaum auf die Wahl des Konigs “durch die
Gaue" 2u beziehen ( Altindischen I eben, p. 162 ). Mit Av. 3, 4, 2,
tvarh viso vrinatarh rajyaya' ist zu vergleichen ‘visas tva sarva van-
chhantu R. V. 10, 173, I. Vri ist hiernach wesentHch-Vanchh, Say.
ambhajantim, ayam ev-asmakarh rajastv-iti kamayantu”

{ Vedische
Studien, II. 303 ).

4- V. I., II, p.211.
5. Rv. X. 124, 8, “Ta Tm viso na rajanam vrinanah” which

immer translates as “Wie die Gaue sich den Konig karen” (A. L.,
P. 162)

A. V., III. 3. 4. 7. Kaus, 16, 30.
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a king io his former kingdom point unmistakably towards

the system of election.

IT. “ For the waters let king Varuna call thee; let

Soma call thee for the mountains; let Indra call thee for

these subjects ( vis ) ; becoming a falcon, fly unto these

subjects. ( 3 )
*

"Let the falcon lead hither from far ( para ) the

one to be called, living exiled in others’ territory

(fcshetra)
;
let the (two) Asvins make the road for thee easy

to go ;
settle together about this man,ye his fellows. (4i

" Let thine opponents call thee; thy friends have

chosen ( thee ) against them ( ? prati ) ;
Indra-and-Agni,

all the gods, have maintained for thee security ( kshema )

in the people ( vii ). ( 5 )

"Whatever fellow disputes thy call, and whatever

outsider— making him go away ( appd'^ch ), O Indra,

then do thou reinstate ( avagamd^ya ) this man here.l ( 6 )

III. "Unto thee hath come the kingdom ;
step for-

ward with majesty as lord of the people, sole rukr

( 1 )

"Thee let the people choose unto kingship. ( 2 )

"Hither hasten forth from the furthest distance

(5)
"O Indra, Indra, come thou to the tribes of men,

for thou hast agreed, concordant with the Varunas. He

here hath called thee from his station ( thinking ) he

should sacrifice to the Gods and make the p>eople sub-

missive. ( 6 )

1 W./(.V.. p 88. Bloomfield translates the last stanza as follows :

•‘The kinsman or the stranger that opposes thy call, him, O Indra,

drive away: then render this ( king ) accepted here. ( Hymns of the

Atharva Veda, p. 112.)
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“The Goddesses of welfare who assu.Tie various

forms and are present in all place'-, all assembling have

made thy path clear. Let all in concord call thee'

( 7 )

IV. [ The following passage of Atharvavcda 2 used

by KausitakP for the restoiation of a king, aho refers

to the election of a king from among several candidates

( belonging to the same family accos cling to Zimmer. )]

1 The tcanslation of this passage offers great difficulties I have

consulted the translations given by Bloomfield. Whitney and Zimmer,

and adopted the last, of which the portions quoted above run as

follows ( A.L.. p. 164).

“An dich ist die Hcrrschaft golangt mit Herrlichkcit, tritt hervor

als Herr der Haue. unumschr’ankler konig. (I)

‘ Dich sollen die Gaue [ visah 1 erwahlen 7.uni Konigthum, ( 2 )

“ Eile herbei aus cntrcrntcstcr Feme.
“ O Tndra Indra geh zu den menschlichen Gauen, du wurdcst

erfunden mit den Varuna [ Varunaih ] ubercinstimmend ; er da
( Agni ? ) rief dich auf seinem Sitz, er solk^dcn Gottern opfern ; cr
soli die Gaue fugsarn machen. ( 6 )

Die Gottinnen der Wohifahrt, die'aller- Orten und vcrschieden-
gcstaltig sind. alle kamen zusammen und schufen dir freie Bahn ;

sie allc Sollen einlrachtig dich rufen." ( 7 )

The scholars differ a great deal in the interpretation > of stanza C.

The first sentence is translated by Whitney as 'Like a human Indra
go thou away. ” In the next the word 'varunena’ 'has been differently
^plained. Zimmer, as y.c have seen.' takes it in the sense of Gods.’
Weber suggests that it is equal to ' varana*. elector f Indisclie Studicn

H. 190], while Whitney takes it in the sense of S arna caste.,
Whitney himself admits that his emendation is.a desperate and purely
entative one. Weber's meaning seems to be the most appropriate
here, as the election of the king by the people is clearlv referred to in

2 .

2 A.V.19.
3. 16, 27. •*, op. c//, p 163.
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At his direction ( pradis ) O Gods, be there light,

sun, fire or also gold; be his rivals ( sapatna )
inferior

to him (2)

‘*With what highest worship ( brahman ), O Jatave-
das ! thou didst bring together draught { payas) for Indra,

therewith, O Agni, do thou increase this man here ; set

him in supremacy
( sraishthya

) over his fellows

( sajata ). (3)

-..O Agni, be his rivals inferior to him../’ (4). ^

V. [The following passage of Atharva Veda, 2 used
by Kausitaki^ in a rite for victory in battle and again'^

in the ceremony of consecration of a king, also refers to

the elective system. ]

Increase, O Indra, this Kshattriya for me; make
thou this man sole chief of the clans ( vii

)

;
unman

( mis~aksh ) all his enemies ; make them subject to him

in the contests for pre-eminence.” (1)

''Portion thou this man in village, in horses, in

kine; unportion that man who is his enemy... ( 2 )

“ In him, O Indra, put great splendours; destitute

of splendour make thou his foe.” ( 3 )

” I Join to thee Indra who gives superiority

( ? uttarvant ), by whom men conquer, are not conquerd;

who shall make thee sole chief of people (jana), also

uppermost of kings descended from Manu. ( 5 )

' Superior ( art ) thou, inferior thy rivals, whoso-

ever, O king, are thine opposing foes ; sole chief, having

Indra as companion, having conquered, bring thou in the

enjoyments ( bhojana ) of them that play the foe.” (6)5

2 IV, 22. 3 14,24

5 W.A.V.,pp. 188-89.
1 From W.A,V..pp. 9-10.

4 17.28.
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‘King-makers’ are referred to in the following

passages.

VI. “The metres act as attendants about him
( Soma ); even as the non-royal king-makers, the heralds

( suta
) and headmen

( grdmani ), { attend upon ) the

king, so do the metres act as attendants about him
( Soma

VII. “Even as the non-royal king makers, the

heralds and headmen, are to the king, so those piiivangds

( animals encircling the main animal ) are to the

horse.“2

VIII. “They that are kings, k ng makers, i! at are

charioteers and troop-leaders 'grdm6n3d/i subjects to me
do thou O parnd make all people round about.”»( This
verse occurs in a passage in >he Atharvavcda vhich is

used by Kausitaki*' to accompany the binding on of an
amulet for general prosperity, including, as is apparent
from the context, the success of a king.)

I have collected together all the important passages
rearing upon the question. I am not a Vcdic scholar
and cannot vouch for the correctness of the inteipieta-
tion of the Vedtc passages given above. Bjt if the trans-

ions in the main are correct—and their correctness
as not yet been challenged—there can be scarcely any
on t that kings were sometimes really elected by the

Apart from the general tenor of all the passages

1

2

3

4

5

S. P. Br. III. 4, I. 7 ; S. B. E . Vol. XXVI. p. 87-

_ . XIII., 2. 2. 18: S. B. E, Vol. XLIV. p. 303.
his should rather be taken as ‘Headmen’ on the analogy of the
passages in S. P. fir. quoted above.
A.V,ni.3.7. W...V..P..2.
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quoted above, election of king is specifically referred to

in passages I and III, the rival candidates for election in

II, IV and V, and the electors, in passages VI, VII and

VIII. Prayers and ceremonies are freely resorted to for

success in the competition and the God Indra is solemnly

invoked to hurl down destruction upon the rivals. The

use of the theme by way of a simile, as in passage I,

seems to show that the election of a king was not a

rare occurrence, but fairly well-known to the public at

large. The keenness with which the competition was

sometimes carried is vouched for by the belief in the

efficacy of charms to bring round the voters to one s side

(VIII), and the repeated and almost pathetic prayers to

God that one’s rivals may be inferior to him (IV, V).

The view of Geldner that the above passages refer

to the acceptance, and not selection, of the king by the

people, can hardly explain the ‘contests for pre-

eminence” (passage V) and the keen sensitiveness about

the success over rivals that is breathed thioughout in

the above passages. It must also be remembered that

the acceptance of a king by a people has generally been,

as in the case of Rome, the residuum of the power once

enjoyed by the people of electing their ruler, and ^that

it is difficult to explain the origin of the custom in any

other way. Even Geldner's view therefore naturally

presupposes the system of eiection in ancient India, a

fact to which, according to other scholars, distinct refe-

rence is made in the passages quoted above i

1 A passage in the Aitareya Brahmana ( VIII. 2.7 ) may be

1 t A men as a direct proof of the election of kings. We are told m
"

K eolation ceremony. BhOr-iti ya ichchhed-imam-
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Ot the c’asses of Electors, the S"atapatha BrHh-

miai an 1 /\!;hi:‘v.i Veda, as we have seen, agree in

mention. ng only two, the charioteers and the villape

ch’et. an i lh?3i may very well be looked upon a'?

fairly repTi lent.ng the military and civil sections, res-

pect v. ly, of the people at large. VVe read In Mahavagga*
that Bunb'sa a had the sovereignty of SO.OCO vill.iges,

and called an assembly of their 80,000 chiefs (gamikd).
Ap.,rl Irem tiic legendaiy number, the assembly consis-
ting of a representative from each village within
t.ie king io n may thus he the reminiscence of an older
in^t:iution. faint traces of which are still to be found in
the Vcdic literature. This popular election of kings in
Vedic period readily explains the significance of the
following passage in S atapatha Br^hmana :

—

*' Thou ( the king and Indra
) art Brahman ! Thou

irt Indr.
,
mighty tfiroi/gh the people ( or he whose strength

IS the people, t.e.. the Maruts in the case of Indra, and

^va rraty.nnam-adyad-ity-atha ya ichchhed-dvipurusha hhur-bhuva

‘in'
apratimam va bhur-bhuvah-svar-

>. Ih.srassagc, accord-retoMr. K P- Jayasvval. indicates (ha
different mantras were to be pronounced according as the core
at.on was to take place for the life-time of the king-elect, oror two or three generations ( AWern /?ev/Vu-, 101 3, II. p 80)faug. however, explains .he passage differently : ''If the priest

rJtTa^te m
kling ) the sacrc/word ’-'n "T""'
coronauon ceremony, which is .1 e immediate object in view,

CC Pt Mr BC
‘“p T ‘ - -'-J -accep Mr. K. P. Jayaswal’s interpretation.

1 V. i.
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the subjects or peasantry in that of the king)/'!

It further explains the importance of the assurance,

hel'i out to a newly electeJ king, that “Indra and Agni

ah the gods, hive maintained for thee security in the

people. ”2

It is also to be noticed in this connection that refe-

rence is frequently made to the people and not to the

country. Thus prayers are offered that the ktng may be

the “people, lord of people,” "sole chief of the clan {vii),

"sole chief of people” (jana), and that "of lion-aspect he

might devour all the Ihostile) clans In Rigveda4 we

are told that the mighty Agni "having coerced the people

by his strength, has made them the tributaries of

Nahusha.”5 In S atapatha BrShmana the expelled king

Dushtaritu Pauifisayana was promised the dominion over

the S^injavas .”6 In Atharva-veda Agni is said to have

entered ipraniil into clans a/ter clans {nil)? and the king

is referred to as “this king of the people (i;ilam).”8 Such

examples may be multiplied still. They clearly indicate

the importance of the popu'ar element in the govern-

ment. at the time the hymns were composed. The full

significance of these passages will be readily understood

biphase who remember, that in 1830, when the popular

element became very strong in the Government of

France, Louis Philippe was raised to the throne with

the significant title of the "king of the French.”

] s B. E.. VolT XLI. p. 109.

2 Sec passage H. quoted above.

3 A V. IV. 22. ^

5 Wilson's Translation, Vol. IV, P- 42.

6 S. P. Br. XII. 9. 3 : S. B. E- Vol. XLIV, p. -69.

7 A. V. IV. 23. 1. : W. A. V., p. 190.

8 A V. VI. 88. I ; W. A. V., p. 346.
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2. Elective system in the post-Vedic period.

There are also clear references to election or

selection of kings in post-Vedic literature. Thus we

read in PaHchagaru-JStakal and Telapattu-Jataka^ that

the Bodhisattva was elected king by the people. In

Mahavarhsa ( Chap. II i we find an ancient Indian

tradition that the first king was called Kiol.asarumota,

i.e., consented to by all. Similarly S antipaiva ( Ch.

67 ) records a tradition that the first king was c!c<,tcd

by the people.

There is, again, a remarkable passage in Lr^iTui-

yana which shows that the popular \oice was still

a powerful element in the selection of a king. Thus
we read in AyodhyakSnda^ that when King Dosaiatha
intended to consecrate Rama as the ciown piincc,
he called the chief persons of cities and villages
within his kingdom to an assembly.

That this assembly consisted of Piahmans and
representatives of the military is clear from vei'se 19,
Chapter II. to be quoted hereafter. It also included
a number of subordinate princes.4 After the assembly
lad duly met, the king formulated his pioposal
before them and added:—

IC

I Jat, Vol I. p 470. 2 Ibul, p. 395 .

4 C/. chap. II, V. 17.

3 Chapters I, U.
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Thus the king left the final decision of

the question to the assembly, and even authorised

it to suggest new measures, if his own proved to

them of little worth. He forewarned it not to decide

the question simply according to the royal will but

with a view to the real welfare of the kingdom.

Then the assembly conferred on the subject, and

came to the unanimous resolution that the royal propo-

sal be accepted :

1

*’'

The king was however not satisfied with this.

He toll the assembly that probably their resolution

was made solely with deference to the royal will,

and this suspicion would not be removed from his

mind till they gave in detail their reasons for accept-

ing Rama as the crown prince. The assembly then

proceeded to describe in detail the qualities of RSma

which mid: him. in their opinion, eminently fit for

the post, and the old king was at last gratified at

their decision, which he accepted “with folded

hands,” in return to the similar compliment offered

to him by the assembly.^

The above account furnishes a striking instance

of the constitutional power, still exercised by the

people, to select their future king. Reference is

1. Chap. Ill, v-6.
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made to the same power in other passages in the

same Epic. Thus w> are told in H. 67-2, th.at after

the death of Dasiratha the “king-makers” assembled

together to select a king.

Some of them suggested that one of the Ikshvaku

family should be appointed king on that very clay

{ V. 8 ), but VLsishtha, the roval priest, t >ld in reply

that as the kingdom has b:en given to Bharata, they

must send for him at once and wait till his return

( II 68-3 ). Tnis was agreed to by the “King-makers”

and so Bharata \va« sent for ( II. 68-4 ). Again in

I. 133, Bhar.ita is said to be '

Further we have in RamSyana 1, 421.

“When King Sagara died the subjects selected

the pious Arhsuman as their king.”

The Mahabharata also furnishes several instances

of the power exercised by the people in the selection of
king. Thus we are told that when Pratipa made pre-

parations for the coronation of his son DevSpi, the

Brahmans and the old men, acompanied by the subjects

belonging to the city and the country, prevented the

ceremony. The king burst into tears when he heard
the news and lamented for his son. The subjects alle-

ged that though Devapi possessed all the virtues, his
skin disease made him unfit for the position of a king.
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The voice of the people ultimately prevailed and the

brother of Devapi became king.

^ tfr^^Rqq: t

n7qKqmT§^''qiW«^=q=Tfiii

?r ^=€?5^cqT g ^3:qr^W^rsTqn:<ifji^ i

3?tTq;o^rS¥tq5T5JT qt:^^'l=qfT =q^Tc?T^H II

trq H^S^rqclL

'

Taq: nsTRTqrq ^ c^^q'ir ^fqq: ii

fr^TK’ ^f=qq^qTc5 ^qfn: i

%frf ^q^g* n

Again while Yayati wanted to install his youngest

son Puru on the throne, the people objected to the

supersession of the eldest prince. Yayati then assigned

reasons for his decision and entreated the people to

consecrate Puru as king(iftq^5^^qn^^ 3^ U^5r»?fg=£qqT?l}.

The people having expressed their consent, the

ceremony oi consecration took place.

aivqfqqr^ftrlcT: 3^‘ ^1^ ScTHT?*?^: II

a?Tf^inq <5^ i

These instances seem to prove that even in the

"Epic age” the system of election had not completely

died out. There were still the king-makers as in

Vedic times, and they still exercised the right of

Selecting a king, when necessary, and could some-
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times even override the nomination of the kins.

The same thing is illustrated by a passage in

DighanikSya.^^ It refers to a promise made by Prince

Renu to reward his companions in case the king-makers
1 rdjal'attaro

) anoint him to the sovereignty on the death
of his father Disarhpaii. Subsequently, we arc told, the
king -makers actually anointed Prince Rcriu to tlie sovtre-
ignty. The passage certainly implies ihat the king-makers
exercised substantial and not merely forma] powcis.

Reminiscence of this peurr cf eltciion iray also he
gathered from the inscriptions of later period. Thus
the Girnar Inscription of 150 A.D. refers to Rudra-
daman as

i.c
, one who

was elected king by all the castes, for their protection.

2

Again the Khalimpur Inscription^ informs us
that GopSla, ihe founder of the I’ala dynasty was
elected king by the people, in oider to get rid of
the prevailing anarchy:—

^frT
II

It may be noted in this connection that accor-
ding to the account of Hiuen Tsang** Harshavardhan
was also elected to to the throne. We are told that
when Rajyavardhan was killed, the ministers assem-
bled together, and one of them, Bhandi by name,

1 19. 3G (Davids and Carpenter Part II, pp. 233-4 ).

2 Ep. Ind., Vol. VIII, pp. 43-47.

3 Ep. Ind., Vo!. IV, p. 248-

4 Beal's translation, Vol I. p. 211.
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proposed the name of Hirsh avardhan. “Because he

is strongly attached to his family, the people will

trust in him. I propose that he assume the royal

authority. Let each one give his opinion on this

matter, whatever he thinks.” The proposal was

accepted and the throne was offered to Harshavar-

dhan.

'The Kasakudi plates^ also inform us that the

Pallava king Nandivarman was elected by the

subjects a^Tf*T:)-

3. The Assembly ( Sabha and Samiti )

The ‘Assembly' of the people afforded an exten-

sive scope for their corporate activities in political

field. There is abundant evidence in the Vedic lite-

rature that it was a powerful body exercising effec-

tive control over the royal power. The numerous

references to it hardly leave any doubt that it for-

med a well-known feature of public administration

in those days. Unfortunately, the paucity of mate-

rials makes it impossible to determine precisely its

power and organisation, but enough remains to show

its general nature and importance.

That the Assembally was no mere effete body

but possessed real control over the king, appears quite

plainly from the following curse which a BrShman

utters against a king who injured him ( by probably

devouring his cow ):

—

“A king who thinks himself formidable, ( and )

who desires to devour a Brahman that kingdom is

poured away, where a BrShman is scathed. { 6 )

1 South Ind. Ins., Vol. Ill, Part II, p- 349.
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“Becoming eight-footed, four-eyeJ, four-eared,

four-jawed, two-mouthed, two-tongued, she shakes

down the kingdom of th'^ Brahman-scather. { 7 \

It leaks verily into that kingJom, as water

into a split boat ( nuu ) ;
where they injure a Brah-

man, that kingdom misfortune smites. ( 8 )

“Vhe Kudi which they tie on after a dead

man, as eflfacer of the track, that verily O BrShman-
scather. did the gods call thy couch ( upastarana ' ( 12 )

“The tears of one weeping < krip ), which rolled

( down ) when he was scathed, these verily O
Br5hman-scather, did the gods maintain as thy portion

of water. ( 13 )

“With what they bathe a dead man. with

what they wet ( ud ) beards, that verily O Brahman-
scather, did the gods maintain as thy portion of

water.
( 14 )

“The rain of Mitra-and-Varuna does not rain

upon the Br5hman-scather
; the Assembly ( samifi ) does

not suit him ; he u;ins no friend to his controlA 'l5i

In this long string of unmitigated blasphemv
it is impossible to minimise the significance of that

which is hurled forth in the last stanza. It is only

when we go through the list of terrible indignities

with which the king is threatened in the previous
stanzas as well as in the preceding hymn, 2 that we

1 A. V., \-19 ; W. A. V., pp. 253-4. Bloomfield translates
the Italicised portion as follows :

The assembly is not complacent for him ( the king who
Oppresses the Brahmans ) ; he does not guide his friend
ding to his will.” Op. cit. p. 171.

2 W. A. V.. p. 250.

accor-
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can thoroughly realise the real nature of the dread
which the prospect of a disagreeing Assembly would
hold out before him. Xhe author of the hymn pours
forth all sorts of meledictions upon the king, and,

gradually increasing in degrees of violence, concludes
with the threat, which he no doubt thought to be
the gravest of all. Verily indeed was a king to be
pitied who could not keep the Assembly under
control, and to the kingdom the calamity would be
as great as that of a long-drawn drought, when
Mitra-and-Varuna withhold the life-giving rain.

The importance of the Assembly is further

established by Rigveda X, 166,4 The hymn, as

Zimmer suggests, was probably the utterance of an .

unsuccessful candidate for the royal throne, who
wishes to usurp it by sheer force.

“Superior am I, and have come here with a

force capable of doing all things. I shall make my-
self master of your aims, your resolutions and your

Assembly {S(miti)A

The fifth or the last verse of this hymn is

probably a later addition, as is held by Zimmer on

the ground of its metre. In that case, here, too, the

last thing the rival king is threatened with, is the

1 A. L.. p. 175 “Uebcrlegen bin ich hierher gckommcn

mit zu Allem fahiger Schaar ( Visvak armena dhamna ) : curer

Absicht, cures Beschlusses, eurer Vcrsammiung ( saniiti ) bcmach*

tige ich mich.*
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possession of his Assembly.

Again, in Atharva Veda, VI, 88, the last thing

prayed for, in order to establish a king firmly on

his throne, is that there might be agreement between

him and the Assembly.

“Fixed, unmoved, do thou slaughter the foes,

make them that play the foe fall below (thee); (be) all the

quarters (dii) like-minded, concordant {sadhryanch)
;

let

the gathering (samiti) here suit thee (who art) fixed." 1

Having thus demonstrated the importance of the

Assembly in the machinery of public administration, we
niay next proceed to consider its real form and

character.

Distinction between S^bhd and Samiti

Zimmer holds that ‘Sabha’ was the Assembly ot

the villagers, while ‘Samiti’ denotes the central Assembly
of the tribe attended by the kihg.- Macdonell, how-
ever, pointed out that it is quite evident from S^tapatha
BrShmana. HI, 3, 4, 14, and Chhandogya Upanishad,
V. 3, 6, that the king went to the Sabha just as much
as to the Samiti, and accepts Hillebrandt’s contention

that the Sabha and the Samiti cannot be distinguished.

^

But, besides the philojogical argument adduced by
Zimmer (p. 171), it may be pointed out that Atharva-
veda (VII. 12-1) really distinguishes the two.

“Let both Assembly (Sabha) and gathering (Samiti),

the two daughters of Prajapati, accordant, favour me.’'

Sabhs is also distinguished from Samiti in Atharva -veda,
VIII. 10-5 and 6.

1 W. A. V., p 346.

2 Op. Cit., pp. 172-174.

3 V. I., Vol. II. p. 427.

4 W. A. V., p. 396.
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There is thus no doubt that these two bodies were

quite different, although the exact nature of the distinc-

tion between them cannot be ascertained. The fact

that Sabha was also used as a place for amusement may

indicate that it was originally a village council, which, as

Zimmer suggests,! ‘served, like the Greek Leskhe, as a

meeting place for social intercourse and general conver-

sation about cows and so forth, possibly also for debates

and verbal contests.’ The references in the Chhandogya

Upanishad, etc., may be explained by supposing, either

that the significance of the term had been extended in

later times, or that it was not unusual for the kings to

visit even these local councils. It is also a noticeable

fact that in all the three instances quoted above to esta-

blish the importance of the Assembly, it has been deno-

ted by the term Samiti, while Sakha is mentioned in

connection with village in two passages in Vajasaneya

Sarhhit3.2 Without, therefore, attempting to be too

precise about terms, we may, in general, take Sabha to

mean the local, and Samiti, the central Assembly.

4. The Samiti

In the Samiti ( as well as in the Sabha ) the party

spirit ran high, giving rise to debates and discussions

such as has scarcely been witnessed in India during

the three thousand years that have followed the Vedic

period. Before proceeding further it will be well to

collect together the more important passages from the

Vedic literature bearing upon the subject.

I. ( The following hymn in Atharva-veda^ is

1 Op- C.i

,

p

2 in. ^5 ; XX. 17. 3 II. 27.
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used by Kausitaki* in the rite or charm for over-

coming an adversary in public dispute; ore is to

come to the Assembly from the north-eastern direc-

tion, chewing the root of a particular plant, to have

it in his mouth while speaking, also to bind on an

amulet of it and to wear a wreath of seven of its

leaves ).

May ( my ) foe by no means win
(
ji ) the

dispute^
; overpowering, overcoming art thou

; smite

the dispute of I my ) countei-dii^putart
; make them

sapless, O herb ! ( 1 )

The Eagle discovered ( anu-vid
) thee

; the

swine dug thee with his snout ; smite the dispute
etc., etc, I 2 ).

Indra put ( hri
) thee on his arm, in order to lay

low ( str ) the Asuras : smite the dispute etc, etc .(3)

With it will I overpower the foes, as Indra did
the SUlavTikas

, smite the dispute etc., etc. ( 5 'i.

C) Rudra, thou of healing ( ? ) remedies* of dark
• ti'ia ) citsts, decd-docr

! Smite the dispute etc.,
etc. ( 6 ).

“Do thou smite the dispute of him, O Indra,
who vexes^us

( that is hostile to us (Bloomfield, op.

P- 137); bless us with abilities ( idfcti ) ; make
me superior in the dispute. (7i3

ih (The following h^mn of Athai va-Veda4
used in Kausitakp in a ceremony for gaining the

1 38,18.21.

2 Bloomfield uses the term 'debate ihrcuehout,
306-307.

W. A. V.,

op. cit., pp.

pp. 67-68. 4 VII. 12. 5 38.27.
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victory in dabice or in th' deliberations of an
assembly.

)

'Let both assembly ( Sabha ) and gathering
( Samiti

j, the two daughters of Prajapati, accordant,
favor me

; with whom I shall come together, may he
desire to aid f ? upa-siksh ) me ; may I speak
what is pleasant among those who have come together,

O Fatheis.
( 1 )

“We know thy name, O assembly ; verily sport

( narishtd ) by name art thou
; whoever are thine

assembly-sitters, let them be of like speech with

me. ( 2 )

“Of these that sit together I tak * to myself

the splendor, the discernment ( vij^dna ) ; of this

whole gathering ( sa^sad ) make me, O Indra, posse-

ssor of the fortune ( bhagin ). ( 3 )

“Your mind that is gone away, that is bound
either here or there—that of you we cause to turn

nither ; in me let your mind rest.” (4)^

III. ( The following hymn of Atharva-Veda2

was probably used in a rite for harmony.
)

“We bend together your minds, together your

courses, together your designs
; ye yonder who are of

discordant courses, we make you bend ( them ) together

here. ( 1 )

“I seize { your ) minds with ( my ) mind ; come
after my intent with ( your ) intents

; I put your

hearts in my control ; come with ( your ) tracks follow-

ing my motion. ( 2 )

I W. A. V., pp. 306-7. 2 VI. 94.
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“Worked in for me < are ) heaven and earth ; wor-

ked in (is) divine Sarasvati
; worked in for me 'arc both

Indra and Agni
; may we be successful l^ere. O Saras-

vati.” (3)1

IV.
( The following passage occurs in a hymn of

Atharva-Veda^ which is quoted in Kausitaki in cere-

mony for counter-acting magic. »

“What ( witchcraft
) they have made for thee in the

assembly {sabhd)—\ take that back again." (6)^

V. (The) following verse in the celebrated hvmn
to the Earth is by Kausitaki pre.sciibed to be repeated
as one goes to an assembly (parishad).

I am overpowering, superior by name on the
earth ( bhumi ) ; I am subduing, all-overpowering, van-
quishing, in every region. "4

VI. (The following verse in the same hymn, is,

according to Kausitaki, to be recited by one wko desires
to please the assembly

: he addresses the assembly-hall
with the mantra, and looks at it.)

‘What I speak, rich in honey I speak it
; vhat I

view, that they win (? van) me
; brilliant am I. possessed

?

to the^^arth^)^^^
following verse also occurs in the hymn

What villages, what forest, what assemblies, (are)
upon the earth (bhumi), what hosts, gatherings— in them
j;;ay^speak what is pleasant to tliee.” i56i6

1. W. A. V., p. 350. 4 A. V.. XII. 1 ; Kaus. 38.30,

f,
* W. A. V..p. 670.

• W. A. V., p. 279. 5. Kaus. 24.14 ; 38, 29 ; Bloom-

6. W. A. V., p. 671 P

8
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VIII. (The following hymn occurs in Vratya Sukta

and refers to VrStya.)

“1. He moved out toward the tribes.

2. “After him moved out both the assembly and

the gatheiing and the army and strong drink.

IX. ‘"As the Hotar proceeds to the house which

possesses sacrificial animals, as a just king proceeds to

the assembly, so the purified Soma enters into

the pitcher, and remains there, as a buffalo in the

forest. “2

X. (The follow'ing passage occurs in a hymn to

Agni) : “O thou of the assembly, protect my assembly

(sab/i<2 ), and (them) who are of the assembly, sitters in the

assembly
; having much invoked thee, O Jndra,

may they attain their whole life-time.’’^

The passages quoted above are calculated to throw

a flood of light on the nature and workings of the

“Assembly.” It will be impossible to trace in minute

detail the various bearings they have upon the

question at issue, but a few prominent fea-

tures of the ‘Assembly’ may be gathered from them.

It appears from No. VIH that the ‘Assembly' was

originally the assembly of the people at large ( Vi-f

)

and they retained their influence over it, however

nominally, down to the late Vedic period represented

by the Vr5tya Sukta.^

It has been already demonstrated that the

Assembly played an important part in the political

1. A. V., XV. 9 ; W. A. V., p. 783,

2. Rv. IX. 92-0 : Zimmer, op. c/7., p. 174.

3. A. V. XIX, 65-6
: W. A. V., p. 993.

4. Cf. Zimmer, op. cit.* p, 194.
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administration of ancient India. It appears from No.
IX, that it tvas so closely interwoven with the politi-

cal system of the day that a king, without a Samiti,
was not even to be thought of. What forest was to a
buffalo, what a pitcher was to the Soma juice, what a
sacrifice was to the priest, so was the Samiti to the
king. In other words, the Samiti was the main prop
without which the royal power could not be conceived
to have subsisted

.

Such being the case, it is no wonder that a
sanctified aspect was given to the Assembly by religi-
ous ceremonies and prayers ( No. X ). Sacrifice w'as
offered on its behalf

( Hillebrandt’s Vedhche Mytholo-
gie, 2, 123-125 ) and Agni was solemnly invoked, as a
patron deity of the Assembly, to protect it and its
members. The last hymn of. the Rigveda contains a
good specimen of one of those solemn outpourings of
heart that probably preceded the session of anAssembly.

a!-Jrz; ZT.:

lz:i, 'z.t
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United be the thoughts of all that all may
happily agree.

And well indeed might such a solemn prayer

for union and concord be uttered in the Assembly.

For never did debate and dissensions run so high,

never was the supremacy in public assembly so

keenly contested. I do not believe, the world’s

literature can furnish a specimen of the anxious

thoughts and earnest desires for gaining preeminence

in an assembly such as is depicted to us in the

passages quoted above. Never was a more solemn

prayer offered to the God above for obtaining the

first position in a council than that which was

poured forth to the divinities of Vedic India ( I,

II, VII, X ). Nowhere else probably in the world

were such regular religious ceremonies (I, II ) ela-

borately performed for attaining the same end. The

stalwart politician of Vedic India did not, however,

rely upon the divine help alone for his success ,

charms and magical formulas (IV, V, VI) were

liberally invented, and freely taken recourse to, all

for the same end. Belief in the efficacy of charms,

counter-charms ( IV )
and exorcisms.—the amulet,

chewing the root of
,
a plant, and wearing wreath of

its leaves ( 1 )—gained ground among a people, too

eager for the promised fruits to be alive to their,

absurdities. Whatever we might think of the credulity

of the people, there can be no doubt that they took

politics seriously, and ihat the society in Vedic India

was characterised by a keen sense of public life and

an animated political activity.

1 Griffith’s Translation, p. 609; Rv. X. 191.
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One prominent feature in the corporate political

activities in ancient India extorts our unstinted admira-
tion. Though the people were keenly alive to the
necessity of gaining over the Assembly, the only
means by which they ever sought to directly achieve
this end was indeed the most honourable one, viz.,

the persuasion of its members by supremacy in debate.
All the prayers and ceremonies, charms and counter-
charms, were directed to one end alone—to get the
better of one’s rivals in debate, to induce the mem-
bers present to accept his view of the case, to
weaken the force of his opponents’ arguments, to
make his speech pleasant to the members and to bend
the minds of those who are of different views. Thus,
to the credit of the political leaders must it be said
that amid the contests and conflicts of the coiporate
political life, they never violated the cardinal doct-
rine of the supremacy and independence of the
Assembly at large, and to the honour of the peoplewho graced that Assembly be it ever remembered
that such was their honesty and sense of respon-
sj^bihty, that friends and foes alike recognised, that
he only force before which they would yieldwas the force of reason and argument.

Political assembly in the post-Vedic period.
Such were the great political assemblies of theedic period. Though the literature of the succeeding

ages does not throw much light upon them, enough
remains to show that the institutions did not die on

( P- 101 ff.
) and Vinayapitaka

( p. 99 ). In the fir’st
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case, however, the only item of business before them
was the selection of the king or the crown-prince,
and it does not appear quite clearly whether they
played any important part in the ordinary administra-

tive system. In the second case we possess no account,,

of the business for which the assembly of eighty

thousand village-chiefs was called by BimbisSra.

The Mantri’Parishad or Privy CoitnciU a ramnant of

the Vedic Samiti.

The true representative of the Vedic Samiti seems to

be. however, the Mantriparishad (Privy Council) referred

to in Kautilya’s Arthasastra { Bk. I, Chap. XV ). This

institution is clearly distinguished from the council of or-

dinary ministers, for the king is enjoined, in case of emer-

gency, to call both his ministers as well as this Privy

Council ( mantrino mantriparishadam cha ). That it

sometimes consisted of large numbers is apparent

from Kautilya’s statement, that “one thousand sages

form Indra’s Privy Council"
; for these fanciful

statements about things divine must have their

foundations in actual mundane things. Besides,

Kautilya further maintains, against the schools of

politicians who would limit the number to 12, 16

or 20, that it shall consist of as many members

as the needs of dominion require. As regards the

powers of this Privy Council Kautilya expressly lays

down that they had to consider all that concerns the

par ties of both the king and his enemy and that the king

shall do whatever the majority ( bhUyishfhah ) of the
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members suggest or whatever course of action leading to

success they point out.t The legal position of this body
also appears quite clearly from the injunctions of Kau-
tilya that the king should consult the absent members by
means of letters.

The following verses from Mahahharala furnish a

detailed account of the constitution of the body and
indicates its relation with the ordinary ministers.

• * »

fT*TT
II vs

T'lrf'ir II c

ms I

II <1

^ gqtt:
i

STSmf qNuiT JTT=f IM<i

I Kautilya’s Arthasastra—Translated by R. Shamasastry, p. 33.
R. Shamasastry translates 'Mantriparishad’ as assembly of ministers,
but for reasons stated above I have used a different term, viz
“Pnvy Council.’*
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^

Thus 4 Brahmanas, 8 Kshatriyas, 21 Vaisyas.

3 Sudras and 1 Suta formed the Privy Council. Out of
this body of 37, the king selected eight ministers for the

transaction of ordinary business. The representative

principle had thus full recognition in the constitution of

this Privy Council, and this indicates its popular origin.

It is interesting to notice how the executive machi-

nery in the Indian constitu ion developed on parallel

lines with that ot England. As the great National Coun-

cil of the English gave rise to the Permanent Council

which subsequently dwindled into the Privy Council out

of which the king selected his confidential ministers and

formed the cabinet, so the Samiti of the Vedic period

gave place to the Mantriparishad out of which the king

selected a few to form a close cabinet. The Samiti,

however, did not, like the great National Council, be-

queath any such Legislative assembly, as the Parliament,

to the nation. This function devolved upon the Pari-

shad which consisted usually of the ten following

members, viz., four men who have completely studied

the four Vedas, three men belonging to the ( three )

orders enumerated first, ( and ) three men who know

( three } different ( institutes of) law. 1

Similar institutions referred to by Greek writers

Greek writers also bear testimony to the existence

of similar institutions. Thus Diodorus has referred to

‘a city of great note,’ with a political constitution drawn

1. Ga. XXVIII-49; M. XII. 110 ff.
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on the same lines as those of Sparta. As regards the

details of the constitution he remarks that “ in this

community the command in war was vested in two heredi-
tary kings of two different houses, while a Council of Eld-
ers ruled the whole state with paramount authority.” Now,
in this Council of Elders we have surely a remini-
scence of the Samiti of the Vedic period. The express
statement of the Greek writer that it ‘ ruled the whole
state with paramount authority ' seems to corroborate
the view I have taken about the supreme importance of
the Samiti' in the public administration of the time.
It also illustrates the principle laid down by Kautilya
that kings were bound by the decision of the majority.’

And m the South Indian literature and Inscriptions.

Mr. V. Kanakasabhai has proved the existence of
similar institutions in Southern India in the early centu-
ries of the Christian era. The study of the Tamil
literature bearing upon the period has led him to the
following conclusions :

The head of the Government was a hereditary
monarch. His power was restricted by five Councils
who were known as the ' Five Great Assemblies.”
They consisted of the representatives of the people
priest^ physicians, ast.ologers or augurs, and ministers!
he Council of representatives safeguarded the rights

i •

: the priests directed all
religious ceremonies: the physicians attended to all
matters affecting the health cf the king and his subjects :

M.r
The passage is

McCrindle m his "Invasion of India by Alexander the
Classical Accounts ( p. 183) by R. C. Majumdar

translated

Great *'

p.

by

296.
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the astrologers fixed auspicious times for public ceremo-
nies and predicted important events; the ministers
attended to the collection and expenditure of the revenue
and the administration of justice. Separate places were
assigned in the capital town for each of these assemblies,
for their meetings and transaction of business. On
important occasions th'iy attended king's levee in the

throne-hall or joined the royal procession The
power of Government was entirely vested in the

king and in the “Five Great Assemblies.” Tt is most rem-
arkable that this system of Government was followed

in the three kingdoms of the Pandya, Chola and

Chera, although they were independent of each

other. There is reason to believe, therefore that

they followed the system of Government which ob-

tained in the country from which the founders of

the “ three kingdoms ” had originally migrated,

namely, the Magidha Empire.” ^

It appears to me th at the so-called Five

Assemblies were really the five committees of a

Great Assembly. The writer has traced them to

the Magadha Empire, but they seem to me rather

the modifications of the Vedic Samiti which left

its trace in every part of India. In any

case, the representative character of these bodies,,

and the effective control which they exercised over

the administration are clearly established. It is in-

teresting to note also that the ‘ ministers formed

one of the assemblies. The assemblies, taken to-

gether, may justly be compared with the *' Privy

1 **Tamils Eighteen Hundred Years Ago," pp. 109-110.
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Council > referred to above, the assembly of the
ministers corresponding with the ‘cabinet’ composedof a selected few. On the who>e I cannot helpthinking that we have in the Tamil Assemblies amodifred type of the ancient Samiti, such as is mewith m the post-Vedic literature e „ m x , ,

!
bharata and ArthaiSstra.

' ^ "

=...u,CV
0"'“'?" ft* U.hcentury A. D. refers to the subordination of thetemple authorities to the “Siv H ^ j

and the district officeli and rgen^ ^
ancient name for Travancore. The editor Tf ^inscription remarks Venad it i^
had for the whole state an

j I

^ Stare an important nuhliV

aimii,,

rrrr- “ 7"“"
.

“
was in possession of •

sat,on alone can determine. But' a T""'"large, nearly as large as the P • r
Commons, could not have been meinta state as Ven3d was in the r2th
single function of teml for the

‘his be somethin^ like a S
^ay not

°f ‘he old Samili ?

5. The Sabha or the Local Assembly

s»ui V. ir:;* .h,

_ y wnich was originally denoted by
1 fnd. Ant.^ XXIV. pp. 284-285.
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Sabha.

The village is looked upon as a unit as early

as the earliest Vedic age. The GrSmani or the leader

of the village is mentioned in the Rigveda ( X. 62.

11; 107. 5) and often in the later Samhitas and the

BrShmanas.l It is quite clear, from the passages quo-

ted on page 97 above, that he had voice in the

election of kings. According to Zimmer he presided

over the village Assembly, 2 but Macdonell does not

accept this view.^ The Assembly was a meeting spot

of both the rich and poor. The rich men went there

in full splendour, as Rigveda 8. 4. 9 informs us.

O Indra, thy friend ig beautiful and rich in

horses, chariots and cows. He is always provided with

excellent food
; majestically goes he to the Sabha”

( Zimmer, p. 173 ).

One of the most favourite topics discussed there

was about cows. ‘‘O Ye cows... ......loudly is your

excellence talked about in the Sabha” ( Rigveda, VI.

28. 6, Zimmer, op. cit., p. 173 ). Serious political

discussions were also carried on in the Sabha, and an

expert in them was an object of great desire :

“Soma gives him, who offers him oblations,

a son skilful in the affairs of house ( sadanya )

Sabha ( sabheya )'! and sacrifice (
vidathya )

”
( Rig-

1 See the references colJected in V. I., I, p. 247, f. n. 26

2 '*Der in der Sabha versammeUen Gemcindc priisidicrte wohl

der gramani
( vrajapati ), op. cit.% p. 172

3 V. I., p. 427.

4 The context seems to disprove the hypothesis of those who

would infer from the term “ Sabheya, *' a restriction in the member-

ship of the Sabha. There can be scarcely any doubt that what is
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veda, I. 91, 120. Zimmer, op. cit., p. 172 ).

A curious penitentiary formula, repeated twice
in the Vajasaneya-samhita (111. 45; XX. 17),
throws an interesting side-light on the working of
the Sabh3. " We expiate by sacrifice each sinful
aetthat we have committed, in the village, in the
wilderness and the Sabha." The commentator
Mahidhara explains ' the sinful act in Sabha as
“ Mahajana-tirask^r^dikam enah ” in III. 45, and
" pakshapatadi^yadenah " in XX, 17. The former cer-
tamly refers to improper language used in the course
of debate against great persons, and this in itself is
some indication of the nature of business in the
Assembly. The latter explanation is probably to be
taken in connection with the judicial capacity of the
Assembly, meaning ‘any partiality in deciding disputes
that might have been committed in course thereof,”

That the Sabha exercised judicial functions is
also proved by other references. Thus Ludwig 1 infers
It from the word ‘ Kilvishasprit ’ in Wgveda X.71. 10,
or the word can only mean “that which removes the
stain attaching to a person by means of accusation.”
The fact that ‘ Sabhachara • is one of the victims at
the Purushamedha sacrifice also leads to the same

wanted here, is not a son that would have requisite qualifications to

Xtrr K
>-pph-cable to the two other cases, viz., house and sacrifice.

Austi k
’ vu r X. 71. 10. kommt der

d^ r r h
^.‘•''‘^hasprit vor. wa. nur • entfemer des Vorwurfes.

lea n (“n*
jenianden angehefteten ] Flecken ‘ heiszen

Kann.
( Der Rigveda, III, 254.

)
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conclusion. For. as Macdonell observes, "as he is

dedicated to Dharma. ' Justice.' .t is difficult not to
see in him a member of the Sabha as a law court,
perhaps as one of those who sit to decide cases.’'

Macdonell also takes ‘ Sabhasad ' to refer to the as-

sessors who decided legal cases in the Assembly. He
further remarks Jt is also possible that the Sabha-
sads, perhaps the heads of families, were expected to

be present at the Sabhii oftener than the ordinary

man ; the meetings of the assembly for justice may
have been more frequent than for general discussion

and decision. It is also possible, as Macdonell sug-

gests, that the judicial functions were exercised, not

by the whole Assembly, but a standing committee of

the same.^

Village organisation referred to in the Jdtakas.

The organisation of the village as a political

unit under a headman is also referred to in the Jata-

ka stories. Thus we learn from Kharassara-Jataka^

that it was the duty of the headman ( gdmabhojaka )

to collect revenue, and with the help of the local

men, to secure the village against the inroads of rob-

bers. In the particular instance the office was con-

ferred upon a royal minister who was however shoitly

after punished by the king for his secret league with

a band of robbers who looted the village. A similar

1 V. I., II, pp. 427-8.

2 Jat., Vol. I. p. 354.
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story is told in the introduction to the same Jataka
with this difference that the headman was here de-
graded and another headman put in his place. Fur-
ther light is thrown upon the organisation of the
village by the Kulavaka-Jataka.l Here we are dis:inct-
ly told that the men of the village transacted the
affairs of the locality. There was a headman who
seems to have possessed the power of imposing fines
and levying dues on spiritual liquor

; for he exclaim-
ed, when the character of the villagers was reformed
by the efforts of the Bodhisattva: "When these men used
to get drunk and commit murders and so forth, I
used to make a lot of money out of them not only
on the price of their drinks but also by the fines and
dues they paid,” To get rid of the Bodhisattva and his
followers he falsely accused them before the king as ' a
band of robbers,’ but his. villainy was detected by thekmg who made him the slave of the falsely accused
persons and gave them all his wealth. We do not hear
in this case the appointment of a new headman by themg, and as we are expressly told that the villagers
transacted the affairs of their own village, it is Lt
possible that the headman was also selected by them. In
the Ubhatobhattha-Jatakal reference is made to the
judicial powers of the headman

( gamabhojaka
) who

fined a fisherman’s wife for stirring up a quarrel andhe was tied up and beaten to make her pay the fine.”
In the Paniya-Jataka3 two ’ gamabhojakas ’ in the

1- Ibid, p 198

2. Ibid, p. 482.
3

. Jat., Vol. IV, p. 14.
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kingdom of K5si respectively prohibited the slaughter of

animals and the sale of strong drink. The people, how-

ever, represented that these were time-honoured customs,

.

and had the orders repealed in both instances. In the

Gahapati-Jatakal we read how during a famine the villa-

gers came together and besought the help of their head-

man who provided them with meat on condition that

‘ two months from now, when they have harvested the

grain, they will pay him in kind.’ These instances from

the J5takas leave no doubt that the organisation of the

village as a political unit was a well-known feature of the

society during the period. Sometimes the headman was

directly appointed by the king, but that does not seem to

be the general practice. In any case, the essence of the

institution was, as we are expressly told in one case, that

the affairs of the village were transacted by the villagers

themselves. The headman possessed considerable

executive and judicial authority, as is well illustrated in

the above instances, but the popular voice operated as a

great and efficient control over his decisions.

Local Corporations in post-Vedic Period.

The technical names puga and gana seem to have

denoted the local corporations of towns and villages

during the post-Vcdic period. Thus we find in Vira-

mitrodaya "gcnaiahdoh pvgaparyayah" and again “ pugab

samuhah bhinna-jatinam bhinna-vrittindm ekasthdtmvd-

sindm gramanagaradisthanam. Vijn5nesvara also, in his

commentary to Yajnavalkya, 2 . 187 ,
explains gana as

1 Jat ,
Vol. II, p. 134.
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‘gramadijanasamuha.^ Both these terms no doubt denoted,

in general, merely corporations, but they were some-

times technically used to denote corporations of parti-

cular kinds, as in the present instance the commentatois

explain them as a village or town corporation. This

interpretation of puga is supported by Kaiika on PdniuiA

The word *gana was however used in other technical

senses as well and these will be noticed in due course.

The word 'puga used in Vinayapitaka (Chullavagga,

V, 5, 2 ; VIII. 4, 1) seems to have the sense of a cor-

poration of a town or a village. We are told that at

that time it was the turn of a certain "puga ^afifiatarassa

pugassa) to provide the samgha with a meal.” This
sentence occurs frequently and it is certainly better to

take puga in the sense I have indicated than as indeter-

minate and indefinite multitude, as Professors Rhys
Davids and Oldenberg have done (S. B. E., Vol. XX,
pp. 74, 284). For, as already noticed above, 'pFga* is

clearly explained as a town or village corporation by the
later commentator, and, what is more important,
Vinayapitaka elsewhere iBhikkhuni-p5timokkha, samgha-
disesa 2) expressly refers to puga as a corporation with
executive authority, whose sanction was required to

consecrate as nun, any female thief within its jurisdic-
tion. It is thus permissible to take puga' in Vinayapi-
taka as referring to town or village corporations,2 and
thus we get trace of the existence of these institutions in
the early Buddhist period.

sarnghak

Tu^ made to Annatara of a town (Vin IV ^0^This indicates that there were sometimes several corpratioS’in a low^
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Village organisation referred to in Artha^dstra,

The organisation of the village as a corporate poli-

tical unit is referred to by Kautilya who lays down the

following rules in Chap. X, Bk. Ill of his Artha^dstra.

"When the headman of a village has to travel on
account of any business of the whole village, the villagers

shall by turns accompany him.

"Those who cannot do this shall pay panas for

every yojana. If the headman of a village sends out

of the village any person except a thief or an adulterer,

he shall be punished with a fine of 24 panas, and the

villagers with the first amercement (for doing the same.)

(R. Shamasastry's Translation, pp. 218-19).

Again :

"The fine levied on a cultivator who arriving at a

village for work does not work shall be taken by the

village itself

"Any person who does not co-operate in the work
of preparatipn for a public show shall, together with his

family, forfeit his right to enjoy the show (prekshd).

If a man, who has not co-operated in preparing for a

public play or spectacle is found hearing or witnessing

it under hiding, or if any one refuses to give his aid in

work beneficial to all, he shall be compelled to pay

double the value of the aid due from him" (Ibid, p.

220).

These injunctions give clear hints of a close organisa-

tion of the villages. There was a headman who tran-

sacted the business of the village and could command

the help of the villagers in discharging his onerous task.

The headman, together with the villagers, had the right
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to punish offenders, and could even expel a person

from the village. The fact that the headman and the

villagers were both punished for an improper use of

this right, seems to show that it was exercised in an

assembly of the villagers presided over by the headman.
It may also be concluded from this, that the rights of
individual were not altogether subordinated to those
of the corporation, but here, too, as in the case of the
guilds (see p. 50), the ultimate right of supervision by
the king was looked upon as a means of reconciling
the two. The village had a common fund which was
swelled by such items as the fines levied upon the
villagers and the cultivators who neglected their duty.
It had also the right to compel each person to do his
share of the public work. Corporate spirit among
villagers was encouraged by such rules as follows :

"Those who, with their united efforts, construct on
roads buildings of any kind {setuhandha) beneficial to
the whole country and who not only adorn their villages,
but also keep watch on them shall be shown favourable
concessions by the king.’* {Ibid, p. 221 )

as a corporate
political unit throughout the post-Vedic period. Thusn the Vishnu 1 and Manu Smritis2 the village is
reckoned as the smallest political unit in the State fabric
and reference is made to the 'gramika' or the village

1 111., 7 and 11.

2 VII.U5-U6.
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Dharma-sutras and Dharma-sastras.

Manu distinctly lays down that the king shall banish

from the realm anyone who breaks the agreement of a

village community. 1 Dharma-sutras and Dharma-sastras

contain frequent references^ to gana ^nd puga, both of

which terms seem to have denoted the town or village

corporations. Besides the quotations from Viramitrodaya

and Vijnanesvara’s commentary given above on p. 128,

there are other considerations also to support this view.

In the first place, a comparison between Yajnavalkya, II,

31, and Narada, Introduction, 9, 7, clearly establish the

fact that piiga and gana were used as synonymous

words, and the only sense in which these can possi-

bly be used there is a corporation of the inhabitants of

town or village. Then, whereas it is laid down in Manu

that one should not entertain at a SrSddha those who

sacrifice for a puga {III. 151) or a gaf^a (III. 154), we find

similar injunctions in Gautama, XV. 16 and Vishnu,

LXXX. 11-13, against those who sacrifice for a’grama or

village.

A careful study of Ysjnavalkya, II. 185-192, quoted

above on p. 36, would also lead to the same conclusion.

Here the author begins with a reference to royal duties

with regard to a city (pura), viz., that the king should

establish there good Brahmanas (V. 185). He then

refers to the royal duties towards the gana, viz., that

1 Manu, Ed. Buhlcr, VIII—219 and note ; also VIII—221.

2 Gautama, XV. 18; XVII. 17: Apastaipba 1,18. 16: Vt..

XIV. 10, V. LI, 7 ; Manu, HI. 151, 154, 164: IV. 209, 219,- Y..

1. Ibl. 361 ; 11. 31, 190-195, 214; Narada, Introduction 7, Brih.

1. 28-30.
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the king should punish those who steal the property of

the gat»u, etc., and concludes with the remark : ‘that

the king should follow similar rules with regard to

guilds, corporations of traders (naigamo) and of followers

of different religious sects. It would appear therefore

thatguna here refers to corporation of cities or villages

(puru), for otherwise the reference to 'pura' is irrelevant.

The commentator Vijn3nesvar has, as already observed,

accepted this interpretation.

The two following injunctions also prove that the

village was looked upon as a corporate body in the age of

the Dharma-sutras and Dharma-sSstras.

(1) The king shall punish that village where

Brahmanas, unobservant of their sacred duties and igno-

rant of the Veda, subsist by begging ; for it feeds

robbers.” (Vasishtha, III. 4 : S. B. E., XIV, p. 17).

(2) When cows or other (animals) have been lost

or when (other) property has been taken away forcibly,

experienced men shall trace it from the place where it

has been taken.

"Wherever the footmarks go to, whether it be a
village, pasture-ground or deserted spot, (the inhabitants
or owners of) that place must make good the loss.

"When the footmarks are obscured or interrupted,
the nearest village or pasture-ground shall be made
responsible."

( Nsrada' XIV. 22-24 ).

In both these instances the village or the inhabitants
of a village are held responsible. Such responsibilities
are. however, out of question altogether, if there were
not corresponding rights vested in the villagers. It is
indeed worthy of note that no officer or officers are men-
loned but the whole responsibility is attached to the
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village itself. It must be held therefore that the village

was looked upon as a corporate unit of the State posse-

ssing distinct rights and duties, and accountable to a

higher authority for due discharge of them.

Reference to village corporations in ancient inscriptions.

Archaeological evidence also confirms the testimony

of literature regarding the existence of these local self-

governing institutions. The earliest in point of time is

a terra-cotta seal discovered at Bhita near Allahabad

which bears the legend “ Sahijitiye nigamasa ” irv

characters of the third or fourth century B. C. It was

found in a building of the Mauryan epoch which, accor-

ding to Sir John Marshall, possibly marks the site of the

oifice of the nigama or town corporation of Sahijiti.^

The inscriptions on Bhattiprolu Casket, ^ which may

be referred to about third century B. C., not only refer

to a village headman but also supply the names of the

members of a town corporation. Village headman is

also referred to in other early inscriptions such as the

Mathura Jaina inscription of the years 4, and 84.^ The

first of these refers to a lady who was the first wife of

1 Ann. Rep. Arch. Surv. India, 1911-12. p. 3J.

2 Ep Ind., Vol. II, p. 328. The word negama in this inscription

has been translated by Biihler as the members of a guild. But as

has already been noticed on p. 41 above, nigama should more pro-

perly be taken in the sense of a town. As Prof. Bhandarkar contends,

negama probaly stands for naigamah, i.e., the corporate body of

citizens such as is mentioned in the Jajnavalkya and Narada Smritis.

3 Luder’s List nos. 48 and 69o.
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the village h; dman and daughter-in-law of the village

headman. This seems to imply that the post of village

headman was hereditary in the family.

The Nasik inscription of UshavadSta refers to a

nigama-sahha or town council where his deed of gift was

proclaimed and registered according to custom.*

Another inscription from the same locality records the

gift of a village by the inhabitants of Nasik. 2 Similarly

an inscription on the railing of the Stupa No. II at

S5nchi records a gift by the village of Psdukulika,^ and

one on the Amaravati Stupa refers to a gift of Dhaiiaka-

taka Nigama."* These no doubt testify to the coiporate

organisation of a whole city.

Four clay-seals found at Bhita^ contain the word

nig'amasa in Kushan character, while a fifth has niga-

masya in Gupta character. These prove the existence of

town corporations during the first four or five centuries

of the Christian era,— a conclusion which is corroborated

by the clay-seals discovered at Vaii^H to which reference

has already been made on p. 40 above.

A feudatory of the Chalukya king Vikramaditya I,

ruling in the Nasik region, recolonized some deserted

lands and vested it in the Town Council of Samagiri by
issuing a grant which conceded the following privileges.

The merchants residing in Samagiri shall, for ever,

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. VIII, p. 82,

2 Liiders List, no. 1142. I accept the interpretation of Pandit
Bhagawanlal Indraji and Prof. D.R. Ehandarkar in preference to that
of M. Senart. Cf. Carmichael Lectures, Vol. I, p. 177, f.n.I.

3 Ep. Ind., Vol. 11, p. no, no. 1.

4 Ep. Ind., Vol. XV, p. 263.
5 Ann. Rep. Arch. Surv. India, 191 1-12, p. 56.
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be exempt from the payment of custom duties through-
out the kingdom

; their property shall not escheat to the
State in the absence of a male heir ;...and they shall not
have to provide accommodation or provisions to the •

State officials. (The Town Council is also empowered
to levy) the following fines. Rupees 103 for outraging the
modesty of a virgin

; Rs. 32 for adultery
; Rs. 16 for the

mutilation of ear
; Rs. 4 for bruising the head

; Rs. 108
if a merchant s son is found to have illicit connection
with a female porter

; and should one be caught in the

actual act of adultery, whatever eight or sixteen elders

of the Town Council shall determine that shall be
final."l

We learn from an inscription of VaillabhattasvSmin

Temple at Gwalior, dated 933 V.S.^
, that while the

merchant Savviyaka, the trader IchchhuvSka and the

other members of the Board of the SavviySkas were

adminiitering the city, the whole town gave to the temple

of the Nine Durgas, a piece of land which was its ( viz.,

the town's ) property. Similarly it gave another piece of

land, belonging to the property of the town, to the

Vishnu temple, and also made perpetual endowments

with the guilds of oil-millers and gardeners for ensuring

the daily supply of oil and garlands to the temple. This

long inscription preserves an authentic testimony of a

city corporation with an organised machinery to conduct

its affairs. The corporation possessed landed properties

of its own and cou'd make gifts and endowments in the

1. Er- Ind, vol, XXV. pp 237-8.

2. Ep. Ind,, Vol. 1, p, 161.
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name of the whole town. Similar activities of a town

corporation in the middle of the tenth century A. D.

are referred to in the Siyadoni inscription which seems to

indicate that the affairs of the town were “ managed by

an assembly of five called Pa^chabula, and by a commi-

ttee of two appointed from time to time by the town."l

It thus appears that the town corporations existed till a

very late period in ancient India.

II. Local Self-Government

The corporate organisation of the village or town

may be studied under two heads, viz., (1) the powers

and functions exercised by it ; and (2) the administrative

machinery by which these were carried out.

1. Powers and functions of the village corporation

fi) Judicial.

The powers and functions, as in Vedic times, may
be broadly divided into rwo classes, judicial and execu-

tive. The judicial powers of the headman of a village

( gdmabhojaka ) are referred to in the Jiitaka stories

quoted on p. 127 above. It is not expressly mentioned
in the Jstaka stories that he exercised them in conjunc-
tion with the villagers. The Kulavaka-Jataka ( see

p. 127 ) however, seems to show that such was the case
at least in some villages. Here the headman mourns
the loss of fines paid by the drunkards whose character
was improved by the Bodhisattva. We are expressly
told in this case that the affairs of the village were
transacted by the villagers themselves. It is legitimate

1 Ep, Ind. Vol. 1. p 167 flf
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to hold therefore that the judicial activities, to which
distinct reterence is made, formed part of these affairs.

In other cases, quoted above, the story-writers simply
refer to the headman as having inflicted punishments
upon the guilty. This need not, however, itecessarily

imply that the headman alone had the right to dispose*
of cases ; for the object of the story-writer was merely
to notice the punishment meted out to the guilty ; he-

had no motive to stop to explain the constitution of the

tribunal that passed the judgement.

The KulSvaka-JStaka further proves that compara-

tively serious cases had to be sent to be the royal courts

for decision. For here, the headman did not try the

band of robbers, which, as the tenor of the story shows,,

he would certainly have done if he had the right to do

so
; but the accused were sent to the king for trial. It

may be mentioned here that the later Dharmas3stras,

while generally providing that the assemblies of co-inha-

bitants should decide law-suits among men, expressly

exclude from their jurisdiction causes concerning violent

crimes (sdhasa),

Kautilya,^ as we have seen above, also refers to the

judicial powers exercised by the headman together with

the villagers. They could fine a cultivator who neglected

his work and expel any thief or adulterer out of the

village boundary.! We find here a further step in the

development of the corporate character of the villagers.

They are expressly invested with joint rights and res-

ponsibilities, and could be punished by the king for

illegal exercise of their power.

I Arthasastra, p. 17
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The corporate organisation of villages retained its

judicial powers during the period represented by the

Dharma-sSstras. As noticed above, there is mention of

the judicial powers of the headman in Manu and Vishnu

Smriti. among others. But the Brihaspati Smriti preserves

a satisfactory account of the judicial powers exercised by

the villagers in verses 28-30, Chapter I, quoted on pp.

58-9 above.

It appears from these that the village Assemblies were

looked upon as one of the four recognised tribunals of

the land. They were second in point of pre-eminence,

and heard appeals from the decisions of the guilds ^of

artizans). It would appear also that they could try all

cases short of violent crimes. The following passages in

the Narada Smriti seem to show that the law-givers in

ancient days tried hard to bring home to the people the

serious responsibilities that attached to their position as

members of a judicial assembly.

“Either the judicial assembly must not be entered at

all, or a fair opinion delivered. That man who either

stands mute or delivers an opinion contrary to justice is a
sinner.

“One quarter of the iniquity goes to the witness
;

one quarter goes to all the members of the court ; one^
quarter goes to the king.

“Therefore let every assessor of the couit deliver a

fair opinion after having entered the court, discarding

love and hatred, in order that he may not go to hell.”

(S. B. E.. Vol. 33. pp. 38-39.)

The following passages in the Nsrada Smpti further
prove that the elders’ played a conspicuous part in the
judicial assembly and that the latter was presided over
by a Chief Judge.
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‘ As an experienced surgeon extracts a dart by means
of surgical instruments, even so the chief judge must
extract the dart (of iniquity) from the lawsuit.

When the whole aggregate of the members of a

judicial assembly declare. “This is right", the lawsuit
loses the dart, otherwise the dart remains in it.

That is not a judicial assembly where ther are no
elders. They are not elders who do not pass a just

sentence " {Ibid, pp. 39-40.)

The significance of the second passage quoted above
is uncertain. It seems to indicate that the unanimity
of opinion was necessary to establish the guilt of the
accused.

Evidence of South Indian records on the Judicial powers

of the Village Assembly,

A few actual cases illustrating the judicial powers of

the local popular assemblies are furnished by South'

Indian records of the lOth and 12th centuries. The
summary of a few of them is given below.l

I. A village officer (?) demanded taxes from a

woman who declared she was not liable. The former

seems to have put her through an ordeal. The woman
tooK poison and died. A meeting of the people from
‘ the four quarters, eighteen districts and the various

countries" was held, and it was decided that the man
was liable, In order to expiate his sin he paid 32 k3lu

for burning a lamp at a temple.

II. A Sudra went a-hunting, missed his aim and shot

a Vellala. The agriculturists from “the seventy-nine

I The summary of Nos. 1*III is taken from G. Ep. R. 1907,

See. 42 (p. 77).
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districts’* assembled together and declared the Sudra

guilty. He was required to present 64 cows to a temple.

III. The inscription is mutilated. But from the

preserved portion it appears that a man pushed his wife

and she probably fell down and died in consequence.

The one thousand and five hundred men of the four

quarters [assembled and] declared the husband guilty.

He was required to provide for lamps in a temple.

IV. An inscription in the reign of Rivjakesarivar-

man reports that a certain individual shot a man be-

longing to his own village by mistake. Thereupon the

governor and the people of the district to which the

village belonged, assembled together and decided that

the culprit shall not die for the offence committed bv
him through carelessness, but shall burn a lamp in a local

temple. Accordingly he provided 16 cows from the

milk of which ghee had to be prepared to be used in

burning the lamp.

I

V. According to another inscription^ the ‘culprit
had gone a-hunting but missed his aim and shot a man.
The people of the district at once asembled and decided
that the culprit shall make over 16 cows to the local
temple.

The ancient lawgivers also provided for special judi-
cial assemblies to decide cases for which no rule was
laid down. Such an assembly, according to Gautama
shall consist at least of the ten following members, viz.,
four men who have completely studied the four Vedas,
three men belonging to the (three) orders enumerated

1 O.Ep,R., 1900, p. 11. sec. 26
2 No. 77 of 1900, ibid.
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first, ( and ) three men who know ( three ) .different

( institutes of) law ( Gautama, XXVIII. 48-49 ).

An actual instance of referring the decision of a cri-

minal case to a special judicial assembly is furnished by a

South Indian inscription.! A man was accidentally shot

in a deer-hunt, and.in order to decide the question of

expiation which was to be prescribed for the offender,

the Brahmanas of the Village Assembly at Olakkur, the
#

residents of the main division and those of the sub-dis-

tricts met together and settled that a lamp be presented

to a shrine.

Another instance is furnished by a dispute over the

right of worship in Aragalur temple. The Judge referred

the complicated issues to the Mahajanas of several agra^

hnrs and ultimately endorsed their decision.

2

Reference may be made in this connection to such

expressions as * Pancha-mandall,* PSnchall/ and PaS-

chSlika* which occur in inscriptions. Fleet took them

to be " the same as the PaKchayat of modern times, the

village jury of five ( or more persons ) convened to

settle a dispute by arbitration, to witness and sanction

any act of importance, ctc.^

( a ) Executive.

The executive functions exercised by the villagers

seem to have included those of the Collector, the Magis-

trate and the municipality of the present day. The

Kharassara-Jataka, referred to on page 126 above shows

that the headman was expected to collect the revenues on

1. Govt. Epigraphist’s Report for 1910, p. 95, sec. 30

2. Ibid, 1014. pp. 96-97.

3. Fleet—Gupta Inscriptions, p. 32, f. n. 5.
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behalf of the king and to secure the peace of the

country with the help of local men. As we learn from

the KulSvaka-Jataka, ( see p. 127 )
that, though there

was a headman, the men of the village transacted the

affairs of their own locality, we must assume that these

functions did really belong to them, though exercised

through the agency of a headman. It may be noted in

this connection that both these_^jnctions formed essential

elements of the village communities down to the latest

period of their existence. The Dharma-sSstras clearly

indicate that in addition to the abovel the ancient

village organisations exercised the municipal functions.

Thus Brihaspati Smriti lays down the following among
the duties of a village corporation:—“ The construction

of a house of assembly, of a shed for
( accommoda-

ting travellers with ) water, a temple, 2 a pool and a

garden, relief to helpless or poor people, the performance
of samsfeards and sacrificial acts enjoined by sacred
taxts, the excavation of tanks, wells, etc., and the
damming of water-courses."3

The cost of these undertakings was probably met
out of the corporate fund. The Jataka stories and
the statements of Kautilya quoted on pp. 126 ff., prove
that the towns and villages could levy fines and dues
from the inhabitants while the Gwalior Inscription
( p. 136 ) shows that they possessed corporate proper-
ties of their own.

1. C/. Narada XIV. 22-24 quoted above on p. 133. Cf. also the
statement in V. III. 6 fif. ; M. VII. 115 ff.

2. Cf. the Gwalior inscription noticed above on p. 136.

wiiK .K
fu'ly discussed in connection

with the guilds, on p. 4B.
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2 . The executive machinery of the village corporations.

We may next take into consideration the executive

machinery by which these functions were carried out.

At the head of the corporation stood the headman

who is variously styled as Gramadhipa, Gramani,

Gr5makuta, Gramapati and Pattakila in the inscriptions

and the Gamabhojaka in the Jatakas. He was sometimes

nominated by the king, tISs-ugh the post seems in many

cases to have been hereditary.! He was helped by a

council of two, three or five persons. The constitutional

power of this body is given in some detail in Narada

(' Ch. X ) and Brihaspati ( Ch. XVII ). These have

been already described in connection with guilds ( pp.

49-58 )
and need not be repeated here. What ht.s been

said there applies mutatis mutandis also to the Village

Assembly. It will suffice to say that though the head-

man and his council exercised considerable authority,

they were ultimately responsible to the people at large

who regularly met in an assembly-hall to discharge

their corporate functions. They had a right to make

bye-laws and frame rules regarding the attendance of

members. Regular discussions were carried on in the

assembly and the idea of liberty of speech was probably

not unknown.

A very interesting side-light is thrown on the working

of the executive machinery of the corporations by the
,

account of Megasthenes. His well-known account of

the administration of the city of Pataliputia may be taken

to be applicable to the other local corporations as well.

The essence of the whole system consisted in the mtma-

1. Jolly, Recht und Side. p. 93.
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gement of the municipal administration by a general

assembly and a number of small committees thereof,

each entrusted with one particular department. Megas-
thenes s account seems to be corroborated by the Bhatti-

prolu casket inscription which refers to a commiuce of
the inhabitants of the town

( p. 134 i. A number of
South Indian records prove that the system subsisted

down to the latest period of ancient Indian history.

7

Village Corporations in South India.

Indeed by far the most interesting examples of the
village assemblies occur in Southern India. A large

number of inscriptions prove that they had a highly
developed organisation and formed a very essential ele-
ment in the state fabric of old. Thus the fourteen
inscriptions in the Vishnu temple at Ukkah published
in the “South Indian Inscriptions. Vol. Ill, Part I.“
( pp. 1-22 ), furnish a very instructive insight into
their nature and constitution. It will be well to begin
with a short summary of the important portions in each
of them.

1. The Assembly of the village received a deposit
of an amount of gold from one of the commissioners
rumg over another village on condition of feeding 12
BrShmanas and doing other things out of the interest of
this sum (p. 3).

2. A certain person made over a plot of land to the
great Assembly on condition that its produce should
be utilised for supplying the God with a stipulated
quantity of rice. The inscription concludes as follows
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Having been present in the Assembly and having
heard ( their

) order, T, the arbitrator ( Madhyastha )

( such and such ) wrote ( this )*'
( p. 5 ).

3. A certain person had purchased a plot of land

from the Assembly and assigned it to the villagers for

the maintenance of a flower garden
( p. 6 ).

4. The Assembly undertook, on receipt of a plot

of land, to supply paddy to various persons engaged in

connection with a cistern which the donor bad cons-

tructed to supply water to the public ( p. 7 ).

5. The Assembly undertook to supply an amount
of paddy per year by way of interest of a quantity of

paddy deposited with them. The " great men ( Paru-

makkal ) elected for the year'* would cause ( the paddy )

to be supplied
{ p. 6 ).

6. It refers to a meeting cf the Assembly, including

“the great men eUcted for (the management of)

charities
( ? )” and “ the commissioners ( in charge of

the temple ) of Sattan ’* in the village. The Assembly

probably assigned a daily supply of rice and oil to a

temple. In conclusion we are told that " the great men
elected for ( the supervision of ) the tank” shall be

entitled to levy a fine of ( one > kala^ju of gold in

favour of the tank fund from those betel-Ieaf-selleis in

this village, who sell ( betel- leaves )
elsewhere but at

the temple of Pidari ( p. 11 ).

7. The inscription is mutilated and the sense not

quite clear. It refers to ” the land which has become

the common property of the Assembly*’ and is a noti-

fication of its sale by the Assembly on certain terms.

” The great men elected for that year ” were to be fined
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if they fail to do certain things the nature of which

cannot be understood ( p. 12

8. The Assembly accepted ihe gift of an amount

of paddy on condition of feeding two Brahinanas daily

out of the interest
( p. 13 ).

9. It is a royal ord:r authorising the village to sell

lands, of which the tax has not been paid for two full

years and which have theieby become the property of

the village
( p. 15

10. It lecords a sale, by the village Assembly, of
a plot of land, wliich was their common property, and of

five water levers, to a servant of the king who assigned
this land for the maintenance of two boats plying on
the village tank (p. 16).

IL. The great Assembly, including “the great men
elected for the year and “the great men elected for
'the supervision of) the tank," being assembled, assigned
at the request of the manager of a temple, a plot
of land in the fresh dealing for various specified
pui poses connected with the temple (p. 18).

12. The village Assembly grants a village, inclu-
ding the flower garden, to a temple, for the require-
ments of worship there. The terms of grant include
the following.

"We shall not be entitled to levy any kind of tax
rom this village. We, (the great men) elected for

H T'fr ^en)
ec ed for (the supervision of I gardens, shall not be

entitled to claim, at the order of the Assembly, forcedabour from the inhabitants settled in this village.

lie .l! ^ public, the God
U.e., the temple authorities) alone shall punish the
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inhabitants of this village {for it). Having agreed

(thus) we, the Assembly, engraved (this) on stone.

“We, the Assembly, agree to pay a fine of one

hundred and eight hauam per day if we fail in this

through indifference" (p. 20).

13. It is incomplete. The extant portion records

a session of the great Assembly “including the great

men elected for this year, the great Bhattas elected

for (the supervision of) the tank, and (all other) dis-

tinguished men" (p. 2l).

14. The son of a cultivator in the village assigned

a plot of land in the neighbourhood, from the proceeds

of which water and firepans had to be supplied to

a mandapa frequented by Brahmanas, and a water

lever constructed in front of the cistern at the

maV-dapa.

The great men who manage the affairs of the

village in each year shall supervise this charity (p. 21).

The fourteen inscriptions, containing, as they do,

the orders issued by the Assembly of a single

village, during the 9ih, lOth and 11th centuries,

furnish the best evidence for the organisation and im-

portance of these institutions.

Further particulars about these village corporations

may be gathered from other inscriptions. As these

belong to different periods and different localities, it

would not be quite safe to draw a single homogene-

ous picture by utilising the data which they supply.

Nevertheless, by a careful scrutiny of these records,

we may hope to obtain a general idea of the essential

characteristics of the village institutions of South

India.
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The General Assembly.

As the Ukkal' inscriptions show, the Assembly
( Sabha or MahasabhS

) formed the most important
feature of these village corporations. It e.\ercised sup-
reme authority in all matters concerning the village
and is frequently referred to in inscriptions from South
India. It appears from a careful study of these
records that the constitution of this body differed in
different localities and probably also at different times.

Its composition and status.

According to an inscription at Tirumukkudal Templed
the local Assembly consisted of the young and old of
the village. This seems to indicate that it was merely
a gathering of the male adults of the village. Several
inscriptions, however, clearly distinguish the Assembly
from the people of the village.2 and according to a
few Chola inscriptions^ several committees with the
learned Brahmanas and other distinguished men of the
village constituted the village Assembly. This shows
that in some cases, probably in many, the Assembly
was a select body. Interesting information regarding
the constitufon of a typical village assembly is furnishedby a Chola record m the Tanjore District, dated A.D.
1071. It lays down certain rules framed by the
assenaoly of a village, in the presence of a royal officer,

election to the local assembly and the committee!

1

2

3

4

G- Ep. R , 1916, p. 116.
ARIE., 1946-7, p. 22, No. 87
G- Ep- R.. 1905, p.
ARIE. 1945-6, p. 4.

p. 23

49. see. 7.

No. 89,
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An inscription at Manur, of about the 9th century

A. D., lays down certain rules regarding the constitution

and function of the Assemblies of Brahmadeya villages.

The preamble runs thus : “We, ( the members of )
the

md/i'7sdbha of Mananilainallur, a brahmadeya in Kalakku-

di-nadu. having proclaimed a general body meeting by

beat of drum ;
and, having assembled in the sacred

Govardhana, made the following resolution ivyavasthaif

for conducting deliberations in the meetings of the

nudiasab/iS of this village." The regulations may be

summed up as follows :

That of the children of shareholders in the village,

only one who is well-behaved and has Studied the

Mantra-Brubmunu and one Dharma Code of Law)

may be on the village assembly to represent the share

held by him in the village, and only one of similar

qualifications may be on the Asssmbly for a share

purchased, received as present, or acquired by him as

stridhana (through his wife)
;

(2) that (shares) purchased,

presented, or acquired as stridhana could entitle one, if

at all, only to full membership in the assemblies ;
and

in no case will quarter, half or three-quarter member-

ship be recognised ; (3) that those who purchase shares

must elect on’v such men lo represent their shares

on the assembly, as have critically studied a whole

Veda with its parisishfas ; (4) that those who do not

possess full membership as laid down by rule (2),

cannot stand on any committee Tor the management

of village affairs); (5) that those who satisfy the pres-

cribed conditions should, in no case, persistently oppose

(the proceedings of the assembly) by saying nay, nay

to every proposal brought up before the assembly ,
and
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(6) that those who do this together with their supporters

will pay a fine of five f-'asu on each item 'in which
they have so behaved) and still continue to submit to

the same rules.”

*

Attention may be drawn to the inter esting regu-
lation about the working of the village Assembly
contained in the last two clauses above. Queer as
they undoubtedly are. they were, no doubt, intended as
a check against refractoiy members, and there does
not seem to be any valid reason to conclude, as
some scholars have done, that these served as instru-
ments in the hands of the upper few to silence the
opposition of the majority.

The regulations were meant for a Brahmadeya
village, and there were evidently regulations of a
similar n.ture for the Assemblies of ordinary villages.
Of course, Vedic scholarship could not be prescribed
as an essential qualification for membership of the
latter. The Chola inscriptions lay down special pro-
perty and educational qualifications only with reference
to the Executive authorities of the Assembly.

2

It IS difficult to determine the relation between
the peopk and the Assembly, and especially theamount of control the former exercised over the latter.

be'^bw
^lanahkkarai inscription3 quotedbelow, an important royal proclamation was issued

" G- Ep. K, 1913, p, 98, para, 23.
For the text and translation of the inscription
XXII, pp. 5-n.
2. Ep, Ind

. XXH. p. 206.
3 Incl. Ant., Vol. XXIV, p, 308 ff

cf. Ep. Ind.p
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after a consultation wr-s duly held among the royal
officers, the members of the Assembly and the people
of the village. Again ue lea-n with reference to parti-
cular villages, su.h as Tiruvidavandili, that private
endowments were entrusted, in some cases to its

Assembly, m other cases to its residents, and in not
a few cases, to the Assembly and the residents.

In four instances we have a specific reference to
the number of men composing ihe sahh^. According
to a Tamil inscription! the of Tiraimur consisted
of 300 men and the citizens of 400. Reference is also

made toother assemblies or sabhds of 300 or 200, but
all these may be conventional numbers. A Kanarese
inscription of Vikramaditya VI 2 refers to 1,000 great

men of Kukkanur who met together to make a

grant of land. We learn from an inscription of

Sundara Pandya I ^ that a village Assembly consisted

of 512 members. Again, an Ascription of Tribhuvana-

malia, the Western Chalukya king,4 records a gift to

two hundred^ great men of the village and Kalidasa,

its chief. This inscription indirectly establishes the

fact that in many cases, if not in all, there was a

headman of the village, a post, the existence of which

is also testified to by other inscriptions. An inscription

1. G. Ep. R, 1908, P 23. no. 212

2. G. Ep. R. l!tH. P. 55, no. 509.

3. G. Ep. R: 1918, P- 153, par. 4

4. G. Ep. R, 1919. P- 18, no. 213.

5. It is possible that the number refers to a committee of the

Assembly rather than to the Assembly itself. Cf. below

sec. 8.
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from the Dharwar District records an interesting dis-

pute about the Gaudibe ( office of village headman)
between two parties, each putting the claim of one of
its own members. A committee representing promi-
nent persons from several neighbouring villages, assembled
in the local temo'e, decided to install one of the
contestants in the office and took an undertaking from
the other party that it would abide by this decision.!
Two other reco ds from the same district mention a
distinguished lady as governing a village (url.2

The status of these Assemblies, so far as it may
be inferred from their meeting places, considerably
varied, probably according to the importance of the
villages which they represented. In some instances
we hear of halls built by kings for their meetings.3
Generally, however, they met in local temples, while
in some cases the shade of a tamarind tree seems to
have been considered as good enough for the purpose.4

Mahajanas

Reference is frequently made to a corporate body
called Mahajanas. The term usually denotes BrShmana
householders but it appears very likely that in some
cases they formed the local ruling Assembly. They
ate mentioned in the Lakshmeshwar Pillar inscription
o Prince VikramSditya in the early part of the

!• A R I, £. 1946.7
^ p. 4

2. Ibid.

3. G. Ep. R., 1916, p 116.
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eighth century A.D. as a separate unit in a municipal

area along with other corporate organisations like

guilds, etc.l j\ Kanarese inscription of the Rashtra-
«

kuta king Krishna II records a gift by three hundred

Mahajanas,2 and another of the same king, dated 902-3

A. D., refers to a gift by a number of Brahmanas

with the approval of 120 Mahajanas.3 An inscription

of the W. Chalukya king Trailokyamalla, dated 1053-4

A. I)., registers the gift of a garden, a wet field, five

houses and one oil-mill for the worship of Jina by

120 Mahajanas of Rachchuru.-^

An inscription of Somesvara II. dated 774-5 A. D..

refers to the grant ol a village to the 300 Mahajanas

of another village for the maintenance of the cult of

Ramesvara (Siva) in a third locality. 5 Reference is

made to the Thousand headed by the Mayor of the

Agrahcra of Puli, thousand Mahajanas of Puli and

hundred of Siveyagiri.^ An inscription at Ron in the

Dharwar District refers to the 104 Mahajanas of the

great Agrahiira at Rona.7

An inscription of the time of Vikram2ditya V in the

Dharwar District refers to the gift of a village to the 104

Mahajanas with the conditions of enjoyment by the

donor, the Mahajanas and the people of the village.^

1. Ep. Ind

,

Vol. XIV, p. 189.

2. G. Ep, R., 1904, p. 39, no. 53.

3. /«(/, Vol. XIII, p. 190.

4. G. Ep. /?., 1919. p. 16, no. 201.

5. Ep. Ind... XVI, p. 69.

6. Ibid, XVIII, pp. 181. pp. 181, 183, 211.

7. Ibid, XIX, p. 236.

8. Ibid, XX, p. 69.
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Three inscriptions refer to the thousand Mahajanas

of an agrahara village and one person is described

as the foremost of them. Two other records refer,

respectively, to 300 and 200 Mahajanas. An inscription

registers the gift of a house-site and income derived

from several kinds of cess by the Mahajanas to the

God Nagesvara outside the village. It is stated that

the area was being administered by the Four Hundred
Svamis of a great Agrahara which was constituted into

a Brahmapuri by Tribhuvanamalla.* Another in<:crip-

tion records grants made to a temple by the Five
Hundred Svamis of Kadalipura headed by Nalprabhu
Gadiyahka Mallisetti, Mummuridandas and Dandanayaka

* * » 9 y

Tipparasa.2

We get an insight into the nature and constitution
of this body from an inscription of the Chalukya king
Tribhuvanamalla dated 1112A.D.3 The king granted
one entire village for the supply of materials for

offerings, food-gifts, alms, and festival cloths for the
Ood, the Lord Mahadeva, of the Agrahara Ittage
and this property was delivered “into the hands of
the S;.eriff of the great Agrahara Ittage and the rest
of the four hundred Mahajanas” who are described as
endowed with all conceivable virtues, including a
knowledge of the Vedas. Here it is quite apparent that
the four hundred Mahajanas formed the governing body
of the Agrahara with a chief corresponding to the
headman of an ordinary Village Assembly. Similarly

1. A.R.I.E. 1953-4. p. 37. No. 198.
2. Ibid, 1947-8. p. 23, No. 179.
3. Ep Ind., Vol. XIII, p. 36.
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we read in the Managoli inscription of the Chalukya
king Jagadekamalla II, dated 1161 A. D.,1 that the
king made a grant with the assent of the five hundred
Mahajanas of Manirhgavalli headed by the Mahapra-
bhu MadirSja. It is interesting to note that the body
is also simply referred to as “the five hundred.”

The facts brought together hardly leave any doubt
that the Agrahdras were ruled by the body called

Mahajanas in very much the same way as an ordinary

village by the Village Assembly, The numbers 300,

400 and 500 clearly show that the body was not an

assembly of all the a<^t B^hmaria males but their

representatives, although Tt is’*' difficult to determine

at present the priaciple on which the selection procee-

ded. It is likely, however, that the method of represen-

tation closely followed the system we have noticed

above in connection with the Brahmadeya villages.

Institutions of similar type also prevailed in North

India. An inscription, dated A. D. 1173, found in

Ghazipur District (U. P.), gives an account of the

steps taken by a body of Brahmanas assembled in

a village to prevent the criminal activities (theft,

robbery, etc.) of a section of the local people. The

BrShmanas drafted an Ordinance {sthitil which was

accepted by mutual agreement isamvid). It laid down

that anyone who would plunder the village or do

other crimes such as the seizure of the cattle would

be blinded, 2 and his entire property confiscated,

1. Ep. Ind . Vol. V, p. 9

2. The original words are chakslwr-vvadhah, which the editor

of the inscription takes to mean ‘ slaughter at sight ’.
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while the abettors of the crime should be expelled

from the village and their houses demolished. The
adviser ( of the culprit ) should be restrained ivdritd)

and treated as a dog, chandala, or ar\ ass.l There
is no reference to the sanction of the king tc an

Ordinance prescribing so heavy penalties. KW is it easy

to determine the exact status of the Brahmanas
the village Assembly, if there were any.

But such an Ordinance could only be framed hv the
King or a Corporate Body as prescribed by the
Smritis. The assembled Brahmanas might be, like the
Mahajanas, local ruling Assembly or authorized by
the Village Assembly to draft the ordinance. In any
case, the inscription is a unique record of the powers
and functions of the village corporations which existed
in North India.

8

There were different types of village assemblies
called by different names—Ur, Nagara, Sabh5—accord-
ing to different nature of their constitution. “If the
village was one of Vellan landlords with the necessary
tamihes of farmers, artisans, barbers, potters, washer-
men, doctors, etc., it had the assembly of the Ur. the
members of which body were Vellan landlords. If
the village was one of merchants, trades, and menengaged m manufacture and industry, it was subject
to the assembly of the nagara. And if it was a
Brahmanical village having in it mostly Brahmana land-

1- Ep. Ind., XXX II, pp. 305.9
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lords with such farmers, etc., as were necessary for

the well-being ot the village and the cultivation of the

lands in it, it had the sdbha for its management.”
According to some scholars, each of these functioned

for a particular' group or constituency” and it will be

unreasonable to think that in the council of the ur

or the ScibJid, the landlords were represented by the

potter, barber, etc.’l But someiimes all the three

names were indisci iminately used to denote the same

body.

2

The Committees of the Village Assembly.

Although the General Assembly was the supreme

authority in the village corporations, the detailed

administrative woik seemed to have been carried on in

most cases by one or more committees. As we have

seen above, four or five of them are sp>ecifically men-

tioned in the Ukka] inscriptions :

1. Great men elected for the year (5, 7, H, 12, 13).

2. Great men elected for charities (6).

3. Great men elected for lank (6, 11, 12, 13).

4. Great men elected for gardens (12).

5. Great men who manage the affairs of the village

in each year (14).

The nature and duties of the second, third, and

fourth of the above committees are quite evident from

their designation. The first and the fifth might have

been different names for the same body, who looked

1. Idid. XXV. p. 74.

2. Idid, XXIV, p. 30 For further discussian, cf. Ibid,

36-41.
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over general and miscellaneous affaiis not coveicJ by

other committees. The number and constitution of

these committees must have varied in diftV:ent villages.

Thus two inscriptions at Uttaramallur add the names

of four more committees, viz., "Annual supervision.”

"Supervision of justice,” "Gold supei vision,” and

'Pancha-Vara- variyam.” Thefiistis probably identical

with Nos. 1 and 5 above, the third probal ly regulated

the currency and the fourth perh^.ps supervised the

work of the five committees of the village.^ It has

been suggested, however, that vara means ‘share’ and
that Pancha-vara-variyam “was a committee concerned

in the realisation of the revenue in kind due to the king

on certain classes of lands amounting to five shares

ipa^cha-vdrai out of the six of the entire assessment.

A few Chol^inscriptions^ of the 10th century A.D.,
found in North Arcot district, mention the names of
several additional village commitiees, viz, til the

'great men for supervision of waic.^’ (kuJumbai, (2) the
'great men for supervision of fields,’ (3) the 'great

men (numbering) two hundred,’ l4l the ‘great men for

supervision of the village,’ and (5) the ‘great men for

supervising (i.e., looking after i the uc/asi'nas (ascetics?).

Reference is also made to a ‘committee to manage the
affairs of the temple,’ but this is

'
probably identical

with Nos. (4) and (5). An inscription ofKajarajal,
dated 996 A. D., also refers to the ‘Tank super-

1 .

2 .

3.

G. £p. Jt,, 1899. p. 23 ; 1913, p. 105.
Ep, Ind., XXIII, p. 23. Mahalingam, p. 345 .

G. Ep.R., 1905. p. 49, para. 7; 1915, pp. ii5-0.
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vision committee' and the ‘Village supervision com
mittee.’l We also hear of a Land-survey Committee,

2

and a Committee of Justice,^ the latter having counted
a lady among its members.

The Masulipatam plates of Chalukya Bhima II

(934-945 A. D.)* refer to the ‘Committee of five’

and the youths eloquent at Committee Assemblies
{vdra-goshlhi]. This shovs that youngmen served in

these committees and freely joined in the discussions.

Three inscriptions from Nattam refer to two committees.

One of these, the ‘samvatsara-variyam* or the Annual
supervision committee consisted of 12 members and
formed a part of the great village Assembly. 'Ur-

vdriyam' was the name of one of the village officers,

or of a committee of officers, whose function evidently

was to see the lands of the village praperly cultivated

and to collect the produce.

Constitution of the Committees*

A very interesting and detailed account of the

constitution of these committees is furnished by two

inscriptions at Uttaramallur.

These are dated in the 12th and 14th regnal year

of the Chola king Par3ntaka I. "The early inscriptions

of Uttaramallur in the Chingleput District are found

to start from the time of the Pallavi. king Dantivar-

1. G. Ep. R, 1918. p. 143.

2 G. Ep. R* 1914, p. 30.

3. G. Ep. R.* 1910, pp. 98-99, para. 35.

4. Ep. Ind.. V, pp. 137-138.
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man and cover the reigns of this king’* and his four

successors and of the Chola kings Parantaka I and
Rajakesarivarman Aditya. The sahha of the place is

referred to in almost all the inscriptions of these kings.

And as six records earlier than the time of Parantaka I

make specific mention of Committees, there is

certainty that the scibhd and its committees were func-

tioning in the place during the reigns of at least six

kings prior to the accession of Parantaka I in A. D.
907 , i. e., since at least the middle of the eighth
century A. D.l

The free rendering of the latter of the two records
of Parantaka I (which is merely an amended version of
the earlier) may be quoted here to give an idea of
the method by which these committees were formed.

2

“This was /the way in which (we, the members
ofthe Assembly) made rules for choosing, once every
year, ‘annual^ supervision,' ^garden supervision’ and
tank supervision' (committees).

(1) There shall be thirty groups (or wards) (in
Uttaramallur).

(2) In these thirty wards those that live in each
ward shall assemble and shall choose men for pot
tickets {kudavolai).

The following were qualifications which one must

1 .

2 .

Ibid. XXIV, pp. 28-9.
^

-
» p. 140. For the difference between the two

rsions and the improvements effected by the later upon
the former c/. G. £>. 1399 , pp. 27-30.
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possess if he wanted his name to be entered on the
pot ticket and put into fthe pot).

(a) “He must own more than a quarter (ve/i) of tax-
paying land.”

^
(b; “He must have a house built on his own site.”

(c) “His age must be below 70 and above 35.”

(d) “He must know the Mantrabrahmana ( i.e. ) he

must know it himself and be able to teach (it to others)."

<e) “Even if one owns only one-eighth (reh ) of land

he shall have (his name) written on a pot ticket and

put into (the pot) in case he has learnt one Veda and

one of the four Bhashyas, and can e.xplain it (to others!.”

(/) “Among those (possessing the foregoing quali-

fications)
4

(I) Only such as are well conversant with businessr

and conduct themselves according to sacred rules shall

be chosen ;
and (II) those who have acquired their

wealth by honest means, whose minds are pure and

who have not 'been on (any of) these committees for

the last three years shall also be chosen."

(g) )I) "Those who have been on any of these

committees but have not submitted their accounts, and

their relations specified below, shall not have (their

names) written on the pot tickets and put (into the

pot).

( II ) The sons of the younger and elder sisters of

tlicir mothers.

( III ) The sons of their paternal aunts and mater-

nal uncle.

( IV ) The brothers of their mothers.

( V ) The brothers of their fathers.
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married the

( VI ) Their brothers.

( VII ) Their fathers-in-law
( ? ).

( VIII ) The brothers of their wives.

( IX ) The husbands of their sisters.

< X ) The sons of their sisters.

( XI ) The sons- in-law who have
•daughters of disqualified persons.

1 XII ) Their fathers.

' XIII ) Their sons.

'~h) {]) “Those against whom illicit sexual inter-
course or the first four of the five great sins,” vie.. ( 1 )

^ liquors,
3 ) theft, I 4 ) committing adultery with the wife of

Tun.
^ 5 ) associating with any oneguilty of these crimes, are recorded

; and

not'h”
^

I
^bo'-e specified shall

( I ) “Those who have been ontracf - .

(with low people) shall not. until they pX^Iheexpiatory ceremonies have f fV>
*

In .h. pr....v.a

p~w..y „oZ !::r

" o r‘ rf."
p”““

any kind and who dishas f?) ofhave become pure by reason of having
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performed the expiatory ceremonies, shall not, to the

end of their lives, have ( their names )
written on the

pot tickets and put into ( the pot ) ( to be chosen to serve

on ) the committees/'

(m) (I) “Those who had committed sins

f here again the original is damaged ] and have been

pure by performing expiatory ceremonies;

( II ) Those who had been village pests and have

become pure by performing expiatory ceremonies,

( III )
Those who had been guilty of illicit sexual

intercourse and have become pure by performing expia-

tory ceremonies ;

all these thus specified shall not, to the end of

their lives, have ( their names )
written on the pot

tickets for ( any of these )
committees and put into ( the

pot )."

“Excluding all these, thus specified, names shall

be written for ‘pot tickets’ in the thirty wards and each

of the thirty wards in the twelve hamletsl ( of Uttara-

mallur )
shall prepare a separate packet with a covering

ticket (
specifying its contents ) tied to it. ( Those

packets ) shall be put into a pot. The pot tickets shall

be opened in the midst of a full meeting of the village

assembly, including the young and old (
members ), con-

1 The original word is ieris. Mahalingsm takes it to mean

streets and thinks that the elaborate procedure was

intended to ensure that "both the thirty wards into

which the village was divided as also the twelve sew

( streets ) into which the wards were grouped were

represented on the Committees ( p. 347 ).
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vened ( for the purpo*;e 1. All the temple priests, who

happen to be in the village on the day in question, shall,

without any exception whatever, be seated in the village

hall ( ? ) where the assembly shall meet. In the midst

of the temple priests, one of them who happens to be

the eldest shall stand up and lift an ( empty ) pot so as

to be seen by all the people present. Any young boy

who knows nothing about the matter shall hand over to

the standing priest one of ( the packets ) f'^om the thirty

wards. The content ( of the packet ) shall be trans-

ferred to the ( emptv ) pot and ( well ) shaken. From

this pot one ticket shall be taken out ( bv the young

boy ? ) and made over to the arbitrator. While taking

charge of the ticket the arbitrator shall receive it on the

palm of his hand with the five fingers open. He shall

read out ( the name on ) the ticket thus received. The
ticket read by him shall also be read out by all the priests

then present at the hall. The name thus read out shall

be put down ( and accepted ). Similarly one man shall

b* chosen for each of the thirty wards.”

*'Of the thirty persons thus chosen, those who had
previously been on the 'garden supervision^

( committee'), and on the 'tank supervision ( committee )

and those who are advanced in learning and those who
are advanced in age, shall be chosen for ( the committee
of) 'annual supervision.* Of the rest, twelve shall be
taken for the 'garden supervision* ( committee ) and the
remaining six shall form the ‘ tank supervision

*

( committee ). The last two committees shall be chosen
after an oral expression of opinion ( ? ). The great men
who are members of these three committees shall hold
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office for full three hundred and sixty days and then
retire. If any one who is on the committees is found
guilty of any offence, he shall be removed ( at once ).

For appointing the committees after these have letired,

the members of the committee for * supervision of
justice in the twelve hamlets ( of Uttaramallur

) shall

convene a meeting with the help of the arbitrator. The
selection shall be by drawing pot tickets according to this

order which lays down the rules ( thereof).”

“For the Pancha-v5ra-variyam and the ( commi-
ttee ) for 'supervision of gold/ names shall be written

for 'pot tickets' in the thirty wards ; thirty (packets

with ) covering tickets shall be deposited in a pot and

thirty pot tickets shall be drawn ( as previously

described ). From these thirty tickets twelve men shall

be selected. Six oui of these twelve shall form the 'gold

supervision’ (committee) and the remaining six cons-

titute the 'Pancha-vara-variyam.' When drawing pot

tickets for ( the appointment ot ) these ( two ) commi-

ttees next year, the wards which have been already

represented ( during the year in question ) on these

committees shall be excluded and the appointments made

from the remaining wards by an oial expression of

opinion ( ? ). Those who have ridden on asses and

those who committed forgery shall not have ( their

names ) written on the pot tickets and put into

< the pot ).

“Arbitrators and those who have earned their wealth
4

by honest means shall write the accounts ( of the village ).

One who was writing the accounts shall not be appoint-

ed to that office again until he submits his accounts ( for
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the period during rr hich he was in office ) to the great
men of the big committee ( in charge ‘ of the accounts,
and is declared to have been honest. The accounts
which one has been writing he shall submit himself, and
other accountants shall not be brought to close his
accounts."

Thus, from this year onwards as long as the moon
and sun endure; committees shall always be appointed
by pot tickets- alone. To this effect was the royal
order received/’

The elaborate rules laid down above for the
election of committeesi most strikingly illustrate the
u tra-democratic character of these village corporations.

IS evident that the functions of the corporations were

k uni °u
committees and that

taken t'^ f
^ S^eat precautions were

evils of a
corruption. The natural

sought to
‘^«“°cratic constitution were

S and r spirit and
l>ty, and the regulations which they drew up for the

p-p... b.

1 .

- comminee-

isfreau^ n
^ of'his'vord is obscure, but it

undoubtly and

chosen to doa
^ Persons

-ndingclLtr L
Assembly rForTdetaird -
pp. 345-6 )

^ 'scussion, cf. Mahalingam,
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of Icgibiation characterised alike by sagacity and fore-
sight. Some of the provisions in the foregoing regula-
tions extort our unstinted admiration. Though ordina-
rily no man possessing less than a quarter 'veW of
lax-paying land could stand as a candidate for any one of
these committees, exception was made in favour of
persons, possessing a certain amount of education. The
regulation (/t, that only those who have not been on
any of these committees for the last three years would be
chosen, is certainly calculated to give every villager a

chance of serving on them and thus qualifying himself
for the responsible membership of the corporation to
which he belonged.l The method of electing members,
carefully eliminating, as it did, all chances of corruption

and personal influence, may be fairly compared with all’

that we know about the republican States of ancient and'

modern world.

An Uttaramallur Inscription, dated A. D. 922,

contains detailed regulations for choosing nine persons

who would test the correctness of the gold current in the

village. Whether they formed a regular Committee

( like the Gold Committee ) cannot be exactly deter-

mined.

2

Another Uttaramallur Inscription, dated 993-4

1. The principle is carried still further by a Chola Inscrip-

tion according to which the Assembly arranged to have

the village administration attended to by those wha

consented to vacate their seats by the year according to

old custom ( G. Ep. R., 1915, p. IS, no, 92).

Ep. Ind., XXII, 1482.
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A. D., records a decision of the A'faJtasab/id that each

caste shall be liable for the payment of fines laid on that

caste, "whether at the gate of the royal palace, or at the

court of justice or in the (department of) revenue or

elsewhere." ^

A third inscription from Uttaramallur, dated A. D.

782, furnishes interesting information about the recovery

of amounts due from the ryots for having fixed the boun-
daries of lands, if they leave the village without paying
them 2 The fourth inscription, dated A. D. 964. lays

down rules for the collection of fines in general bv the

"Great Men conducting the business of the village for

each year" through the Assembly. These 'Great Men'
shall be individually liable to the payment of a penalty if

they fail to act according to the Regulations.3 It is

interesting to note that in both these records specific
ment’on is made of the members of the Sabhd, including
important functionaries, on whom fines were ( or might
be ) imposed. This is in accordance with the text of
Kstysyana quoted above, on p. 54. It appears from
the third inscription that strong actions were taken
against members of the Executive who violated these
regulations.- If necessary, transgressing members could
be taken to the royal court, as laid down in the Brih.s-
pati Samhita ( see p. 55 ).

A curious side-light is thrown on the working of
^ regulations by an inscription4 which record.s

Ibid, 206

2 Ibid. XXIV. 35
3- Ibid. XXV, 42
“ C. £p. Jf

, 1905^ pp 27, 54.
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an agreement ( vyavastha
) by the village Assembly dis-

missing a village accountant who had cheated them and
preventing his descendants and relations from writing
the accounts of the village.

The village corporation seems to have been liable
for debts incurred by their employees. According to an
inscription of the 48th year of Kulottunga I ( A. D.
1117-18 ).l two men who had been writing the accounts
ofa village in A. D. 1115-16 appear to have incurred
debts and to have left the village without discharging
them. The village corporation, whose employees the
accountants must have been, was required to pay the
debts by selling some fields.

Some interesting details about the working of the
village Assemblies may also be gathered from a large

number of Chola inscriptions2 from Brahmadesam, a

village in the North Arcot district. The records show
that it was an agrahara with an organised village

Assembly called Ganapperumahkal or Ganavdriyapperu-
makkal. They invariably mention the Assembly and its

activities. Many committees must have worked under
its control. One of these was a committee to manage
the affairs of the village ( ganavdriyam ) and 'another to

manage those of the temple
( Koyilvariyam ). The

accountant of the latter committee was named or entitled

Trairdjya-ghaiikd-madhyasta^ "the arbitrator of the col-

lege ( named ) Trairajya." The grant recorded in ins-

cription no. 194 is stated to have been entrusted by the

1 .

2 .

3.

G. Ep. /?., 1907, p. 76, para, 39.

G. Ep. 7?., 1916, pp. 115-16

For this officer see also Ukkal Inscription no. 2.
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Mahasabha < great assembly ) to the great people of the
gatiavariyam doing duty in that vear, and if they failed,

it was stipulated that the fraddhamantas I i. e., those who
interested themselves in the charity ? ) would collect a
fine from each member of that committee on behalf of
the king. The Assembly also had, evidently under its

control, a body of madhyastas ( arbitrators ) who wrote
Jhe tank accounts and received for maintenance four
'nail’ of paddy every dav. seven ‘halaeju’ of pure gold
every year, and a pair of cloths. In presenting account
for audit by the Assembly each of these was required to
undergo the O'deal of holding red-hot iron in his hand.
If he came out safe ( and hence also pure ) he would be
presented with a bonus of one quarter of the surplus
i pndaiesha ? ). If on the other hand, he burnt his hand
(and hence in default

) he would b<- fined 10 ‘fcu/unju’
with.out^ of course further bodily punishment inflicted
upon him. The Canapperumakkal. who formed the
general body of the Assembly, appear also sometimes as
the managers of the temple. In that capacitv thev once
seem to have given an agreement that if they destroved
the gold that was assigned to the temple they would each
Day to the Mahelvaras of the temple a fine of 24

An inscription in the Suchindram temple in theanya Kumari District, dated 1228-9, records details
gar mg t e organization of the groups of Malaysia
ithmapas from K.lprai and their representation in the

irit^) ciglit I..

*
were dividednto eight groups, each consisting of members belonging

specific houses ( named ). The eight members, one
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from each, were authorised by the Mahasahhd to assem-
ble and deliberate on matters connected with the temple
and the village, and they were forbidden from bavins

transactions of anv kind in respect of the temple lands

to their own advantage. In case of default the defaulter

was liable to a heavy fine and confiscation of property by

the Mahasabh^.^

Some idea of the heavy work which a village

Assembly had, at least occasionally, to do, may be

obtained from a decision of the Mahdsahha ofSemblan-

mahadevi. “It was meeting both in the day time and in

the nights for considering matters relating to the village

administration and the revenue matters relating to taxes

which resulted in inefficient work and involved an expen-

diture of oil for lamps and torches in excess of the quan-

tity sanctioned by the Sabha. Therefore it was resolved

that the Assembly should meet only in day timc.“2

The village Assemblies enjoyed a large degree of

autonomy. They could change the constitution of the

Committees and other regulations without any permi-

ssion or sanction of the Government. There are,

however, instances to show that the State did interfere

with the freedom of the Assembly if it thought that their

work was not satisfactory. We learn from an inscrip-

tion that the Chola king Kulottunga III, at the instance

of two of his officers, sent to a Sabha a new set of rules,

for the election of the Executive Committee. “But on

the whole even in the late Chola period the village

1 .

2 .

.A R. L E., 1958-9. p. 18

Mahaliogam, p. 356
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Assemblies were allowed to exercise a great deal of

autonomy and many of them made substantial changes in

the regulations without any reference to the State.”

^

Relation between the Village Assemblies and the

Central Government.

The corporations possessed absolute authority over

the village lands and were generally left undisturbed in

the internal management of the villages. They were,

however, responsible for the payment of taxes due from

the village, and we have an instance on record where the

members of a Village Assembly were arrested and impri-

soned for the unpaid balance of the royal revenue. The
situation was saved by some BrShmana members of the
Village Assembly who sold 80 veHs of land for 200 fcdsu

in order to clear up the revenue arrears.

2

It appears from the Tiruvallam inscription^ that
the royal officers supervised their accounts from time to
time. The inscription No. 12 at Ukkal as well as
several other records4 show that the Village Assembly
was liable to fine for dereliction of duty and an inscrip-
tion of the time of Rajaraja 1,5 dated 996 A. D., also
refers to the same thing with interesting details. We
are told that the Assembly of Tribhuvsna-mahadevi-

1- Ibid, pp, 355-6

2. G Ep. R., 1913, p, 109.

3. South Ind. Ins ^ Vol. Ill, Part I. no. 57.
4. a Ep. R nos 342 and 343 of 1903. and no. 268 of 1911.
5. G. Ep. R., 1918, p. 143.
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chaturvedi-mangalam met in a pavilion and made an
agreement to the following effect with regard to a village
which was purchased from the Assembly by a certain
person and granted to the local temple : “The said"

Assembly shall not levy any other lax than siddhay,

danddya and pa^chavdra. It shall not be lawful for them
to violate it or to levy any kind of tax such as HUirai

which are not mentioned in the rales already fixed. In
respect of this village the members of the 'Tank Super-
vision Committee’ and the 'Village Supervision Commi-
ttee’ and ‘the iiramaiseyvar’ working for the year shall

not receive any kind of pavment in rice or paddy as

dmanji. Such of the members of the committee who-

misappropriated the collection of such taxes and signed

the order for levying them shall be liable to pay a fine

of twenty-five kafa^tju of gold which shall be collected

hv the f I. e., the managers of the temple).

Even after paying the fines, they f the members of the

vdriyam ) shall be liable to pay a fine to the Dharma-
sand. ( the Court of Justice ) at the place thev choose and

at the rates fixed in the agreement. The accountant of

the variyam who allowed the unlawful collection shall be

asked to pay vedi. Those who say 'nay' to this order

and those by whom thev are so instigated shall be made
to pav a fine of fifteen kala-fiju to the Dharmdsana by the

Deva^'dnmis ; and they shall thereafter be made to obey

the same order.” The Tirumalouram Inscription recites

an instance where the Assembly was actually ' fined by

the king on the complaint brought by the temple aytho-

rities that it was misappropriating part of the revenues
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assigned to them.l On the other hand, the village Assem-
bly could bring to the notice of the king any misdoings

of the servants of any temple within the area of the

village.^

Some of the regulations which the Assembly passed
required the sanction of the king. Thus we are told at

the end of the Uttaramallur Regulation: “To this effect

was the royal order received.” Again in the inscription

Ko. 9 at Ukkal we have a royal charter according sane-
tion to the village Assembly to sell lands of those who
have not paid taxes ( Cf. also instances quoted in G. £p.
R. 1910, p. 92 ). On the other hand, any roval charter
affecting the status of a village was to be sent for approval
to the village Assembly before it was registered and sent
into the record office. This is proved by an inscription
ofVira R:Tjendra.3

Two Travancore Inscriptions4 of the 12th century
A. D. also strikingly illustrate this right of the village
corporations. The first records the grant of some paddy
lands by the royal officers of Venad with the object of
providing for the daily offerings in a temple. The
second inscription purports to be a charter executed by
the royal officers and the people of the village assembled
together. It records that in accordance with the royal-
proclamation they have made over the paddy lands to the

1.

2 .

3.

G. Ep. R, 1907, p. 71.
C. Ep. R.. 1909, p, 83, para, 2S
Referred to by Mr. S. K. Aiyangar in
PP- 177-8.

W. Ant.. Vol. XXIV. PP 257-8.

''Ancient Indian

\

4 .
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servants of the temple, subject to minor charges and

deductions, and concludes with the remarkable clause :

4 ^

“In witness whereof we the people oi Talakkudi ( here-

unto affix
) our signatures,” and the signatures follow.

The editor of these two inscriptions remarks as follows :

“It is remarkable that the people of Talakkudi had the

right to execute, and in a manner to ratify, the royal

grant. The reservation as to minor charges and deduc-

tions, appearing in this ( the latter

)

inscription but

absent in the former, would point to certain cesses levied

by village associations, on lands falling within their

union.*’ Another Travancore Inscription of which the

summary is quoted later also shows by its preamble that

the proclamation which it contains was issued “after a

consultation having been duly held among the royal

officers, the members of the village assembly and the

people of the village.** A number of PSndya inscriptions

conclusively prove that all royal orders regarding gifts of

lands, or making lands tax-free, had to be regularly

communicated to the Assembly of the village to which

the lands belonged. The Assembly then met together,

received the official document, proclaimed the particular

lands to be tax-free by an executive order, and sometimes

fixed the boundaries, l

Reference may be made to several other inscrip-

tions testifying to the important position occupied by the

village Assembly in ancient Indian polity. An inscrip-

tion of the Chola king R5jar3ja III registers an order of

the prince to his officer through the citizens of

1 . G. Ep. R., 1917, p. 110. para. 8.
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Mummad Solapuram.l Another inscription of the Pan-
dya Kulasekharadeva registers an order of the Village

Assembly under the instruction of { the king ), for acqui-

ring certain private houses which were required in cons-

tructing the second prdkara of the local, temple. 2 An
inscription of Riijadhiraja I, dated 1048 A. D., records
that the Assembly of Rajaraja-chatur\'edi-niahgalam met
in a pavilion in company with the governor of the town,
and gave effect to an order of the king issued under the
signature of his royal secretary, stating that on the lands
belonging to a certain temple only the lowest rate of tax
needs be levied. 3 •

It appears that sometimes the members of a Village
Assembly had audience of the king on public businesl
An inscription,4 dated in the 5th year of the reign of
Kulasekharadeva, states that the members of the Assem-
bly of Tiiupputtur wished to pay their respects to His
Majesty, and wanted money for the expenses of the
journey. The visit contemplated being probably one of
public interest, the Assembly made certain temple lands
rent-free and received 120 ‘tesu' from the tenants.5

Cordial relations between the Assembly and the King.

There are frequent references to cordial relations
between the Assembly and the king. A poet composed a

1. G. Ep. R., 1909, p. 10.

2. G. Ep. R., 1917, p. 27, no. 408.
3. G. Ep. R., i9ig^ J47
4. G. Ep. R., no9, p. 84,' para. 28.
5. Cf. also Ibid, p. 17, nos. 103, 104

12
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kavya glorifying the king, and the Assembly was
required to listen to it, and adjudge its merit, by a royal
order. The Assembly was evidently satisfied with his
work and made him a gift of land.l Several ins-
criptions2 record gifts of land by the Assembly, or
other religious and charitable acts performed by them,
for the sake of the health of the king, or for celebrating
a royal victory. We learn from an inscription at Alan-
gudi^ that special prayers were offered at a temple, at

the expense of the Village Assembly, for the recovery,

from ill health, of a member of the royal family-

Another inscription4 records that the Assembly, in

company with the prince, opened water-works and per-

formed consecration ceremony of the God.

10

Powers and Functions of the Village Assembly

The Ukkal inscriptions are calculated to give a very

fair idea of the general powers and functions of the

Village Assembly. These prove beyond all doubt that the

village corporLtions had reached a very high state of per-

fection. They were looked upon as part and parcel of

the constitution of the country and were entrusted with

the entire management of the village. They were practi-

cally the absolute proprietbrs of the village lands inclu-

1. G. Ep. R., 1919, p. 66. no. 198.

2. G. Ep. R., 1909, p. 26, nos. 195, 196; G. Ep. R„ 1919,.

p. 96, para. 18.

3. G. Ep. R., 1899, p. 20. para 53,

4. G. Ep. R., 1918, p. 32, no. 347
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ding fresh clearings, and were responsible for the total

amount of revenue to the Government. In case the

owner of a plot of land failed to pay his share it became

the common property of the corporation which had a

right to dispose of it to realise the dues^ ( Nos. 9,

lO The corporations also seem to have exercised the

exclusive right of administering justice (No. 12; also

see ante p. 140 ).

A careful analysis of the Ukkal inscriptions will

further show that the corporation practically exercised all

the powers of a State within its narrow sphere of activity.

It possessed corporate property ( 3. 7, 9, 10 ) which it

could sell for public purposes (3, 7. 9, 10 ) such as

providing for the necessities of a temple (6, 11, 12)
which sems to have been looked upon as an important
part of its duties. It was a trustee for public charities of
all kinds, and received deposits of money ( 1 ), land ( 2,

3, 4, 10, 14 ) and paddy ( 5. 8 ) under the condition to
provide, out of their interest, the things stipulated by
the donors. These included feeding of Brahmans

( 1 ),

supplying rice to the God established in a temple ( 2 ),
supply of paddy to specified persons ( 4, 5 ), mainte-
nance of flower garden ( 3 ), maintenance of boats ( 10 )

1 Another instance is furnished by an inscription of the time o
Rajendra Choladeva I. The Village Assembly of Ratnagiri sold by puthe auction a piece of land, after having paid the taxes on it for 1
years on t^half of the original holders who left the place to live elsew^e^e w^out arranging to pay the accumulated dues on the Ian,

2 Thffi
o*" instance see G. Ep. R., 1910, p.92

to abovt
inscriptions referre.
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and the provision of water and firepans to Brahmans

( 14 )• The corporation could regulate the market and

assign particular place for the sale of particular commo-

dities ( 6 ). It could regularly impose taxes ( 12 ), and

even levy extra tolls for specific objects of public utility.

It had also the power to exact forced labour from the

inhabitants of the village ( 12 ). Sometimes the corpora-

tion exercised jurisdiction over other villages, and the

instance furnished by No. 12 is interesting, inasmuch as

it shows that the corporation of Ukkal possessed another

village more than 3 miles distant, and this was granted

away, free from all taxes and customary dues, in order

to provide for the necessities of a temple in Ukkal itself.

The Village Assemblies served as the agent of the

Central Government for the execution of royal orders.

Occasionally, it co-operated with the local officer of the

king in giving effect to royal orders.^

11

Proper Maintenance of the Means of Communica-

tion and irrigation.

The proper maintenance of communication and irri-

gation seems to have demanded the special care of the

village corporations. An inscription at Uttaiamallur^

reports that a certain road in the village had been sub-

merged under water and became unfit to be used even

by cattle. Consequently, the village corporation decided

that the road should be widened. For this purpose land

1 Mahalingam, pp. 368, 366.

2 G. Ep. R., 1899, p. 23.
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had to be acquired by purchase from the ryots of the

village. The duty of acquiring the land and making

the new road was assigned to the ‘Garden Supervision

Committee.’

A number of inscriptions refer to the irrigation works

undertaken by the village corporations. Thus two ins-

criptions* from Trichinopoly district record the arrange-

ment made by a Village Assembly for removing silt.

140 baskets of earth had to be taken out of the tank and

deposited on the bund every day. The establishment

consisted of six labourers, a supervisor, a carpenter, a

blacksmith and fishermen, who were paid stipulated

quantities of paddy. Several records register gifts of

money by private individuals, the interest of which was

to be spent by the Assembly in annually removing silt

from the tank and depositing it on the bund. In one
case the Assembly expressed their gratification at the

charitable act of the donor and exempted him from the

payment of certain taxes. One endowment provided
for the upkeep of a ‘second boat’ which was to be em-
ployed for removing silt. Another inscription records
that the Village Assembly of Uttaramallur accepted an
endowment and undertook to arrange for the removal
of silt every month from the local tank.2

Besides private donations as erippalli the income
from which went to meet the cost of repairs of tanks,
there was also a regular tax called eri-ayam collected for

1 G. Ep. R., 1903. Nos. 342, 343.

19o1
Arch. Surv. India.

903 4, pp. ff., on which this paragraph is mainly based.
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the same purpose. ^ A Chola inscription of the 10th

^

century A.D.2 states that the villagers agreed ro contri-

bute towards the repair of the tank. ‘The committee

for Supervision of Tanks’ in the village levied the contri-

butions and agreed to arrange for the removal of silt

annually.

In addition to private donations and the general

tax, the Assembly resorted to other expedients to get

money for irrigation purposes. Thus we learn from a

Chola inscription^ that the Assembly received an

endowment of ICO kasu frcm an individual for pioviding

offerings in a temple and for expounding S^iva-dharma

in the Assembly-hall built in the temple by the same

person. They utilised the sum for repairing damages

caused by floods to irrigation channels. Another ins-

cription^ states that certain ryots had failed to pay the

dues on their holdings. The Village Assembly paid the

amount for them, and their land was taken over, for

the benefit of the tank, for three years. If the defaul-

ters failed to pay up thefr dues at the end of the

term, the land would be sold for the benefit of the tank.

The Assembly had full powers to acquire private

lands for purposes of irrigation, for we learn from a

Chola inscription^ that the Assembly gave iands in

exchange for fields taken up by the bed of their newly

constructed tank.

1 G. Ep. R., No. 140, of 1919 .
olso cf. No. 66, of 1919,

2 G Ep R . No. 178 of 1902,

3 G Ep R . 1912 p 16. No 214

4 G Ep R . 1898, No 61 5 G Ep R, 1907, Nc 84
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All these varied duties were no doubt performed
under the immediate direction of 'the Tank Supervi-
sion Committee.’

12

Famine Relief

Even the most well-designed schemes of irrigation
were bound to fail at times and then the villages'must
ave suffered from famine and scarcity. The Village

Assemblies had terrible responsibilities on these occa-

Zl that they manful,

y

An inscription at Alahgudi.l dated in the 6th yearof Rajarsja. refers to a terrible famine in the locality.The villagers had no funds to purchase paddy for their

^a^^n s cou.?'
^^-i^-tricken in-habi ants could ezpect no help in their distress from theroyal treasury. Accordingly the Assembly obtained onloan a quantity of gold and silver consistL of T 1jewels and vessels Aon, .k ,

consisting of temple

exchange for this th u
‘^mple treasury. In

alienated 83/4 veli of land
Village Assembly

.iiv„ “a

.in,... .„a L,c“ S'jr"" ” >'

1 S ^ P* 53.
2 G.Ep..R. 1914. P.45, No. 397.
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The Government seem to have fully recognised the
heavy responsibility of the Assemblies and the faithful

manner in which they discharged their duty. Hence
they sometimes empowered the corporation to regulate
the Government dues with a view to the actual condi-
tion of the country. /\ very remarkable instancs occurs
in the Manalikkarai Inscription of Vua Ravi Keralavar-
man dated in the year 410 of the Kollam Era ( 1156-57
baka or 1234-35 A.D. ) of which the substance is given
below.

In the year 410 is issued the following proclamation
after a consultation having been duly held among the
loyal chieftains ruling at Vanad and the members of the
Assembly (Sabha) of Kodainallur and the people of that

village, as well as Kondan Tiruvikraman, entrusted with
the right of realising the Government dues. Agreeably
to the understanding arrived at in this consultation we
command and direct that the tax due from Government
lands be taken as amounting in paddy to (such and such
measure). In seasons of drought and consequent failure

of crops the members of the Sabha and the people of the

village shall inspect the lands and ascertain which have
failed and which have not. The lands that have failed

shall be assessed at one-fifth of the normal dues. Simi-

larly the members of the Sabha and the people should

report to the officer- in-charge if all the taxable lands

equally failed, and after the said officer was satisfied by
personal inspection, one-fifth only of the entire dues

shall be levied. If the members of the Sabha and the

people agree among themselves and pray in common for

the postponement of the payment as the only course

open to the majority among them, this demand ( i. e..
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one-fifth the usual rate ) shall be apportioned over all the

lands paying tax to Government ( to be levied in the

subsequent harvest ) but without interest.

13

Absolute Authority of the Village Assembly over its

lands and people.

It has been noted above, in section 9, that the inscrip-

tions prove the Village Assembly to have exercised practi-

cally an absolute authority over all village concerns. As we
have seen, they were the proprietors of village lands, and
their power of selling lands2 and making them tax-free^

is clearly proved by a number of records. The headman
of a village had to take the permission of the Village

Assembly for disposing of lands owned by him as

Brabmadey.a.4 There is even one instance where the
queen had to purchase lands^ from them. They could
also impose taxes and imposts of various descriptions and
borrow money for communal purposes.^ That they did
not play a despot and were generally restrained by consti-
tutional usages and other checks is proved by an inscrip-

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

C.

Ind. Ant. Vol. XXIV. p. 308 ff.

G. Ep. R., 1904, p. 32, No. 386 ; 1907, p. 16, No. 71-
p. 32. Nos. 287, 291; p. 33. No, 297.

Ep. Ind, Vol. in. p. 285; G. Ep. R,. No. 153. of 1919
Ep. Ind., XVII, p, 309
G. Ep. K., 1905, p. 32* No. 669.
G^Ep R,. 1919

, p. 67 , No. 212; also the extract from G.
Ep. R., 1918, p. 143, quoted above.
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tion of Vikrama Chola.^ The members of the Assembly

of Tirunaraiyur had spent on communal business money
in excess of the sanctioned amount, and as they could not

impose additional taxes on the people, they sold a piece

of land to the temple in return for the money which they

apparently got from the temple treasury.

A singular instance of the authority sometimes exer-

cised by the Village Assembly over private individuals is

furnished by the following regulations:— Tersons who are

qualified to do the services of accountancy, carpentry,

etc., should take up such services in the village only.

Those who engage themselves in these services beyond

the village will be considered to have transgressed the

law, to have committed a fault against the Assembly and

to have ruined the village.'*^,

A modified form of local self-government is hinted at

in an inscription, dated A. D. 1051, found at Sudi in

Dharwar District. It records the details of the corporate

regulations granted by the authorities to eight Settis

( named ) and the Eighty, households. These regulations

had broken down during the invasion of the Cholas, and

were renewed. The regulations cover wide grouiids.^

An inscription of the 12th century A. D. from

South Arcot District^* refers to a famine as a consequence

of which several families left the village. Fearing that

1. G. Ep. R., 1909, p. 96, para 46.

2. G. Ep. R., 1919, p. 66, No. 205.

3. Ep. Ind. XV, p. 80.

4. A. R. I. E. r.'34*5, p. 60
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by this move their ^village would be .speedily depleted,

the families that still remained convened a meeting of

the Sabha and decided therein to redistribute the 24

shares into which the village had been originally di\ idcd

with the express condition that no one could sell or bar-

ter the lands to any outsiders. It was decreed that the

seller, the purchaser and the scribe, who wrote the

documents relating thereto, would not only forfeit the

lands so disposed of, but in addition would be liable to a

fine.

14

Village Assembly as Public Trustees and local Banks

A large number of South Indian records hold out the

Village Assemblies as serving the functions of public trus-

tees and local banks. We have already noted in the case

of Ukkal inscriptions that they kept deposits of money
out of the interest of which they fulfilled the conditions
laid down by the donor. This interesting function of
the Village Assembly is referred to with some additional
details in earlier inscriptions from different localities.

The Ambasamudram inscription of the Pandya kinr^
Varaguna ( 9th century A.D. )l records that ' he gave
into the hands of the members of the Assembly of Ilah-
gokkudi two hundred and ninety *kasu; from the inter-
est of which, the capital ramaining unspent, offerings
had to be provided for to a certain temple. For this
(amount

) the members of the Assembly had to measure

I Ep. Ind., Vol. IX, pp. 84 ff.
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out five hundred and eighty *1ca\am of paddy per year (as)

interest, at the rate of two ‘kalam'* foV each *hasn* Out

of this ( income ) the servants of the lord and the

committee of the Assembly were to jointly pay for offer-

ings four times a day according to a scale which was laid

down in great detail.

Far more interesting is the long inscription found at

Tiruchchendur in the Tinnevelly District, also belon-

ging to the reign of \'araguna. It refers to deposits

made by the King with 17 Village Assemblies to supply

the annual requirements of a temple in that locality.^

An inscription of the year A. D. 959, found in the

neighbourhood of Madras, records a gift of one hundred

gold Nishkas, bearing interest at the rate of three

Mashas per Nishfea per year, to a Village Assembly for

conducting a special service in a local temple on a parti-

cular day every year. A long list is given of the articles

to be supplied and of cooks and menials to be employ-

ed.2 Two grants of the Chola king Parantaka I record

the deposit of money by his daughter with the Assem-

blies ( ur ) of two villages for daily supply of oil to a

local temple. A fine was to be paid for every day of

default. 3 A similar depos it is probably referred to in an

inscription of Vishnugupta ( 8th century A. D. ) where

a person is said to have purchased "from the househol-

ders of the village of Angara” ( Shahabad District,

Bihar ) for the perpetual supply of oil to a temple. 'I An

1 Ep. Ind., XXI. p 101.

2 Ibid, XXVn, p. 303.

3 Ibid, XXVI, pp. 234-5

4 Ibid. 240
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inscription dated 1142 A. D. records that the inhabi-

tants of a village in Cuttack District ( Orissa ) headed by

the Pradhani ( headman ) named S'anda received a depo-

sit of gold for feeding the perpetual lamp in a templeJ

Sevenieen instances^ of the similar function of

Village Assemblies are furnished by the Chola inscrip-

tions in Tanjore temple. Out of the money deposited

with them they were to furnish, as interest, either a sum
of money or specified quantities of paddy to the temple.

Three inscriptions of Lalgudi in the Tanjore District,

belonging to the 9th century A. D., refer to similar

deposits of money with three Village Assemblies. Two
of these mention that if the Assemblies fail to supply the

ghee as stipulated, the members, collectively or indivi-

dually, shall pay a fine which, in one case, is 216

kdnam, and in the other case, double the quantity of

default and a fine of 500 kdnam of gold.^

A Tamil inscription records the gift of a piece of land to

the Assembly on condition that they should burn a lamp
in a local,temple.4 The supervision of the charity was
entrusted to 'the Annual Tank Supervision Committee/
Another inscription^ records that the Assembly received
75 kala^jus of gold for feeding daily five Brahmanas. Of
the fourteen inscriptions in Tirukkovalur6 temples pub-

1 Ibid, XXX, p. 91.

2 South Ind, Ins
, II. Nos. 9-19, 25-28, 35, 54

3 Ep. Ind..XX.p.62.
4 G. Ep. R.. 1905. p. 33, No. 685.
5 G. Ep. R.. No. 155 of 1919
6 Ep.Ind.. Vol.VII, pp. I3«ff.
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lished by Hultzsch, six refer to deposits of money and

paddy with the Assembly on condition that they should

perform certain specified charitable acts.

Sometimes the Assembly received a fixed deposit and,

by way of interest, remitted the taxes on certa'n lands,

specially those belonging to a temple. In one such case

on record! a devotee of the local temple collected 160

kasu by donations and deposited it with the Assembly

for making the temple land tax-free. In an analogous

case- the Assembly sold to a local temple the right of

collecting tax from the stalls opened in the bazaar.

Two inscriptions at Tirun2manallur^ refer to the gift

of 100 ^'undying ( and ) unaged big sheep*’ to the

Assembly on condition of supplying a stipulated quantity

of ghee for burning lamps in the local temple. The

adjectives ’unaged* and 'undying* mean that those sheep

which died or ceased to supply milk had to be replaced

by other lambs that had grown up in the meantime.

Sometimes the people endorsed the endowments

accepted by the Assembly. An inscription of Rajaraja

Chola^ records the gift of a sum of money by a mer-

chant, from the interest of which the Assembly and the

residents of Tiruvidavandai had to supply oil to feed a

perpetual lamp. Sometimes these endowments involved

two-fold banking transactions. We learn from a Chola

inscriptions that a merchant made over a sum of money

to the residents of Taiyur on condition that they should

I G. Ep. R . 1918. p 150 2 G. Ep. R, 1911, p. 32, No, 321

3 Ep.Ind.VoI. VII, P.137 4 G, Ep. R. 1911. p. 27. No. 261

5 Ibid, p, 28, No. 267
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pay interest in oil and paddy to the Assembly of Tiru-

vidavandai for burning a lamp in the temple and feeding

35 Brahmanas.

There are other examples, too numerous to be record-

ed in detail, where the South Indian records represent

the Village Assemblies as public trustees or local banks.

15

Relation between the Village Assembly and the Local Temple

There was close and oftentimes a cordial relation

between the Village Assembly and the authorities of the

local temple. This was specially the case where the-

village in question was 'Brahmadeya' and assigned to a

temple. According to an inscription of Rajaraja.l the
inhabitants of such villages were to supply to the Tanjore
temple (1) as temple treasurers such Brahmanas as ware
rich in land, connections or capital

; (2) Brahmacharins.
as temple servants and { 3 ) accountants for writing the

accounts ( of the temple ). The Tanjore inscriptions of
this king refer, byname, to one hundred and forty-four

( 1 -t4 ) Village Assemblies that were to supply Brahma-
charins as temple servants^ and one hundred and five

( 105 ) others that were to supply temple watchmen.

3

We have already seen above how the Village Assem-
bly and the temple authorities zealously guarded their
respective rights and preferred complaints against each
other to the ruling power if any of them neglected their

I.

O

3 .

South Ind. Ins., II.. No. 69.
Ibid.

lb,d. Nos. 57. 70. [ It is not certain whether the former,

R^;t;d":rcL.re:a.t^
-
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proper duties. In one case* we hear that some mem-

bers of the Assembly were in charge of the store-room
4

of the temple.
4

Proper Maintenance of the local Religious and Charitable

Institutions by the Village Assembly.

In general, however, the village corporations fully

recognised their responsibility for maintaining temples

and other local institutions. This is well illustrated by

an inscription from Edayarpakkam.2 A plot of land

purchased from the villagers by a Brahmana lady and

presented to a temple for the maintenance of a perpetual

lamp was found unsuitable for irrigation and no one

cacne forward to cultivate it. The lamp had consequen-

tly to be discontinued and the trustees of the temple

appear to have requested the villagers to take back into

their own management the land which they had once

sold to the Brahmana lady, and to supply instead the

required number of cows to maintain the lamp. This

was done and the land was resumed.

The Assembly, not infrequently, reduced the rents of

lands belonging to temples and sometimes even altogether

remitted the taxes due from them. 3 A Chola inscription

even records that no taxes should be levied on the

1. Ep. Ind., Vol. Vn, p. 145.

3. G. Ep. R., 1911. p. 73, para. 28

3. G. Ep. R.. 1919. Nos. 429. 538 ( p. 37 ), 430 ( p. 37),

508 ( p- 42 ); 1905, p. 38, No. 553; 1909, p. 33, Nos.

292-294.
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temple belongings.^

Sometimes the Assembly made gifts of lands for the

regular supply of garlands2 and other things^ to tem-

ples. They also made provisions for burning lamps^ and
singing hymns^ in local temples. There are various

cases on record showing that either the Assembly itself

granted lands or facilitated purchase of lands by private

parties for making offerings to the temple.^

A Remarkable Institution.

The Village Assembly also made provisions for edu-
cational and charitable institutions and in most cases
these were associated with local temples. A remarkable
instance of this kind of activity is furnished by an ins-

cription of the time of Rajendra Chola? ( c. 1C25 A.
D. ). The record states that, in order to secure success
to the arms of the king, the Assembly of RajarSja-chatur-
vedi-mahgalam made the following provisions to the Lord
m the temple of Rajaraja-Vinnagar. The charities were
mainly intended for maintaining a hostel and a college
for Vedic study as detailed below:—

(i) Four persons were appointed for the recitation
of the Tiruvaymoh hymns in the temple and they weie

3.

1. G. Ep. R., 1915, No. 133, pp. 21.97.
2. G. Ep. R., 1918, p. 150.

4. G. Ep. R.. p. 25, No. 246
5. G. Ep. R , 1909. p. 47. No. 423, 1915. p. 21. No. 120.

To.!'
^
J V,'

“*05 of
1918 and No. 30 of 1919.

7. G. Ep. R. IQ18, pp. I45£f.

13
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allowed three kuruni of paddy each per day. To meet

this charge, lands measuring half a re/i and two mS in

extent were given.

( it ) For feeding twenty-five S'rl-Vaishnavas in the

matha attached to the same temple, one veli and four md

of land were allotted.

'
( tit ) Sixty kalam of paddy and three feala^ju of gold

were also provided for the Seven-days' festival of Ani-

Anulam in order to feed one thousand Vaishnavas and

ddsds ( devotees ) who came to witness it.

( tv ) Half a veli and two m5 of land and some gold

were given to meet the cost of taking the god in process-

ion round the village in a car, for the grant of cloths to

the mendicants on the occasion, for purchasing cloth to

be put on the deity, for offerings, bath and garlands, for

performing certain ceremonies, etc.

The following students were fed:

—

( d ) Seventy-five studying the Rigveda.

{ b )
Seventy-five studying the Yajur-Veda.

( c )
Twenty studying the Chandoga-SSma

( d ) Twenty studying the Talavakara-Sama.

{ e ) Twenty studying the Vajasaneya.

{/) Ten studying the Atharva.

( g ) Ten studying the Baudh5yanlya Grihya-kalpa

and Gana,

thus making a total of 230 Brahmach5rins for studying

the above-mentioned Vedas which, with the forty per-

sons learning the RupavatSra, came to 270. Six n^l* of

paddy was allotted for each of these per day.

Further there were

—

( h ) Twenth-five learning the Vyakarana.

(
i

)
Thirty-five learning the PrabhSkara, and
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( j ) Ten persons learning the VedSnta.

For these 70 pupils provision was made at the rate of one

feuruni and two nali of paddy each per day.

One fcalam of paddy was given to the vamhi who

expounded the Vy^karana, one kalam to another who

expounded the Prabhakara; and one kalam and one tiini

to the third who expounded the VedSnta.

Ten professors were appointed to teach the N’edas as

detailed below*

—

Three to teach the Rigveda.

Three to teach the Yajus.

One to teach the Chandoga.

One to teach the TalavakSra-Sama.

One to teach the Vajasaneya.

One to teach the Baudh3yanTya Gnhya and Kalpa

and Ksthaka.

The fee of the above teachers is given in detail and
it appears that, in all, for the 61 kalanju of gold and
the paddy that were required for maintaining the entire

establishment, the temple was put in possesion of 45
t’«liofland. ^

Sometimes the assembly maintained charitable insti-"

tutions established by others. We learn from an inscrip-
tion that the Assembly of Tribhuvana-Mahadevi-chatur-
vedimangalam purchased lands to meet all the require-
ments of the charity established in the temple by a
general of Rajendra Chola to secure the health of the
king. Land was purchased to the extent of 7Z
veil yielding an annual rental of 12,000 Jcalam of paddy
in order to provide for

—

(1) Offerings, worship, etc., on a grand scale,

(2) Conducting festivals and feeding Vaishnavas..
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(3) Feeding 12 Vedic teachers,

(4) Feeding 7 teachers of other subjects,

(5) Feeding 190 Vedic students,

(6) Feeding 70 other students.

The land was exempted from all taxes except three speci-

fied ones, and the students and teachers were exempted

from certain payments and obligations.!

There are even cases on record where the Assembly

sold lands for maintaining a feeding house.2 Such in-

stances may be multiplied, but those given above are

enough to indicate the philanthropic activities of the

Assembly.

16

Village Assembly as the protector of the village.

The responsibility of the village corporations for the

safety of the village is well illustrated by two inscrip-

tions3 from Tirupputur. A temple in the village was

occupied by the encamped Mahomedans, probably in

their first raid to South India. In consequence of this

the inhabkants became unsettled. At this juncture a

certain Vi^layadeva reconsecrated the temple and saved

the people apparently from an imminent moral and reli-

gious degradation. The villagers, of their free will,

agreed among themselves to show their gratitude to Visa-

layadeva by assigning to him a specified quantity of corn

from the harvest reaped by each individual and conferr-

1. G, p. R.. 1919, p. 96, para. 18.

. Ep. R.. 1919, p. 61. Nos. 151-162.

3. G.Ep. R., 1909, pp. 83-83, para. 27.
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ing on him certain privileges in the temple. The other

inscription shows that the corporation or Tirupputur

had already, two years ago, made over to one Msdhava-

chakra.vartin, the right of 'padikkaval.' This term pro-

bably means the protection of village (from outsiders).

It was possibly the fear of Mahomedan invasion that in-

duced the corporation to take this step.

A large number of inscriptions from the Madaksira

' Taluk, ranging over a long period from the early 9th

century down to the l7th, show the high sense of honour

which the people uniformly entertained for the village

patriots and their heroic sacrifices on behalf of the village.

Some of these records are quite interesting in their

details. The Harati chief granted a field to a certain

person for having successfully protected the village from

enemies during two or three destructive raids. About

A.D. 966 Erega, a servant of Ayyapadeva, seems to have

fought with the Cholas successfully so that all the people

of Penjeru praised him. There are also other references

to rent-free grant connected with the spilling of blood

in the cause probably of protecting a community or a

village. * Again, an inscription from Marudadu, be-

longing to the 8th year of RajarSja I registers that a

certain Kalipperuman lost his life in the act of affording

protection, against ruin, to his native village. The good
residents of the district provided for a permanent lamp
to burn in the local temple in order to secure merit for

the martyr.^

1. G. Ep, R., 1917. p. 114, para. 18.

2. G. Ep. R., 1913, p. 96. para. 21.
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Reference is also made to a thousand of the betel

sellers who made grants in memory of a local hero who

died in course of defending the kine of the betel-sellers

when robbers were carrying them off. *

An inscription of the tenth century from Chingleput

District states that when Muttaraiyan died fighting a

gang of robbers who raided the village, the Assembly

of the village granted to his son a piece of land as Icali-

ppatfi ( i. e. land given to a hero ),2

An interesting information regarding the corporate

feelings of the villagers is supplied by an inscription from

Tirumeynanam.3 The Assembly of Nalur having assem-

bled under a tamarind tree in their village, decided

that the residents of their village should not do any-

thing against the interests of their village nor against

the temple of Tirumay3nam-Udaiyar, and similar insti-

tutions. That if they did so, they must suffer as the

'grOmadrohins' do, and that people who act against this

decision should not be allowed the privilege of touching
/ ^

Siva, etc.

The corporate character of the village was recognised

even by hostile kings, Thus a Kumbhakonam record

states that when Par3ntaka I conquered Madura, he

levied an impost of 3,000 kalanju of gold on the mem-

bers of the Kumbhakonam Assembly and that they had

agreed to pay the amount.4 An inscription from Tiru-

1. Ep. Ind. XVI. p.75.

2. A. R. I. E. 1947-8, p. 3

3. G. Ep. R.. 1911. p. 75, para. 30.

4. G. Ep. R., 1912, p. 63. para. 15.
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pattur,^ dated in the 36th year of the reign of Kula-

s"ekhara I, refers to the capture of the village by a

certain Valluvan3dalv3n. The invader asked the mem-

hers of the village Assembly and two private indivi-

-duals to submit to certain proposals. This they refused

to do and many left the village. Such of the Assembly

as he could lay hands upon, and the two particular indi-

viduals, he confined in the temple with the object of

compelling them to approve of his procedure. Later

on, the matters were set right by the king, but the very

fact that an invader found it necessary to coerce the

Assembly to accept his decree shows that the corporate

character of the village was such an integral part of the

constitution that it was impossible for any person, either

a friend or foe, to ignore it.

17

Corporate Activity of the People of large areas.

Apart from the highly organised corporations sub-
sisting in small local units the corporate spirit among
the people of South India was remarkably displayed,
on various occasions, by the combined
activity of the populace of wider areas. Thus
a Pallava inscription^ records an agreement among the
residents of the country to the north of the river Avinai
and to the south of the Pennai. Reference is also made
to a great district Assembly meeting in a royal abode
and consisting of, among others, 'the sixteen of the eight

1- G. Ep. R.. 1909, p. 83, para. 28.
2. O.Ep. R.. J0O7, p. 18, No. 96.
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districts. 1 Very often the common religious feeling was
at the bottom of these corporate activities. A good ex-

ample is furnished by the Kudumiyamalai inscription of
the reign of Kulottunga 12 ( A.D. 1005-6 ). It records

that the people living in the district called Rattapadiko-

. ^ ^^^l^icl^ seems to have comprised a

considerable portion of the Pudukkotai state ) made an
agreement with two persons ( aparently Brahmanas

) that

they should levy brokerage on all the betel-leaves im-

ported into the said district, and, out of the proceeds,

supply 30,000 areca nuts and 750 bundles of betel-leaves

annually to a certain temple. The people of the district

and ‘the blameless five hundred men ( constituting ) the

army ( padai )' of this district were appointed to super-

vise this arrangement.

A more interesting case is the agreement made by the

‘seven hundred' residing in a larger division of a nadu,

villagers, townsmen, and local landlords of a large area

for the supply of rice and the provision for the perpetual

burning of a lamp in a temple.

3

A further instance of similar union is furnished by an

inscription^ from Kamarasavalli dated in the lOth year

of Jatavarman Virapandya. It registers that the resi-

dents of the eighteen sub-divisions of the seventy-nine

districts assembled together and set apart the income

derived by them from certain articles of merchandise to

meet the cost of repairs to the temple.

1. Eprind., Vol V, p. 23.

2. G. Ep. R., 1905, p. 52, para 17,

3. Ep. Ind., XVI, p. 342.
4. G Ep. R., 1915, p 104. para. 36.
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A few more examples of similar activity occur in

South Indian records. The Managoli inscription^ tells

us that the five hundred Svamms of Ayy5vole, the five

hundred Mahdjanas of Manimgavalli, the Settis of the

locality, the Nakaras, the Settis who made a business of

lading, the betel-leaf Gdtrigas, the guild of oilmen, the

sealer of flour and churning-sticks of the Tardav^di

thousand, the Gavares of many districts, the Mummuii-

danda, and 'the sixteen of the eight districts,’ etc., met

together to provide for the necessary expenses of the

local temple and the customary religious rites. An in-

scriptionZ of the Hoysala Vira Vallala records a gift of

land by the residents of Elugarai-nadu for the require-

ments of a temple. We also learn from an inscription^

of Rajendra Chola that the inhabitants of three districts

granted a lease of land to a servant of a temple. Again an

inscription^ of Parantaka I informs us that the residents

of a district contributed a voluntary fee for the conduct

of worship in a particular temple. The fee is specified

as follows :

—

panam on each tenant
;

panam from

bridegroom and panam from bride in each marriage

ceremony, etc. Another inscription^ records an agree-

ment by the residents of a district who had met in a

mandapa to raise 1 mddai from each village in order to

construct an embankment on the side of the river and to

1. Ep. Ind.. Vol. V, p. 23.

2. G. Ep. R.. 1907, p. 42, No. 444.

3. G. Ep. R., 1909, p. 57. No. 501.

4. G. Ep. R., 1911, p. 69.

5. G. Ep. R., 1012, p. 35, No. 404.
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prevent any injury from floods to a temple. A PSndya
inscription! refers to a grant, by common consent, of a
certain quantity of paddy to a temple by the agricultu-
rists of four districts.

But motives unconnected with religioM also led to
similar corporate movements. An inscription dated in
th. 12th year of Jata-Virmm Sundara PandyaZ states
that the chiefs of Irandumalai-nadu gave assurance to
the headman of Kunnandarkoyil that when they took up
arms and fought with one another they would desist
from destroying the villages under their protection and
would cause no injury to the cultivators either resident
or Itinerant. If, however, any person is so injured, they
would pay a fine of ICO punam and if a village is des-
troyed they would pay a fine of 500 panam. Doing thus
they still agreed to protect ( the villages and cultivators )

though there might be cuttirf^, piercing and dying ( in
their communal fights ). Here, again, we have rather an
instance of union of villages than that of single corpora-
tion.

A few additional examples of similar corporate acti-

vities, due to a variety of circumstances, are given below
in order to show their widespread character.

An inscription at Tirukkalakkudi^ registers a settle-

ment between the residents of four districts ( nadu ) as to

the order of precedence in which the sacred ashes had to

be received, the ropes of the God's car had to be held in

\
!• G. Ep. R , 19!2, p. 47, No. 12.

2. G. Ep., R, 1915, p. 103, para, 34.

3. G. Ep. R., 1916, p. 125
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drawing it and the worship of, and breaking of cocoanuts

before VinSyaka had to be done.

A Tamil inscription! of Vira Pandya-deva records

that the inhabitants of two districts settled that four

families were to be freed from certain obligations.

Another^ records the meeting of the residents of eighteen

divisions under the Presidency of Ekambaranathar to

rectify tSe area of some land. We further learn from

another inscription^ that the various inhabitants of the

eighteen districts on both sides of the KrishnS decided

that a large fanam should be paid on every

boat as revenue. There is still another case

on record*! that the tenants of 12 villages

abandoned their fields as a protest against

heavy taxation and consequently the taxes were regulated.

According to a Pandya inscription5 the Assemblies of a

village and a nadu granted a village free of taxes to

a resident of the matha

Other examples of such corporate activities have

already been referred to in connection with the judicial

powers of the Village Assembly on p. 140 above. An
inscription® from the North Arcot District, dated A. D.

1196-7. describes how two local chiefs entered into

a mutual defensive alliance and took a solemn vow
to stand by each other in times of danger, each to

consider the enemy of the other as his own enemy, to

1. G.Ep. R., 1910. p. 21. No 184-

2. G. Ep. R., 1913, p. 12, No. 28.

3. Ep. Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 92.

4. G. Ep. R., 1914, p. 74, No. 26.

5. A. R. I E., 1946.7, p. 19. No. 62.

6. Ibid. 1945-6, p. 4.
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help the other with men and horse whenever necessa-

ry, and to assist the other in safeguarding his property,

honour and territory whenever they were threatened.

18

0

Corporate Organisations of Territorial Units bigger

Jhan a single villcige.

There are evidences on record that these temporary

corporate activities sometimes led to a more developed

corporate organisation of wider areas, A clear instance

of the permanet union of two village corporations is

furnished by the Tamil endossement on the Udayen-

diram plates of Nandivarman, 1 The endorsement is

dated in the 26th year of King Parantaka I ( lOth

century A. D. ) and runs as follows : "We, (the mem-
bers of) the assembly of Kshchivayil, and we, (the mem-
bers of the assembly of Udaya-chandra-mangalam,

( have agreed as follows ) :—we, ( the inhabitants of

)

these two villages, having joined ( and ) having become

one, shall prosper as one village from this (date),"

An organisation of the whole district is referred to

in an inscription in the Tiruvarahgulam temple during

the reign of Kulottunga III. In the disturbed state of

the country the Assembly of the inhabitants of Valla-

nadu, a sub-division, declared that thenceforward they

will afford protection to the cultivators residing within

I. Ep. Ind. Vol. Ill, p. 144
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the four boundaries of the sacred village of Tiruvara-

hgulam and (its) devadana villages. If in the course

of this protection any one of the Assembly was found

to rob, capture the cows of, or do other mischief to

the cultivators, the Assembly agreed to assign two ‘ma’

of wet land to the temple by way of fine for the offence

committed.! A district Assembly consisting of haggades

( headmen ? ) and sdmantas is also referred to in an ins-

cription.^ Reference is also made to the 'blameless five

hundred of the district’ and 'the headman of the dis-

trict’. 3 All these naturally lead to the conclusion

that in some cases at least there was a permanent

organisation of an entire sub-division or district, or

any such large group of people. This readily explains

such legal formulas in connection with land grant, as,

for example, occur in the Udayendiram Plates of Pri-

thivipati II.^ “Having assembled accordingly ( the inha-

bitants of ) the district ( nddu ), having caused ( them )

to walk over ( the boundaries of the granted ) land

etc.” It is evident that the entire people of a district

cannot be thought of, but only their representatives

can possibly be meant.

There are references to residents of the District who
accepted royal orders of land grants and took steps to

give effect to them. This evidently refers to a small

1 . G. Ep. R., 1915, p. 99, para. 27, and Nos. 271 and 273, p. 31.
2. G. Ep. R., 1919, p. 17. No. 209.

3. South Ind. Ins., Vol. II. Pan III, p. 360.

4. Ibid, p. 389.
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body of persons representing the District.^ Reference

is also made in Miraj Inscription of A.D. 1143-4 to a

‘‘General County Assembly of all the Districts” ( the

names of Districts follow ).^

An inscription of Rajaraja Chola^ refers to the great

Assembly of twelve nadus, and in an inscription^ of the

W. Ghalukya king Trit^iuvanamalla we find mention of

32,000 representatives of various localities. These no

doubt refer to some sort of corporate organisation, the

precise nature of which it is difficult to determine.

‘19

Antiquity and Extent of Village Institutions in South India ^

A few words may be said in conclusion regarding the

antiquity and extent of these village institutions in

Southern India. The Kasakudi Plates of the Pallava

king Nandivarman II undoubtedly indicate some sort of

regular organisation of the village, for othewise the royal

order about a land grant would not have been referred

to the inhabitants, and the latter would not have, in a

manner, ratified the royal proclamation by publicly en-

dorsing the same.5 Nandivarman ruled in the eighth

century A. D., which must, for the present, be taken

as the earliest period to which these village institutions

may be traced by inscriptions! evidence.

1. Ep. Ind. XVIII, p. 124

2. Ibid, XIX, p. 40

3. G. Ep. R., 1909, p. 59. No. 600.

4. G. Ep. R., 1919, p. 18, No. 214.

5. South Ind. Ins, No. 74, p. 360.
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Their continued existence in the 9th century

is proved by the two Ukkal Inscriptions { Nos. 5 and 8 )

of Kampavarman^ and the Ambasamudram inscription

ofVaraguna.2 The development of these intitutions

in and after the tenth century A.D. is abundantly proved

by the number of Chola and Pandya inscriptions referred

to above, and the Masulipatam plates of Chalukya Bhima
IP .The latter further proves that they flourished in

Telugu countries as well as in Tamil lands further south.

It appears that the whole of Southern India was covered

with a network of these organisations. An idea of their

widespread character may be formed when we remember
that reference is made to two hundred and sixty-six

villages possessing such institutions in connection with
the maintenance of a single temple built at Tanjore by
the Chola king Rajar5ja deva.*^

1. South. Ind. Ins., HI, p. 8.

3. Ep. Ind., V, p. 134 ff

2. Ep. Ind. Vol. IX, p. 86.
4. See pp. 189, 191 above.

f



CHAPTER III

CORPORATE ACTIVITIES IN POLITICAL

LIFE (II)

I

Non^Monarchical States.

We have hitherto dealt with the corporate activities

of people dwelling in a State ruled over by a king. The

activities were exercised through various assemblies,

auxiliary to the royal power, and more or less subor-

dinate to it. There were, however, non-monarchical

States in ancient India, where they would naturally get

fuller play and a freer atmosphere. Unfortunately, we

do not know much about these States, but their very

existence is an unimpeachable testimony to the supreme

power wielded by the people as a corporate body. In

the previous part, dealing with the corporate activities

of people in a kingdom, we had to take into account

the nature of these activities as well as of the agencies

by which they were performed. In the present case

we may confine ourselves to the latter alone, for their

activities must have embraced everything pertaining

to the administration of a State in all its depart-

ments.

Years ago Professor Rhys Davids recognised the

existence of these 'republican' States from some refere-
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nces in the Buddhist Literature. ^ After him the sub-

ject was treated in greater detail by Mr. K. P. Jayaswal^

in the pages of Modern Review, and prof,. D. R.

Bhandarkar in his Carmichael Lectures ( Vol. I. pp,

146 ff. ). Though the arguments of these scholars have

not been endorsed in full by ethers, their main conten-

tion about the existence of non-monarchical States in

ancient India has now gained general acceptance. We
shall attempt, in the following pages, to sketch an

account of these States on the same plan as we have
adopted in the case of the 'guilds.' •

In the Vedic period

Regarding the antiquity of the non-monarchical form
of government there are some grounds for the belief
that it was not unknown even in the Vedic period.
Zimmer finds clear traces of the oligarchical form of
government in the following verse in Rigveda.^

As the kings
{ rdjanah

) assemble together in the
Samiti, the plants

( oshadhi ) gather together in him who
IS called a physician, he who heals disease and des-
troys demon." Zimmer thinks that this refers to a

1 Buddhist India, pp. 1.2. 19 £f.

2 Modern Rcvciw, 1913, p. 535 ff

3 X.97.6.

in der

14
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system of government in which the State is not ruled

over by a single potentate but by several members of the

royal family jointly together. He also contends that

some of the passages in the Atharva-veda relating to

the election of kings ( quoted above ) refer to the con-

test c f a member of the oligarchy for supremacy over

others. In support of his contention he cites Atharva-

veda 1. 9. 3, where prayers are offered to Agni to set

the candidate in supremacy ^over his fellows' (sajata),

Athar\'a-veda HI. 4. 3, where wish is expressed cn

behalf of the sJuccessful candidate : “unto thee let thy •

fellows come," and Atharva-veda IV. 22. 1-2, where

Indra is asked ‘to make the Kshatriya, the sole chief of

the clan and ‘to place him as king at the head of the

royal family ( Kshatrdnaih ).'f Zimmer finds in ancient

India a parallel of the oligarchical form of government

existing among the ancient German tribes, e. g., among
the Cherusci clan. ( It was at first ruled over by Armi-

nius and his relatives who all bore the title of king:

Arm.inius however wanted to be the sole ruler of the clan,

and there broke out a struggle in which he was defeated).

Zimmer's view is further corroborated by the fact that

the Avesta contains distinct traces of the oligarchical

form of government. This has been clearly demons-

trated by SpiegeH from Yasna 19, 18^ where the ruling

1 “An dcr Spitze dcr koniglichen Familis stche dicscr als Konig,

'

Zimmer Alt-indische Leben, p. 165. Whitney’s Translation (Vol. I,

p. 188 } is not literal.

2 Abhandlungen der k. bayer. Akad. der W. I. KI. 7. Band-

3

Abth. p. 68.S.
_ _

.

3 Dr. I. J. S. Taraporcwala has supplied me with the following

literal translation of the passage in question.
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powers of two provinces are contrasted. In one of these,

the sovereign authorities consisted of the chiefs of house,

street and town, besides Zarathustra, and there is no

mention of the 'ruler of the land' which occurs in the

other case.

Mr. K. P. JayaswaU has furnished another evidence

for the existence of non-monarchical form of government

in the Vedic period. Tie refers to a passage in the Aita-

reya BrShmana ( VII. 3. 1*t ) which mentions that among

the Uttara Kurus and the Uutt^ra Madras the whole

community was consecrated to rulership and their

institutions were called ‘VairSjya* or kingless States.

Two points may be urged against this view. In the

first place the same passage in the Aitareya Br5h-

mana expressly locates the two tribes beyond

the Himalayas ( parena Himavantam ) and as such their

institutions cannot be taken as types of those prevailing

in India. Zimmer2 has, however, shown good grounds
for the belief that both these tribes are to be located in

India proper, in Kashmir and its neighbourhood, and con-
tends, not without reason, that to the people living in

Who (are the five) leaders ? (He) of the house, (he) of the street,
(he) of the towh. (he) of the country, (and) Zarathustra, the fifth, (is

leader) of those countries which (are) different from those under
Zoroastrian laws (lit.other than those ruled over by Zoroastrian laws).

(The city of) Ragha belonging to Zarathustra is under four leaders.
Who (are) its leaders ?

(He) of the house, (he) of the street, (he) of the town, (and) the-
fourth Zarathustra (Himself)."

1 Modern Review, 1913, p. 538.
2 A. L , p. 102.
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Madhyadesa, Kashmir might very well appear as 'pare^a

Himavantam.*

Secondly, the term ‘Vairajya* which has been ex-

plained by Mr. K. P. Jayaswal as 'Kingless States,' has

been taken by Messrs. Macdonell and Ke th* as denoting

some form of royal authority. This however does not

seem to be probable when we compare the four sentences

referring to the forms of government in the four direc-

tions. Thus we have

^ TTsTpr:

The substitution of for TI^TT^T; in the last sen-

tence cannot be looked upon as merely accidental and

lends support to Mr. Jayaswal’s view that we have here

a reference to a democratic form of government.

There is one passage in the Atharva-veda (V. 18. 10)

which seems to be a conclusive evidence for the existence

of non-monarchical form of government in the Vcdic

period. It occurs in the course of a long string of im-

precations for the killing of a Brahman's cow, and runs

as follows ;

—

airlT I

n grsiw »Tt 5KUT Ifiwarr ii”

1 V. I. n, p. 221.
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Whitney translates it as follows :

—

"They that ruled, a thousand, and were ten hundreds,

those VSitahavyas, having devoured the cow of the

Br3hmana, perished," (W. A. V.. p. 251.)

Zimmer,^ Muir and others translate it somewhat

differently as follows :

"The descendants of Vitahavya, who ruled over a

thousand men, and were ten hundred in number, were

overhelmed after they had eaten a Brahmana’s cow.”

(Muir S. T. 1. 285.)

But whatever the difference, the essential fact remains

that the VSitahavyas, thousand in number, ruled over a

territory, and there can be scarcely any doubt that we
have here an example of oligarchical or republican^ clan.

It is also worthy of note that like the later non- monarchi-

cal clans ( Mallas, Lichchhavis, etc. ) they were anti-

BrShmanical.

References in Panini*s Grammar.

The existence of democratic forms of government
during post-Vedic period is abundantly proved by a

number of testimonies. The earliest in point of time is

Panini’s celebrated treatise on Grammar which contains

1 R. L., p 200

2 If we accept the translation given by Muir and Zimmer

—

thousand people ruling over a thousand—the form of government
must be republican. The figure 1,000 must of course be looked upon
as conventional.
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clear traces of the existence of political corporations.

Thus the sutra * shows that the nature

of a corporation was fully understood in those days; for

here ‘corporation’ is sharply distinguished from mere

collection or group, clearly indicating thereby that the

former was a definite organisation bound by laws and

Regulations.

Again, as Professor D. R. Bhandarkar has shown,

^

the same conclusion follows from another sutra^ wherein

the grammarian points out that the word samgha does

not signify a mere collection as the word sainghata does,

but a gana, i, e., a special kind of collection, or a

‘corporate collection.* Further, Mr. K. P. Jayaswal

has drawn attention to “a rule laid down by Panini, viz.,

“Sangh=dhka~l(ikshaneshv=a^-yan‘indm=a^’\ the mea-

ning of which is that “an-suffix takes place in nouns

ending in an, yan, an in the case of ( i. e., to denote )

ah^as and lakshanas of sahghas.”^ This not only testifies

to the existence of sarhgha but also shows that a sarhgha

had its anka or lakshana, which Mr. Jayaswal

would identify with la^chchhana or heraldic crest of later

Sanskrit.®

In several sutras Panini refers to distinct kinds of
4

corporations under the names of ‘puga’® ‘Vrata' 7 and

1 III. 3. 42.

2 Carmichael Lectures, First Scries, pp. 141*2.

3 HI. 3. 36.

4 J. B. O. R. S., Vol. V, p. 27.

5 Ibid.

6 V. 3. 112.

7 V. 3. 113
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'*dyudhajivisamgha.*^ The meaning of the first has already

been discussed above. It is difficult to determine the

real m;aning of 'Vrata', and so far as I know no satis-

factory explanation has yet been offered. The K3sika

commentary explains it as

The first qualifying pharase distin-

guishes it from social and the second, from industrial

corporations. The third phrase I would take to mean

“living by means of slaughter or killing." According to

this interpretation, Vrdta would mean a corporation of

robbers like the ‘Thuggies’ of later days. This view is

corrolDorated by a passage of Katyayana,3

The *dyudhajivisaihgha

means a corporation of military men. It is quite clear

from Piinini, V. 3, 117, that the Yaudheyas were in-

cluded in this category. The history of the Yaudheyas
will be treated in detail later, but such examples
scarcely leave any doubt that the term dyudhafivisamgha

denoted independent political corporations or non-
monarchical States.

1

V. 3. 114.

2 “Vrata is a corporation ( of people ), belonging to different

castes, having no definite means of livelihood, and living by means of

slaughter or killing.”

3 Quoted in Viramitrodaya. p. 426.

4 *‘Vrata is said to be an assembly of people having various wea-
pons in their hands.*’ As utsedha also means 'body*, it is just possible

that utsedhafivinah denoted a corporation of day-labourers of various

description.
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3

Evidence of Buddhist Literature

Our next source of information is Buddhist and
Jama literature. The existence of democratic, along with
monarchical. States is most conclusively proved by a
passage in Avadana Sataka.l We are told in AvadSna
No. 88 that a few merchants from mid-India (Madhya-
desa) visited the Deccan, and being asked about the
form of government in their country, replied, “some
provinces are under kings while others are ruled by
ganas. 2 The Jaina Ayararhga-Sutta, an earlier text,.

also refers to gana-raya
( a territory where Gana is the

ruling authority. )3

The Non-monarchical States.referred to in the

Buddhist Literature,

Professor Rhys Davids has drawn up a list of the
clans which are referred to by the Buddhist authors
as existing at the time of Gautama Buddha. These
are ;

—

fl) The Sakyas of Kapilavastu.

(2) The Bhaggas of Surhsumara Hill.

(3) The Bulis of Allakappa.

(4) KalSmas of Kesaputta.

1 My attention was drawn to .this passage by Mr. Hamaprasad

Chanda, B.A.

2 “Keciddesa ganadhina kecidrajadhlna iti."

3 Eor other passages testifying to the existence of a non*monar-

chical form of government, c/. the writings of Mr. Rhys Davids, Mr.-

Jayaswal and Prof. D. R. Bhandakar cited above.
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(5) The Koliyas of Rama-g3ma.

(6) The Mallas of KusinSrS.

(7) The Mallas of Pava.

(8) The Moriyas of Pipphalivana.

(9) The Videhas of

Mithils.

(10)

The Lichchhavis —The Vajjians.l

of Ves3li.

The Constitution of the Lichchhavi Clan.

While it may be generally inferred that all these

lived under non-monarchical forms of government, we
hardly know the detailed constitution of any of them.

The oft-quoted passage in the MahSparmibbana Sutta

in which the Buddha laid down the conditions

under which the Vajjians would prosper and
not decline, may be taken to signify the general

spirit of these constitutions. Once while the

Buddha was at Rajagriha, Aj3tasatru, the king of

Magadha, resolved to destroy the Vajjians and sent his

prime-minister to take the advice of the Blessed One.
Wh^n the message was delivered to the latter he address-
ed Ananda. “Have you heard, Ananda, that the Vajjians

hold full and frequent public assemblies

•‘Lord, so I have heard“, replied he. “So long,

Ananda/* rejoined the Blessed One. “as the Vajjians hold
these full and frequent public assemblies, so long may
they be expected not to decline, but to prosper.**

1 Buddhist India, p. 22, To this list should be added “the Mallas
of Kasi*' on the authority of the Jaina literature. See Jaina
Kalpasutia, edited by Jacobi, p. 65,
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[And in like manner questioning Ananda. and recei-

ving a similar reply, the Blessed One declared as follows
the other conditions which would ensure the welfare of
the Vajjian confederacy.]

So long, Ananda, as the Vajjians meet together in

concord, and carry out their undertakings in concord

—

so long as they enact nothing not already established,

abrogate nothing that has been already enacted, and act

in accordance with the ancient institutions of the Vajjians

as established in former days—so long as they honour
and esteem and revere and suppoit the Vajjian elders,

and hold it a point of duty to hearken to their words...

so long may the Vajjians be expected not to decline but

to prosper.’^l

It thus appears that both the merits and the defects

of the democratic constitution were present in these

cases. On the one hand, there was the general assembly,

containing both the young and the old, as the supreme
authority in the State, with power to enact new laws and

abrogate old ones; while, on the other, they suffered fiom

the want of that stability which is the peculiar merit of a

strong monarchy, and were always liable to fall victims

to disunion and a desire for too sweeping changes. Yet,

on the whole, their constitutions were looked upon with

favour and extorted the admiration of the Lord Buddha.

Thus, referring to the Lichchhavis he sa d: 'O brethren,

let those of the brethren who have never seen the TSva-

timsa gods, gaze upon this assembly (parisam) of the

1. S. B.E., Vol.XI, pp 3-4
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Lichchhavis, behold this assembly of the Lichchhavis,

compare this assembly of the Lichchhavis even as an

assembly of TSvatirhsa gods.”l

The great Buddha was an apostle of democracy. He

adopted democratic ideas in his system of church govern-

ment and himself taught the Vajjians2 the conditions, al-

ready quoted above, under which they would prosper or

decline. It is also worthy of note that he laid down

the very same conditions, in identical woids, for the

welfare ot his own community.^ It is obvious that he

perceived the underlying similarity between the two

constitutions, working in two different spheres of life,

and naturally looked upon both as beset with the same

sort of evils.

The introductory episodes of the Jstaka stories fur-

nish some information regarding the constitution of the

Lichchhavi clans. Thus Ekapanna Jataka ( No: 149,

I, 504 ) tells us that in the city of Vais5li, “There were
always seven thousand seven hundred and seven kings to

govern the kingdom, and a like number of viceroys,

generals and treasurers.” The ChullakSlihga-Jataka ( No.

301, III. 1 ) gives the same information with some addi-

tional details
—

“Tradition says that the Lichchhavis of
the ruling family to the number of seven thousand seven
hundred and seven had their abode at Vesali, and all of
them were given to argument and disputation.” The
Bhadda-Ssla-Jataka ( No. 465, I\*. 149 ) refers to “the

1. S. B. E., Vol. XI, p. 32. I have substituted ‘assembly*

( parisham ) for 'company.'

2 Ibid, p. 4.
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tank in the VesSli city where the families of the kings get

water for the ceremonial sprinkling/’ We are told that
' by the tank there was set a strong guard, within and
without; above it was spread an iron net; not even a bird

could find room to get through.” The sanie J5taka relates

the story how the commander-in-chief of Kosala violated

the sacredness of the tank by bathing his wife in it and

was pursued by five hundred angry Lichchhavi kings.

Although the introductory episodes of the JStakas

from which the above accounts are taken are undoubtedly

of much later date than the events which they relate, we
cannot altogether dismiss their accounts as unworthy of
credit. 1 hough we need not attach much importance

to the concrete figures which they supply, the general

system described by them may be accepted as not much
divergent from actual state of affairs. Thus while the

number seven thousand seven hundred and seven may be
dismissed as a purely conventional one, it may be accep-

ted that the supreme assembly of the State consisted of a

pretty large number of members and must, as such, be

held to be a popular one. This is in complete agreement

with the inference we have deduced from the utterances

of the Buddha in the MahaparinivvSna Sutta. The
quaint remark in the Chullakalihga Jataka that the mem-
bers were all given to argument and disputation, seems

to prove that the popular assembly was not merely a

formal part of the constitution, but had active, vigorous

life and wielded real authority in the State. An idea of

the status and responsible position of these members may

be had from the curious anecdote of the tank in V5is(ili.

No doubt the popular imagination had its share in buil-

ding up the whole story, but we must be lacking in true
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critical spirit if we fail to find in it some amount of

historical truth. It appears that each of the members

of the supreme assembly had to pass through some sort

of consecration, like the king in a kingdom, and that an

important part of the ceremony consisted in a bath in a

tank, reserved for the purpose, in the city ofVaisali.

This sacred ceremony by itself is an unimpeachable

testimony of the surpreme trust reposed in the mem-
bers and the high responsibilities attached to their

position.

The question naturally arises, how were these mem-
bers selected ? Now, we learn fiom Ekapanna J3taka
( I. 504 ), that corresponding to the seven thousand
seven hundred and seven kings there was a like number
of viceroys, generals and treasurers. This would imply
that each member of the supreme assembly possessed a
full suite of officers requisite for the administration of
a State. It would appear

, therefore, that each of these
members was the head of an administrative unit. In
other words, the whole State consisted of a nummber of
administrative units, each of which was a State in minia-
ture by itself, and possessd a complete administrative
machinery. The business of the State as a whole was
carried on by an assembly consisting of the heads of
these States who were in their turn attended by their
principal officers. Those who are familiar with the
Cleisthenian constitution of the city-state of Athens
cannot fail to find its prototype in the city of VaisSlI.
or m Athens, too, there was a central Assembly, con-

sisting of the representatives of the smallest local units,
the demes. which managed their own local affairs.—
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being corporations with officers, assemblies and corpor-
ate property/

The nature of a Gana

The Lichchhavis are called ‘ganas/ It has been al-

ready pointed out ( p. 132 ) that this term is applied in

Smriti literature to denote the corporations of villages

or cities. That this term also denoted independent
political corporations is abundantly testified to by
epigraphic and numismatic evidences. Thus the ins-

criptions refer to the Malava and Yaudheya ganas, and
in Samudragupta s Allahabad Pillar Inscription they are

clearly distinguished from the kingdoms. The coins

issued by them leave no doubt that they were indepen-
dent corporations, and the Bijaygadh Pillar Inscription

expressly refers to the fact that the Yaudheya gana used
to elect its chief who also served as general.^

The Viramitrodaya (p. 426) quotes from K3tyayana :

‘ f^T^TT ^ ^
The root-meaning of the word is a group, a

multitude, a community.2 According to this interpreta-

tion therefore would mean a federation of different

I. yaudheya g ma-puraskrilasya maharajamahasenapateh. Fleet

translates it as “Of the Maharaja and Mahasenapati who has been

made the leader of the Yaudheya tribe*' ( Gupta Ins., p. 252 ). No
objection can possibly be made to this translation as the lexicons give

‘chosen’ as one of the meanings of puraskrita

2. Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar takes 'Kula' in the sense of 'family',

and explains the constitution of a gana diffcrenlly (Carmichael

Lectures. Vol. I, pp. 160 ff.)
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groups or communities. This is fully in keeping with

the view I have put forward above about the constitution

of the supreme assembly of the Lichchhavis, on the basis

of the Jstaka stories. It would follow then that each of

these communities was a State in miniature with a com-
plete staff of officials, while the supreme assembly ad-

ministering over the whole State consisted of the heads of
these communities. It may be noted that MahSvagga
(V. 1) preserves, in connection with the kingdom of
Magadha, an instance of a central assembly consisting of
the heads of the smallest administrative units of the king-
dom. The assembly was held during the reign of Bim-
bisara, the very period to which the constitution of the
Lichchhavis under discussion is to be referred.

Executive Oncers of the Lichchh(ivi Gana.

The Jaina Kalpa Sutra refers to ^
JIiJTTmnntl in connection with

the illumination at the night of Mahavira’s death. The
exact sen',e of 5|^»Tr-7TUpnt is uncertain. It may
mean merely nine of the so-called 7707 Lichchhavi kingsw o ormed the Supreme Assembly, but this would
imply that Jainism was confined to a very limited section
of the Lichchhavi community and it is unlikely that such
a thing should be confessed by a Jaina author. The
other possib'e interpretation would be to take the term

'f
’ officers,

ot the Lichchhavi gana. We have already seen that the
guilds appointed executive ofificers to transact their

1. Kalpa Sutra, edited by Jacobi, p. 65
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business, and it is inconceivable that the affairs of a State

could have been managed by a big assembly without the

help of one or more executive officers. The
would thus represent the whole State of the Lichchhavis,

and this would be exactly in keeping with the tenor of

the whole passage.

Administration of Justice among the Lichchhavis

We possess some information regarding the method
in which justice was administered among the Lichchha-

.

vis. The system is chiefly remarkable for the ultra-

democratic spirit which characterises it, and is calcu-

lated to give us some insight into the principles of

administration followed in these *non-monarchicar States.

We learn from Atthakatha* that a criminal was at first

sent for trial to the officer called '*Vinichchaya mahS-
matta.” If they found the accused innocent they

acquitted him, but if he was guilty in their opinion, they

could not punish him, but had to send him to the

next higher tribunal, that of the ‘Voharika.’ They, too,

could acquit the accused if they found him innocent,

but had to send him to the next higher tribunal, viz,,

that of the ‘Suttadhara,* if they considered him guilty.

There were three other tribunals with similar functions,

uiz., those of Atthakulaka, Senapati, and Uparaja, each

of which could acquit the accused, if innocent, but had

to send him to the next higher tribunal if found guilty.

The last tribunal, viz., that of the RSja had alone the

I . See the translation of the important passage by Tumour in

S A. . B., VII, pp. 993.4.
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right to convict the accused, and in awarding puni-

shment he was to be guided by the ' Pavenipiistaka' or

the Book of Precedents. The right of the individual

was thus safeguarded in a manner that has had proba-

bly few parallels in the world. He could be punished

only if seven successive tribunals had unanimously found
him guilty, and he was quite safe if but one of them
found him innocent. And it is but fitting that the
right of the people should thus be safeguarded in a.

State where the people governed themselves.

The S''alya clan

Besides the Lichchhavis, the S'skyas are the only clan
about whose constitution something definite is known.
Professor Rhys Davids summed up the available infor-
mation on the subject as follows;!^

“The administrative and judicial business of the
clan was carried out in public assembly, at which young
and old were alike present, in their common mote-hall
( santhagara

) at Kapilavastu. It was at such a parlia-
ment, or palaver, that King Pasenadi's proposition was
discussed. When Ambaitha goes to Kapilavastu on
usmess, he goes to the mote-hall where the Sakiyas

were then in session...

single chief—how, and for what period, chosen,
we do not know—was elected as office-holder, presiding
over the sessions, and if no sessions were sitting, over
the state. He bore the title of raja which musr’have
meant something like the Roman Consul, or the Greek

1* Buddhist India, p. 19

15
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We hear at one time that Bhaddiya, a young
cousin of the Buddha's, was the raja

; and in another
passage, Suddhodana, the Buddha's father { who is

elsewhere spoken of as a simple citizen. Suddhodana
the Sakiyan ), is called the raja."

Professor Rhys Davids’ views about the Slkya clan
have been challenged in some of its essential aspects.

Thus Watters is of opinion that Kapilavastu and the
surrounding territory were included within the kingdom
of Kosala, and that we cannot therefore speak of a S^skya
king or kingdom. ^ So far as I know, the only ground
in Support of this view is the expression *'Andpavatti-

tfhdna” used, with reference to Kosala. by the SSkyas
themselves about their territory in the introductory

episode of the BhaddasSla Jataka ( No. 465. IV. 145).
The full .significance of the expression is, however, far

from being definite, and Oldenberg took it to mean
that the Sakyas owed some honorary dues to the Kosala

kingdom. Be that as it may, the same Jataka clearly

shows that Kapilavastu was outside the boundaries of

the kingdom of Kosala, For, we are told, that while

Vidudabha resolved to destroy the S skyas the Buddha
set out for Kapilavastu and sat beneath a tree near the

city. “Hard ty that place, a huge and shady banyan

tree stood on the boundary of Vidudabha^s realms.”^

This clearly proves that the Sakya territory just touched

the border, but was outside the jurisdiction of the

Kosala kingdom.

1. “On Yuan Chwang.” Vol. II, p. 3.

2. Jat.. IV, p. 152
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Its form of Government

The
.
other objection against Prof. Rhys Davids"

view is that regarding the constitution of the S Skyas.

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar maintains the view that the

Sakya territory was ruled by a hereditary king, like any

ordinary kingdom. ^ Tt may be pointed out, however,

that the introductory episodes of the Jatakas seem to

prove that the constitution of the ^akyas was not unlike

that of the Lichchhavis. The Kunala ]3taka ( No. 536,

V, 412 ff. ) describes a feud between the Sskvas and

their neighbouring clan, the Koliyas. A careful study of
the whole account hardly leaves any doubt that the

S akyas were governed on the same principles as the

Lichchhavis. Thus when the quarrel grew serious over
the waters of the Rohini river which each party wanted
for irrigation purposes, the S^kyas went and told the

Councillors appointed to such services, and they reported
it to the multitude of kings ( or royal families ).2 It was
then resolved, apparently by these kings, that they
should fight, and so the Sikyas sallied forth, ready for
the fray. The number of these kings is not definitely
stated but must be held to have been considerable in view
of the fact that two hundred and fifty princes were-
offered as escorts for the Buddha.

Not only is there not the least reference to any indivi-
dual royal authority in this circumstantial narrative, but
the chiefs of the S'akyas are all called kings— *'Why are
ye come here, mighty kings r Said the Buddha, and.

1. Cannichael Lectures, First Series, p. 161.
2 . Amachcha rajakulanam kathesum (p, 443),
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again, we have the expression, “Becoming believers the

kings said, etc.” In the Samudda-Vanija-Jataka ( No.

466, IV, 158 ) Devadatta laments that he was renounced

by all the kings of ths 'Sakyas' (ai^5ITT^-^§f%fq). Similarly

we learn from the Bhadda-Sala-Jataka ( No. 465. IV,

144 ff. ) how King Pasenadi sends his messenger asking

for one of the daughters of the S skya clan in marriage.

On receipt of this message the S^Skyas gathered to-

gether and deliberated. Here, again, there is no

reference to any king to whom the message was deli-

vered. According to time-honoured customs ambassa-

dors are despatched by one king to another, if there be

any, and the omission in this respect seems to lend

considerable strength to the assumption that the S^akyas

had no king in the sense which we attach to the term.

It is true that ‘VSsabhakhattiya,’ born of a slave

woman and Mahanama, is referred to by the king of

Kosala as ‘daughter of the S'akya king,' but Mahanama

is elsewhere ( p. 147) referred to as simple 'Mahanama

the Slikya.' and ViTsabhakhattiya tells her son, “My boy,

your grandsires are the S^akya kings,” The young S^kyas

are also referred to as 'princes.'

The above references; though they do not help us

to acquire a detailed knowledge of the constitution of

the S^kyas, seems to me to be conclusive evidence in

favour of Prof. Rhys Davids' theory that the S'Skyas

had a non-monarchical constitution. It is difficult to

accept the view, maintained by Prof, D. R. Bhandarkar,!

that Bhaddiya, who is called *Sakya~r5jd* is to be looked

1. Carmichael Lectures, First Scries, p. 161.
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upon as a hereditary king. The instances quoted

above from the jatakas hardly leave any doubt that the

S'akyas, like the Lichchhavis, had a number of rajas, who

were probably members of the supreme assembly ruling

over the State. We hear also of a class of officers

called *‘upardjano** or viceroys,^ and this makes it

probable, that like the Lichchhavi rajas the Slikya r3jas

were also heads of minor administrative units. So far,

therefore, as the evidence goes,the S akya and Lichchhavi

constitutions appear to resemble each other to a great

extent.

We possess no detailed information regarding the

constitution of the other clans to which reference is

made in the Buddhist and Jaina texts. They probably

belonged to the same type, and on the whole the States

governed on these democratic principles seem to have

enjoyed considerable prosperity. Buddha’s reply to the

ministers of Ajatasatru is an unimpeachable testimony of

the inherent strength of the Lichchhavis. We also learn

from Ekapanna-Jataka (No. 1^9,1,504) that “in those days

Vaisali enjoyed marvellous prosperity. A triple wall

encompassed the city, each wall a league distant from the

next, and there were three gates with watch-towers,'’

The high admiration entertained by Buddha towards the

Lichchhavi people has already been referred to. Mutual
discord, as pointed out by Buddha, was however the

chief danger in these States, and the way^ in which
Vaisali was conquered by Ajatasatru by sowing dissen-

1 . Jat.. Vol. V, p. 413 . 1. 15 .

2. C/. Auhakatha translated by tumour in J. A. S B., Vol. VIL
p. 994 ff, f n.
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sions among its chiefs is probably a typical example of
the fate which befell many others.

Procedure followed in the meetings of the Sup
Assembly in a Democratic State.

reme

#

The Buddhist Texts thus clearly establish the fact

that some States in ancient India possessed democratic
forms of government, the most notable feature of which
was the supreme popular assembly, that regularly held
Its sittings at the SanthSgara in the capital city. It has
been noticed above that the Buddha introduced the same
democratic ptinciples in his church government. The
Buddhist Texts natui ally dwell at greater length upon
the latter, and make it possible to form a definite idea of
the procedure by which the deliberations of these religi-

ous assemblies were guided. Years ago Prof. Oldenbergl-
noticed some of the important features of this procedure.

Mr. K.P. Jayaswal has since treated the subject in a syste-

matic way; and, what is more important, has deduced
from it valuable information about the constitution of

non-monarchical States.^ Thus he says : “We may
safely accept the procedure followed at the deliberations

of the Buddhist Sarhgha as identical with that observed
by its parent, the political Sarhgha. in its main features.”

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar has also prectically supported
this view,3 and laid some stress on the argument, origi-

nally advanced by Mr. Jayaswal, that as the Buddha never

1 . Buddha, p. 349.

2. Modern Review. 1913, p. 664 ff.

3. Carmichael Lectures, First Series, p. 184.
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stopped to explain the technical terms like jnapti, prati-

j^a, they must be held to have been already current and

fairly well known in his time.

This argument may, however, be at once disposed of.

It is generally admitted that the Buddhist scriptures were

not put into writing till a considerable period had elapsed

since Buddha’s death, and as these technical terms must

have been in constant use during this interval, they were

too well known then to require any specific definition. It

is not however quite accurate to say that these terms have

never been defined in the Buddhist scriptures, for

although no logical definition has been offered, the term

jnapti, and the whole procedure has been fully explained

on the first occasion when we hear of it, in connection

with the initiation ceremony.

Thus we learn from Mahavagga, I, 12, that originally

the pabbajja and upasampadd ordinations were conferred

on a candidate after he repeated thrice the well-known
formula, “I take my refuge in the Buddha, I take my
refuge in the Dhamma, I take my refuge in the Sarngha.**

Later on, on the occasion of initiating a particular

Brahman, the Buddha laid down as follows < \Iah3vagga,
I. 28):

*‘I abolish, O Bhikkhus, from this day the Upasam-
padu ordination by the three-fold declaration of taking
refuge, which I had prescribed. I prescribe, O Bhikkhus,
that you confer the Upasampadii ordination by ‘a foimal
act of the Order in which the announcement ( ilatti

) is

followed by three questions.

And you ought, O Bhikkhus, to confer the Upasam-
pads ordination in this way; Let a learned competent
Bhikkhu proclaim the following ^atti before the Sarhgha:
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Let the Samgha, reverend Sirs, hear me. This
person N. N. desires to receive the Upasampada from
the venerable N. N IftheSamgha is ready, let the
Sarngha confer on N. N. the Upasampada ordination
withN. N. asUpajjhaya^ This is the

Let the Sarngha, reverend Sirs, hear me. This
person N. N. desires to receive the Upasampada ordi-
nation from the Venerable N. N. The Sarngha confers
on N. N. the Upasampada ordination with N. N. as
Upajjhaya. Let any one of the venerable brethren who
IS m favour of the Upasampada ordination of N. N. with
N. N. as Upajjhaya. be silent, and any one who is not
in favour of it. speak.'

*And for the second time I thus speak to you: Let the
Sarngha. etc. I as before ).

‘And for the third time I thus speak to you ; Let the
Sarngha, etc.

N. N. has received the Upasampada ordination from
the Sarngha with N. R as Upajjhaya. The Sarngha is

in favour of it. therefore it is silent. Thus I understand."

( S. B. E., XIII, pp. 169-170.
)

Now this is a full exposition of the procedure, and
was quite intelligible to everybody even if he heard of it

for the first time. If Buddha merely copied existing in-
stitutions and usages he might have expressed himself
more briefly. Then, again, the string of regulations laid

down in Mahavagga, IX, 3, also shows that the Buddha
was constructing a whole system of procedure and not
merely copying it from that of a political State. There is

nothing, therefore, in the method of Buddha’s exposition
of the procedure, to show, that it was already current,

and that he merely adopted it for particular kinds of
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cases arising in his organisations. The only other argu-
ment advanced by Mr. Jayaswal in support of his theory',

is the assumption 'that the Buddhist Brotherhood, the
sarhgha, was copied out from the political sarhgha, the
republic, in its constitution.’ But though we may gene-
rally believe that in forming his church, the Buddha was
inspired, to a great extent, by the highly flourishing
democratic States in his neighbourhood, it would be too
much to say that he deliberately copied any one of these
constitutions or accepted anything beyond the general
democratic principles involved in each of them.

It would therefore be risky to accept the detailed
regulaticns of the Buddhist church as applicable to the
procedure adopted by the political assemblies of the great
democraticSta.es. Nevertheless a historian may study
them with profit in order to obtain a general view of the
stage of development attained by the latter. For, when
subjected to a careful analysis, these regulations unfold
to us a number of characteristic features which are so
intimately associated and almost organically connected
with the workings of popular assemblies that it is difficult
nay almost impossible, to believe that their knowledge
was confined to only one sphere of life. They are so
indispensable to the successful working of big assemblies,
that we may accept it as almost certain, that had they
been known in one sphere of life they were sure to be

17 «

r

ass Ki
" be referred by the

weirk
" " 've may be almost sure that the

refer'rffi"" "if business byreferring complicated questions to committees was notunknown to the ancient Indian assemblies, religious or
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political. For this feature is so essentially necessary for

the successful working of an assembly, and its utility so

obvious even to the common mind, that whether it had

originated in the church Oj- in a political assembly, it was

sure to have been copied by the one from the other.

Arguing on similar lines the following important features

of the popular assembly of a democratic State may be

gathered from the regulations relating to procedure laid

down in the Buddhist scriptures.^

( a ) Definite' rules were laid down regarding the

form of moving resolutions in the assembly. { For inst-

ances in Buddhist church cf. Chulla-vagga, IV. 11, 2;

XI. 1. 4 ).

( h ) There was a rule of quorum ( Mahavagga, IX.

3. 2. )

( c ) In case of a difference of opinion, the sense

of the Assembly was determined by the

votes of the majority. There were prescribed methods

for counting the votes, and voting by ballot was not

unknown. ( Chullavagga, IV. 9 ;
IV, 14. 26 ).

id) Complicated matters were referred to the com-

mittees, and if they were unable to come to any decision,

the matter was referred back to the assembly. { Chu-

llavagga, IV. 14- 24 ).

ie) Definite rules seem to have been laid down regar-

ding such matters as votes of absentees ( Mahavagga,

IX. 3. 5-6 ), and subsequent legalisation of acts done

by an illegally constituted assembly ( Chullavagga, XII.

1 .
10 ).

1. Cf. Mr. JayaswaVs article in Modern Review, 1913, p. 664 ff.
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4

The evidence of Greek writers on the Republican ami

Oligarchic States in ancient India.

Next to the Buddhist Literature, the writings of

the Greeks may be looked upon as the most important
source of information regarding the subject under review.

They clearly demonstrate the existence of the non-
monarchical forms of Government, both aristocratic and
democratic, at the end of the fourth century B. C., when
the great Maurya Empire was in the making. Megas-
thenes lived for some time in India and, as a Greek
politician, must be presumed to have possessed definite

knowledge regarding the distinction between aristocratic
and democratic forms of government. We ought not
therefore to hesitate to accept his statement, that ‘most
of the cities in his time adopted the democratic form
of government'

( McCriijdle’s Translation, p. 40). It
ism the light of this remark that we ought to explain
his other statements that “the Maltecorae, Singhae

( and
other tribes

) are free and have no kings" ( Ibid, pp,
143-144 ;,” and also that “those who live near the sea
have no kings"

i /bid. p. 156). Pick, however, denies
that there were republican States in the days of Megas-
thenes. In his opinion, what the Greek author really
meant was simply the fact, that in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of a great kingdom like Magadha. some
towns or small States preserved their independent
existence, and not that their form of government differed
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radically from that of a kingdom.^ I am unable to endorse

Mr. rick' s opinion, as he adduces no reason for the

same, and specially in view of the fact that a Greek

politician is hardly likely to commit mistakes regarding

such familiar institutions as democratic and aristocratic

forms of government. Besides, Megasthenes' account

is corroborated by the statements of other Greek writers.

Thus Arrian tells us that a republic was thrice estab-

lished in India before the time of Sandrocottos.2 It is

true that the Greeks could not possibly have any authen-

tic knowledge of these events, but even a tradition of

this character, current among the Indians, would go a

great way towards proving our point. Then, Arrian

categorically asserts, with reference to the class of officers

called Superintendents, that 'they report everything to the

king where the people have a king and to the magistrates

where the people are self-governed. '3 There can be no

question that here Arrian contrasts the kingdoms with

non-monarchical States.

Again, Quintus Curtius refers to the 'Sabarcae' as ‘a

powerful Indian tribe where the form ot government was

democratic and not r£gal.'4 An idea of the extent and

resources of this democratic State may be formed from the

fact that it possessed an army consisting of 60, OCO foot,

6,000 cavalry and 500 chariots. When Alexander mar-

1. Fick, p. 90.

2. Arrian’s Indika, translated by McCrind'e, p. 203.

3. Ibid,p. 212.

4* McCrindle, p, 252. Diodorus also says of the Sambastai (who

arc identified by some with the Sabarcae) that ‘they dwelt in cities in

which the democratic form of Government prevailed* (Ibid, p. 292).
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ched against them they elected three generals, a fact

quite in keeping with their form of government. It must

also be noted that here the question is not of a c’ty-State,

for we are told that the bank of the Indus was ‘most

thickly studded with their villages/

The Greek writers also prove the existence of States

ruled by oligarchy. Thus Arrian’s Anabasis leaves no

doubt that the city-State of Nysa had an oligarchical form
of government, its governing bodv having consisted of a

President and 300 members of the aristocracy. For we
are told that “when Alexander came to Nysa, the

Nysaians sent out to him their President whose name was
Akouphis, and along with him thirty deputies of their

most eminent citizens.” We further hear that Alexander
'confirmed the inhabitants of Nysa in the enjoyment of
their freedom and their own law.*;: and when he enquired
about their laws he praised them because the government
of their state was in the hands of the aristocracy. He
moreover requested them to send with him 100 of
their best m?n selected from the governing body, which
consisted of three hundred members.”!

Again Arrian remarks: “It was reported that the
country beyond the Hyphasis was exceedingly fertile, and
that the inhabitants were good agriculturists, brave in
war, and living under an excellent system of internal
government; for the multitude was governed by the
aristocracy, who exercised their authority with justice and
moderation.”2 Strabo also records a tradition about the
same country, that there is “an aristocratical form of

1. McCrindle, pp. 79-81. 2. McCrindU, p, I2L . j
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government consisting of five thousand councillors, each

of whom furnishes the state with an elephant."^

The Greek writers also mention various other tribes

such as the Malloi, Oxydrakai, Xathroi, Adraistai, etc.,

who seem to have lived under a non-monarchical cons-

titution, either aristocratic or republican. It is also a

noticeable fact that the majority of the Indian States

with which Alexander came into contact belonged to

this category: It may be safely inferred, therefore,

that in the 4th century B. C. the non-monarchical form

of government was more prevalent in the Punjab than

the monarchical constitution,

5

Discussion about Non-monarchical States in Artha^t^stra.

A fitting commentary to the accounts of the Greek

writers about the non-monarchical States of the 4th

century B. G. is furnished by the Arthasastra, attributed

to Kautilya, the celebrated minister of the founder of

the Maurya Empire.

Kautilya devotes a whole chapter ( Bk. XI, Chapter

I ) on ‘Corporations' and divides them into two

classes :

—

%

1, Megastheaes—lQdica,p. 67.
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Thus the first class consisted of the Kshatriya guilds

which followed trade, agriculture and military pro-

fession. These have already been discussed in connection

with the guilds. It may only be noted here that it

appears from Kautilya’s tenor of writings that they had
sometimes an independent political status.

The other class of corporations was that of the

Lichchhivikas, Vtijikas, Klallakas, Madrakas^ Kukuras
Kurus and PSnchSlas who made use of the epithet of
king {raja)A

The statement that the Lichchhivikas make use of
the epithet of raja is corroborated, as we have seen
above, by the Buddhist literature. The ArthasSstra
merely proves that the Lichchhavis survived the attacks
of AjStasatru and that their democratic constitution
existed at least up to the end of the fourth or the begin-

1 . The word RsyasaMopoiivmofc is one of considerable difficulty.
liajasahda may be compared with such expression as yuvarajaiabda in
e.g., aghuvamsa,III-35 nriyena chakre yuvaraja-sabddbhak' ind tran-
slated as “epithet, or title (including rank ?) of a king.” But the
ordinary meaning of upaj\vinah is hardly suitable here. Thus Shama-
sastry s translation : “The corporations liye by th4 title of a raja”

Apte s Sanskrit Dictionary ‘to make use of is given as one of-'the

nrot f
quoted from Mbh.support of It : tadetad bharalam nama kabibhislupajhyale. This

Tmhtb expressions above. In the passage

he K u U C
® their books from it. It maybe held, therefore that in the present case also the Lichchhivikas not

or the essence of thcir corporate existence
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ning of the third century B. C. I have already

given some account of the constitution of the

Lichchhavis, and it may be presumed that it did not alter

much at the time of Kautilya, and that the constitution

of the other corporations mentioned by him belonged to

the same type. He does not give us much information

on this point but the little that he says is fully compati-

ble with this view of the case.

Thus it is evident from the following passage that

there was a general assembly of the corporation, and that

the executive officers ( called Mukhyas ) were subordinate

to it.

^ ^
; ri^ ^ TT^rfT ^

Him

xfh I rf %CT TTfjTgqiTgl

) I

Here we must presume a general assembly of the cor-

porations, for cannot mean anything but *in the

midst of the assembly.' As the assembly had the right

of hearing complaints against, and punishing, the

^Mukhyas/ they must be held to have been subordinate

to it.

R. Shamasastry has translated the word ^Mukhyas' as

the chief of a corporation (pp. 457, 458). This may be

taken to imply the existance of a supreme chief, but I do

not find any authority for this view. That there were

several *Muhhyas* is quite clear from such expressions as
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(p- 377 ). TtovitS

^ *
' P* 379 ). Mukhyas should

therefore be taken as ‘executive oftkers.’

The members of the assembly weie callad rajas. This

not only follows from the word but also

from such expressions as

Evidently one could be impiisoned or ejected (lit.

thrown away, i. e., probably exiled ) only by the orders of

the assembly. Hence would denote the

members of the assembly, or in other words, each of them

had the epithet or kin«. The democratic nature

of the constitution is well hinted at by Kautilya in the

following passage:

II (p.379)

Thus the was to pursue that course of action

which was approved by the members of ihe J

The list of corporations given above is indeed sugges-

tive. It includes Vrijikas, Lichchhivikas and Mallakas

in the east, :he Kurus and Pairchalas in the centre, the

Madrakas in the north-west and the Kukuras in the

south-west, of Northern India. This shows that at the

beginning of the Maurya period, the whole of Northern

India was studded with these democratic States. That

they possessed considerable power is admitted by Kau-

tilya himself when he says that to a king the acquisi-

tion of the help of corporations is better than the

acquisition of an army, a friend or profits. Kautilya

thus corroborates and supplements the accounts of the

16
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Greek writers whose picture of India* it may be noted,

refers exactly to the same period.

The onward march of imperialism was, however,

destined to make a clean sweep of all . these centres of

corporate political activities, and the way was paved by

the unscrupulous doctrines of the Machiavellian minister

of the founder of the great Maurya empire. The exis-

tence of independent democratic States seemed incompati-

ble with his conception of empire, and the great minister

set himself to the task of undermining their power by

any means, fair or foul.

The Imperialism of Kaufilya and its disastrous Effects

on the Mon-monarchical States,

Anyone who reads the chapter on ‘Sarhgha’ in Kau-
«

tilya’s Arthakstra is sure to be struck with the stern

resolve and the steady and persistent efforts with which

he proceeded to his task. His political insight could not

fail to grasp the cardinal fact that was hinted at by

Gautama Buddha, viz., ‘that the essence of the strength

of a corporation lies in the unity among its members,' and
all his practical statesmanship, and the truly remarkable

power of inventing ingenious devices was employed for

the one end of sowing dissensions among these corpora-

tions. Thus he lays down the cardinal doctrine that

"spies, gaining access to all these corporations and find-

ing out jealousy, hatred and other causes of quarrel

among them, should sow the seeds of a well-planned

dissension among them." The spies employed, and the

ways and means adopted by them, were to be of various

kinds. They should incite mutual hatred by telling one

in secret, -'this man decries you’’; under the guise of
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teachers they should cause mutual enmity on occasions of

disputations about certain points of science, arts, gam-

bling or sports; ‘the fiery spies’ should occasion quarrel

among the leaders of corporations by praising inferior

leaders in taverns and theatres, and all the while the

unblushing autocrat was to secretly help the inferior party

with men and money and set them atainst the superior

party. Nay, more; the Brahmin minister of Chandra-

gupta did not hesitate to recommend the free use of wine
and women to achieve his purpose. Thus, 'on occasions

of any affray{ ) spies under the guise of vint-

ners should, under the plea of the birth of a son, of

marriage or of the death of a man, distribute as toast

( ) hundreds of vessels of liquor adulterated

with the juice of madana plant. Women endowed with
bewitching youth and beauty may be exhibited to excite
love in the minds of the chief of corporations, and then
by causing the woman to go to another person or by
pretending that another person has violently carried her
off. they may bring about quarrel among those who love
that woman

; in the ensuing affray the fiery spies may
kill one of them and declare "Thus has he been killedm consequence of his love." j pass by the other devices
which are suggested to achieve a man’s ruin by alluring
him with feminine beauty, but there is one which is too
remarkable to be left unnoticed. It is suggested that a
mendicant-woman—a spy—should tell a chief who is
ond of his wife, "this (another) chief, proud of his youth,
has sent me to entice your wife secret steps should be
taken against him," The consequence; of course, is
obvious.
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6

The Corporate Spirit, however, survived the

Imperialism of Kaufilya.

It was by these and similar means that Kautilya

sought to achieve his grand ideal, viz., ‘that his master

should live as the only monarch of all the corporations^

(p. 379). The ideal was possibly realised to a great

extent, for we have no positive evidence of the existence

of these mighty corporations during the period of the

Mauryas. The corporate spirit to which they owed

their existence was, however, too deeply rooted in the

soil to die merely at the fiat of an imperial master. With

the downfall of the strong centralised government esta-

blished by the prowess of Chandragupta and the genius

of GhSnakya, the independent political corporations

reared up their heads again, and some of them attained

the highest pitch of greatness and glory. Numismatic

evidences prove that the Yaudheyas, the Malavas, the

Vrishnis, the Arjunayanas. the Audumbaras and the

Kunindas had established their independence during the

century that followed the overthrow of the Maurya

empire. It is true that we no longer hear of the

Lichchhivikas, the Vrijikas, the Kurus and the Panchalas

as forming republican States, but their role is played by

the Malavas, the Yaudheyas, the Arjunayanas and

others. So true is it that the individual dies but the

spirit survives ! It is a remarkable fact that the repub-

lican States in the neighbourhood of Magadha vanish for

ever. One alone, the Lichchhavis, indeed appears again
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in history, but then they lived in Nepal under a naonar-

chical form of government. The theories of Kautilya

thus seem to have been carried into practice with a

completeness that is truly surprising. Political ideas^

however, underwent a great change in the succeeding

period. The ideas which inspired the wr. tings of Kautilya

seemed out of date when India had drunk deeply into im-

perialism for a few centuries. Political schools arose, out-

side the sphere of influence of Kautilya. which evinced as

much solicitude for the welfare, prosperity and continued

existence of thc.'^e republican States as the latter had done

fcr their rum and destiuction. A fair specimen of their
/

writings has been preseived in section 107 of the Santi»

parva of Mahabharata.l

New Political Theories favouring the existeuce of

Non-wonarchical States.

To Mr. K. P. Jayaswal belongs the credit of furni-

shing the right interpretation of the passage and explain-

1. It is difficult to determine, even approximately, the dates of
%

the various portions of the great Epic. In the present case, however,

the task becomes comparatively easier as we have independent inter-

na) evidence to show that this portion of Mahabharata is later in

point of t.me than Kaulilya's chapter on Corporation. It is evident

Irom Paniiji's use of the term, that 'Samgha' was at first used to

denote all corporations. Later on, the term was monopolised by the

Buddhist religious community, and as the coins show, the term ‘gana*

was almost exclusively employed by. the post-Mauryan political cor-

porations Now Kautilya uses only the term Sarhgha to denote corpora-
tion, while'gana' alone is used in section 107 of Santiparva. This seems
to me to give rise to a ^strong presumption in favour of the priority
of the chapter in Arthasaslra to the corresponding one in Mahabha-
rata.

SriryM^4
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ing its bearing upon the republican States of ancient

India. He did not, however, notice that it ushered in a

new epoch of political thought which was a reaction

against that represented by the school of Kautilya. It is

but seldom that we can trace the successive stages in the

evolution of political ideals in ancient India, and the few

instances in which we are in a position to do so become

therefore invested wiih a special degree of in»portance.

In the case of the independent politcal corporations, we

have seen how the great Gautama Buddha looked upon

them with favour <tnd how they flourished in his days.

But the growing imperialism of Magadha could

ill brook their existence, and already in the days of

Gautama Buddha, the minister of Ajatasatru was paving

the way for the ruin and destruction of one of the most

important of them. The unscrupulous ways in which he

sowed the seeds of dissension among the Vajjians are

narrated in detail in the Atthakatha'^ and may be looked

upon as but practical illustration of the views of that

school of politics which found its great exponent in

Kautilya, The theory and practice worked side by side,

with the result that a clean sweep was made of these

political Saihghas with the expansion of the Maurya

Empire. In the home provinces of the Mauryas the

destruction was so complete that we never hear of any

political corporation in ages to come. The spirit, how-

ever, which gave birth to these political corporations was

slow to die. This is proved, first by a new school of

political thought which favoured the growth and develop*

I. Trauslated by Tumour in J. A. S. B., YII, p. 994, f.n
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ment of the political Samghas, and secondly, by the

appearance of a number of them as soon as the strong

hands of the Mauryas were withddrawn.

A Remaricahle Dissertation tn Mahdhharata on Non-

monarchical States and the Conditions of their Welfare.

The section 107 of S"^5ntiparva may be looked upon

as representing this new school of political thought. In

view of the importance of the subject I reproduce the

important passage and add a free translation of the

same.

TpnHi ^ ii^ii

?mT ^ ^ VTTTfT I

^ ii'Oii

qT?Tq: |

mr ^ ^ ?T fk^T VTT^rf Ml£.||

kw —

X

1. The Calcutta Edition has a different reading which docs not
•offer any satisfactory meaning.
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•«({<+)

i

=SJir5mHrq\qTt: II? 5^11

rraT^iM jt-ht: Ji'gmg^a; i

fir^T: Jt^?sirfW3i wra ii?^ii

nwT 15^511: qr: i

o

fTOTTfi Tj'gm’ftJTJi qiTT: ii?8ii

qimra fe ^5 H'gTa§f%ig ii ? a.ii

VTfT?^ ^=gqirt; q^fq?:*; i

qft^srq 5qof?Kig ^Tqqiq^ aireffr: i

V

qqTqq qfqqail!^ fqqqjfT ’T'S^tTUT; II? ail

garq »qT(5N»rgi5?t fqqqfa^ ht^ »??t i

fqq^fira q>r^i^ fqqq^' jqiihqifT: ii ^^^ii

=qrT?i^ftqT^g cR^jjH'fqqqq q i

f^r44>^qti JTwrqT^t qq^ q"!!: men

qTsrq ajTrq q^rqrwiq qr^l feTqiqqrq i

jnqqsq; ast gqfi q^nr =jq lU'^ii

5=51^^ iq^a'q sj^^i: qi’sqiqqr: i

^^T>qTori q’qKqfe S liq?l!

q^t «q‘ qqj: qjqir' fqcrft qq: i

qqqiftqq q’HTq «?:qqTiq ik^ii
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ST Tm: iKT.^i\ wirr? ii?>^ii

^^ ^f%fT iR*iii

f^rTcT^ rlrft^^T I

qfe??: ^TT^: f^n?^ ir^T^ri: ii^ou

^'5^ ^?TT‘. •

STTil ^TT^5T II^-ll

^grWTSrTT vni l-cTl*tT?K WR I

^^TWlirTf W TT^rsT ll = tll

^wnifa I

V X

'5rJ^?d snfHWTSJ^ i^rqTTHaras’irH II ^ = II

aTTrOT ^ ^?3Ii; ffH ?Ig3ITOgT I

n fnr ^T iis^ii

q^T=iT^ fw^s^ fTgftnii>nT: i

fK

f?^TTff TigTrI%^TfTTTtTT7n SJTR ?T^

Yuclhisthira said : “I wish to hear, O the most enlight-

ened one, the course of conduct (§!%{) of the ganas ( 6 );

how the ganas prosper and are not torn by dissensions,

conquer the enemies and acquire allies ( 7 ). The des-

truction of the ganas is primarily caused by dissensions

and, in my opinion, it is very difficult to keep secret the
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counsels of many
( 8 ). So I would like, O oppressor of

enemies . to hear m detail everything
( about them ). and

specia y tell me, O Bharata ! how they may not be torn by
dissensions

( 9 ). Bhishma said : “O king, the best of
Bharatas ! among the ganas, the kulas, and the kings,
ambition and want of toleration lead to hostilities ( 10 ).

For when one is seized with ambition he becomes intoler-
ant and bad spirit is created between two such ( persons )

( 11 ). Mutual troubles are caused by spies, counsels

(^) and military force, the triple method of samafcon-,
cihation ), datui ( gift ) and bheda ( dissension ), and by
means of threatening with the loss of men and money
(12). It is by means of these measures that the ganas,

the essence of whose existence is unity, are torn into

tactions, and being disunited and dispirited, succumb to

the enemy through fear ( 13 ). Disunion brings ruin

upon the ganas; disunited, they fall an easy prey to the

enemies; so they should always put forth their efforts in

unison ( 14 ). Money can be acquired if the ganasl

combine their strength and efforts; and when they live in

unity external powers also make alliance with them ( 15 ).

Wise men praise those who are willing to listen to each

^

other s advice; those who give up selfish interests acquire

happiness in all respects ( 16 ). The best of ganas
becomes prosperous by appointing pious men, by laying

down rules for the administration according to sastras,

by observing them properly ( 17 ), by chastising ( even )

sons and brothers, by always instructing them, and by

1. It is doubtful whether the unity recommended is that of
several ganas, in the nature of a confederation, or merely the unity of
the members of a single gana.
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accepting them when they arc rendered submissive < to

authorities ) (18). Prospeious, again, are those ganas

that always devote their attention to the organisation of

spies and counsels and the accumulation of treasure <19l.

O king ! the ganas that pay due respect to the wise,

the valorous, the active, and the man of steady efforts

in business, acquire prosperity (20). The ganas that are

strong in resources, brave, expert in the use of arms and

well-versed in the sastrcis rescue the bewildered in times

of grave danger (21). O the best of Bharatas ! anger,

dissension, fear, chastisement, causing torture and

punishment, and lastly murder, immediately bring the

ganas within the clutches of the enemy (22). So the gaiia

leaders should be respected, as the worldly

affairs
( of the ganas ) depend to a great extent upon

them, O king ! (23). O oppressor of enemies ! ihe spy

( deparment )
and the secrecy of counsels ( should be

left
) to the chiefs, for it is not fit that the entire body

of the gana should hear those secret matters (24). The
chiefs of gana should carry out together, in secret, works

leading to the prosperity of the gana (25). otherwise!

the wealth of the gana decays and it meets with danger

(26), If, disunited, every one severally tries to act up to

his own capacity, they are to be at once checked, chiefly

by the learned (27), Quarrels in families, ignored by
the old men of the family, destroy the'gotras* and thereby
create dissension among the ganas (28). It is the internal

danger O R3jan I that is chiefly to be guarded against.

1. lam unable to explain the phrase ‘Prithagganasya bhinna-

sya bitatasya’ occurring in this connection in the text.
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the external danger is not of much importance, but the

infernal danger immediatcK'' saps the very foundation

(29). Ifthiough sudden anger, passion, or natural am-
bition, ( the members

) do not speak to one another,

although similar in caste and family,—that is a suie sign

of defeat { 30-31 ). The ganas are torn asunder by the

enemies, not by exertion, intellect or tempting them
with beauty, but by creating dissensions and offering

bribes
;

it is said that unity is the chief refuge of the

ganas (31-32).

EsseJKC of the Teachiugs of the New School

The new school thus apprais lo possess genuine

sympathy for the political corporations. The comrast

with the school of Kautilya is indeed a striking one..

Instead of suggesting dubious <levices by which ruin

may be brought upon the 'ganas', it offers healih>

recommendations for avoiding those pitfalls and dangers

to which they are peculiarly liable. It is never tiied of

drawing particular
,
attention to the evil consequerces

of disunion and dissensions which have been the eternal

danger of this popular form of government, and recom-

mends forbearance and toleration as proper remedies

against them. Another drawback in the popular system was

the difficultv of maintaining secreev in counsel. In older

to remove this defect they suggest the formation of some-

thing like a small cabinet w'hich alone would deal with

matters requiring secret deliberation. We can very well

believe that this suggestion was based upon actual ex-

amples and that the more important of the existing

*ganas' already possessed this cabinet system of govern-

ment. Among other things, the establishment of a good
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system of laws and their strict enforcement, impartial

administration of justice to all, including sons and

brothers, organisation of the spy system, gradual accu-

mulation of funds in the treasury, and proper respect to

the more important persons—these are looked upon as

tending to the prosperity of the ‘ganas.’ In general, the

internal danger is looked upon as more serious than the

external one, and it was generally believed that if there

were no dissensions within, they were a match for any
<^owerfuI enemy. This idea, ft will be remembered, is

as old as the time of Gautama Buddha, and was beauti-

fully illustrated in the case of Ajatasatru’s conquest of

Vaisali. Even such a powerful king as Ajatasatru did

not venture to attack the Vajjians till he had sent his

minister as a spy and created mutual distrust and dissen-
sions among them by his agency. The new political

school seems also to recommend a close unity among the
different ganas. It was probably hoped that such con-
federation of ganas would be in a belter position to fight
against their powerful enemies.

Other passages in Mahabharata show equal solicitude

for the prosperity of political gana or sariigha. The old
legend of Viisudeva and Narada’ recited to Yudhishthira
by Bhishma (S antiparva, Ch. 81 ) is an instance to the
point. VSsudeva relates to Narada the difficulties that
have arisen in the affairs of the confederacy fsarhgha)
composed of the Andhakas, Vrishnis, Kukuras and
Bhojas. The principal difficulty seems to have been the
division of the leading men into a number of irreconcile-
able groups accompanied by mutual animosity and
recriminations. NSrada tells Krishna in xep\y that the
real remedy does not consist in violent measures but in a
policy oi conciliation:
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The idea is further developed in reply to Krishna’s

question about the *—

‘‘arajJTs^T^ «ri?t‘ i

gairgnfii^T =5 ai^?r?5n?rejf ii

qsqimisn^ qrtfji ’q
i

a' 1^5 9rrq aurgt^ ^ u

qrfg^iajT i

11^?

5^)’ HRapiirsf

^a' HK q’ffa ma
^rfi^ii %aiq i

gsiT cqi intg ip.a.

The last verse clearly refers to the constitution as a

Saingha. We get some details of it in Sabh3parva, Ch.

14. We are told that it consisted of 18 kulas and 18,000

brethren, i.e., probably adult male members. Reference

is also made to Bhoja-rajanya-briddhas^ and this seems

to imply that there was an Executive Council of which

these were members. In the passage quoted above,

Krishna, the leader of the Saihgha, is asked to appease all

parties by tactful management. It it emphasised that

1 Cf. Sabhaparva, Ch. XIV, verses 25, 32, 55, and 66.
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‘disunion’ is the root cause of the ruin of the

and Krishna is specially reminded to beware of it. The
use of the word Sariig/ia'denotes that the episode is really

a piece of
^ Bhisma describes it

to be.

Revival of Non-mouarcl/ical States.

As the School of Kautilya brought ruin upon the poli-

tical Sarhghas, it is but natural that the new school of

political thought should be accompanied by their revival.

The Mahabh3rata itself refers to quite a number of non-
monarchical clans such as the Kir5tas, the Daradas, the

Audumbaras, the P5radas. the Bahlikas, the Sibis. the
Trigarttas, the Yaudheyas, the Kekayas, the Ambashthas,
the Kshudrakas, the Malavas, the Paundras, the Ah^as
and the Vahgasl They are called henimanta and sastra-

dharin,^ and these phrases may be compared to the
Kshatriya-ireni of Kautilya and the ^Jyudha-jivi-saugha of
Panmi, to which, it may be noted, one of the above
tribes, VIZ,, the Yaudheyas, is expressly declared to
belong. As to the Bahlikas, we are told elsewhere in
Mahabharata,3 that ‘the Bahlika heroes were all rajas/
This again reminds us of the phrase raja-Sabd-opajivi in
Kautilya’s Arthalastra, to which reference has been
made above, as well as of the fact, mentioned in the Jata-
kas, that the Lichchhavis were all called rajas. Refe-
rence is also made to other tribal organisations, such as

narttas, Kalakutas, Kulindas4 etc., although there is no
express mention of their form of government.

1

3

4

Ibid, Ch. LII., verses 13-16.
2CXX1V, verse 13.

sura rajanah sarvva eva te.**
Ch.XXVI. 21-4.

_
2 Ibid.t verse 17.

Bohlikos^ch— Spore
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It is difficult to assign these tribal States to any defi-

nite historical period simply on the authority of Maha-

bharata. But here the numismatic evidence comes

to our help and definitely proves the existence of a

number of political SuAghas, including a good many

of those mentioned above,shortly after the downfall of

the Maurya empire. A short historical note on

each of these is given below.

A few Typical Non-monarchical States.

1. The Yaudheyas :—As already noticed above,

they formed an Panini.

Our knowledge about them is derived from coins and

inscriptions. The earliest class of their coins dates,

according to Cunningham, 1 from about the first century

B. C. Rapson^ agrees with him and refers them to

about 100 B.C.. and V. A. Smith^ is of the same opinion.

The legend on the coin is ‘'Yaiidheyana and this

has been changed into the next class of coins as

’'Yaudheya-ganasya jaya” An idea of the power and

resources of the Yaudheyas may be formed from the

phrase in the Girnar Inscription,

I “of the Yaudheyas

rendered proud by having manifested their

title of heroes among all Kshatriyas."^ Such praises,

coming from an enemy, are indeed of great significance

2. R. Ic. p. 15.

4. Ep. Ind. VIII. pp. 44-47.
1. C. A. I. p. 76.

3. V. Cat., p. 165.
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and lend some weight to the claim of the Yaudheyas them-

selves ‘that they possessed the secret charm of winning

victories.’! RudradSman boasts in the Girnar Inscri-

ption of 'having rooted out the Yaudheyas,’ but coins

and inscriptions prove that they survived the shock

and existed as a powerful political factor down at least

to the end of the fourth century A. D. The name of

the- Yaudheyas occurs in the Allahabad Pillar Inscrip-

tion of Samudragupta as one of the tribes that “gave
all kinds of taxes, obeyed orders and performed obeis-

ances to the great Gupta Emperor. 2 But it is quite
clear from the context of the inscription that the State

of the Yaudheyas did not form part of the territory

directly administered by the Guptas, but was some-
thing like a frontier kingdom owing allegiance and
paying taxes to them.3

The locality under the sway of the Yaudheyas may be
determined from their coins and inscriptions. One of
their inscriptions was found at Bijayagadh in the old Bha-
ratpur State and their clay seals were found at Sonait near
Ludhiana. Their coins were found at Behat near Shaha-
ranpur,4 “to the west of the Satlej. in Depalpur, Satgarha.
Ajudhan. Kahror. and Multan, and to the eastward in
Bhatner, Abhor, Sirsa, Hansi. Panipat and Sonpat."’5 The

1. This appears from the legend on a large clay seal discovered
by Mr. Stephen near Ludhiana ( Proc. A. S. B.. 1884. pp. 138-9)
xodheyanaih Jayamantradharanam.*

2. C. L I. HI, p. U.
3. Fleet hed some doubts ou this point ( /i/rf. note 1 ) but see

Sylvain Levi-Le Nepal, Vol. 11. pp. II5-I6.

4. Prinsep-S Essays, pi. IV, H-12. 5 c. a t „
17

'-A.l.,p. 77.
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coins of the Yaudheyas are generally found in the Eastern

Punjab and all over the country between Sutlej and

Jumna rivers. Two large finds were made at Sonpath

between Delhi and Karnal,! four coins were obtained in

the Kangra District, 2 and a great many at a place called

Jogadheri in the Eastern Punjab.^ The evidence of the

find-spots of coins regarding the locality of the tribe that

issued them is not entirely satisfactory. Still we may
regard the find-spots of coins as roughly indicating the

territories of the ruling tribe, if the conclusion is not

against general probability nor contradicted by proved

facts. In the present case the find-spots of coins, joined

to the evidence of clay seals and inscriptions, seem to

indicate that the Yaudheya territory comprised an area

that may be roughly defined as being bounded on the

west by a line from Bahawalpur along the Sutlej and the

Beas up to Kangra, on the north-east by a straight line

drawn from Kangra to Shaharanpur, on the east by a line

drawn from Shaharanpur via Panipath and Sonpath to

Bharatpur, and on the south by a line drawn from

Bahawalpur via Suratgarh, Bhatner and Sirsa, to

Bharatpur.

It may be noted that the location of the Yaudheyas in

this area is in entire agreement with the position assigned

to them in the Allahabad Pillar Inscription, between the

Madras on the one hand and the Malavas and ArjunSya-

nas on the other. It must not of course be at once in-

ferred that throughout the period of their political exist-

1. Ibid, p. 76.

3. V. Cat., p. 165.

2. Ibidy p. 79.
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ence the Yaudheyas exercised sway over this vast extent

of territory. The area probably represents the greatest

extension of their power.

II. The Malavas.—-According to the interpretation

of Sir R. G. Bhandarkar, Panini refers to the Malavas as
«

living by the profession of arms in the Punjab. i They
may be identical with the Malloi tribe conquered by
Alexander, About six thousand coins of the Malavas
were discovered at an ancient site near the modern town
of Nsgar, situated within the territory of the Raja of

UniySra, who was a tributary of the Maharaja of Jaipur.

“

The coins have the legends "Mslavahna jaya," “Mala-
vanarh jaya” and “Malava ganasya jaya.” Some of the
coins bear names like Mapaya, Majupa, Magajasa, etc.,

which are generally taken as the names of chiefs of the
Mslava tribe. It is not known with certainty whether
the Malavas who issued these coins were identical with
or allied to the tribe of the same namp in the Punjab
mentioned by Panini.

There is some difference of opinion regarding the
antiquity of these coins. *Both Carlleyle and Cunning-
hams referred the earliest of these coins to about 250
B. G., but Rapson and V. Smith bring this limit lower
down to 150 B. C.4 The latter view seems to be incon-
testable so far at least as the published coins are concer-
ned. for it is certain that none of them contains legends of
so early a date as the Asokan period.

I. I. A., 1913. p. 200.

3. /Wrf.p, 182.

2. Arch. Sur., Rep. VI ,p. 162.

4. V. Cat., p. 162 .
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Ushavadata» the son-in-law of Nahapana, boasts in

one of his NSsik Inscriptions^ of having defeated the

Malayas. Numerous West Indian Inscriptions prove that

‘ya* and *va are often interchanged in Prakrit, Hence

it has been conjectured that the Malayas are identical

with the Malavas.^ In the present instance the circu-

mstance that Ushavadata went to the Pushkara lakes,

after his victory over the MSlayas, lends considerable

weight to the proposed identity, for the lakes are quite

near to Nagara, the settlement of the Malavas as deter-

mined from their coins.

Ushavadata says in his inscription : “And by the

order of the lord I went to relieve the chief of the Utta-

mabhadras who was besieged for the rainy season by the

Malayas, and the Malayas fled, as it were, at the sound

( of my approach ), and were made prisoners by the

Uttamabhadras."^ It thus appears that like the Yaudhe-

yas. the Malavas too were at enmity with the Scythian

hordes that invaded their neighbouring country at the

end of the first century A. D. and established a princi-

pality under their leader Nahapana. It might be naturally

supposed that NahapSna was the aggressor, but the re-

verse seems to be the case as the Malayas attacked the

Uttamabhadras, probably a feudatory tribe of Naha-

pana, before their side was taken up by the Scythian

chief.

Several expressions, used to denote dates in the

Vikrama Samvat in later inscriptions, seem to throw some

1. LudNo. 1131

2., Bombay Gazeteer, I, p. 28 ; Rapson—Andhra Coins, p. Ivi.

3. Ep. Ind., Vol, VIII, p. 79.
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light on the history of the Malavas. These expressions

are :

( 1 ) irofesar'

(2) *Trsra»n!r%f^3iTfi-

(
3 )

Dr. Thomas and Dr. Sir R. G. Bhandarkar^ take

the word ‘gana in the sense of a "corporation*’ and infer

from the above expressions that the era of 58 B. C. dates

from ‘the foundation of the tribal independence of the

Malavas,’ or, as the latter would specify it still more,

the formation of the M Slavas as a ga^a or body corpo-

rate," Dr. Fleets and Professor D. R. Bhandarkar®
on the other hand look upon the expressions as simply

denoting the fact that the era was handed down by the

Malava tribe or was in use among them.

I am inclined to accept the contention of Dr,
Thomas and Dr. Sir R. G. Bhandarkar that the word
gana* denotes a corporation, but I am unable to endorse
their views about the origin of the era. There is at least
nothing in the expressions themselves to support the
theory. The only safe conclusion seems to be that as the
Malavas gave their name to the province where they
ultimately settled, the era which they used derived its

^

1 c. I 1.. HI. pp. 83, 87. 2
. pp. 154, 158 .

3- Ind. Ant., 1913, p. 161. 4- Ibid, p. 199.
5. For the long discussion on this point between Dr. Fleet and

Dr. Thomas, see}, R. A. S.. 1914, pp, 413-14, 745-47, 1010-1013 ; T
R- A. S., 1915, pp. 138-ff . 502.ff.

6. I. A., 1913, p. 162.
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name from them, leaving undecided, for the present, the

question whether the era owed its origin to them or not.

The Malavas were an important political factor till at

least the 4th century A. D. They were defeated by

Samudragupta and occupied the same rank in the Gupta

Empire as the Yaudheyas.

in. The Arjunayanas .—A few coins have been dis-

covered bearing the legend “Arjunayanana.^ These

coins may be referred to the first century B. C.l The

find-spots of the coins are not recorded.

The Arjunayanas are well known from the Allahabad

Pillar inscription of Samudragupta. They were defeated

by the Gupta Emperor and occupied the same rank as the

Yaudheyas and the Malavas.

,

The locality of this tribe is difficult to determine in

the absence of any record of the find-spots of their coins.

The only clue is obtained by the collocation of names in the

Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta, It has

been surmised that as the portion of the inscription is

written in prose, and the author was not guided by the

exigencies of metre, the enumeration of the frontier king-

doms was made in the order of geographical position*"

This is certainly the case with the Malavas, the Yau-

dheyas and the Madras, and the conjecture is not unjus-

tified that similar might be the case with the remaining

member of the compound ''Mdlav-Arjunayana-Yaudheya-

h/fadra^a/* If this be so, the ArjunSyanas would have

to be placed between the Malavas and the Yaudheyas,.

1. R. Ic. p. 11.

2. J. K. A. S, 1897, p. 886; C. A. I-, p. 00.
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and we must look about for their locality between Bha-

ratpur and Nagar. Mr. V. Smith* places the ArjunS-

yanas in the tract corresponding to modern Bharatpur

and Alwar States. This, however, does not agree

with the Bijayagadh Stone Inscription, according to

which the Yaudheyas must have pushed to the southern

portion of Bharatpur State, not to say of Alwar which

lies further north.

IV, The Audumbaras .—The Audumbaras and their

country are mentioned in Panini. In later period,

coins are almost our only source of information about

them. These coins may be divided into three classes :

(1) Those which simply bear the tribal name
"odumbara.^

(2) Those which have the name of a king as well

as the tribal designation.

(3) Those which bear the name of the king without

the tribal designation.

These coins have been referred on palaeographical

grounds to the first century B.C. by Mr. R.D. Banerji.2

This fully agrees with the conclusion of Rapson who
refers them to about lOO B.C.^ The beginning of the
first century B.C. may therefore be accepted as the date
of these coins.

The coins described by Cunningham were found in
the Northern Punjab beyond Lahore, one in a field
near Jw5l5mukhi and several in the Pathankot District.4

1. J. K. A. S.. 1897. p. 886.

2. J. A. S. B.. 1914. p. 249.

4. C, A. I., p. 66.

3. R. Ic., p. 11.
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The hoard of 363 coins described by Mr. R. D.
Benerji was found in the village of Irippal in the Dehra
Tahsil. Kangra District. Punjab.l These coins are also
found on the Manaswal plateau, Hoshiarpur District 2

The coins thus cover an area bounded by Ravi on the
north and west, Kangra on the south and Kullu on the
east. This may be accepted as the locality of the
Audumbaras, specially as L fully agrees with the account
of Brihat-Sarhhita, MSrkandeya Purana and Vishnu Purana,
in which the Audumbaras are coupled with the Kapis-
thalaSj Traigarttas and Kulindas, (Kapisthalas have been
identified with the modern Kaithals living south of

Ambala, the early home of the Trigarttas was near Kan-
gra, and Kulindas or Kunindas occupied both banks
of the Sutlej. )

V. The Kunindas '.Some coins bear only the tribal

name Kuninda, but others bear the tribal designation

as well as the name of a king. There are also other

varieties which need not be discussed here. It is

generally admitted that the former class is the earlier of
the two.3 Cunningham refers the latter class to about
150 B.C.4 while Rapson fixes their date at about 100
B.C.® The earlier coins may therefore be referred to

the second century B.C,

•
^ were found in an area

that may be roughly defined as being bounded on the

east by the Ganges, on the south and south-west

1. J. A. S. B. 1914, p. 247,

2. V. Cat., p. 161 3. C. A. L,p. 71.

4. Arch. Sur. Rep., XIV, p. 134. 5. R. Ic, p. 12.
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#

by a line joining Hastinapur, Shaharanpur,

and Ambala, on the. north and north-east

by the slopes of the HimSlayas and on the north-west by

aline joining Ambala to the Himalaya slopesJ This

area may be safely laid down as th^ boundary of the

Kuninda territory, for the evidence of the coins is suppo-

rted in this case by the independent testimony of Ptole-

my, in whose work *Kulindrine’ means the whole of the

upper tract between the Bias river and the Ganges.

That the Kunindas or the Kulindas lived near mountain

slopes also appears from the epithet 'Kulindopatyfcas in

the Vishnu PurSna meaning “The Kulindas along the

foot of the hills."

V^. The Vrishwts—A single coin has preserved the

name of the Vrishni corporation. The legend on it was
first read by Cunningham^ as “Vfis/ini Rajd-jilaganasya

hhuhharasya/* When I first examined the legend on
Cunningham's plate it appeared to me that 'bhubharasya'

might well be *Tratarasya.' I found afterwards that

similar correction was suggested by Eergny and accepted
byRapson.3 Bergny has read the legend as. "Vrishnir-

{d]jaj^a-ganasyci tr{a)tarasyaj’ Rajaj^a, as suggested by
Bergny and Rapson, is equivalent to 'Kshatriya.’ The
coin was thus issued by the corporation of the Vrishni
Kshatriyas.

!• For details of the find-spot, of* Prinsep’s Essays, Vol. I, pp,
84, 204; p. 71; Arch. Sur. Rep, XIV, pp- 134-138.

2. C. A. I., p. 70.pl. IV.

3. J. R. A. S., 1900, pp. 416, 420.
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Vrishni as the name of a tribe occurs in Harsha-
charital

, while Kautilya^ refers to the ‘Vrishni Samgha,
or the corporation of the Vrishnis. (These however
most probably refer to the classic tribe to which Krishna
belonged).

The coins xn^ be referred.on palaeographical grounds,
to the first or second century B.C.

VII. The Sibis. 'In 1872 Mr. Carlleyle discovered
the ruins of an ancient city called Tambavati Nagari, 11

miles north of Chitore. He found some very ancient

coins which he has described in Arch. Surv. Rep., VI,

p. 200. That the place was very ancient appears quite

clearly from the fact that about 117 punch-marked coins

of the most ancient type were found there. More inte-

resting, however, is a class of coins bearing the legend

according to Cunningham).

One of the recognised meanings of the word
pada’ is ‘community'.^ It is used in this sense tn Yajna-

valkya I. 361.

sri’Jl'R
I

TTSIT fsi^ pfsT ll”
> V

The legend may therefore be translated as “of the

Sibi community of Majhamika.” Ysjnavalkya contem-

plates the case of a “janapada" under a king, but the issue

of coins by the Sibi community shows that it formed an

independent political corporation.

1. Transl. by Cowell, p. 193.

2. Arthasaslra p. 11.

3. St. Petersburgh Dictionary, sub voce.
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The coins show that the Sibis belonged to Madhya-

mika. Patanjali refers to this city as having been besie-

ged by the Greeks, and ‘Madhyamikayas* as the name of

a people occurs in Mahsbharata and Brihat-Samhita. The

identity of this Madhyamika with TambSvati Nagari

seems very probable on the evidence of the coins. It is

true that specimens of this class of coins were also ob-

tained by Stacy at Chitore.^ But Stacy says he purchased

them at Chitoregadh and we learn from Carlleyle that

ancient coins were brought to Chitore by the peasants or

cultivators from some other place in the surrounding

country.2 It is doubtful, therefore, whether Stacy’s coins,

and the one found by Mr. Carlleyle at Chitore, really

belonged to that place. But there is no doubt that this

class of coins was found at Tambavati NSgari as Carlleyle

himself collected them from the ruins of that place.^

Besides, the antiquity of the place is established by the

punch-marked coins found in its ruins.

The coins of the Sihi may be referred on palaeogra-

phical grounds to the first or second centurv B.C.

These detailed historical notes prove the statement I

have already made, viz., that within a century after the

downfall of the Maurya Empire we witness a number of

non-monarchical States or political corporations in India4 ,

such as those of the Yaudheyas, the Malavas, the Arju-

1. Prinsep’s Essays, T. p. 112. 2. Arch. Sur., Rep., VT, p. 207.
a. Cf. also Arch. Sur. Rep. 1915- 16, p. 15.

4. This IS also proved by the passage in Avadanasataka referred
to above on p. 216. The book was composed about the first century
B.C. and may be held therefore to have reflected the poUtidal condi-
tion of India after the downfall of the Maurya empire.
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nayanas, the Audumbaras. the Kunindas. the Vrishnis• * •

and the Sibis. The very fact that coins were issued in

the name of the tribe and not by a king, and further that

in some cases the word ‘gana* is used along with the

tribal name, leave no doubt on the point. The real sig-

nificance of the tribal name on the legend is clearly

demonstrated by the early coins of the Audumbaras and
the Kunindas, the later classes of which bear the name of

a king. They evidently show a transition from the

democratic to a monarchical State. The second class of

the Audumbara coins described on p.263 probably shows

-an intermediate stage, viz., a compromise between the

democratic feeling and the rising pretensions of a monar-
chy

; hence probably the scrupulousness with

which the name of the tribe is always associated

with that of the king. Later on, however, * we
find the complete triumph of the monarchy, and

the tribal designation is altogether omitted in the

legends. The case of the 'Sibi’ probably illustrates the

political corporation of a city-state like that of Nysa

described by the Greek writers ( see ante, p. 237).

Causes of the final Destruction of the

Non-monarchical States.

We have seen that some of these political corpora-

tions possessed great power and resources and extended

their sway over a vast stretch of territory. The Yaudhe-

yas established their reputation as a great political power

and ruled over a considerable portion of the Punjab.

The Malavas. too, were important enough to have given

their name to a vast province. Both these nations again

stood as bulwarks agiinst the intrusion of the foreign
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invaders, the Scythian Satraps. The struggle was pro-

bably of long duration, for wc have seen that the

Malavas fought against the forces of Nahapana and the

Yaudheyas, those of Rudradaman. In both the ins-

tances the foreigners gained the victory. It is probable

that the other political corporations also had to face

these foreign invasions and met with similar fate. The
decline of these corporations and the transition of

some of them into a monarchical State may be safely

ascribed to these causes. Foi; it is only too well known
how in times of national calamity, a successful

adventurer may grasp the power that belonged to all,

and gradually establish his own individual sway over the

State. The rise of the Gupta power is another factor to

be reckoned with. VVe have seen, how from the days

of Ajatasatru, the empire-builders tried their best to

extirpate these political corporations. The Gupta
emperors did not form anv exception to the rule, for the

Allahabad Pillar Inscription informs us that the mighty
^corporations like those of the Yaudheyas. the Malavas,
and the Arjunayanas had to pay taxes and make obeisance
to the great emperor Samudragupta.

Thus the two factors, invasion from without and the
growth of empires witihin. account for the decline and
downfall of these political corporations. They have been
exposed to these trials, from the days of Alexander on
the one hand, and Ajatasatru on the other. But still

they continued to form a distinctive political factor in
the country down to the time of the Guptas. During
this period the political theorists were divided in their
opinion about them. The upholders of Imperialism
advocated their destruction and suggested means for
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the same, while the other class had a sympathetic

attitude towards them and laid down principles by

which they could thrive and prosper. From the fifth

century onwards they ceased to be important

factors in Indian politics. No instance of their

existence is known to history, and the political

theorists ignore them altogether. No trace of them is to

be found in the Purinas or Dharmas3stras to which

monarchy seems to be the only conceivable form of

government. Even a professedly political writer, like

the author of Sukraniti, has not a word to say about

them. Gradually things have come to such a pass that

it requires great effort to believe, even when sufficient

evidence is forthcoming, that institutions, which we are

accustomed to look upon as of western origin, had also

flourished in India long long ago.

I

%

0



CHAPTER IV

CORPORATE ACTIVITIES IN RELIGIOUS LIFE

I

RELIGIOUS CORPORATIONS IN PRE-BUDDHIST PERIOD.

It is now a matter of general knowledge that the
followers of Gautama Buddha evolved a religious corpo-
ration, which is one of the most perfect ever witnessed
in any age or country. As the matter now stands, the
organisation is liable to be looked upon as unique in the
history of India, but there are grounds for the belief that
like the religion of which it was an external symbol, its
roots lay deep in the soil of India.

The ‘ascetic’ is a familiar figure in ancient Indian
history. The ‘houseless state’ is laid down as a regular
state of hfg with distinct rules and regulations, and
although every one as a matter of fact did not pass
trough all the stages laid down in the lastrus, there can

scarcely any doubt that many of them actually did so.We hear so frequently about a number of them living

I- C/. Ga., Ch. Ill, Ap., II. 9. ZI. 23.
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together in dhamas that it is impossible not to look upon
it as an actual factor in ancient Indian life.l

The Buddhist texts themselves furnish evidence for

the existence of these collective bodies of ascetics. Thus
we read in Vinaya Pitaka^ that at the time of Gautama
Buddha there lived in Uruvela three Jatilas, viz.^ Uru-

vela Kassapa, Nadi Kassapa and Gaya Kassapa who were

leaders, respectively, of five hundred, three hundred and

t'vo hundred Jatilas. There can be scarcely any doubt

that the Jatilas were Brahmanical Vdnaprasthas 3 Again

we read in the same canonical texts that Sanjaya was

leader of two hundred and fifty Paribrajakas at R5ja-

griha.4 There are, besides, frequent references to Nir-

granthas and Ajivikas.

These evidences leave no doubt that long before

Buddha’s time, large numbers of ascetics used to live

together under some sort of organisation. That their

organisation was guided by definite rules and regulations

appears quite clearly from the injunctions in the Dharma-

sutras, and the fact that the Buddhist SaThgha derived

from it some of their characteristic laws and usages.

1. Tradition such as is recorded in the opening varses of Maha-

bharata refers to the collected body of these ascetics living together.

Thus we read of the great assembly of the ascetics in Naftnisharanya

(Mbh:, I. 1, 9) where Saunaka was the *Kulapati.' The term Kulapati

is explained as ‘one who maintains ten thousand* (Mbh., 1. 1. and

the commentary of Nllakantha).

2. S. B. E., XIIL 118.

4. S. B. E., XIII. 144, 148.

3. Ibid, f. n. 1.
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Thus the ‘uposatha ceremony^ and the ‘Retreat during

the rainy season,’ two characteristic symbols of corporate

life of the Buddhist monks,, were already current among
the ascetic orders in India in the days of Buddha, and the

latter instituted them in his own Sarhgha in imitation of

these orders.

2

The Buddhist Saihgha, the most Advanced type of
Religious Corporations in Ancient India

It may thus be held that religious corporations were
already a well-known factor of Indian society in Buddha’s
time, and that the celebrated Sa7iig/iti of the latter was
not a new creation but merely a development upon the
existing institutions. Sufficient materials are not at

present available for the study of the latter. The corpo-
rate activities of the ancient Indians in religious life will

therefore be best understood by a detailed account of the
Buddhist Safhgha which was undoubtedly the most deve-
loped type of the religious corporations in ancient India.

I propose to study the organisation of the Buddhist
church under the following heads :

1. Membership.

2. Life in the Church.

3. Organisation.

4. Characteristic ceremonies having corporate
character.

1. The general assembly of the ascetics, on particular days, to
recjte Dhaimma* For particulars see below«

2. S. B. E„ XIII. 239. 298 ; cf. also Ga., 111. 13, and C.V., X. 3.
18
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2

The Membership of the Buddhist Church

The membership of the Buddhist church was open to

all irrespective of any class or caste distinctions. The
life of an ascetic is prescribed for all the higher classes in

the Brahmanical books, but there is nothing to show that

the lowest classes, the Sudras, had any right to it.

Although the Buddha did not therefore introduce any

radical innovation in this respect, he certainly carried the

principle a step further by including the Sudras within

his Church.^

There were, however, exceptions to the general prin-

ciple and the following classes of persons were excluded

from the membership of the Church^ :

—

( 1 ) One affected with the five diseases, viz.,-

leprosy, boils, dry leprosy, consumption and fits ( M. V.,

1. 39). (2) One who is in the royal service (M. V,, 1-

40). (3) A proclaimed robber (M. V., 1. 43), or one who

has broken out of jail (M. V., 1.42), or wears the em-

blems of his deeds (M. V., 1. 41). (4) One who has been

punished by scourging (M. V., 1. 44), or branding (M.

V., 1. 45). (5f A debtor (M. V., 1. 46), (6) A slave

(M. V., 1. 47). (7) One under fifteen years of age

1. For Buddhist views on this subject see the texts quoted in the

next chapter. Oj. also Fick, p. 39 ff

2. The reasons for the exclusion are stated in detail in the can*

onical texts. Cf. the references given against each of the disquali-

fications.
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(M. V., 1.50iL (8) A eunuch (M.V. 1. 61). (9) One

deformed in person, or any of whose limbs was cut off

fM. V. 1. 7ll.

The twofold ordinations

A person who did not fall under any of the above

categories^ could be initiated into the Buddhist church

by pabbdjja and upasampada ordinations.^ The oldest

form of the ordination was quite simple. Those who
desired it approached the Buddha and he conferred on

them the pabbajj^ and upasampada ordinations by the

formula : “Come. O Bhikkhu, well taught is the doctrine:

lead a holy life for the sake of the complete extinction

of suffering." (M. V., 1. 6.32), As the sa'ihgha grew
larger, the Buddha authorised the Bhikkhus to initiate

new members. The form of ordination was also changed
a great deal. The person who desired to receive

the ordination had his hair and beard cut off. He then
put on yellow robes, adjusted his upper robe so as to
cover one shoulder, saluted the feet cfthe Bhikkhus
with his head and sat down squatting. He then thrice
pronounced the formula ; “I take my refuge in the

1. This refers to pabbajja ordination in general, although it
could be conferred on cow-keeper boys even under fifteen years of
age (M. V, I. 51), The upasampada ordination could not be con-
ferred on anybody under twenty years of age (M.V.I. 49).

2. It must be remembered that these rules and exceptions were
only gradually introduced and did not affect the first converts.

3. Pabbajja was the lower forni of ordination. It simply denot-
ed that the person is in a houseless state. The entry into the Budd-
n>st Order was soIemnUed by the upasampada ordination.
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Buddha, I take my refuge in the Dhamma, I take my
refuge in the Sarhgha.’*

r

The Upasampada ordination

A new form was substituted at a later date for the

upasampada ordination. The Upajjh^yd^ , from whom

the new convert

—

Saddhiviharika—received the ordina-

tion, played the most important part in the system.

Re must be a learned competent Bhikkhu who has

completed ten years since his upasampada. The proce-

dure of choosing an Upajjhdya is laid down as follows :

—

“Let him ( who is going to choose an Upajjhdya )

adjust his upper robe so as to cover one shoulder,

salute the feet ( of the intended Upajjhdya ), sit down

squatting, raise his joined hands, and say (thrice) :

“Venerable sir, be my Upajjhaya.^’ (If the other answer)

“Well,” or, “Certainly," or, “Good," or, “All right,"

or, “Carry on (your work) with friendliness (towards

me)," or should he express this by gesture (lit. by his

body), or by word, or by gesture and word, then the

Upajjhdya has been chosen. The Upajjhdya alone could

confer upon his Saddhiviharika the upasampada ordina-

tion2 but the latter must be possessed of certain stan-

1. The preceptor and pupil are sometimes spoken of as Achariya

and Antevasika. As Oldenberg observes, it is very difficult or rather

impossible to draw a sharp line of distinction between Achariya and

XJpajjhaya. (S.B.E., XIII, p. 178, f. n, 1).

2 . A particular individual, not the Samgha or a part of it, could

serve as Upajjhaya- Several classes of persons could not serve as

Upajjhaya. These are described in detail in M. V., I. 68,
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dard of education and moral practices.! Several for-

malities were also required
,
Thus it was necessary that

the candidate should formally ask for being ordained

and provide himself with alms-bowl and robes. Then, it

must be ascertained by formal questioning in an assembly

of the Bhikkhus, whether he labours under any of the

disqualifications mentioned above, and whether hi^

parents have given their consent to his adopting the new
life. The candidate was instructed beforehand by a

learned competent Bhikkhu as to the manner in which

to reply to these formal questionings.2 After the ins-

truct’on was over, the instructor came to an assembly

of the Bhikkhus, not less than ten in number,^ and

asked its formal permission for the candidate to appear,

in the following terms :

"Let the Sarhgha, reverend sirs, hear me. N. N.
desires to receive the updsampada ordination

from venerable N. N. ; he has been instructed by me. If

the Sarhgha is ready, let N. N. come.” On the permission

being granted, the candidate appeared before the

assembly, adjusted his upper robe so as to cover one
shoulder, saluted the feet of the Bhikkhus with his head,
sat down squatting, raised his joined hands and thrice

uttered the formula : “I ask the Sarhgha, reverend sirs,

for the upasampada ordination : might the Sarhgha,

I- The details are laid down in M. V., 1. 36- 2 ff. The same stand-
ard was necessary also for giving a nissaya or ordaining novice.

2. For details cf. M. V. I. 76
9

3. In border countries, the assembly could be composed of four
Bhikkhus and a chairman (M, V., 13. 11).
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reverend sirs, draw me o\it ( of the sinful world ) out of

compassion towards me."

Then a learned competent Bhikkhu moved the follow*

ing resolution ( ^atti ) ;
"Let the Samgha, reverend sirs,

#

hear me. This person N. N. desires to receive the upfl-

sampadu' ordination from the venerable N. N. If the

Sarhgha is is ready, let me ask N. N. about the disquali-

fications." Permission being granted he addressed the

candidate as follows :

"Do you hear N. N. ? This is the time for you to

speak the truth and to say that which is. When I ask

vou before the assembly about that which is, you ought,

if it is so, to answer ‘It is' ;
if it is not so, you ought to

answer 'It is not.’

Then followed the string of question^: "Are you

afflicted with the following diseases ? leprosy, boils, dry

leprosy, consumption and fits ? Are you a man ? Are

you a male ? Are you a freeman ? Have you no debts ?

Are you not in the royal service ? Have your father and

mother given their consent ? Are you full twenty years

old ? Are your alms-bowl and your robes in due state ?

What is your name ? What is your Upajjkdya*s name ?

After satisfactory answers were received, a learned

competent Bhikkhu proclaimed the following ^atti before

the Samgha : "Let the Samgha, reverend sirs, hear me.

This person N. N. desires to receive the upasampada

ordination from the venerable N. N. ; he is free from

the disqualifications ; his alms-bowl and robes are in due

state. N. N. asks the Samgha for the upasampada ordi-

nation with N. N. as Upajjhdya. If the Samgha is ready,

let the Sarhgha confer on N. N. the upasampada ordi-

nation with N. N. as Upajjhaya.
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'‘Let the Samgha, reverend sirs, hear me. This person

N. N. desires to receive the upasampadd ordination from

the venerable N. N. The Sarhgha confers on N. N. the

upasampadd ordination with N. N. as Upajjhdya. Let

any one of the venerable brethren who is in favour of

the upasampadd ordination of N. N. with N. N as Vpa-

jjhapa, be silent, and any one who is not in favour of it.

speak.

‘'And for the second time I thus speak to you: Let

the Sarhgha, ( etc., as before ).

“And for the third time I thus speak to you : Let the

Sarhgha, ( etc., as before ),

“N. N. has received the upasampadd ordination from

the Sarhgha with N. N, as - Upajjhdya, The Sarhgha is

in favour of it, therefore it is silent. Thus I under-

stand." • ,

Two classes of persons had to pass through an inter-

mediate stage of discipline before being formally initiated

into the membership of the Church. These were per-

sons who (1) formerly belonged to a heretic (Titt/iiya)

school or, (2) were between 15 and 20 years of age.

A probation (parivasa) of four months was imposed
upon the former^ by a formal act of the Order^ on his

making the threefold declaration of taking refuge. If

he failed to satisfy the Bhikkhus by his character and

1. Exception was made in favour of the ‘fire-worshippers', the
‘Jatilas,* and heretics of S.akya birth. They received the upasampadd
ordination directly and no parivdza was imposed upon them (M V.,
1 . 38 . 11 ).

2. U. the system described above in detail in connection with
the upasampadd ordination.
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conduct^ during this period, the upasampada ordination

was refused him.

The Fabbajja Ordination

A person between 15 and 20 years of age could

receive only the pabbajjd ordination by the threefold

declaration of taking refuge, and had to wait till his-

twentieth year for the upasampada. The novice { Sama-

nera ), as he was called during this intermediate period,,

had to live a life of strict discipline under an Upajjhaya,

He had to keep the ten precepts, viz., abstinence from

(

i

) destroying life, ( ii ) stealing, ( iii )
impurity,

( iv ) lying, ( v ) intoxicating liquor, ( vi ) eating at

forbidden times, ( vii ) dancing, singing, etc., ( I’iii

)

garlands, scents, { ix ) use of high beds and ( x ) accep-

ting gold or silver ( M. V. I. 36^). He wasL expelled

from the fraternity if he violated any of the first five

precepts, or if he spoke against the Buddha, the Dharma

or the Sarhgha, or if he held false doctrines, or had sexual

intercourse with Bhikkhunis ( M. V. I. 60 ). In five

other cases he was liable to be punished ( M. V. I. 0? ).

The punishment could be inflicted by any Bhikkhu, with

the consent of the Upajjhdya, ( M. V. I. 58 ).
9

3

Proclamation of the Four Resources of the Brotherhood

As soon as the ceremony of ordination was over, a

prospect of the life he was going to lead was held out

I The details arc given in M. V. I. 38, 5-7.
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before the new Bhikkhu. The four Resources of the

Brotherhood were proclaimed to him, so that he might be

prepared beforehand for the worries and troubles of the

life to come. “I prescribe, O Bhikkhus." said Buddha,
•*that he who confers the upasampadd ordination I on a

Bhikkhu ), tell him the four Resources:

—

‘*The religious life has morsels of food given in alms
for its resource

“The religious life has the robe made of rags taken from
a dust-heap for its resource ’*

“The religious life has dwelling at the foot of a tree
for its resource ”

‘ The religious life has decomposing urine as medicine
for its resource

'Thus must the new Bhikkhu endeavour to live alt
his life; better food, robes, etc., which it might be his
lot to enjoy from time to time being only looked upon as
extra allowances i'atirekalsbho’)” (M.V.I. 77).

An idea of the stern moral life he was expected to
lead was at the same time conveyed to him in the
shape of the following four Interdictions.

“A Bhikkhu who has received the upasampada ordi-
na mn, ought to abstain from all sexual intercourse even
With an animal.

“A Bhikkhu ought to abstain from takingwhat
.

^

not given to hin, and from theft, even of a blad!

the 'we^Jf‘’“k
intentionally to destroythe Jife of any being down to a worm or an ant.

ought not to attribute to himselfny superhuman condition.*' (M.V.I.Vg).
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Disciplinary Period

A special training was necessary to accustom one to

these new ideas and habits. It was therefore ordained

that the new convert should live for the first ten years

in absolute dependence upon his Upcijjhdya or AchariydA

The relation between the two is described in minute
detail in the Vinaya Texts (M.V.J. 25. 7. ff., I. 32 1,

ff.) and may be somewhat understood from the followT

ing general principle laid down by Gautama Buddha,
The Upajjhdya, O Bhixlchus, ought to consider

the Saddhivihorika as a son ; the Saddhiviharaka ought

to consider the Upajjhdya as a father. Thus these two,

united by mutual reverence, confidence, and commu-
nion of life, will progress, advance, and reach a high

«tage in this doctrine and discipline.’* ( M. V., I. 25. 6.)

The Duties of the Disciple

The Saddhivihdrika was to act as a personal atten-

dant to Upajjhdya. ‘In the morning he will give him the

teeth cleanser and water (to rinse his mouth with) and

his morning meal. He will accompany him in his alms-

pilgrimage, offer hirn water to drink, prepare his bath,

dry his robe, clean dwelling place, etc., etc: He would

also be a monitor and helpmate. “If the Upajjhdya is in

1. This was the general rule ( M. V,. I. 32. 1) but it was pres*

cribed on a later occasion that a learned competent Bhikkhu had only

to live five years in dependence ( on his Achariya and Upajjhdya)f

and an unlearned one all his life ( M. V., 1. 53. 4 ). In some cases a

Bhikkhu was authorised to live without a Nissaya ( i.e., independent

•of Achariya and Upajjhdya ) ( M. V., I. 53. 5 ff. ).
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danger of committing an offence by the words he sa>s,

let (the Sfldd/iiuiharifca) keep him back.' If the Upajj-

haya is guilty of a grave offence and ought to be sen-

tenced to ‘parivdsd* or penal discipline, let

the Saddhiviharika take care that the Samg/ia impose it

upon him." Again, ‘if the wishes to proceed

against the Upajjhdya by the- Tcjjaniya Kamrna (or other

disciplinary proceedings mentioned in the first book of

Chullavagga), let the Saddhivthori^'a do what he can in

order that the Samgha may not proceed against the Upa-

jjhdya or may mitigate the proceeding. Or if the Sarfjgha

has instituted a proceeding against him, let the Saddhi-

vihdyika do what he can in order that the Upajjhdya may

behave himself properly, live modestly, and aspire to get

clear of his penance, and that the Satngha may revoke its

sentence." (M. V., 1. 25).

The Duties of the Preceptor

The Upajjhdya, too, had corresponding duties. He
must look to the spiritual and physical well-being of his

Saddhiviharikas. Thus we read ; "Let the Upajjhaya, O
Bhikkhus. afford (spiritual) help and furtherance to the

Saddhiviharika by teaching, by putting question to him,

by exhortation and by instruction. If the UpajjhSya

has an alms-bowl (or robe or other articles required for a

Bhikkhu) and the Saddhiviharika has not, let the Upa-
jjh5ya give the same to the Saddhiviharika or take care

that he gets one. If the Saddhiviharika is sick let the

Upajjhaya arise betimes and give him the teeth cleanser

and water to rinse his mouth with (and so on with the

other duties prescribed for Saddhiviharika)." The Upa-

jjhdya could turn away a Saddhiviharika for improper
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conducll but if the latter begged for pardon, he was
forgiven. 2 In case the Upajjh^ya had gone away, or

%

returned to the world, or died, or gone over to a schis-

matic faction, the Saddhiviharikas had to choose an

Achariya, who stood in the same relation to them as the

Upajjhdya.
r

The Life in the Church

After the disciplinary period with the Upajjhdya was
over, the Bhikkhu became a full member of the frater-

nity. Henceforth his individual entity practically ceased,

and he became merely a part and parcel of the great

religious corporation. His conduct, down to the minu-

test detail, was regulated by specific ordinances, even

the slightest violation of which was sure to bring down
upon him the appropriate punishment. It is a tedious

task to narrate these ordinances in detail, but it would

suffice to say that these touched upon even such matters

as the robes^ a Bhikkhu is to put on, the rugs^ he is to

lie down upon, the couch on which he is to sit,® the

bowl he is to use,® the food he is to take,? and the

manner in which he is to bathe.® The nature of these

1. What is understood by improper conduct is explained in

detail in M. V ,1.27. 6-8
2. M. V , I. 27. In some cases the expulsion of the Saddhiviha-

rika and his rehabilitation were compulsory

3. Patimokkha (Nissaggiya Pachittiya Dhamma, I-IO, 24-29;

Pachittiya Dhamma, 58-60 ). M. V., VIIl. 13-4 ff.

4. Nissaggiya Pachittiya Dhamma (11-15).

5. Pachittiya. 14.

6. Pachittiya, 31-46.

7. S.B.E., XI, p, 1 12,

8. Nissaggiya Pachittiya Dhamma, 21-22.
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regulations, and the extent to which they guided the

life of a monk, may be fairly conceived by one who re-

members that the first great schism in the Buddhist

church was occasioned by disputes over no more impor-

tant questions than the following :

—

(1) Whether it was permissible for a Bhikkhu to store

salt in a horn ; (2) whether the midday meal might be

eaten when the sun’s shadow showed two finger-breadths

after noon
; (3) whether curds might be eaten by one

who had already finished his midday meal ; (4) whe-
ther a rug need be of the limited size prescribed, if

it had no fringe
; (5) whether it was permissible to

receive gold and silver, etc.

It may thus be said with perfect accuracy that these

rules and regulations embraced the whole bfe of the

Bhikkhus
; and according to the principle of the Budd-

hist church they could not perform even the most
insignificant or the most obviously necessary things

without a positive legal sanction. This maybe illus-

trated by the following passage from Chullavagga (V 14
2 )

Now at that time the Bhikkhus walked up and down
on a cloister on uneven ground

; and their feet were
hurt.

They told this matter to the Blessed One.
I allow you. O Bhikkhus, to make it level.*

The cloister had too low a basement, and was inun-
dated with water.

They told this matter to the Blessed One.
*I allow you.O Bhikkhus, to make it with a high base-

ment.*

The facing of the basement fell in.
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'I allow you, O Bhikkhus, the use of facing of three

kinds—brick facing, stone facing, and wooden facing/

They found difficulty in getting up into it.

‘I allow you, O Bhikkhus, the use of stairs of three

kinds—brick stairs, stone stairs, and wooden stairs.

As they were going up them, they fell off.

allow you, O Bhikkhus, the use of a balustrade.

Now at that time the Bhikkhus, when walking up and

down in the cloister, fell down.

They told this matter to the Blessed One.

'I allow you, O Bhikkhus, to provide a railing for the

cloister.

Whatever we may think of the particular incident

referred to in the above passage, it testifies to the rigidity

of the Buddhist canon law, and abundantly illustrates the

principle that there was very little scope for individual

discretion, and in all things, small and great, the monks

had to abide by the specific laws laid down by the illus-

trious Buddha.

4
f

The Organisation of the Buddhist Church

We may next take into consideration the organisation

which successfully maintained this stern discipline in

the Church. It is apparent that in the earlier days the

word of the great Buddha was law, and his supreme

authority, the main guiding factor of the Brotherhood.

This, however, could not be a permanent arrangement,

mainly for two reasons. In the first place, the Church

had gradually extended over a stretch of country too big

to be amenable to the personal administration of a single
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man, and secondly, provision had to be made for the

management of the fraternity .when the great Buddha
would be no more. A distinct organisation was therefore

slowly evolved, and although it was long before it attain-

ed maturity, its first and important stages are clearly

traceable during the lifetim^of the Buddha.

Gautdfpa Buddha, the only Law-maker.

In one respect, however, the old order continued.
The Buddha remained the only law-maker, even after
his death. Indeed it was the cardinal principle of the
Buddhist church that none but the founder of the sect
could make laws for the fraternity. The others might
explain and expound them, but could not formulate any
new laws themselves. The idea seems to have developed
at a very early period, and, according to traditional
acpun^ the principle was finally established by a formal
resolution of the Samgha at the Council of Rsjagriha. The
great Buddha had spoken to Ananda : “When I am gone,
Ananda, let the Samgha, if it should wish, revoke all the
lesser and minor precepts.” “When the permission thus
accorded to the Brotherhood was taken into considera-
tion by the Council at Rajagriha. opinions differed widely
on t e interpretation of the minor and lesser precepts.
Thereupon,on the motion of Maha-Kassapa, the Council
resolvecl to adhere to all the precepts as laid down in the
Buddhas lifetime, I ‘not ordaining what has not been
ordained, and not revoking what has been ordained.”’!

h Pachittiya 37.
2. C.V., XL 1.9.
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The Local SamgJias—absence of any Central Organisation

The Buddhist church consisted, at first, of two parts:

the various local Sathghas or the communities of monks,

and the great Buddha co-ordinating them as a central

authority. Any central organisation representing the

various local communities was remarkable by its absence.

The defects of the system were obvious ^nd were experi-

enced even in the lifetime of the Buddha. This is well

illustrated by the incidents that took place at Kosambi in

the Ghositarama ( M. V., X. 1-5). There the local

Sarhgha pronounced ‘expulsion’ against a particular Bhi-

kkhu. The partisans of the latter defended his conduct

and ranged themselves against the decision. As soon as

the news reached the Buddha, he exclaimed, “The Bhik-

khu Sarhgha is divided ! the Bhikkhu Sarhgha is divided,'’

and betook himself to the contending parties. He tried

to compose their differences, but was met with the reply:

“Lord, may the Blessed One, the king of Truth, be

patient ! Lord, may the Blessed One quietly enjoy the

bliss he has obtained already in this life ! The responsibi-

lity for these altercations and contentions, for this dis-

union and quarrel, will rest with us alone.” Again and

again the great Buddha tried to bring them to their sense,

but he always met with the same reply, and in disgust

left the place.

The incident vividly exhibits the merit as well as the

defect of the system. The local autonomy conceded to

the Bhikkhus was no doubt a healthy feature, and must

have contributed in a great degree to the force and vita-

lity of the whole organisation. The deplorable weakness

of the central authority was, however, such, that it had
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no means to enforce its decisions upon the constituent

parts, even when such exercise of authority was thought

desirable for the benefit of the Church. Any one with

a common degree of prudence and foresight could not

fail to perceive in it the seeds of the decline and downfall

of the great Church.

With the death of the great Buddha, the central

authority, weak as it was, vanished altogether, as the

great Master did not nominate any of his disciples as his

successor,! nor made any arrangement for a definite

organisation to take his place. There was a great danger

that the whole Buddhist Church would be divided into

a number of independent local corporations. But several

circumstances prevented this catastrophe.

In the first place, these' local bodies could not, by any
means, be reduced into a number of watertight compart-
ments, for any member of a local community could freely

pass into another simply by change of hft residence. It

is permissible to conclude from the wandering habits of
the Buddhist monks, that such interchange of member-
ship was not of infrequent occurrence, and this must

1. According to Kern the Buddha had designated Ka^yapa the
Great as his successor, but the following speech attributed to the
Master m the Mahaparinibbana-Sutta is more to the point : “It may
be, Ananda, that in some of you the thought may arise, “The word
of the Master IS ended, we have no teacher more !’* But it is not
thus Ananda that you should regard it. The truths and the rules of
the Order which I have set forth and laid down for you all, let them,
after I am gone, be the Teacher to you.*'

( S. B. E., XI, p. 112. )
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have practically served, in a great degree, to check the

spirit of local autonomy.

In the second place, great Buddhist emperors must
have been looked upon as the head of the Church, and we
know that the great Maurya emperor Asoka actually assu-

med such a position.

Thirdly, the General Council that was summoned
from time to time served the purposes of a central autho-

rity and kept alive the traditions of an undivided Church.

It was, under the circumstances, the most effective method

that could be devised for maintaining the unity of the

great Buddhist Church, and it undoubtedly shows, at its

best, the corporate feeling that animated the people of

ancient India. Altogether we hear of four such Coun-

cils, and the one held at VaisSli, of which we possess a

somewhat detailed account, may be taken as a type of

the rest.l

1. The most circumstantial account is preserved in Chullavagga

of Vinaya-Pitaka, Twelfth Khandhaka. Kern sums it up as follows:

—

*A century after the Lord’s Parinirvana the monks of Vriji lineage at

VaisalT declared as permissible the ten points, to wit ( For a

general idea of these ten points see p. 285 above ). At that time the

Sthavira Yasas, Kakandaka’s soni came to Vaisall, and whilst

staying in the Mahavana, witnessed the unlawful practices of the

Vrljian monks. By addressing the laity he endeavoured to stop the

iniquity of the brethren, who instead of dissenting from their wrong

practices, carried out against him the act of making excuses to the

offended laity. Yasas protested and demanded that a companion

should be appointed to go with himsdfasa messenger* so that he

might have the occasion of asking redress for the wrongs done to him.

His demand being vouchsafed, he entered with his dompanion into

the city of V'aiial!, where he laid his case before tne believing laymen'

He was deservedly successful in his eloquent pleading, for the lay-
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These were not, however, quite sufficient for pur-

poses of regular co-ordination. For, as a measure of

practical utility, the first could hardly be expected to

cope with the separatist tendency that must have stea-

dily developed in course of time. The second was an

uncertain factor and could be counted upon only at

rare interv’als
; as a matter of fact, in course of a thou-

sand years, only three figures stand out prominently.

viz., Asoka, Kanishka and Harsha. Lastly, the method
of calling General Councils, although most effective.

men after hearing him declared that he alone was a worthy Sramana
and son of Sakya. The Vrijian monks continned obstinate and
carried out against Yasas the act of excommunication But Yasas
W’ent to Kausambl and sent messengers to the brethren in the wes-
tern country, in Avanti, and in the southern country, summoning
them to an assembly. In response to his call the Buddhist monks,
numbering about 700, flocked together from these regions When
the legal assembly had met to decide the question, Revata proposed a
resolution that the Sarhgha should settle the question at that place
where it arose, i.e., at VaisalT. The resolution being adopted, the
brethren went to VaisalT. In the subsequent meeting of the Sarhgha
the proceedings did not succeed, which circumstances moved Revata
to lay a proposal before the assembly that the question should be
submitted to a committee. So he selected a committee of eight
persons, four monks of the east, and four of the west. The younger
monk Ajita was appointed as regulator of seatsT As the place of
meeting of the committee was chosen the Valikarama. a quiet and
undisturbed spot.

The proceedings of the committee were conducted in this manner
that Kevata put the questions, and Sawakamin delivered his authori-
tative replies. All the Ten points were declared to be against the
nilcs.and therewith the Vrijian monks were put in the wrong.

C Kern s Manual q, Indian Buddhism, pp. 103-5 ).
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must, on the whole, be looked upon as merely a despe-

rate attempt to remedy the defects of the constitution,

and could, by its very nature, be resorted to only in

extreme and exceptional cases.

The result of this state of things is clearly seen in the

repeated schisms within the bosom of the Church, and

the less and less representative character of each succee-

ding General Council, It is quite clear, however, that

the idea of one universal Buddhist Church was never

absent either in theory or in popular ideas, although we
must admit that the local communities were the only

real entities for all practical purposes.

The inscriptions faithfully reflect this double aspect

of the Buddhist Church. Thus while some of them re-

cord gifts to the local or a special community of

monks,! others explicitly refer to the whole Buddhist

{ra.ternlty {Samghasa chatudisasa) as the object of their

gift.2

5

The Ultra-democratic Organisation of the Local Safhghas

The local corporations were governed on strictly

democratic principles. The general assembly of the

monks constituted the sovereign authority and the pro-

cedure of its* meetings was laid down with minute

exactness.

3

1. Lud. Nos. 987, 1018, 1099, 1100, 1105, 1123-1126, 1175, 1248,

1250.

2. Lud. Nos. 5, 62b, 64a. 998, 999. 1006, 1007.1016,1020.1024,

1106, 1127, 1131, 1133, 1137, 1139, 1140, 1146. Gupta Inscriptions,

Nos. 5, 62
3. M. V.,IX. 3.
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The General Assembly and its Constitution

In the first place, all the fully ordained Bhikkhus in

a community were members of the assembly. Every
one of them, unless incapacitated for some offence by
way of penalty, had a right to vote. No meeting was
legal unless all the members entitled to vote were either

present, or, being absent, formally declared their

consent.! A minimum number of members that must be
present in order that the act may be legal, or, in other
words, the rules of a quorum are laid down in Maha-
vagga, IX, 4. The number varied for different classes
of official acts. Thus there were some acts which could
be done by only four, while others required the presence
of no less than twenty persons. Any member present
might protest if he thought that the constitution of the
assembly was in any way irregular.

Procedure adopted in the Meetings of the Assembly.

The assembly having duly met, the mover had first to
announce to the assembled Bhikkhus the resolution he
was going to propose

; this announcement was called
^attt. After the naiti followed the question ikammavd-
cha) put to the Bhikkhus present if they approved the
resolution. The question was put either once or three
times

: in the first case we have a ^attidutiya kamma • in
the second case a Kamma.2 Minute regu-
lations were laid down as to what acts fell respectively

tration of this form see the ceremony of ordination on p. 279 above
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under the first and second categories. Any deviation .

from this stereotyped form was liable to make the official

act invalid. Thus we have in Mahavagga IX. 3. 3. : *‘If

one performs, O Bhikkhus, a ^attidutiya act with one

natti, and does not proclaim a kammavdchd, such an act

is unlawful. If one performs, O Bhikkhus, a ‘fiattidutiya

act with two nattis and does not proclaim a kammavdchd

with one kammavdchd and does not propose a

natti with two ^ammavdchds and does not pro-

pose ^atti, such an act is unlawful;**

After the resolution was formally put before the

Samgha once or thrice, as the case might be, it was auto-

matically passed, if the members present kept silent. In

case any one spoke against it and there was a difference

of opinion, the decision of the majority prevailed. Regu-

lar votes were taken, and a taker of the votes was for-

mally appointed by the Samghd for this purpose. 1

In case the matter of dispute was grave and compli-

cated, it could be referred to another local community in

which there was a larger number of Bhikkhus. The
procedure of doing this is described in detail in Chulla-

vagga IV. 14, 17. ff. The community to which the matter

was thus referred first asked for, and obtained, a guaran-

tee that their decision would be accepted as final. Then
they procceeded to consider the subject in very much
the same way as described above. If the matter was a

complicated one and pointless speeches were uttered in

course of discussion they 'could refer it to a small

/

1. C. V., IV. 9.
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committee. 1 Only the Bhikkhus of highest repute were

selected for these committees and their appointment was
made by a formal act of the Order. If the committee
were unable to come to any decision about the question,

they handed it back to the Samgha which settled it by
the votes of the majority.

Although the votes of the majority generally de-
cided the disputed points, the Buddhist texts make it

abundantly clear that the binding force of this general
principle was not uniformly recognised. Thus we are
told in Chullavagga IV. 10. 1, that the taking of votes
is invalid when the taker of votes knows that those
whose opinions are not in accordance with law will be,
or may probably be, in the majority. Again, there were
secret methods of taking votes and “if the taker of votes
ascertained that those whose opinion was against the
Dhamma were in the majority, he was to reject the vote
as wrongly taken.’’2 It is difficult to explain these devia-
tions from the general democratic spirit of the regula-
tions. The texts are quite silent as to how the matter
was to be decided if the decision of the majority were
rejected, and on the whole there hangs a mystery about
these regulations which it is at present impossible to
clear up.

Secular Business of the Klonastery.

The local corporation of monks carried on the

w u
to committee seems to hove been a well estaHtshed pract.ee. It was resorted to in the Council of V airsh (S V

2. C. V., IV, 14. 26.
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necessary secular business of the monastery through the
agency of a number of officers appointed by it in due
form. The names and number of these officers natujally
varied in different places, but the most important among
them were: { 1 ) the distributor of food, including
fruits and rice gruel, ( 2 ) the keeper of stores, ( 3 ) the
regulator of the lodgings, f 4 ) the recipient of robes,
( 5 ) the distributor of robes, ( 6 ) the keeper of rain-
cloaks and bathing clothes. ( 7 ) the keeper of alms-bowls
and ( 8 ) the superintendent of the gardeners.! The
officers were of course selected from amongst the
brethren, and only the most eminent among them were
entrusted with these important charges.

The Authority of the Samgha over Individual Member

The local corporation had extensive authority over
the individual monks and could visit their oflFences with
various degrees of punishment, such as ( 1 ) Tajjaniya-
kamma ( act of rebuke ), ( 2 ) the Nhsaya kamma

( putting
under tutelage ), ( 3 ) Pabbajaniya kamma ( act of banish-
ment ), (4) Patisaraniya kamma

( act of making amends
to the laity ), and

( 5 ) Ukkhepaniya kamma
( act of

suspension ). A detailed account of the offences deser-
ving one or other of these punishments, and the way in
which they were imposed, is given in the first Khandhaka
ofChullavagga. Besides these, there was the system of
probation and penance ( Parivasa and Manatta ) which is
described in minute detail in the second and third Khan-
dhakas. Above all, there was the act of expulsion from

1, Cf. Kern—Manual, p. 83.
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the Community, the highest punishment contemplated by

the Buddhist canon, and the offences involving this

extreme measure are given in the Parajika section of the

Patimokkha.

The Corporation of Nuns

The nuns (Bhikkhunis) formed a distinct community
in the Buddhist Church. They had their own Samgha
which was guided by the same rules and regulations as

that of the monks. The Bhikkhuni Saingha was, how-
ever, for all practical purposes, subordinated to the

Bhikkhu Samgha. The ordination of a new Bhikkhuni,
although carried on in the Bhikkhuni Samgha in exactly
the same way as that of a Bhikkhu in the Bhikkhu
Samgha, had to be confirmed by the latter. The gene-
ral tendency of the Buddhist canon law was to assign
a distinctly inferior position to the Bhikkhunis, as the
great Buddha was of opinion that their admission into
the Buddhist Church was calculated to destroy its purity.
Many safeguards were devised to avert this evil, but the
essential principles guiding the corporation of monks
were equally applicable in the case of that of the nuns.
It appears from Buddha's reply to Ananda in Chulla-
vagga X. 3. that other religious sects also admitted
women in their fraternity.

I

Relation between the Individual Bhikthu and the

Buddhist Samgha

^ V- X. and .h.
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The foregoing account of the Buddhist Church is

calculated to give a fair idea of the corporate charac-
ter of the institution. We may now dwell upon some
special features of the organisation which bring out
this characteristic in a more vivid manner.

In the first place, attention may be drawn to the
fact, already noticed above, that the individual in the
Buddhist Church was merged in the corporation. The
individual had absolutely no freedom of his own, and
his life was regulated even to the minutest detail by a

set of ordinances enforced by the corporation. A few’

specimens may be quoted below just to give an idea of
the whole thing :

—

(i) Whatsoever Bhikkhu who is not sick, shall,

desiring to warm himself, kindle a fire, or have a fire

kindled, without cause sufficient thereto—that is a

Pachittiya (an offence requiring expiation )( S. B. E.,

XIII, p. 44 ).

(ii) Whatsoever Bhikkhu shall bathe at intervals of
less than half a month, except on the proper occasion

—

that is a Pachittiya (ibid),

(iii) In case people should offer a Bhikkhu, who has
gone to some house, to take as much as he chose of their

sweetmeats and cakes, that Bhikkhu, should he so wish,

may accept two or three bowls full. If he should accept
more than ihat—that is a Pachittiya (ibid, p. 39).

(iv) Whatsoever Bhikkhu shall have a rug or mat
made with silk in it—that is a PSchittiya offence involv-

ing forfeiture (ibid, p, 24).

{v) When a Bhikkhu has had a new rug made, he
should use it for six years. If he should have another
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new rug made within the six years, whether he has got

rid. or has not got rid of the former one,—unless with

the permission of the Sarhgha—that is a P5chittiya offence

involving forfeiture.

^

The same relation between the individual and the

corporation is brought out by the general presumption in

the Buddhist canon law that everything belongs to the

Suwigha and not to any individual monk, and that the

latter can only possess that which had been specifically

allotted to him. Thus it is a general rule that a Bhikkhu

can possess only one bowl at a time, and he can exchange

it for a new one only when it has been broken in at least

five places. Now, if any Bhikkhu got a new bowl in

violation of the above rule, that bowl was forfeited to the

Sdmgha and given to the Bhikkhu who had the worst

bowl.^ Again, as a general rule, the Bhikkhus could

not possess gold or silver, and if any of them should

receive it or get some one to receive it for him, or allow

it to be kept in deposit for him. he had to give it up for

the use of the community. 3 Even when things were

allowed to a Bhikkhu for personal use, they were con-

1. The Vibhanga explains by a story, why the last clause wast
added. *‘A sick monk was asked by his relatives to come home, that
they might nurse him. He answered that he was too ill to carry his
rug, could not get on without one, and could not have a new one
made within six years. Then the Blessed One established this excep-
tion to the general rule" ( /W. p, 25 , and footnote).

2. S. B. E., XIII, p. 27.

3. Ibi^t p. 26 and footnote.
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sidered as the property of the Samgha.^^ It is perfectly in

keeping with this doctrine that on the death of a

Bhikkhu, the Sa^gha became the owner of his property.^

"On the death of a Bhikkhu,O Bhikkhus, the Sarhgha
becomes the owner of his bowl and of his robes. But,
now, those who wait upon the sick are of much service.

I prescribe, O Bhikkhus, that the set of robes and the
bowl are to be assigned by the Sarhgha to them who
have waited upon the sick. And whatever little pro-
perty or small supply of a Bhikkhu's requisites there
may be, that is to be divided by the Sarhgha that are
present there

; but whatever large quantity of property
and large supply of a Bhikkhu's requisites there may be,

that is not to be given away and not to be apportioned,

but to belong to the Samgha of the four directionSf those

who have come in, and those who have not.”

The communistic theory of property is also beautifully

illustrated by the following story,

"Now at that time the Bhikkhus who dwelt in a certain

country residence, not far from SSvatthi. were worried

by having constantly to provide sleeping accommodation
for travelling Bhikkhus who came in ( from country
places ). And those Bhikkhus thought : '[ This being

so, ] let us hand over all the sleeping accommodation
which is the property of the Sarhgha to one ( of us ), and

1. ‘No Bhikkhu had a separate personal ownership over his robes;

though nominally given to him for his own use, and really his own,
subject to the rules, they were, technically speaking, the property of
the whole Samgha (fbief. p. 18, f.n. I).

2. M, V., VIH, 27 5.
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let us use it as belonging to him/ And they ( did so ],

Then the incoming Bhikkhus said to them : ‘Prepare,

Sirs, sleeping accommodation for us.*

'There are no beds, Sirs, belonging to the Sarhgha.

We have given them all away to one of us.'

‘What, Sirs ? Have you then made away with pro-

perty belonging to the Sarhgha ?

‘That is so, Sirs.*

The moderate Bhikkhus murmured, etc., and told

the matter to the Blessed One.

'Is it true, O Bhikkhus, as they say, that Bhikkhus
make away with Sarhgha property V

‘It is true. Lord.*

Then the Biassed One rebuked them, etc., and said
to the Bhikkhus : ‘These five things, O Bhikkhus, are
untransferable, and are not to be disposed of either by
the Sarhgha, or by a company of two or three Bhikkhus
( a Gana ), or by a single individual. And what are the
five ? A park ( Arama ), or the site for a park—this is

the first untransferable thing, that cannot be disposed of
by the Saingha, or by a Gaiia, or by an individual. If
it be disposed of, such disposal is void

; and whosoever
has disposed of it, is guilty of a thullachchaya. A Vihara
or the site for a Vihara—this is the second, etc. ( as
before ). A bed, or a chair, or a bolster, or a pillow
this is the third, etc. A brass vessel, or a brass jar, or a
brass pot, or a brass vase, or a razor, or an axe, or a
hatchet, or a hoe, or a spade—this is the fourth, etc.
Creepers, or bamboos, or munja, or babbaja grass, or
common grass, or clay, or things made of wood, or
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crockery—this is the fifth, etc. ( as before, down to )

thullachchayn.’ ^

Thus it was that the individual member could

occasionally realise the idea of the larger Brotherhood.

In view of the fact that-there was no central organisation

of the Buddhist Church, these peculiar theories and
practices alone could enable a member to realise that the

various local corporations were merely the parts of a

larger one. If a monk of Kashmir, in course of his

travels, could claim by right, a bed at night in a convent

at Pataliputra, he would certainly have realised the idea

of the greater corporation such as nothing else would

have enabled him to do.

Characteristic Institutions and Ceremonies in the

Buddhist Church,

Several institutions in the Buddhist Church constantly

kept alive the corporate feeling in the minds of the

members. The regular assembly of the local Bhikkhus

may be mentioned first. It was at first ordained that
*

the Bhikkhus should assemble and recite the Dhamma
on the eighth, fourteenth and fifteenth day of each half-

month.^ On one of the last two days took place the

‘Uposatha* service and the recitation of Patimokkha.^

This was looked upon as very important and elaborate

1. C. V., VI. 15.

2. M. V.. II. 1. 3,

3. M.V.. I.J.^

. 1
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regulations v{ere laid down for fairly conducting the

ceremony.

Regular Periodical Assemblies

The service was to be held by the complete fraternity

of a locality. For this purpose the boundaries of a

local area were clearly defined^ by a formal act of the

Order. The area was not to be too large, nor was it to

consist of such natural obstacles as a big river without
any regular communication between the two sides by
means of ferry boats, etc. These precautions were evi-

dently taken to ensure the possibility of the attendance
of all the members. There was to be only one 'Uposatha'
service, on a particular day proclaimed beforehand, and
on a fixed spot arranged for the purpose.

The recitation of the PdtimoHha

When the brethren had assembled together, the
Patimokkha was recited2 by a learned competent Bhik-
khu with the formal sanction of the Assembly .3 As the
recitation proceeded, and at the end of the description
of each class of offences, the question was put to the
assembled brethren whether they were pure with re-
gard to it. The question was repeated thrice, and if the

1. If no specific boundary was determined, the boundary of the
village or the town where the Bhikkhus dwelt was accepted as the
boundary for the Uposatha service (M. V.. ll. 12. 7).

2. The Patimokkha ( a classified catalogue of various offences and
their appropriate punishment ) was usually recited in its full extent
but it could be abridged in times of danger (M V. 11 151

3. M.V.. 11,3. 3.
» •
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assembly remained silent, the recitation was continued,

for the silence was tantamount to a declaration of inno-

cence.^ On the other hand, if any of the Bhikkhus

present was guilty of any of these offences, he had to

confess his guilt and was treated according to the rules

and regulations. After the recitation of Patimokkha was

finished, various topics connected with the Church were

discussed in the assembly2 and sometimes even official

acts were performed. 3 Usually the eldest Bhikkhu was

the master of the ceremony, but in case he was ignorant

and unable to recite the Patimokkha, the Bhikkhu who

was most learned and competent took his place. In case

all the Bhikkhus of a particular locality were ignorant,

they had to send instantly one Bhikkhu to the neighbour-

ing community with instructions to come back after

having learnt the Patimokkha abridged or in its full

extent. If he failed to do this, the Bhikkhus had all to go

to a neighbouring community to hold the Uposatha

service, and the recital* of the Patimokkha.

The presence of all the members in the ceremony was

specially insisted upon. If any one was absent on

account of sickness, he had to charge another Bhikkhu

with his 'parisuddhi ,* i. e., with the solemn declaration

that he was pure from the offences specified in the Pati-

mokkha. He had also to declare at the same time his

consent to the acts to be performed in the assembly.^

1 M.V., II. 3.

2 M. V.,n. 15. 5. II,

3 M. V.. II. 23.

4 M. V.. II. 23:
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If the sick Bhikkhu did not succeed in conveying this

parisuddhi, he had to be carried to the assembly on his

bed or his chair. If the nurses of the sick man thought
that by removing him his sickness would increase or he
would die, then the whole Sawghu had to go to the sick

man and hold Uposatha there. But in no case were they
to hold the ceremony with incomplete congregation.
Similarly if a Bhikkhu was seized by his relations or
kings, robbers, etc., on the Uposatha day, the Bhikkhus
had at first to try to have him temporarily released for
joining the Uposatha service. If they did not succeed,
they were to request them to take the Bhikkhu outside
the boundary during the Uposatha ceremony so that the
congregation might be technically complete. Failing in
this, they should rather stop the Uposatha ceremony
altogether than hold it with an incomplete congregation.
Again, if a Bhikkhu turned mad, he was first to be
granted 'ummattakasammuti' ( i. e., the mad man’s leave 1

by a formal act of the Order before the Uposatha cere-
mony could be held without him. This insistence on the
presence ofall the members and the mutual confession
of guilt must be looked upon as indicative of, and no
doubt greatly conducive to, the corporate spirit of the
Buddhist monks.

1

,

Retreat during the Rainy Season^

The Vassa or the retreat during the rainy season w
another institution calculated to develop the corpora
spirit among the Buddhist monks. It was ordained th

1. This account is taken from M. V.. H
20
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for tjiree months during the rainy t season every : year. T
i'./i ••'j',-' i'V

* ’ V.'.J » I

commencing .either from the day after the.^fuli moon -of -

a -L ;
-o. . : 1

Ashadba, or a month after the date, the monks had.

live in a ^settled residenp,! Xhi^
,

j

could not leave their pkcp of residence, except ia^cftsps

ofemergency, specified in detail in Mahavagga^Ifl.; Thus r^

for three months, a number of, Bhikkhus lived together, <

in mutual amity and concord* We ge.t a glimpse
**, . .J. •' i -*. *

from the following short account of the life led. by -a

,

il 4 • J

group of Bhikkhus : ‘‘He who came back first from the I

village, from his airns-pilgrimage, prepared scats, got

water for washing the feet, a footstool, . and a towel, rl

cleaned the slop-basin and got it ready and put there
. )

( water to ) drink and food. He who came back last

from the village, from his^ alms-pilgrimage, ate, if there

was any food left ( from the dinner of the other
* ,

i
'

Bhikkhus ) and if he desired to do So; and if he did not

desire ( to eat ), threw it away at a place free from grass

or poured it away into water in which no living things

were ; put away the .water, for washing the feet, the

footstool, and the towel ; cleaned the slop-basin and put

it away, put the water and the food away and swept the

dining-room, etc.
II- ? •

Pavarana.

At the end of the Vassa residence the assembled

Bhikkhus held the ceremony of Pavarana, in which

1. Usually the monks travelled from place to place during the rest

-of the year.

2. M. V ,IV. 57.
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^every Bbikkhu present invited the Sarhgha to charge Tiim'

with any offence they thought him guilty of—an offence

which they saw, or heard of, or suspected—so that he
might atone for it.l *

* ^

Kafhina Ceremony.

Immediately after the PavSrana the robes belonging
to the local Sarhgha were distributed amohg its members.
This was known as the Kathina ceremony. The
Kafhina, literally hard/ was the stock of cotton provi-
ded by the faithful to be made up into robes for the use
of the Samgha during the ensuing year. By a formal act
of the Order a Bhikkhu was placed in charge of dyeing
and sewing these clothes. When the new robes were
ready for wear, he chose one for himself and pointed out
the remaining robes to the Bhikkhus there present, speci-
fying which he thought fit for the elder and which for*
the younger members of the Order. Finally he called
upon the Samgha for their formal approval of his proce-
dure. On the receipt of such approval the Bhikkhus took
possession of their respective robes, and the ceremony
came to an end.^

8

Religious Corporations other than the Buddhist Samgha.

The Buddhist fraternity, of which a short sketch
has been g.ven above, may be looked upon as a type of
the religious corporations in ancient India. The Jaina

2 s
formalities of the ceremony of. M. V., IV

2. S. B. E.,\ol. XVII, pp. 148 152 and footnotes.
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fratcrait>-, the only other religious corporation of which

some detailed account is known to us, clearly belongs to

this type.^ Of the rest we possess very little definite

information. There can, however, be scarcely any doubt

that these religious corporations were always an impor-

tant factor in ancient Indian society. It has been already

demonstrated that there were many such corporations at

the time when Buddhism arose. Their continued exis-

tence in later times is proved by the Dharmasastras and

inscriptions. Thus the passage from Yajnavalkya quoted

on p. 37 above, refers to the or heterodox

religious sects in laying down rules and regulations for

corporations. The corporation of the ‘PSshandis' is also

expressly referred to in the Narada Samhita in the follo-

wing passage :

—

TT31T^ ??srT ll” (X. 1. 2.)
V

An inscription of the second century A. D. records a

gift to the corporation (parshad) of the Charakas, pro-

bably ‘a certain special category of Brahmanical.ascetics/2

while another refers to the holy assembly of the

Aparajitas.3
I

< . • 1
' *

1. Considerations of space forbid a detailed account of the Jama

church.

2. Ep. Ind., Vol. VIII. p. 79. Also c/. the dedicatory cave ins-

criptibns of Asoka and Dasaratha.

3. Lud. No. 1163.
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Their continued Existence till the latest Period of

Hindu India.

During the later part of the Hindu period, religi-

ous corporations, specially of the various Vaishnava and

S'akta sects. largely flourished in Southern India. Re-

ferences to temples occur pretty; frequently in South

Indian records and leave no doubt that these local

religious corporations of more or less well-defined charac-

ter were associated with them. They no doubt corres-

ponded to the ancient Buddhist monasteries to a certain

extent, but their corporate organisation never reached

the same high stage of development. A detailed account

of these institutions is not necessary ^for the purpose of

the present work, however interesting it might prove

to the students of Indian history. The same remark

applies to the similar institutions in Northern India, v

\

ti' il

f'.'l :



CHAPTER V

CORPORATE ACTIVITIES IN SOCIAL LIFE

1

The Caste System, the concrete expression of Corporate

Activity in Social Life

The corporate activities of the ancient Indians were
most remarkably manifested in their social life, and they

were carried to a degree of perfection which is unknown
elsewhere in the world. The institution variously known
as varna, jdti or caste, is the concrete expression of

those activities, and represents, in its highest develop-

ment, the best form of social corporation known to

history. It is not my object here to trace the origin and

development of the caste system as a whole, for that is

too big a subject and requires separate treatment by

itself. I should rather confine myself to those essential

features alone which make the term corporation applica-

ble to it, and bring out more prominently the corporate

character of the institution.

The Origin and Antiquity of the Caste System

We may begin from the earliest period of Indian

history known to us, viz., that represented by the
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Rigveda. The point has often been discussed whethc r

the caste system was known to the people of that age.

But the views of antiquarians differ much on this ques-

tion. Aufrecht, Benfey, M. Muller, Muir, Roth,

Weber and Zimmer were of opinion that the later Br3h-

manical social organisation was unknown to the Vedic

people. The view was endorsed by Senart, Macdonell,

Von Schroeder and Kaegi. On the other hand, Haug
Kern and Ludwig maintain the opposite view and they

have been supported by Oldenberg and Geldner.* It

would be of no use to consider in detail the arguments
advanced by each, but we may examine the facts so far as

they have been elucidated by these scholars.

Caste System Unknown in the Rigvedic Period,

There is only one passage in Rigveda. the celebrated
Pufusha Sukta, which refers to the division of society
into four classes. The Sukta is, however, admittedly
of late origin and cannot therefore be accepted as an
evidence of the earliest period. There are. however,
some grounds for the belief that the four classes were
not unknown to the earliest Indo-Aryans. The earliest
Iranian society was divided into four classes

( phhtras )
corresponding to those described in the Purusha Sukta.
Thus the Athravas

( priests ) would correspond to the
Brahmans, the Rathaesthas ( warriors ) to the Kshatriyas
the Vdstriyas Fshouyants { chief of family ) to the Vai^yaJ

247

^ of these views of. A. L.. p. 186. and V. I., 11, p.
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and the Huitis (labourers) to thcjSudras,! There is

some force in Ludwig’s argument that as the religious

ideas contained in the Rigveda reach back to the time

when the Iranians and the Aryans lived together, we have

a right to take the social ideas also as representative of

the same period ; that if we admit the absence of similar

class distinctions in the age of Rigveda, we are bound to

presume that the Aryans originally had the distinctions

in their society, subsequently lost them and had built

them up again at some future period.^

t /

Class Distinctions of the Rigveda are Different from

Caste Distinctions,

It may thus be admitted that the four-fold social

division contemplated by the Purusha Sukta was known

in the age of Rigveda. There is, however, nothing to show

that the four classes formed anything approaching to four

castes. Every people in an advanced state of civilisa-

tion niay be differentiated into the four ( or possibly

more )
elements. The English people, for example, may

be divided into the clergy, the noble, the middle class,

and the labourers. There is no evidence to show that

the general division of the people inio four classes in the

age of Rigveda was more rigid than that prevailing in

1. Cf. Ludwig, Der Rigveda, HI, pp- 243*4 ; Senart, Caste, p.

140 ff.

2. Der Rigveda, III. 244. There is however no question of the

*classen-unterschiede die auf der geburt beruhten’ as Ludwig pre-

sumes. C/. oenart. Caste, p. 142 ; Spiegel, Eran, Alterthumsk, II.

p. 551 ff. » '
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England, the hereditary nobles in the latter forming a

suitable counterpart to the more or less hereditary priest-

hood in the former. It may be argued, that in the case

of India the later literature shows these classes as rigid

castes, and in the absence of any proof to the contrary,

we might postulate the same with regard to the age of

Rigveda. Apart from the illogical nature of the state-

ment itself, the example of the Iranian society clearly

proves that the class distinctions mentioned above do not

connote any caste distinctions, and, what is more im-

portant, that they do not even necessarily lead to the

latter.

Let us next examine the point whether, and if so

how far, these classes partook of the nature of corpora-

tions, We can speak of corporation only when there is

some link by which a class of people is tied together,

whether it be of profession, social status or something

else. Now there is absolutely no evidence that any of

the four classes of which the existence may be inferred

from the hymns of Rigveda ever formed a professional

group or social unit. Exceptions may indeed be taken

to the case of Brahmans and Sljdras. It may be argued
that the priest-hood already formed a profession! and
that the Sudras or Dasas formed a distinct ethnic group.
In the first case, however, there is nothing to show that

the profession was the monopoly of a particular and
definite class of people, or that those who adopted it for-
med any organised social group or group:; by themselves.

1. Muir, S. T.. I. 259.
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In the latter case, although the Sandras or Dasas were
ethnically distinct from the Aryans, there is no reason to

suppose that they were a homogeneous race, being com-
posed, as they were, of various aboriginal races, whom
the Aryans had to confront in their Indian settlements.

It may be broadly asserted therefore, that although

there were several classes among the Aryans in the early

Vedic period, there was not yet any question of caste.^

2

Caste in the later Vedic Period

We may next take into consideration the later Vedic

age, Weber, who has made a special study of the data

regarding caste contained in these sources, is of opinion

that the caste system was fully developed during the

period, and that we find here the system which was after-

wards idealised in Manu’s code, although he is cons-

trained to admit that some laxity in the system is observa-

ble here and there.^ That this view of the development

of the caste system is erroneous is now generally recog-

nised.^ Without going into this question in detail we shall
«

separately discuss the cases of Brahman, Kshatriya,

Vaisya and Sudra, just to find out to what extent any of

those partook of a corporate character.

Rights and Duties of a Brahman

The pretension of the Brahman has no doubt

reached a high point. Already in Kausitaki they

1. Senart, Caste, p. 149

2. Ind. Stud., Vol. X, p. 2.

3. Hopkins, Caste, pp. 2, 108.
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are called Gods and Gods of Gods ( p. 35 They are

even held to be identical with Brahma ( p. 37 ). They
alone can take things offered in a sacrifice. They have

right to claim four privileges, viz., ( 1 ) Arch5 ( vene-
ration ), ( 2 ) Dana ( present, gifts, etc. ( 3 ) Ajyeyatrr

( freedom from oppression
) and ( 4 ) Abadhyatn ( immu-

nity from capital punishment ). They have also four

duties, viz., ( 1 ) BrShmanyarh
( purity of blood ), ( 2 )

Pratirupacharya
( proper way of living ), ( 3 ) Yasah

( fame through the study of Veda, etc. ), ( 4 ) Lokapakti
^ intellectual and religious training of the people, as

teacher, sacrificial priest and purohita ).2

These duties and privileges belong to no other class

of people, at least as a body, and as such the Brahmans
must be looked upon as a distinct privileged class. There
were, besides, special rules and regulations prescribed for
the conduct of a Brahman such as that :

( 1 ) He should not carry arms ( p. 96 I ( Kausitakl,
93. 104 ).

( 2 ) He should not speak in a vulgar tongue (p. 97)."

( 3 ) He should initiate his son at a particular age
( P. 101 ).

( 4 ) He should observe the rules laid down for taking
food

f 5 ) He should observe Brahmacharya
( chastity )

( p. 102 ).

1. These pages refer to Ind. Stud. Vol. X.
2. Ind. Stud. X. 41. For detailed account of each of the above-

privileges and duties see, ibiif, pp. 41-160.
3. S. P.Br.. 3.2. I. 24.
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The violation of these rules was meted with punish-
ment in the form of penance, and sometimes it even led

to the exclusion from the Brahmanic fold. The ‘out-

cast, however, could get back into his society by perfor-

ming some penances
( p. }02 ).

The Beginning of the Brahman Corporation.

It is thus quite clear that the Brahmans already

possessed a corporate character. It behoves us liext to

take into consideration the nature of this corporation.

The first thing that strikes anybody is that the cor-

poration is in the making, and that a conscious attempt

is visible to make it more and more perfect. In the

first place, what is the basis of the corporation ? The
group of people who were collectively called BrShman

was not bound together by ties of birth. There is abso-

lutely nothing to show that, as in later days, none but

the son of a Brahman could belong to the class.

Rules were indeed laid down that nobody should

serve as a priest who could not prove his descent from

three (according to Kausitaki Sutra) or ten (according

to La^ayana Sutra) generations of Rishis (p. 70). But

these very rules prove distinctly that the unbroken des-

cent in a Brahman line was as yet an ideal and not

an actuality. It further shows the conscious attempt

towards a closer corporation to which I have referred

above.

We have, however, not to depend upon negative

proof alone to establish our thesis. Authentic ancient

texts repeatedly declare that it is knowjledge, not descent,

that makes a Brahman. Thus we learn from S'atapatha

Brilhmana 11. 6. 2. 10, that Janaka became a Brahrnan,
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through the teachings of YSjnavalkya. Taittiriya-

Sarhhita (6. 6. 1.4) declares ^ ?I'

who has learning is the BrShman

rishi. Again we have in KSthaka 30. 1, and Maitra-

yaniya Sarhhits 48. 1 : 107. 9.

^ 59 fOfTT ^ fcfTTnr?: ii”

*‘What do you ask about Brahman father, what do

you ask about Brahman mother ? Since one who knows

the Veda is the father, the grandfather.*’ These and

similar passages indicate that knowledge was looked

upon as the primary qualification, and heredity counted for

little in the recognition of a person as BrShman.i

If, then, the Brjrhmanhood depended upon the

knowledge and learning mainly requisite for Vedic wor-
ship, there must have been some specific method
by which it was obtained. The method is for-

tunately referred to in Kausitaki, 55, from which we
learn that the teacher had the power to confer *5rsheyam’

*
upon his student, 2 apparently if the

latter were inclined to adopt the profession of a priest,

and had, in the opinion of the teacher, capacity required
for the same. This is beautifully illustrated by a

!• Und so wird dcnn auch sonst noch mehrfach das Wissen allein

als wesentllch. dis* Abkunft uberhaupt als ganz unwesentUch bezeich-
net (Ind. Stud., p. 70).

2 . For various details in connection with it, c/. Ind. Stud, x, pp.,
71-72.

f
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passage in Aitareya BrShmana (VII-W), quoted: "by
Muir.l We a^;e,tpld

, that “sacrifice i fled from the
Kshatqya,, Vaisya and Sudra^and approapfied to Brahman^-.
Wherefore now also sacrifice depends upon .Brahman,

’

upon the Brahmans. Kshattra then followed : Brahman, '

and said, ‘invite me (too to participate) in this sacrifice/

Brahman replied,; so be it ; then - ‘layingl aside - thy own
implements (bow, arrows, etc.) approach the sacrifice
with the implements of Brahman, in the form of Brahman,
and having become Brahman.’ Kshatira rejoined, ‘Be it

so, and, laying aside his own implements, approached
the sacrifice with those of Brahman in the fiom of Brah^
man, and having become Brahman. Wherefore, now also

a Kshattriya, when sacrificing, laying aside his own
implements, approaches the sacrifice with those of Brah-
man, in the form of Brahman, and having become
Brahman/’ There was thus no inherent distinction

between Kshattra and Brahman, and the one might have

been changed into the other by a change in the mode of

life and paofession. The same idea also occurs in

Aitareya BrShmana VII, 23.1 ; “He, a king, when con-

secrated enters into the condition of a Brah-

man,” and also in Satapatha Brahmana ( HI. 2. 1. 39 ff ).

On the authority of these and other texts Weber conclu-

des : “Thus every Rsjanya and Vaisya becomes, through

the consecration for sacrifice ( ), a BrShman during

its cantinuance, and is addressed as such” ( p. 17 ).

Again we have in Satapatha Brahmana ( XIII. 4. 1. 3 ):

1. Muir. S T.. Vol. T. p. 368.
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“whosoever sacrifices, does so after having as it wore

become i a BrShman.” So too KatySyana says in his

Srauta-sutra, VI. 4. 12 :« “The word Brahman is to be

addressed to a Vaisya and a Rajanya also,“ on which the

commentator annotates : “The formula. ‘This Brahmana

has been consecrated,’ is to be used at the sacrifice of a

Vaisya and a Rajanya also ; and not the words ‘this

Rajanya, or this Vaisya, hasbeen consecrated. 'J-

The passage iii Kausitaki, 55, thus gives a probable

clue to the basis of corporation which we have been

trying to discover. It is the knowledge and deportment

requisite for priestly function, and the Brahman societv

in those days may thus be said to be a guilt of priests. As
new members could be admitted to a craft guild only by
some prescribed method ( aee ante, p. ^6 I, so one could
be initiated into this guild of priests only after an appro-
ved term of apprenticeship with a Master. This is

^pre.ssly acknowledged by the Sutra writers. Thus
Apastamba says that “he ( the Acharya ) causes him ( the
pupil ) to be born ( a second time

) by ( imparting to
him) sacred learning” ( S. B. E., 11, p. 3 ); also, that
‘this (second) birth is the best”; "The father and the
mother produce the body only” ( ibid ). Again, one
"whose father and grandfather have not been initiated
( and his two ancestors

) are called slayers of the
Brahman. Intercourse, eating and intermarriace with
them should be avoided”

( ibid, p. 5 ). 'No religious rite
can be performed by a ( child ) before he has been girt

I. Cf. Muir, S. T., Vol. I, p. 369 and f. n
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with the sacred girdle, since he is on a level with a Sudra

before his ( new ) birth from the Veda* ( ibid, p. 10 ).

Initiation, not birth, was thus the real claim to BrSh-

manhood, and we get here a rational explanation of

those elaborate ceremonies which regulated the relation

between a teacher and a student.

The analogy with the guild may be carried a step

further. As many of these guilds ( like those of weavers,
«

barbers, potters and oihmillers ) had ultimately develo-

ped into ‘castes/ so the ‘guild of the priests’ was also

converted into the ‘Brahman easte/ We coirc across

those craft guilds in ancient time, and their representa-

tives, forming so many ‘castes/ in modern days. It

would be as much consonant to reason to say, that the

membership of the primitive guilds depended upon birth,

as to predicate the same of the ancient Brahman class.

It is necessary that we should divest our mind of

prejudices and guard ourselves against associating

modern ideas with the old state of things. The angle of

vision also requires to be changed a little. We are

accustomed to say that the ‘Btahmans alone could be

priests, they alone could teach the Vedas,* whereas we
should rather say that they alone were Brahmans who

possessed a knowledge of the Veda and could per-

form the function of a priest. One Was a

BrShman because he was a Vedic scholar and a priest, and

not the vice versa. Again, the BrShmans of those days

did not confine their activities to the function of a priest

alone. As we have seen, some of them were fighters,

too, and it is certain that many also followed other profe-

ssions. But the prohibition to carry arms, which we

find in Kausitaki is probably a typical example of the
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gradual restriction in this respect, Here again we find

that conscious attempt towards making the corporation a

closer one to which reference has already been made.
• f.

•

The Corporation, not yet a Rigid one.

The 'corporation of priests' had not as yet developed
that social exclusiveness which is the chief characteristic

of their descendants. They freely married among all

classes of people and took wives even from the S"bdra
class. The marriage with Sudras was indeed looked
upon with disfavour, as is evidenced by Gobhila, 3. 2,

42, etc., and, among others, the story of Vatsa, but it

was not positively forbidden (Manu, IX, 154). After con-
sidering everything Weber concluded that there was in
those days no hard and fast rule regarding that ‘purity
of blood.’ about which so many injunctions and prohibi-
tions have been laid down in later days.l

The corporation of priests was thus not a close or
rigid one. We find indeed conscious attempts to make
it so, but the regulations laid down for the pupose sat
lightly upon the members, and were not enforced with
any amount of rigour. Slight penances only were im-
posed for any breach of customary duties, and although
continued neglect of the same led to the expulsion from
the corporation, the means of re-admission to it were in
many cases extremely feasible.2

I have all along used the expression "corporation or
guild of priests." It would perhaps be more correct to

1 Ind* Stud., Vol. X, p. 75.

2 Ibid, p, 102.

21
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say “corporations or guilds of priests/' For we cannot
very well believe that all the BrShmanas in different parts

of the country formed only one corporation. Although
there must have been some general similarity in their

aims, pursuits, and manner of living, the more coherent
organisation could embrace only a limited section. As^
a matter of fact we hear of various schools of Brahmans
at this period, such as the Yajurvedls, Madhyandins,
MaitrSyanis, Rigvedis, Apastambas, Apastamba Hiran-

yakesls, etc. These very names indicate that the differ-

entiating factors were connected with the Vedic autho-

rities relied upon by them, and this, in a manner, corro-

borates what I have stated above regarding the bar- is of

these corporations, viz., that it is not birth but the

knowledge required by a priest. The divisions of the

Brahmans according to S'skha and Charana also lead to-

the same conclusion.

The Kshatriyas .—The various texts quoted by Weber
under the heading “Verh3ltniss der beiden obersten

Kasten'* ( Ind. St., X, pp. 26-35 ) leave no doubt that

the Kshatriyas, too, had formed a class by themselves^

They are frequently mentioned along with the Brahmans
as having enjoyed special rights and privileges apart from

all other classes. They no doubt represented the nobi-

lity, the descendants of the ancient tribal chiefs, but

there is no reason to suppose that their rank was a closed

one, or that there was any social exclusiveness about

them. Ties of rank no doubt invested them with a cor-

porate character, but the corporation, like that of the

Brahmans, was not yet a rigid one. They developed

side by side with the Brahmans and, as we shall see later

on,maintained for long a contest for supremacy with them.
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As the development of these two classes runs on

almost parallel lines it is not necessary to treat the ca^ of

the Kshatriyas separately in detail.

The Vaiiyas .—The Vaisyas represent the mass of the

people at large from which the two upper classes were

recruited.! Sundry regulations are laid down to mark

the distinctions of the two upper classes from them. A
few of them may be quoted below as types.

(1) In a sacrificial place, a Brahmana is addiessed

with *Ehi* and a Vailya and a Kshatriya witn agahi and

adrava ( S'atapatha Brahmana 1. 1. 4, 12 ).

( 2 ) The Brahmana may marry three wives, the

Kshatriya two,and the Vaisya only one (Ind. stud. p. 21).

( 3 ) The age for beginning the student life is res-

pectively 8, 11, and 12 for Brahmana, Kshatriya and

Vaisya ( ibid ).

( 4 ) The savitrt of a BrShmana is a gayatn, that of

a Kshatriya a trishfubh, that of a Vaisya a jagati ( p. 22 ).

( 5 ) The upanayana ceremony of a Brahmana take

place in spring, that of a Kshatriya in summer, and tha t
of a Vaisya in autumn ( p. 22 ).

f 6 ) The Brahmana, Kshatriya, and Vaisya students

utter the word 'bhavant* respectively at the beginning,
middle, and end of their speech, while begging for alms

( p. 22 ).

( 7 ) White, red, and yellow grounds are respecti-.

vely the buildmg spots of Brahmana,Kshatriya and Vaisya
( 8 ) Different materials are prescribed for the

1 C/. S.

M. G., Vol

P. Br. n. 2. 7.16 ; 12. 7. 3. 8 ; also, Oldenbcrg in Z. D.
51. p. 280, Senart

—

Castes, p. 153 and Pick, p. 163



upper.garqoent, the hpI^ gWle .(.mekkqld ).,;an4 th^;st?ff
of the Brahrnana, Kshatrjya and .yaiaya students. ..

,

These and other similar distinctive characteristics had
probably np more objective, reality than the assumption
that BrShmana,. Kshatriya and Vaisya were respectively of
wbite» red and yellow colour !• (according to other autho-
rities Vaisya and Kshatriya are respectively white and
dark I ) ( p. 10 ). They no doubt betray an attempt on
the part of the Brahmanical writers to erect barriers be-
tween the three classesi but they at the same time clearly

prove that the existing distinctions were not very strong.

But although the Vaisyas were theoretically, and no
doubt, to a great extent, practically, differentiated from
the BrShmans and the Kshatriyas, there is np reason tot

suppose that, they ever formed a homogeneous group.
They were too large in number and too varied in the
nature of their component parts to maintain a corporate

c haracter ; and although they were distinguished from
the S udra by birth, they remained a conglomeration of
different groups of people following different professions

and different rules of life. It is only in later periods that

these groups developed a corporate character, and this

will be discussed later on.

1 This is conclusively proved (if such proofs were necessary) by the

following passages of Apastrmka, ^here, after describing the different

materials fit to be Ufcd by Brabmapa. Kshatriya and Vaisya be says :

“seme declare, witheut any reference to caste, that the staff of a
student should be made of the woed of a tree (that is fit to be used at

the sacrifice)'* (S. B. E., II, p. 9). Again ‘'the skin of a sheep is fit

t o be worn by all castes** (ibid, p. 10).
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The S udras—The contrast between Arya and DSsa of

the previous period is replaced by that berween Arya and

S udra during the period under review (for the expre-

ssions clearly bringing out the contrast and an account of
the symbolical struggle between S*udra and Arya, see

Ind. stud., X. p. 5 ff. ). Distinct attempts are made in

order to accentuate the points of difference between the

two. It is claimed that the S"udras have no right to

approach the sacred fire ( i.e., perform sacrifice ) or read

the sacred texts (p. llj. There are however passages in
the early texts which clearly assert these rights (p. 12).

The commentator remarks that in these passages the
S udra is to be taken in the sense of Rathakara. This
restricted connotation of the word S'udra, as Weber re-

marks, is merely of secondary origin and an evidence oF
attempt to which I have just alluded. Again, the

S udras are denied the rite of burning the dead body
The ancient texts, however, have laid down the measure-
ments of the tumulii. respectively, for Brahmans, Ksha-
triyas, Vaisyas, and S udras. The scholiasts not only
explain it away by a similar argument, viz., that only
the Rathakara is to be understood here, but some of
them even proceed a step further and boldly assert that
the measurement of the tumulus for the S udra is given
merely as 'Parimdifa-prasahgat^

( for the sake of measure-
ment)! lhave already referred to the fact that a
marriage alliance with the S udras was gradually being
looked upon with disfavour,

^
These things point to a growing cleavage between the

Aryas. including the Brahmans. Kshatriyas and Vaisyas
on the oi^ hand, and the Slidras on the other. But the
entire Arya folk had as little claim to a corporate.
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'Character as the motley group of people designated as the

5*03 ras.

3

The Distinction between the Brahmans and the S'Xidras

gradually Accentuated in Later Periods

The social barriers between the Aryans and the

S"udras however went on increasing in the succeeding

centuries. First, as regards food. It is laid down in

Apastamba, that "Slidras may prepare the food ( of a

householder which is j used at the Visvadeva ceremony)

under the superintendence of men of the first three

castes. It is expressly stated that 'such food is fit

for. the
I
gods' and was eaten i 'by the husband and wife,

the master and the mistress, of the family/ This

shows that there was a time when the Brahmans freely

took the food given by the S"udra« f But then we findiin

the jSame text such injunctions as follows. :—‘‘According

to sptne, (food offered by people) of any caste,- whb follow

the laws prescribed fori them,) except that of Sudras,

may be eaten’2 A remnant, , of the old. practice may (how-

ever. be seen in Gautama, XVII, 3 according to which

“If the means for sustaining! life jcannot ( be procured )

otherwise, (they may be accepted) from a S*Odra/'

These injunctions show the gradual steps by which a-

Tf. i
’ • ‘ "

1 S. B. E.. II, p. 104.

2 S, B. E., II, p, 67. For similar injunctions c/. M. IV. 2 I

:

Vasishtha XIV. 4 ; V. XLI. 13-14.

3 S. B. E , IT, p. 265.
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field line was drawn between the Brahmans and the

S"udras» What was fully and freely allowed at hrst, is

only conceded on emergent occasions, there being mani-

fest a general tendency to gradually stop it altogether.

The theory of the impurity of touch also gradually gained

ground. Thus Apastamba says : *'If during his ( Brah-

man’s ) meal a Sljdra touches him ( then he shall leave

off eating ).”1 Again, ‘‘what has been brought ( be it

touched or not ) by an impure S^udra must not be

eaten.*‘2 Jt is also laid down in Gautama that a Snataka

“shall not sip water that is offered by a S"ndra.“^
I

Secondly, as regards marriage. As we have seen

above, such marriage was not positively forbidden, but

generally looked upon with disfavour. Positive disquali-

fications were however gradually attached to it. ‘One
whose only wife was a Sudra female’ , was not to be
fed on the occasion

. of a funeral
, oblatipp

f S raddhd According to the, same authority, son, by ^a

S udra wife is to receive only a provision for maintenance
( out of the estate ) of a BrShmana deceased without

( other
) male issue. At last such marriage was for-

bidden altogether. Says Vasishtha : i

Some declare (that twice-born men may marry.)
even a female of the S udra caste like those

( other wives)
[Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisya] without (the recitation of)
Vedic texts. Let him not act thus. For, in consequence

1 Ihhl, p 6 1

.

2 Ihidy p. 60.

i Ibid, p. 220.

4 Gautama, XV. 10, S. B. E,. Vol. II. p. 258.
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of such ( a marriage the dqgradatipn
.of- the family

certainly issues, and after death't'he loss pf.heavep,”!
Manu also gb4s pn in the 'same%t;raip

; “A S udra
woman is not mentioned even in any '(ancient) story as
the wife of a Brahmana or of a Kshatriya, though they
lived in the (greatest) distress. Twice-born men who,
in their folly, wed wives of the low (Sodra) caste, sooa
degrade their families and their children to the state of
S udras.

"According to Atri and to (Gautama), the son of
Utathya, he who weds a S udra woman becomes an ‘

out-
cast. according to Saunaka. on the birth of a son, and
according to Bhrigu, he who has (male) offspring from a
(S udra female).3 A Brahmana, who takes a S"udra wife
to his bed, will (after death) sink into hell ; if he begets
a child by her, he will lose the rank of a Brahmana. The
manes and the gods will not eat the (offerings) of that
man who performs the rites in honour of the gods, of the
manes, and of guests, chiefly with a (S'udra wife’s) assis-

tance, and such (a man) will not go to heaven. For him
who drinks the moisture of a S'bdra’s lips, who is tainted
by her breath, and who begets a son on her, no expiation
is prescribed.”4

The BrShmans thus erected an impassable barrier
between themselves and the S'adras. Marriage with the

1 S. B. E., Vol. XIV. pp. 6-6.

2 The translator adds within bracket ‘first* before this word
There is, however, no authority for this in the text itself.

3 The word ‘alone’ is added by the translator but there is no-

authority for this in the text.

4 S. B. E., Vol. XXV. pp. 78-79.
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latter, and the .food ;prepared by them,r were ‘alike for-

bidden, and even their 'very touch was’ looked upon as

impure. The social exclusiveness, to which the BrEhmans

thus committed themselves, carried .them still further,

until by extending the barriers further and further they

converted themselves into that rigid corporation which

we now see before our eyes. The same principles of ex-

clusiveness by which they were altogether separated from
the S udras were gradually extended to other classes of

people (including Kshatriyas and Vaisyas), till they

looked upon themselves as a unique type of men, and
asserted the bold principle "that it is birth alone that

makes a BrShmana and no people of any other class baa-

access to it." We shall therefore next take into con-
sideration this important factor that ultimately led to the

crowning success of the BrShman.a

4

Birth becomes the Basis of Corporations,

The doctrine that birth alone makes one a BrShmana
is of slow growth. There is no trace of any such
doctrine in either the Veda or the BrShmanas. and, as we
have seen above, some texts distinctly assert that it was
learning, not birth, that was really the determining factor.
How ideas changed in this respect may best be illustrated'
by comparing the two stories of Vi^vamitra and Janaka,
with that of Matanga. It is related in ancient literature
how Visvamitra and Janaka, though originally belonging
to the Rajanya class,became Brahmana by means of auste-
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tics and learning. ^ The story of Matanga^ is, however,

expressly designed to show the futility of all attempts,

however great, by people of other classes to become a

Brshmana. In course of the story Indra is made to say

"that a Chandala can only become a S udra in a thousand

births, a S'udra a Vailya after a period thirty times as

long, a Vaisya a Rsjanya after a period sixty times the

length, a Rsjanya a Brahmana after a period of sixty times

the duration and so on.” Muir comments upon this

passage as follows;

“The assertion here made of the impossibility of a

Kshatfiya becoming a Brahman until hc' has passed

through a long series of births is, of course, in flagrant

contradiction with the stories of Visvamitra, VltahavyS

and others.'* ' It ' ' * -

The doctrine was gradually extended and it was asser-

ted that both the parents must be Brahmans in order that

the issue may belong to that class. It is difficult to realise

how the existence of mixed marriage was compatible with

the doctrine. For what would be the condition of the

child whose father is Brahmana and the mother a Ksha-

triya ? The theoretical text-books have of coures no

difficulty in answering such questions. They postujate

new caste for him as they do for the issue of each concei-
k 4

vable kind of mixed marriage ( cf, Gautama, IV, 16,

etc. ). Such fanciful theories do not, however, bear the

scrutiny of evidence. The Yavanas, for example, are

1 For details see Muir, S. T. Vol. I, pp. 337*430.

2 Ibid, p. 440 ff.
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ield out as the offspring of a Kshatriya father and S'hdra

tsidther ! ( Gautama, IV. 21 ).

The truth is, that in this respect, too, there was a

gradual growth ofBrahmanic pretensions. A verse in

MahSbfaSrata declares that the son of a 6r3hmana is a

Brshmana even though the mother be a Kshatriya or a

VaiSya ( XIII. 47.17 ). But we find in Manu-Sarhhita
(X, 6) that *sons, begotten by twtee born men on wives
of the next lower castes, they declare to be similar (to
their fathers, but ) blamed^ on account of the fault in-

herent in their mothers’*!
^
This was then the first step

in the evolution of the theory which ultimately denied
the rank of the father to such children. The curious
manner in which these Brahmanic pretensions were gra-
dually established is best illustrated by Gautama, IV,
22. 23. ^ The full purport of these passages, as explained
by the commentators, may be quoted in extenso : (S. B.
E., II, p. 199): a savarna fernale, born of tfiq
Kshatriya wife of a BrShtfiana is married to a Brahmana.
and her female descendants down ' to the seventh like-
wise,’ then th6 offspring which that seventh female <^es^
Cendant b'eari Vo' her Brahmana husband is equal in caste
to a Brahmana. In like manner, if a savarna male,
the son of a Brahmana and his Kshatriya wife, again
marries a Kshatriya wife and his male descendants down
to the seventh likewise, then the offspring of that seventh
male descendant is equal in caste to a Kshatriya. The
same principle must be applied to the offspring of Ksha-
tnyas and wives of the Vai^ya caste, as well as to

1 S. B. E
, Vol. XXV, p. 403.



Vaisyas arid ^ive^ Oif &e Gauta^
that, according to other teachers, such changes. of ,-easte

take place in the fifth genWarion. This ’process of the
change 6t caste Whereby a jS'udra attains the rank of^ a
Brahmana, and a Brahmana sinks to the level of a S udra^
is also referred to in Manu-Sariihita X. 64-65.

, .

Here then we have a complete cycle of the stages

can be no doubt that at first the,

issue of a Brahmana and a Kshatriya, Vaisya or Slidra.
female was looked upon as Brahmana; then his position
became lower though he still retained the rank ; gradu-
ally this was altogether denied, although a reversion ta
it was possible for his (or her} descendants, if fortified

by Brahmana blood for five generations. The limit
was next extended to seven, and the final step wa&
reached when this provision was omitted altogether.

Thus the gradual establishment of the two co-ordinate
doctrines, viz., (1) that none but the son of a Brahmana
can belong to that class, and (2) that none but the son-
of a Brahmana father and Brahmana mother can become
a Brahmana, ultimately led to the establishment of a
rigid social corporation which can be properly termed
the Brahmana Jsti (caste).

5

Evidence of Buddhist Literature on the Development of
Caste System.

It is extremely fortunate that we have a note of time
in this gradual process of evolution of the Brahmana caste.
The canonical text books of the Buddhists,
the Pali Tripitakas, throw interesting sidelight
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on this question and we have good • means of
^ t
'•“,** *

approximately determining the age. when they were
written. I shall therefore next consider, jn some detail,

the bearings of this literature upon the point at issue. It

will be well to begin with a short summary of the im-
portant texts.

• w

The Jatakas.—I. The long Introduction to Bhadda-
sala Jataka relates the story how the king of Kosala was
married to Vasabhakhattiya, daughter of a Sakya noble by
a slave woman, and when the facts came to be known,
the queen and her son were degraded from their rank.

The king reported this matter to the great Buddha when
he came to the palace, whereupon the latter said :

*‘The Sakyas have done wrong, O great king ! If they
gave any one, they ought to have ‘ given a girl of their

own blood. Bnt O king, this I say : Vasabhakhattiya is

a king s daughter, and in the house of a noble king she
has received the ceremonial sprinkling ; Vidudabha, too,

was begotten by a noble king. Wise men of old have
said, what matters the mother's birth ? The birth of the
father is the measure ^ and to a poor wife, a picker of
sticks, they gave the position of queen consort ; and the
son born of her obtained the sovereignty of Benares,
twelve leagues in extent, and became King Katthav3hana.
the wood-carrier.” (The story is told in detail* in Jstaka
No. 7, 1. 133-ff).

When the king of Kosala heard this speech he was
pleased ; and saying to himself, i'thefather's birth is the

I <y. Mbh. Anulasana parva, Ch. 47, v. 37.
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measure of the man,** he again gave mother an<J son t^e
treatment suited to them.*

II. The Introduction to KumnpSsapinda Jataka

relates how Mallika, the daughter of the chief of the gar-^

land-makers of Savatthi, was made the chief queen of

the King of Kosala (III. 405).

III. It is narrated in Uddalaka Jataka (IV. 293) how
a Brahmana, the chaplain of the king of Benares, fell in

love with a light-skirts, and a son UddMaka was born to-

them. The boy, when grown up, visited his father, and

as soon as the latter was convinced of his identity by

means of the seal-ring he gave to his mother, he acknow-

ledged Uddalaka to be a BrShmana and got him appointed

as a chaplain under him.

IV. It is narrated in Mstanga Jataka how sixteen

thousand Brahmans were put out of caste by the other

Br3hmans for having tasted the leavings of a Chandsla

(Jataka^V. 388) (cf. also Satadhamma Jataka 11. 82-ff).

V? It is related in Chitta-Sambhuta Jataka (IV. 390-

ff) how two ladies—one a merchant's daughter and the

other a chaplain’s—came accross two ChandSlas while

going out of the city gate. **This is an evil omen to

see !” they said, and after washing their eyes with per-

fumed water, they turned back. The multitude bela-

boured the two ChandSlas and did them much misery
• •

and mischief. ( Cf, also the first portion of M3tahga

Jataka, Vol. IV, p. 376. )

1 Jataka, Vol. IV. Dp. 147-48
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The Suttas.—l, Ambatthasuttal : ( Digba NikSya,

No. 3 ).

Ambattha, a young Br3hmana» visits Gotama Buddha

and puts on the claim, that of the four castes, the three,

Kshatriya, Vaisya. and Slidra, are attendants to wait on

the BrShmana. Buddha curbs the pride of the haughty

BrShmana by reminding him that the Krishn5yana clan, to

which be belonged, was descended from a slave woman

of a Kshatriya king. We are told that the slave-girl's

son had become a great Rishi and married the daughter

of the Kshatriya king.

Gotama then asked Ambattha, “If a man is the son

of a Kshatriya by a Brahmana woman, will he get seat and

water among BrShmanas V* “He will." “And be admitted

to share their dish and bowl ?" “Yes," “Will they admit

him as a student of the Mantras?” “Yes." “Will they

give him their daughters ?” 'Yes.' Will Kshatriyas

anoint him to Kshatriya rank ?" “No." “Why ?”

“Because he is not born ( of their caste ) on the mother'

side." “Will the son of a BrShmana by a Kshatriya

woman be received to seat and waier, bowl and dish

among Brahmanas?" “Yes." “Will they admit him as a

student ?" “Yes."' “Give him their women ?" “Yes."

“Will Kshatriyas anoint him ?" “No." “Why ?"

“Because he is not born ( of their caste ) on the father^s

side."

, l^attlia, says Gotama, “whether you
look at it from the woman's side or from the man^s, the

I The following summary of this Sutta is taken from Cople-
ston’s Buddhism, p. 145 fl.
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Kshatriyas are, higher and the BrShmanas lower. Take

the case' of* a‘ Brahmana‘'^vh6 is expelled' in disgrace by his

fellow Brahmanas ; will Brahtnanas receive him or eat with

him, or teach him "No." Will they give him their

women ‘

"No." But if a Kshatriya is expelled by

Kshatriyas will Brahmanas receive him, feed him, and

teach him ?"' "Yes." "Give him their daughter ?" "Yes,"

"Then even when a Kshatriya is in the utmost disgrace

the Kshatriyas are the superiors and the Brahmanas the

inferiors. It was a Brahmana, AmbattHa, who uttered the

verse :

"The Kshatriya is best among those who reckon

family. But the man ofp erfect conduct and knowledge
»

best among gods and men."

And this, I think, Ambattha, is very well said.

11. The Assalayana Sutta* ( Majjhima Nikaya

No. 93 ).

It opens by describing how a number of Brahmanas

at Savatthi were trying to find someone who could

controvert the opinion put forward by Gotama, that all

the four castes were equally pure. In their difficulty

they apply to a young and distinguished scholar, named
Assalayana, whom they think equal to the contest.

Assalayana goes to Gautama and asks :

"The Brahmanas, O Gotama, say thus : The Brah-

manas are the best caste ( vajffa ) : every other caste is

inferior. The Brahmanas are the white caste : every other

I The summary of this Sutta, as given below, is taken from

'Indian Buddhism'* by T.W. Rhys Davids .(Hibbert Lectures. pp.Slff)
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caste is black. The Bvahmanas alone are pure ;
those

who are not Brahmanas are not pure. The Brahmanas are

the ( only
)
real sons of Brahma, born from his mouth,

sprung from Brahma, created by Brahma, heirs of

Brahma. But what do you, sir, say about this ?*'

Then the Buddha asks him whether the wives of the

Brahmanas are not subject to all the ills and disabilities of

child-birth to which other women are fubject. Assala-

yana is obliged to confess that this is so and that the

Brahmanas put forward their claims in spite of this.

The Buddha, then, applying our modem comparative

method of inquiry, asks whether in adjacent countries

such as Bactr’a or Afghanistan, there are not differences

of colour similar to those between the Brahmanas and
other castes, and yet in those countries whether slaves

cannot become masters, and masters become slaves.

Again Assalayana confesses the fact and that the Brah-
manas put forward their claims in spite of it.

Then Gotama goes on to ask
; 'Will a murderer, if

he be a Kshatriya, Vaisya or a Stidra be born after death
is dissolved, into some unhappy state of

misery and woe, but not if he be a Brahmana ?" Assal.T-
yana replies that the Brahmana is in this respect exactly
on a par with the others. Gotama elicits similar replies
by putting the contrary case.

Thus, still qestioning, Gotama points out how,
whereas when a mare is united with an ass, the offspring
IS a mule, different from both father and mother, the
union ofa Kshatriya and a Brahmana, or vice versa, results
in offspring which resembles both the parents.

Finally, Gotama asks the young Brahmana scholar
"To which of two brothers, one an initiated student

22
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and the other not, the Brahmanas themselves would, on

sacred and solemn occasions, give the precedence"? "To

the initiated student," says Assalayana. "But if the ini-

tiated student be of bad character, and evil habits, and

the other be of good character and virtuous habits,"

rejoins Gotama, "to whom then will the Brahmanas

themselves give the precedence ?" "To the uninitiated,"

is the reply. "But in the former answer you yourself,

Assalayana," says the Master, "have given up the pre-

eminence of birth, and in the latter, the pre-eminence of

acquaintance with the sacred words. And in doing so

you yourself have acknowledged that purity of all the

castes which I proclaim."

VII. Vasetthasutta ( S. B. E., Vol. X, p. 108 ff).

A dialogue arose between two young men, Bhara-

dvaja and Vasettha, 'How does one become a BrShmana V

Bharadvaja said : "When one is noble by birth on both

sides, on the mother's and on the father's side, of pure

conception up to the seventh generation of ancestors,

not discarded and not reproached in point of birth, in

this way one is a Brahmana." Vasettha said: "When one

is virtuous and endowed with ( holy ) works, in this way

he is a Brahmana." Neither could convince his opponent

and so they agreed to refer the matter to Gautama

Buddha. The sum and substance of the latter’s reply

was that ‘not by birth is one a BrShmana, nor is one by

birth no Brahmana ; by work one is a Brahmana, by work

one is no Brahmana ;
for whoever amongst men lives by

cow- keeping he is a husbandman, not a BrShmana, and

whoever amongst men lives by performing household

ceremonials—he is a sarcificer, not a BrShmana, and so

on'. ( The positive qualifications that make up a BrSh-
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*
in stanzas 27-54. ) By a series of

arguments Gautama also refuted the notion that there

was a difference of species between the castes.

VIH. In KannaKathala Sutta ( No. 90 of the Xlajj-

hima Nikaya
) the Buddha is represented as saying :

There are these four cas;es—Kshatriyas. Brahmanas,
Vaisyas, and Sudras. Of these four castes, two—the
Kshatiiyas and the Brahmanas are riivcn precedence, to

wit, in salutation, homage, obeisance, and due
ministry.

IX. In the N'ladhura Sutta^ ^vfahakachchana is asked
the same question as was put to Buddha in the Assala-
yana Sutta. He replies that it is mere empty words to
give it out amonff people that the Brahmanas are the best
caste ( etc., the whole question is repeated word for
word ). The following five reasons are assigned by him
in support of his view.

(a) If prosperity attended a Kshatriya he could
engage in his service any Kshatriya, Brahmana. Vaisya
and S udra. Similarly any rich man belonging to any of
the other three classes could employ a Kshatriya, Brah-
mana, Vaisya or S udra, and all of them would be
equally zealous in the services of their master—irrespec-
tive of the caste to which he belongs.

(b) A Kshatriya, addicted to taking life, given to
rapine, licentious, lying, slanderous, bitter of speech,
frivolous of conversation, covetous, malevolent, holding

t

J. R. A. S., 1894, p. 341.

^ the text and translation of this Sutta see T R A S !R4
. 346fif.

J • . i04
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wrong views, would pass after death to a state of suffer-

ing punishnient—so would a BrShmana, a Vaisya and a

Sudra.

( c ) A Kshatriya, who abstains from the above vices

would pass after death to a state of happiness and to a

celestial realm—so would be a Brahmana, a Vaisya and a

Sljdra.

id) A Kshatriya who breaks into houses or loots or

commits burglary, or becomes a highwayman or

commits adultery, would be executed, or burnt, or exiled

or dealt with according to his deserts—so would be a

Brahmana, a Vaisya and a S^Tidra.

' e ) A Kshatr'va. who becomes an ascetic would be

treated with respect b? the public —so would a

Brahmana, a V'aisya and a S'*'i ‘^ra.

After thus showing that the caste cannot affect in any

way the material success in life, the bliss and punisnment

hereafter, the judgment of ihe law courts, and the uni-

form veneration extend*=»d to the ascetics, htahakach-

chan 1 winds up by saying ; *‘rf the case be so, are these

four castes exactly equal, or not ? Or how does it strike

vou ?”

His royal interlocutor could only reply:
—“Undoub-

tedly Kachchana, if the case he so. T perceive no differ-

ence between tliem."

Bearing of the Buddhist Literature on the Development of

the Caste System.

The Buddhist texts quoted above leave no doubt that

; '‘hough the theories about the equality of castes, and .*

rational views about higher and lower castes, were

entirely absent, the practical distinction between tR^
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Biahmana, Kshatri\’a, Vaisya, and S^udra, was already

well established, though it was not as rigid as obtains at

the present day. The Brahmana's rank was not a close

one, as No. V clearly contemplates the case of a

Kshatriya becoming a Brahmana.l It is no doubt true

that a proud claim has been put up for Ksl atiiya tliat

nobody can belong to that caste who was not born in it

both on the father’s and mother’s side. But when we
remember the distinct Kshatriya bias of the Buddhi.st

writers, it will probably be conceded that this had no
more real existence than the similar claims put foiward
by the Brahmanas. Besides, it is hopelessly in conflict

with the fundamental principle preached by Buddha to

the king of Kosala ( No. 1 ) :

—“What matters the
mother’s birth ? The birth of the father is the measure.”
It appears quite clearly from this principle as well as the
texts cited above ( I. HI, V ), that marriage amona
different classes was in vogue, although several passages
in the jatakas show that marriage within one’s own caste
was preferred.2 One of the great signs of the caste
1. To whatextcntthediscoveryoftheBuddhisttextshascontribu-

ted to the enlargement ofour views may be measured by cenfrasting
the following statement made by Rhys Davids in 1881. about the
social condition of India at the rise of Buddhism, with his views on
the subject contained in ‘Buddhist India.’ Chap. IV. “Inter rrarria-

between equal ranks. No Ksha-

T) Th T""
" Brahman”

( Hibbcrt Lcc.ures, p.

rJnl
^ unmistakably prove that the ci.af Palischolar was undoubtedly in error. C/. J. R. A. S.. 1894, p.n . • i

•

^ 1,1, ^22- r/.a so expressions in Jataka I 199; II. 121. 225; IH. 92. .62- IV-i. Q; also the Introductory episodes to Asitabhujataka
( 11 . 319

)and Suvannamica Tataka f iH 1 \ Tko.. • * ,

~ '

rick
( pp! 34-35 )
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system is the restriction about taking food touched by
others

; of this there is no evidence in the Buddhist texts

whatsoever, so far at least as the upper classes are concer-
ned. The remarks of Pick, who has made a special study

of the Jatakas from this point of view, may be quoted in

full.

“If we remember that the Aryans always attached

great importance to the question of food in all religious

matters, that the commensality has always been looked

upon as the external mark for the community of blood, it

would appear that the principle of excluding everything

unclean from the common table was an old one that was
carried from the family to the caste and there developed

into a specially rigid form. Yet we should not conceal

the fact that traces of the exclusion of lower persons from
partaking of food such as we observe in India to-day

occur but extremely rarely, if at all, in the Jatakas."

The only instance quoted by Pick is the refusal of a

Sakya chief to take food with a slave girl ( IV. 144 IF ).

The Jatakas no doubt bear evidence to the fact that it was
considered a great sin for a Brahmana to eat the remains

of a Chandala's food ( Te.xt No. IV a ). They also-

show that even the sight of a Chandala was looked upon
as impure ( Text No. IV h ). although we are told in

Matahga Jataka, that the merchant’s daughter who was
offended by the sight of the Chandala ultimately became
his wife. It must be remembered, however, that this

1. Fick, pp. 29-30.
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exceptional rigour marks only the relation with Chandala

and there is ab5olutely nothing to show that there was any

restriction about food and touch between other classes,

including the S'udras.

6

The Struggle between the Kshatriyds and the Brahmanas.

The distinguishing feature of the period seems, how-

ever, to have been the struggle for ascendancy between

the Kshatriyas ^nd Brahmanas ( cf. Texts V-IX ). The

Brahmanical texts are apt to lead to the inference that

such struggle never existed and that the Brahmana’s claim

for supremacy was all along an undisputed fact.l The
actuality of the contest for supremacy is, however,

revealed by some incidental references in ancient texts,

which have been subjected to a careful analysis by

Muir. 2 He had, however, to depend upon Brahmanical

texts alone which cannot be expected to reveal the whole

truth in an impartial manner. The other side of the

picture is depicted in the Buddhist texts, where an

undisputed supremacy is equally claimed for the

Kshatriya. This is evident from the text No. V and the

fact that the Buddhist authors, in enumerating the four

castes, invariably mention the Kshatriya before the Br5h-
mana. The Jaina texts fully corroborate the Buddhist
authors in this respect. Thus we read in Kalpasutra^
that “it never has happened nor will happen that Arhats,

1. Cf. the texts quoted by Weber in Ind. d^tud., X, pp. 27-41
2. Muir, S. T., pp. 337-371.

3. S. B. E., Vol. XXII, pp. 225-226..
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etc., should be bo^n in low families, mean families

or Brahmanical families. Tn consequence cf Karcnan

they mi^ht take the form of an embryo in the womb of a

woman belonging to these families, but they are never

brought forth by birth frrm such a womb—they are

removed to high and roble lamilirs. The Sakra, the

chief of kings and Gods, resolved thccfore to cruse the

venerable ascetic Mahavira to be removed from the

womb of the Brahmani Devananda. and to be placed as

an embr\'o in the womb of the Kshatrivani Trisaln.”
- " •

I have alreadv admitted an nmiount of Kshatriya bias

in the Buddhist writers, and the same might also be said

of the T una authors It would therefore be as uniair to

accent their version without anv reserve as to fully admit

all the Brahmanical pretensions recorded in their own

texts. On the other hand, the acknowledged partiality

of the Buddhist and Jaina authors does not justify us in

absolutely rejecting their statements, for, on the same

ground, the Brahmanical texts must also be held to be

unworthy of anv credence. Rather, the Buddhist and

Jaina authors stand in a more favourable light in this

respect. They were ascetics, living outside the pale of

society, and were not in any way personally involved in

the question of the supremacy of caste. The Brahmani-

cal writers, on the other hand, were actually involved in

the contest for supremacy^ upon the success or failure of

1. Unless, of course, it be maintained that they. too. were her-

mits, but of this there is not as good evidence as in the case of the

Buddhist and Jaina writers. But even if it be so, it merely proves

the equality of their claims to be heard; it does not prove the super-

iority of the Brahmanical writers.
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which depended, to n great extent, their position in the

wo^'ld. Their version was therefore liable to be more dist-

orted and more partial to their own claims. A comparison
of the two classes ot texts thus leads to the inference that

although both the Brahmanas and the Kshatriyas conten-
ded for supremacy, the claim of none of them was
universally recognised. The Buddhist texts, though up-
holding the cause of the Kshatriyas. never hide the real

facts, and Nos. V. \d. VIII and IX broadly state the
claims put up by the Brahmana. The Brahmanical texts,

as a general rule, make no reference to the superiority
of the Kshatiiyas, but some unguarded passages here
and there betray the real position. Thus in Vajasaneya
Sarhhita iXXXVIII— 19), the Kshatriyas are mentioned
before the Brahmanas. while Knthaka 28. 5. clearly
states that the Kshatriya are superior to the Brahmanas.*
According to Satapatha Brahmana 'the Brahmana followed
in the train of a king’ 11.2.3.2) and 'he was an object of
respect after the king’ (V. 4.2.7). A contest for supre-
macy between the Brahmanas and the Kshatriyas is hinted
at in a passage in Aitareya BrShmana (7. 22), and the
enmity between the two is clearly referred to in Pancha-
virh^a Brahmaria H 8.10.8.).2 Muir has also given in
detail "some legendary illustrations of the struggle
which no doubt occurred in the early ages of Hindu
history between the Brahmanas and Kshatriyas".

3

The Buddhist texts quoted above, viz,, the Introduc-

1. Ind. Stud., X, p. 30.

2. IhiJ, p. 28.

3. Muir, S T., Vol. I, p. 296ff
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tory episodes of the Jatakas and the Sutta texts, may be
referred to the fourth century before Christ. It is quite

clear therefore that at this period ^he Brahmanas, Ksha-

triyas, Vaisyas and the Su Iras had not yet developed

into those close corparations which we understand by

the term ‘caste/ One of it? essential factors had indeed

gained theoretical recognition, viz., that the ‘caste of

the father determined the caste of the child,’ but, as we

have seen above, it was still possible to pass from one

caste into another. Then, the marriage among different

classes was still in vogue, and there was no restriction

about taking food, so far at least as the three higher

classes were concerned. Last, but not cf the least im-

portance, is the fact that the day of the undoubted supre-

macy of the Brahmanas over all other castes had not

yet come.

7

The Ultimate Triumph of the Brahmanas.

The struggle for supremacy was however destined

to be over at no distant date. Gradually, but steadily,

the Brahmanas asserted their rights and prerogatives,

till at last their pre-eminence was above all dispute. We
have no means to trace the gradual stages of this

evolution, as there is no independent testimony like that

of the Buddhist texts to check the Brahmanical authori-

ties. It may however be safely assumed, that the decline

of Buddhism and the revival of Brahmanism under the

Guptas set the final seal to the supremacy of the Brah-

manas. Buddhism, as we have seen, identified itself

with the Kshatriya claims, and its contest with Brahma-
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nism served indirectly as a trial of strength between the
two contending parties. It is not possible at present to
determine the causes which led to the decline of Buddh-
ism, but down it went.and carried along with it the party
with which it was associated, leaving the field to the
triumphant rival.

•A reminiscence of this struggle for supremacy seems
to have been preserved in Talagunda Inscription of the
6th century A. D.l We are told that the Brahmana
Mayurasarman, the founder of the Kadamba dynasty
went to the city of the Pallava lords, eager to study the
whole sacred lore. “There, enraged by a fierce quarrel
with a Pallava horseman,

( he reflected ): 'Alas, that in

tir
be so much feebler

than the Kshatr.yas ! For. if to one. who has duly served

th"e

earnestly studied his branch ofthe Veda, the perfection in holiness depends on a kina

tht'h'^H
^ •’ so, withthe hand dexterous in grasping the Ku^a grass, the fuelthe stones, the ladle, the melted butter and the oW r

’

vessel, he unsheathed a flaming sword eager to

^

for himself. “ princip^

Perfection.

S':;::”-/.tf'S”'"
““

-»^^enext move was to make hi

*• Ep, Ind.. Vin.,
PP- 31. 34.
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impregnable by erecting strong barriers around it. The
means were within easy reach. They had a corporation
which could be converted by a little modification into a

rigid and exclusive one, and they eagerly set themselves
to this task. The result is what we see to-day. Marriage
with other castes was positively forbidden and restrictions

about food and touch completed the scheme. History

once more repeated itself. The same means by which
the proud Aryans erected a barrier between them and the

non-Aryans were successfully handled by one class of

them to impose upon the rest a permanent brand of in-

feriority which differed only in degree from that which
fell to the lot of the latter.

It is difficult to determine exactly the period when
this social exclusiveness of the Brahmanas was carried to

perfection. Epigraphic evidence .seems to prove that the

marriage between Brahmanas and other castes took place

even at a verv late period. Thus the Jodhpur Inscription

of Pratihara Bauka*
, which belongs to the latter half of

the 9th century A. D., narrates that the BrShmana Hari-

chandra, the founder of the family, had married two

wives, one a Brahman! and the other a Kshatriya. The
issues of the former became the Pratihara Brithmanas, and

those of the latter, the PratihSra Kshatriyas. Whatever
we might think of this concrete case, it certainly proves

the prevalence of such mixed marriages at the time when
the inscription was composed

;
for, no genealogist would

have dared to explain the origin of the royal family by a

1. J. R. A. S.. 1894, p. I ff.
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process which wis altocrether obsolete in his days. Thi>
conclusion is fully corroborated by the accounts of the

Arab traveller Ibn Khordadbeh who flourished in the latter

half of the 9th centurt- A. D. and died about 912 A. D.
Speaking about Katariyas or the Kshatriyas. he records
that the daughther of the class of Brahma ( i. e. Brah-
manasl are not given in marriage to the sons of this class,

but the Brahma.s take their daughters.* In South India,
too, we find the same thing. The Talagunda Pillar
Inscription of Kakustha Varman^ which may be referred
to about the first half of the 6th century A. proves
that although the Kadambas, to which famiiy the ruler
belonged, were Brahmanas. he married his daughter to
the Guptas. The Guptas were descended on the
mother’s side from the Vr-Ttya Lichchhavis, and yet we
find that a ruler of the Kadamba family, possessing
Brahmanic pretensions to the fullest degree, gave his
daughter in rnarriage to them against the strictest iniunc-
tions ofjhe S'hstras. Further, we learn from an inscrip-
tion at Avani, that even so late as the 10th century A D
Divalnmba. born of the Kadamba familv. was the chief-
queen of a Nolamba chief.4 The Noinmbas claimed
descenr trom the Pallavas? who are referred to as Ksha-
mvasintheTalaounda inscription referred to above
These instances may be held to indicate that the social
corporations of the Brahmanas had not reached the final

I. Hlliot's History of India. Vol I. p. 16.
Ep. Ind.. Vol. VITI, p. 24(1'.

3. p. 31

4. Ep. Ind., X. pp. 61*02.

5. /OiW. p. .'57.
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stage of development before, at any rate, the 10th
century A. D.

I have already remarked that the corporation of Brah-
manas was, from the very beginning, subdivided info a

number of minor corporations. When learning, requisi-

te for the functions of priest, formed the basis of corpo-
ration, the groups were formed according to the special

subjects of study. When birth took the place of learning,

there must have grown up distinctions based upon loca-

lity. Already in the Jatakas we meet frequently with the

term Udichcha Brai mana’, and phrases conveying dis-

tinct pride in birth in such a family. ^ This was the

forerunner of the later Kanauj, Gauda, Kankanasth and

Tailanga Brahmanas. When minute regulations were

established regarding food and marriage, it was inevita-

ble that various other subdivisions would occur, based

on the varjdng degrees in which they were observed by

the different sections of the people. These various

factors have contributed towards the formation of innu-

merable Brahmana corporations,and the individual corpo-

rate character of each of them is so perfect that it is not

a little difficult to find out that they all belong to one

grand corporation. Senart rightly observes: “Nous

parlons couramment de la caste brahmanique ; c'est les

castes brdkmaniques qu 'il faudrait dire. Nous envelo-

ppons dans un seul terme gen^rique ties castes multiples

qui ont chacune leur individuality 2

1. Jataka It. 82-ff, 458ff.; 1. 356. ff.. 371-ff.

2 . “We ordnarily speak of a Brahmariical caste,—wc should rather

say, Brahmanical castes. We include in a gendral term a multiplicity
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8

Gradual forvmtion of other Social Coiporations.

If even the BrShmanas^ who formed, comparatively

speaking, a more or less definite group, could thus give

rise to so many sub-sections which were practically so

many castes except in name, much more would we
expect similar results from the Vaisyas and the S'udras

(including the elements of population which were at

first outside the sphere of Aryan influence but gradually

came within its fold).

I have already remarked that the X'aisyas and the
S udras never formed any homogeneous people. Distinct
groups must have already existed imong them frem the
earliest period, and these ultimately developed into
classes or castes. The Vedic literature2 alone supplies
the names of a number ot functional groups which
correspond to recognised castes of the present day. A
lew of them may be quoted as type;,.

Functional groups recorded j
in Vedic literature. 3 Modern Caste.

Karmara Karmakara

Kumar
*^^>varta Kaivartta

Occupation.

Smith

Potter

Fisherman

individuality.” (Senart=Castes-

such V" day. We have, however.

inscriptions o. of Bengal.'
2 Specially cf. V. S. XVI, XXX.
3 The list is compiled from V. I . II. pp .585-6.
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Ganaka
•

Ganak
#

Astrologer

Gopfila Goala Herdsman

Takshan, Tashtri Sutar Carpenter

Dhaivara Dhivara Fisherman

Napita Napita Barber

Malaga Dhopi Washerman

Vayitri Tanti Weaver

Suraksra SCidl Maker of wine

The Diferent Factors that contributed towards

their Formation.

It may be generally inferred that many of these had

developed inta recognised classes even during the Vedic

period. This is shown by such patronymic forms as

Dhaivara, descendant of a dhivara. We have already

seen that many of them such as the smiths, the potters,

the herdsmen, the carpenters and the weavers had their

own guild organisations. There can be scarcely any

doubt that these industrial organisations had ultimately

developed into social corporations.^

The ethnic factor also played an important part in

the same direction. The Nishadas, for example, who

are frequently mentioned as an important tribe in the

Vedic literature (V. 1. 1. 454' are referred to as a social

corporation in Manu-samhit3 iX. 8'. The tendency of

the political corporations to be gradually developed

into social ones is best shown by the example of the

1 C/. Oldenberg in Z. D. M. G., Vol 51, p. 280.
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Sakyas of Kapilavastu, who formulated distinct rules
about food and marriage ( cf. Introduction to Bhadda-
s3la Jataka IV. 145). It is possibly in similar ways
that the Lichchhavis were ultimately t urncd into social
corporations, for they are undoubtedly menticred as
such in Manu ( X. 22 ). The examples of the Gosai
and Bair5gi of the present day show fuither that the
religious organisations, too, contributed to the increase
of social corporations.

It may thus be held that the vast number cf social
corporations of the present day were recruited from all
sorts of corporate organisations, such as industrial,
tribal, political, and religious. It is impossible at
present to trace each of the existing castes to one or
other of the above organisations, and it would be an
equally hopeless task to attempt to determine, even
approximately, the period when they had developed as
such from some pre-existing organisations.

A passage! in Vinaya Pitaka indicates in a general

oi
: jStiyapi namena

p. gottena_p. kammena p. s.ppenapi ahadhena pi lirfigena pi kilesena
pi apattiyapi akkosena pi.

k
cha jati, hlna nama

lat, chandalajati venajati nesadajau. rathakarajati pukkusajaii. esa

u^auh™ jit-
brShmanaj^ti. es.

One may be_ abused or reproached in ten way., .uch as by refc-

kinds of
’’

Pukkusa ,b' V Rsthakara,
Pukkusa,_these are low Ja.is. High Jans are Kshatriya, Brahmana.

( Similar enumerations follow of the other categories )-

'

23
y

Srinafisr^
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way the period when, and the manner in which this

metamorphosis gradually took place. It tells us that a

man may revile another in ten ways, such as by his

'caste,’ 'name/ 'occupation,' ‘industry,' etc. It then

specifies each of the above ten categories, saying, these

are the low castes, names, occupations, etc., these are

the high castes, names, occupations, etc. In all cases

except that of caste, it actually names a few specimens

of high and low occupations, industries, etc., and then

adds “and others which are regarded as high or low in

other countries.'' In the case of caste we are simply

told, “Low castes such as Chandala, Vena, Nishada,

Rathakara, and Pukkusa
;
high castes such as Kshatriyas

Oldenberg observes on, this passage as follows:

—

“No suggestion is made that there are other cases of jati, which

can be regarded as high or low,—any such possibility even is expressly

repudiated ; wherefore naturally the existence of intermediate jati,

between the high and the low, cannot be denied. ( Z. D. M. <7.,

Vol. LI, p. 281. )

The existence of the ‘middle caste’ which Oldenberg here contem*

plates, evidently to save his theory that the Vaisyas and Sudras were

also well formed castes in those days, is doubtful. The Sudras, had

they really formed a definite caste like the examples given, must have

been mentioned among hinajati, and the *krishi, Vanxjya' and s^rak-

sha' which arc the proper functions of Vaisyas, would not have been

relegated to the category of karmma if the latter really formed a

distinct caste. Besides, it is hard to draw a line between the middle

and tlie higher or the lower caste. In any case it is certain that in

different parts of the country many of them would be recognised as

the one or the other, and the saving clause which we find in connec-

tion with gotta, kamma, sippa, etc., would also have occurred in

the case of the y5// if any such middle caste really existed. It is true

that the Buddhist texts mention the four classes. Brahmaoa. Ksha
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and Brahmanas.” The significant phrase “and others

which are regarded as high or low in other countries”

is omitted only in the case of caste, wherefore we must

conclude that the list, here given, of the high and low

jotis, is exhaustive.

It will then follow from the above passage in Vinaya

Pitaka that only the Vena, Chandala. Nishada and

Rathakara have come to form real caste groups while the

leather-workers, potters and other groups of handiwork-

men who are included in the categories of industry and
occupation have not yet undergone the change. Their

sippu ( handicraft ), not jutt, is still their distinguishing

factor. As the Vinaya texts, from which the above,

quotation has been made, have been generally' referred

to the -rth century B. C. we may safely conclude that

the metamorphosis of the ethnic ( like Nishada and
Pukkusa) and industrial ( RathakSra, Vena, etc. )

groups into social corporations had indeed actually begun
but not made much progress, by that time.

triya, Vaisya, and Sudra—but then it should more properly be taken
as generic names used for the sake of convenience. It would have
been highly inconvenient, if not impossible, if one had to mention in
detail. Vena, Rathakara, Pukkusa and other mojey groups, every
time he had to refer to general divisions of people. If Vaissa and
Sudra are not supposed to have comprehended all the different
elements of population except the Brahmanaand Kshatriya, Buddha's
conclusion about the equality of castes in. e.fr., Assaiavana Suita,
must be supposed to have left out of consideration a number of them.
his IS impossible from the very nature of the case, wherefore wemust take It. that while the Buddhist texts follow the Brahmanicai -

ones m mentioning Brahmana. Kshatriya. Vaisya and Sudra, they
merely take these terms in a generic sense.
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9

The theory of 'mixed caste/

The gradual formation of these castes was incom-

patible with the Brahmanical theory that the BrShmana,

Kshatriya, Vaisya and Sudra were the four castes into

which the society was divided. The existence of these

new castes could not be ignored while, on the other

band, the Brahmans could hardly modify the orthodox

theory without stultifying themselves. Evidently somc-

th’ng was to be done which would preserve their theory

intact and at the same time take into consideration

these new factors in societv.

The means by which they have sought to achieve

this end is the theory of 'mixed caste’ which explains

the origin of every caste other than the four recognised

ones by a system of cross-breeding. The theory is met

with in the earliest Dharma-sutrasl and its full develop-

ment may be noticed in Manu.- It would be an insult

to the intelligence of my readers if I stop to explain the

absurdity of the whole thing. It lies on its very face and

he who runs may read it. Senart rightly observes :

L’explication des castes mcle'es n’a jamais pu faire

illusion ii personne. Des impossibilite's flajrantes la

jugent.”^ JoHy.also remarks to the same effect: "Am
jdeutlichsten tragt das System der Mischkasten ( samkara

5ti ) den stempel der Kunstlichkeit an der stirn."^

I. Ga. IV. 16 ff.

2. M. X. 8-ff.

3. “The explanation of the mixed caste could never deceive any-

Jjody. The utter impossibility of the thing fs enough to condemn

it.” ( Senart - Ca5/C5 p. 121.)

4. “The system of mixed caste bears most clearly the stamp of

artindalily on the very face of it.”

(Z. D. M. G

,

Vol. L, p. 507.)
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The historical importance of the thcoiy.

But although the theory is absurd, and the system

artificial to the extreme, it is not without great historical

importance. It clea-h' indicates in the first place, that

th« division of the Aryan society into four castes was,

from the very beginning, a theoretical one
: that the

terms Vaisyas and Sljdras comprehended a number of
more or less distinct groups of people which ultimately
came to possess almost all the characteristics of the
caste. Sec-jndly, it .shows the anxious de. ire on the
part of the Brahmanical authors to extend the .social

system they had developed to all the varied elements of
population in India.

^

Outside influence upon the development of the caste.

This later phase of the question deserves more than
a passing notice, specially as it explains to some extent
the gradual evolution of the industrial and various other
groups into social corporations. It has often been
asserted that the caste system was a natural evolution
from within. A full consideration of the whole circums-
tances seems to show, however, that this statement
requires to be qualified a great deal. Apart from the
corporate instincts and the general trend of Indian
intellect to introduce regular symmetry in every depart-
ment of life, at least two powerful active elements may
be distinguished, which have contributed towards the
development of these innumerable social corporations,
ne^e may be broadly classified as religious and political.

( t ) Religious propaganda.

The Brahmanical texts are never tired of dilatingupon the merits to be acquired by following the duties

b C/. Oldenberg's views in 2. D. M. G., Vol. LI, p. 277.
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of one’s own caste. Thus we find in Apastamba^ :

“In successive births men of the lower castes are born

in the next higher one, if the^ have fulfilled their duties’';

also in Gautama- :
“( Men of) the ( several ) castes and

orders who always live according to their duty enjoy

after death the rewards of their works, etc

Kautilya^ lays down that 'the observance of one's own

caste duty leads one to heaven and infinite bliss,’ while

according to Manu^ the people “will reach the most

blessed state if they act according to the duties of the

four castes in times of distress.” On the other hand the

Dharma-sastras predict, in an equally positive manner,

grave misfortunes, in the life to come, for . those who

neglect the duties of the 'caste.’ “In successive births,”

says Apastamba.S “men of the higher castes are born

in the next lower one, if they neglect their duties": while

according to Manu^ a Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaisya and

a S^udra become, respectively, for reglecting the duties

of the ‘caste,' an Ulkamukha Preta who feeds on what

has been vomitted, a Kataputana Preta who eats impure

substances and corpses, a Maitrakshajyotika Preta who

feeds on pus, and a Kailasaka Preta who feeds on moths.

( ii ) Poltical Authority.

The Brahmans, however, did not rely upon these

injunctions alone for the clue preservation of caste laws.

1. Ap. IT. 11. 10;alsoc/. Ap. IT. 2-3.

2. Ga. XI. 29.

3. Arthasastra, Bk. T. Ch. III. The word ‘Sva-dharma' in the

text really means the duties of one s order ( Caste ).

4. M., X. 130-

5. Ap., 11. 11. II-

6. M .
XII. 71-72.
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They armed the royal authority with specific powers to

enforce the same. Thus Apastamba' enjoins upon a

king to punish those who have transgressed the caste

laws even by death. Gautama^ also authorises the king

to punish such persons. Kautilya*'^ maintains that the

king shall never allow people to swerve from their caste

duties. Manu^ also lays down that “( The king I

should carefully compel Vaisyas and S"Odras to perform

the work ( prescribed ) for them
;
for if those two

( castes ) swerved from their duties, they would throw
this ( whole ) world into confusion." Similar injunctions

are laid down also in Vishnu^ and Yajnavalkya^ Sarh-

hitas. The S^ukranlti, too, states in the same strain :

"Every caste should practise the duties that have been
mentioned as belonging to it and that have been prac-

tised by ancestors, and should otherwise be punished by
kings.’’? The execution of the S'adra S"amvuka
by Rama, as described in RSmayana, may be cited as a

typical instance. The Nasik cave Inscription of
Gautami Balasri also supplies a concrete illustration of
roval interference in the caste regulations. There the list

of king Gautami-putra’s virtues includes the fact that

*he stopped the contamination of the four vaynas.'^

I- Ad. It. 10. 11. l-4;aIsoc/ .Ap.. 11. 27. IS
2. Ga.. Xr 31.

3. Arthasustra, Bk. I, Chap. III.

4. M., VIII. 418.

V
. III. 2.

6. Y.. I. 360.

7. Ch. IV, sect. IV, 82-83. Translated by Binoykumar
Sarkar.

Ep. In-i.. VIII. pp. 03-3 1.
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The caste regulations were thus enforced upon the
people by terror of punishments both in this life as well
as in the next. No wonder, then, that unlike other
corporations such as political or industrial, the social
corporations have gradually attained more and more
prefection and have subsisted down to our own time.
The sacrosanct character attributed to the latter readily
explains not only its rapid extension all over the country
but also its enduring tenacity and rigidity by means of
which it has long out-lived the Srenis or Ganas, although
all th’ three had their origin in the same instincts.

10

Nature and organisation of the social corporation called

‘caste/

We have now completed the history of that evolution
which ultimately resulted in the division of Indian people
into a number of more or less close and rigid social

corporations. It only remains for me to add a few words
regarding the nature and organisation of these
corporations.

The nature of these corporations is now a matter of
general knowledge and there are reasons to believe that

things have not changed much, except in the lax obser-

vation of rules in recent days. The basis of the corpo-

ration was the tie of birth and its chief binding factors

were a number of prescribed regulations chiefly regarding

food, marriage and intercourse with the rest of the

community, the violation of which brought punishment
upon the offender, varying in degrees, according to the

measure of the guilt, fram slight expiatory ceremonies

to expulsion from the corporation. As many of
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these corporations evolved out of industrial groups, dis-

tinctive occupations also have come to be looked upon
as belonging to their very nature. It is permissible to

doubt, however, whether they ever formed a binding
factor, far less the basis, of these social corporations. In

other words, it is probable that, as in the present day, a

man might cease to follow the distinctive profession of
hi:; caste, or even adopt other professions, but would
not have thereby lost his caste. He would continue to

belong to it so long as he followed the prescribed regula-
tions alluded to above. On the other hand, he would not
be absolved from the guilt of violating these by consi-
deration of the fact that he faithfully performed his here-
ditary occupation. This is proved by the oft-quoted
passages in Manu ( III. 151 ff. ) which show that even
the highest caste was quite indifferent to this aspect of
the system ; so much so, that the Brahmans followed
even such occupations as, maintaining shops, selling

meats, lending money, tending cattle, and acting in a
theatre, and still retained their castes. It docs not
appear that they were even looked upon as involving any
guilt, for they are not included in the long list of offen-
ces involving expiatory ceremonies^

( M. XI. 1-71 ).

It is also ordained in Manu that one who is unable to
subsist by the peculiar occupations of his caste may
follow those ordained for the lower ones. Thus a
Brahmana could follow the occupations of a Kshatriya and

It is indeed ordained in M., X, 92, that by ( selling ) flesh a
Brahmana at once becomes an out-cast : but this rule can hardly be
said to have been practically enforced in view of M, III. 152,
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Vaisya, the Kshatriya, those of a Vaisya, and the latter,

those cf a Sljdra, while a S'bdra might, under similar

circumstances, maintain himself by handicrafts.^ These
certainly point to a mobility of industry and occupation

which is hardly compatible with the idea that the latter

formed the basis or even a binding factor of the social

corporations. Although it cannot be denied that they

maintained, to a great extent, a fixity of occupation

among a certain group of people, this characteristic is to

be attributed, not to the social corporations as such, but

to the primi^ve industrial organisations out of which

they arose.

The ancient Dharmasastras associate the 'castes" with

other corporations. 2 The organisation of these social

corporations seems to have been modelled on the same

plan as was adopted by other corporations, the guilds for

example. The subject has been fully dealt with in

connection with the latter and need not be repeated here.

The Gautama Dharmasutra ( XI. 20 ) and Manu ( VIII.

41, 46) refer to the authoritative nature of the regula-

tions laid down by the castes. They served as one of

the regular courts in the kingdom for the trial of offen-

ders in the first instance^ and a sacred character is also

attributed to this class of corporation in the verse referred'

to on p. 40 f foot-note 2 ).

1. M.. X. 81-83, 98-99.
_ ,

2. This is specially noticeable in Y. I. 361 “Kulani Jatih SrenTs-

cha Ganan Janapadan-statha”— c/. also Ga.. XI; M., VIII. 41,

219-221.

3. See quotations on p. 58. The Word ‘Kula* used in these

passages means only a subsection of cas.te
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The most interesting thing, however, in this connec-
tion is the fact, that we have, even at the present dav,

reminiscence of the old organisation. There is still the

chief, the executive council, the assembly, and the legal

validity of the jurisdiction exercised by each of them. A
very interesting account of this organisation, as it

obtains at present, has been furnished by Senart,* and
any one v^ho goes through it cannot fail to be struck with
the similarity it displays to the organisation of corpora-
tions in ancient India, such as I have tried to depict in-
Chapter I.

11

Other forms of Corporate Activity in Social Life,

Besides the formation of caste-groups, the corporate
activity was manifested in various other ways in social
life. As it is not in keeping with the purpose of this
work to describe each of them in detail. I shall merely
refer to a few representative specimens.

Educational institutions

First, in the matter of education, corporate activity
was manifest everywhere from the big establi.shmcnts
like Nalanda University down to the humblest institution
in a village. Thus we read in Lusaka Jstaka ( 1. 234 )

how the villagers appointed a teacher by paying his
expenses and giving him a hut to live in. Similarly, in
towns like Varanasi and Taxila, there were big establish-

1. Senart—Caste, pp. 73, 83 ; cf. also p. 70. above.
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ments, mostly maintained by public co-operation. Thus
we read in the same J3taka that the Bodhisattva was a

teacher of world-wide fame at Benaras with five hundred

young Brirhmans to teach. “In those times the Benares

folk used to give day by day commons of food to poor

lads and had them taught free.** A very good example of

the public co-operation as well as the corporate character

of the institution itself is furnished by Tittira Jstaka

( III. 537 ). We read that “a world-renowned professor

at Benares gave instruction in science to five hundred

young Brahmins, One day he thought : ‘So long as I

dwell here, I meet with hindrances to the religious life,

and my pupils are not perfected in their studies. I will

retire into a forest home on the slopes of the Himalayas

and carry on my teachings there.” He told his pupils,

and, bidding them bring sesame, husked rice, oil, gar-

ments and such like, he went into the forest and building

a hut of leaves took up his abode close by the highway.

His pupils too each built a hut for himself. Their kins-

folk sent rice and like, and the natives of the country,

saying, “A famous professor, they say, is living in such

and such a place in the forest, and giving lessons in

science,” brought presents of rice, and the forester

also offered their gifts, while a certain man

gave a milch cow and a calf, to supply them with milk.’*

Similar corporate educational institutions are frequently

referred to in the Jatakas, eg., in IV. 391; I. 317,

402, 447, 463, 510; III. 12Z ;
II. 48 ;

V. 128, 457.

The first two of these instances clearly prove that the

students had a common mess and lived as an organised

corporate body under the teacher, while the last three
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examples show that these institutions were partly main-
tained by honorariums paid bv the sons of wealthy
members of the society. It is worthy of note that not
only religious treatises like the Vedas, but various secu-
lar arts and sciences were also subjects of study in these
centres of education.

^

The account of the Jatakas is in entire agreement with
the information supplied by the Brahmanical texts. The
rules and regulations about the life of a student in his
teacher's house, as laid down in the ancient Dharmasas-
tras, fully harmonise with the corporate character of the
educational institutions as deduced from the Jstaka
stories.

There can be scarcely any doubt that institutions like
the University of Nalanda had developed out of the
system depicted in the Tittira Jataka. Their origin is •

probably to be referred to a very ancient period. ' The
Bri^had-aranyakopanishad refers to the ‘Samiti of the
Psnchalas’ and the context proves that it was an educa-
tional institution.

From the age of the Upanishads down to the destruc-
tion of Nalanda and Vikramallla, many other universities
had flourished in India, but unfortunately we know very
little of them.

Reference has already been made2 to vast education-
al establishments in South India, and such examples areby no means rare. But the crest-jewel of Indian educa-
tional institutions was the university at Nalanda of which,

1- Fick, D. 130 ff; J. A. S. B., 1916, p.
2. Pp. 193 fif. above.

17 #f
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we possess a somewhat detailed account from the

writings of contemporary Chinese pilgrims. 1

This great corporation with ten thousand members
may justly be looked upon as one of the best specimens
in the held of education, and one of the most fruitful

achievements of the corporate instincts of the ancient

Indian people.

Club-houses, social gatherings, etc.

The same instincts are also observable in lighter

things, such as amusement and merry-making, even from

the remotest antiquity. Zimmer^ has shown how the

Sabha in Vedic period served as the modern club-houses

after the serious business was over. In the post- Vedic

period we come across an institution called ‘Samaja' or

‘Samajja’ which seems to have served similar functions.

It is clear from Chuilavagga V. 2, 6, and Sigalovada

Suttanta,^ that besides dancing, singing and music,

something like a dramatic performance ( akkhana ),^ and

acrobatic and magical leats were included in the

programme of these popular institutions. That these

were regularly held at some definite places follow quite

clearly from some passages in Jaina^ and Brahmanical
texts.

^

1. Life of Hiuen-Tsiang translated by Beal, pp. 105-113, cf.,

also Watters—On Yuanchuang, Vol. II. pp. 164-160 : I-tsing s

account translated by J. Takakusu, pp« 65, 86, 145, 154, 177-78.

2. A. L., p. 172 ff.

3. Grimblot’s ‘Sept Suttas Palis,' P. 300.

4. Cf. Buddhist 'India, p. 185-

5. 'Samaja’ is included in the list of places which a Jaina monk

is prcmitted to visit ( Jacobi. Jaina Sutras, II, P. 1 77 ).

0. Bhlshma includes ‘Samaja’ in the list of localities where a

foreign spy is to be looked for ( Santiparva, ch, 60, v. 1 1. ).
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These social gatherings were known in later times as
"Goshthl’l which has been described in some detail
by Vatsyayana.Z This resembled very much the modern
institution called club. It took place in a definite house
where people used to meet in the evening to amuse
themselves with music, dancing, drinking, and various
discourses on literature and arts. Sometimes there were
garden parties and drinking bout in a member's resi-
dence. These institutions were apparently meant for
healthy amusement and relaxation, and care was taken
that they may not be converted into too learned or vulgar
assemblies. This is quite clear from the following :

^
II (IV. 50)

The next verse shows that due safeguards were taken
to prevent them from being reduced to centres of lea-
lousy or hatred.

qTfwtTTf^I m ^ 5! riTJIW^V: II (IV. 51)
It appears from the use of the word that

he more respectable Goshthls, like the modern clubs.

membeTs""'" for the guidance of

svTvP'^’^'^l''''^^
these institutions. \'at-Vtiyana advises the villagers to start a

^
•

tion r»f
‘ CO start a Lioshthi, in imita-

citizens, so that they might notcnly amu.se the
1. Amarkosha gives •Samajya' as one of the synonyms of Goshthl.

S es'er^.r "s'
Thus Goshthl

Xroo '

I

in more ihan one sense,

de lado fr'""
in^'itutiens is quite app..eent from the

“Sarin. a' Kshlrasva-min

y»rGoZ^,r''
n5nok.ayastish,han,yas.

Kamasutra, Chap, IV. p. 51ff. ( Chowkhamba Edition).
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people ( by music, dramatic performances, etc. ). but

also assist them in their undertakings, and render vsriou?

other benefits to them.’i It is apparent, therefore, that

the corporate character of the institution was also

utilised for various services of public utility.

Social service.

Indeed this was an important feature of the corporate

life in ancient India. The passages quoted above ( p.

130 ) from ArthasSstra clearly indicate how men in

those days were in the habit of doing work for the

common good. The following account^ of the activity

of thirty villagers under the guidance of Bodhisatta may
be looked upon as a typical illustration of the spirit

which characterised the people of ancient India.

“These thirty men were led by the Bodhisatta to

become like-minded with himself ; he established them

in the Five Commandments, and thenceforth used to

go about with them, doing good works. And they, too,

doing good works, always in the Bodhisatta*s company,,

used to get up early and sally forth, with razors and

axes and ijubs in their bands. With their clubs they

used to roll out of the way all stones that lay on the four

highways and other roads of the village ; the trees that

would strike against the axles of chariots, they cut down;

rough places they made smooth ;
causeways they built ;

dug water tanks and built a hall ;
they showed charity

and kept the Commandments. In this wise did the body

1. IV. 49.

2. Jataka, Vol I. p. 199
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of the villagers generally abide by the Bodhisatta’s

teachings and keep the Commandments.”
In the course of the story we arc told that the men

built a large public hall and wanted a pinnacle to put on
it. They found it in the possession of a lady, but could
not buy it of her for any money. "If you will make me
a partner in the good work,” said she, "I will give it you
for nothing.” Consenting, they took the pinnacle and
completed their hall.

This episode exhibits more vividly than anything else

(he corporate feelings which inspired men and women
alike in ancient India.

Instances of the corporate activity of castes,

somewhat like those of guilds, are furnished by inscrip-
tions of South India. A coppeiplate issued during the
reign of R5mar3ja of Vijayanagara, and dated (probably
wrongly) in Saka 1355, records some social and other
privileges granted by five

( artisan
) communities to a

certain person in recognition of his having worsted in a
fight the head of a community who was a source of great
trouble to them.l

Another copperplate, issued during the reign of a
NSyak of Madura in Saka 1667, records an agreement
made by the barbers settled in a locality to levy, from
among themselves, some imposts on every household on
occasions of marriage and funerals, for the maintenance
of a matha built by them.^

* Epigraphy, 1936-7. p 5.

2. Ibid,- No. 2.

24
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A Stone inscription from Karur, dated in the 43rd
*

year of Kulottunga Chola (I), records an agieement by
the shepherds of the place to present a sheep to a parti-

cular temple on the occasion of the nuptials of their

boys and when their girls were sent to set up a family

and on the occasion of talai-mani of their children.!
ft

An inscription on a pillar in a temple at Nandavaram
in Kurnui District, dated Saka 1492, records the

resolution of the Vidvanmahajnnas of Nandavaram on

the occasion when their agrahara village was restored to

them and they were reinstated in it by the authorities,

that they would take to the study of the Vedas and the

•^aitras and would abstain from levying dowries for

marriage of girls in their community.2

1.

j

Ibid, p. 25, No. 165, Also cf. ibid, p 70 for another

similar case.

2. Ibid. 1913*5. p. 10, No. 4.
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APPENDIX

I. EXTRACTS OF LETTERS RECEIVED BY THE
AUTHOR FROM DISTINGUISHED

SCHOLARS.

1

Dear Sir,

I am much indebted to you for the nicely bound
copy of your Corporate Life in Ancient India, which is
a good book

I agree with your theory of the Brahman group of
castes

I agree about the date of Panini
I hope you will coutinue youf careful studies and you

can make any use you please of my favourable opinion
or your scholarly book.

I remain,

Dear Sir,

Yours truly,

(Sd.) VINCENT A. SMITH.

Dear Sir,

I am much obliged for your letter of the 1st of
February and for the copy of your work on 'Corporate
A-ite m Ancient India/

I have read your book with pleasure and profit. Its
value IS much enhanced by the abundant and most useful
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citations of authorities, ancient and modern, and every

student of the political and social life of ancient India

will hav> to reckon with the suggestions made by you,

I desire also to codgratulate you on the admirable

temper and courtesy shown in discussing views which

you do not accept. Your work is undoubtedly a valu-

able and original contribution to the study of questions

which are too fundamental to permit of any final solution

but which by their importance and intricacy offer every

temptation for scholarly investigation •••

With renewed thanks for your interesting work.

Yours truly,

(Sd.) A. BERREIDALE KEITH.

3

Dear Sir,

I am greatly obliged to you for your kindness in

•sending me your book on the Corporations of Ancient

India. I have read it with much pleasure and profit,

for it seems to me that you have handled your theme

with skill add sound judgment. It is very gratifying to

see the growth of a really scientific historical method

among Indian scholars.

Believe me,

Yours very faithfully,

(Sd.) L. b. BARNETT.
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4

Pear Sir,

I am much indebted to you for your kind presentation

copy of the admirable Corporate Life in Ancient India,

1 have read it through with the greatest interest and
regard it as a very useful addition to our knowledge of

Indian history, a field in which, accuracy and certainty

.are difficult to obtain

Thanking you for your book again,

I remain,

Yours very sincerely,

fSd.) E. WASHBURN HOPKINS.

II. REVIEWS

1. Review in J. R. A. S., 1920.

"CORPORATE LIFE IN ANCIENT INDIA By

Rameshchandra lylajumdar, M.A., Calcutta, 1918.
Local Government in Ancient India. By Radhakumud

Mookerji, M.A., Ph.D., Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1919.

These two books cover almost the same ground, both
dealing with corporate life in ancient India, the title of
the first describing its scope rightly, while the second
nas assumed too ambitious a title.

Corporate activities manifested themselves in trade
rd industry, in popular assemblies from the village
couicu upwards, in religious bodies, and in the manifold
development of caste. Mr. Majumdar deals with all
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these subjects under the heads of economic, political,

religious and social life. Dr. Moofcerji treats then>

according to their organisation as guilds, etc., their

functions administrative, judicial and municipal, and
their constitution, with special notice of some important

corporations and public institutions. Both base them-

selves on much the same materials, drawn from Sanskrit

and Buddhist literature and inscriptions ; and both give

good accounts of the various forms in which corporate

life existed. But when they deal with what may be

called the constitutional history of those forms, the two

books differ widely.

Mr. Majumdar seeks to explain his subjects as Indian

problems without bringing them into too close com-

parison with their English counterparts. Dr. MookerjiV

treatment is less satisfactory

Mr. Majumdar on the whole treats his subjects

chronologically, tracing their nature and modifications as

far as possible with regard to historical sequence. But

Dr. Mookerji throws historical consistency aside

Both authors speak of the popular assemblies or

councils as “democratic,'' but the constitutions do not

warrant that description. It is highly improbable that

the lower classes ever had elective power along with the

upper classes, especially after the brahmans established

their theories about the degradation of the lower castes.

Even supposing, hov/ever, that the people generally did .
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elfCt ths m »mb»rs of those as>emblics, the rules tha t

defined th' qualificition; of members required a know-

ledge of sacred and legal books that could rarely have

been found outside the brahmans, and so must have

given the brahmans an assured preponderance in those

assemblies. Brahmanic claims and real democracy

would have been a strange couple.

This brings us to a subject of es>ential importance.

Mr. Majumdar treats of th 2 caUe» historicilly, and o ffers-

evidence and makes many sound comments about them,

and especially about the brahmans and their claims,

though he has hardly scrutinised popular corporate life

with reference thereto. Dr. Mookerji practically ignores

this subject, and a pe usal of his pages would rather

suggest that caste had little bearing on such popular life.

This subject and possible diffjrences between Aryan
and Dravidian require more elucidation. It seems that

the northern evidence of marked corporate activities is

most copious before brahmanic power became supreme
(both authors drawing largely from Buddhist sources)^

and fails about the time when brahm inism finally estib

lished its sway in North India, and similar coincideoces
seem discernible in South India. This comment is not
put forward as a definite assertion but to suggest a line-

of further investigation.

Both authors quote Sanskrit passages, and those in

Mr. Mijumdar’s book are not free from mistakes, but
those in Dr. Mookerji’s book contain many errors

; thus
on p. 117, in one note of four lines there are three
errors. Mr. Majumdar's book has the serious defect
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that it has no index Dr. Mookerji’s book has been

.printed at the Clarendon Press and possesses all the

perfections of th'-' products of that Press (except those

-errors), and it has received a too commendatory fore-

word from Lord Crewe. Mr. Majumdar’s book was

printed at Calcutta and lacks all those outward advan-

tages ;
neverthless, it is certainty ihe better and more

trustworthy treatise, written more sanely and with no

political flavour, such as is perceptible in the other book.

F. E. PARGITER.”

N.B—The portions marked with dots above refer to Dr. Mukhcrji s

book.



2. Review in “The English Historical Review^

January, 1920/*

“The treatise entitled Corporate Life in Ancient India

(Calcutta, Surendranath Sen. 1918 ), by Mr. R.C.

Majumdar. is written in a detached and historical spirit.

The author knows German and has arranged his material

in a German rather than an English fashion. Mr.
Majumdar’s discussion of the kingless states of ancient

India in Chapter II is full and excellent. Such states

were numerous in the Panjab at the time of Alexander's

invasion in the fourth century B.C., and their existence

in various parts of upper India may be traced until the
fifth century after Christ. Some of them were oligarchi-

cal, The author appropriately illustrates the system of

Government in the Lichhavi state of Tirhut by compari-
son with the Cleisthenian institutions at Athens. We
believe that the peoples who maintained more or less

republican forms of government in India for so many
centuries were non-Aryans, probably in all cases related
to the Himalayan tribes of the Mongolian ongin now
represented by the Gurkhas and the like. Mr. Majum-
dir ascribes the decline and ultimate extinction of the
republics to the effects of foreign invasions and the
levelling enforced by the more powerful paramount
dynasties which arose from time to time. These causes
uido jbtedly operated, but the gradual absorption of the
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large Mongolian element which existed in the early

population of northern India must have had much to do

with the failure of the republican constitutions to survive

or to become the source of further developments. The

author justly observes that “it requires great effort to

believe, even when sufficient evidence is forthcoming,

that institutions, which we are accustomed to look upon

as of western growth, had also flourished in India long

long ago.*' Chapter IV, dealing with corporate activi-

ties in religious life, gives a valuable analysis of (he

constitution of the Buddhist Church, “one of the most

perfect ever witnessed in any age or country.” The weak
point in the organisation was the lack of any effectual

central authority, but that statement, generally correct

should be qualified by the observation that for a few

years about 249 B.C., Asoka openly assumed the posi-

tion of head of the Church. The examination of the

theory of the evolution of caste in Chapter V is illu-

minating. The Vedic Brahmans were “not bound

together by ties of birth” and “authentic texts repeatedly

declare that it is knowledge, not de.sccnt, that makes a

Brahman.” The Vedic “guilds of preiests” developed

slowly into the close Brahman caste, or, more accurately,

group of castes, which has been so prominent in India

during the last two thousand years. Marriages in

princely families between Brahmans and ladies of other

castes are recorded as late as in the ninth and tenth

centuries after Christ. The author is to be congratulated

on his freedom from ihe literary and other prejudices

which have often obscured the story of the oiigins of
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caste institution. In his concluding pages he quotes
interesting passages which prove that the Indians of the
olden time knew how to combine for charitable and
social purposes, including public amusements. Mr.
Majumdar's.book gives promise of further, well-designed
researches calculated to throw much light upon the
history of ancient India."

VINCENT A. SMITH.
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